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PREFACE 

by DR DAVID BIGGINS 

It gives me great pleasure to write the preface for this unique catalogue of Boer War medals that provides 
a history of the Boer War through the medals issued to commemorate it.   

While sharing many of the attributes of other collecting areas, medal collecting is elevated to a pre-
eminent position in the hierarchy thanks to a decision in the 1840s to routinely inscribe the name of the 
recipient on the rim of the medal, thus providing a permanent link between the medal and the person 
who earned it. This is, for many collectors, the reason why they choose to collect medals, the potential 
to uncover, learn about and record the lives of the men and women who helped to shape our history and 
whose lives were affected by the events in which they participated, willingly or otherwise. It is for this 
reason that medal collecting is important too. By collecting past artefacts and creating or augmenting 
the biographies of their original owners, we preserve our history, their lives and ensure these memories 
are passed on to future generations. In recent times, the ability to add research to a medal has increased 
exponentially. One need only compare a medal catalogue from the 1980s to a catalogue such as this to 
perceive this sea change in access to information which is shedding ever more light on the lives of medal 
recipients and attracting new collectors to this sphere. 

While the Boer War saw the largest force the Empire had ever deployed at that time, the escalating nature 
of international politics, national aspirations and technology meant that the Boer War was itself soon 
dwarfed in every regard by the Great War only 12 years later. As one example, the artillery bombardment 
at Neuve Chappelle in 1915 expended more shells in a 35-minute period than were fired in the whole of 
the Boer War. As a result, the Boer War has been somewhat marginalised in 20th Century 
history. However, it does have an important place in military and societal history and its ramifications 
can still be been seen and felt even after 120 years, especially in the region over which it raged for nearly 
three years where strong emotions continue to be evoked. For these and other reasons, the Boer War 
retains a popular focus; the number of men and women involved, over 500000 combatants and an untold 
number of civilians in South Africa and across many countries; that many of the people (De Wet, De La 
Rey, Buller, Roberts, French and Kitchener), sieges (Mafeking, Ladysmith and Kimberley) and 
engagements (Colenso, Spion Kop, Paardeberg and Sanna’s Post) continue to be well known; the 
availability of photographs, books, letters, news reports and other research materials; the large number 
of medals awarded and the range of clasps available to the Queen’s South Africa Medal provide immense 
variety, opportunity and scope to collectors. All of these factors combine to make the Boer War very 
accessible to and a focus for many collectors.  

When we think of notable Boer War collections of medals, our minds recall those made by individuals 
such as the Lovell Collection in 1978 or the varied lots collated for the Spink Centenary sale of 
1999. What distinguishes this collection from those that have gone before are five aspects.  

FIRST Many Boer War collectors will have medals to units such as Q Battery, the Northumberland 
Fusiliers or Roberts’ Horse where we assume the recipient of the medal was present at the major 
engagements of those units but we cannot be sure.  

Medals in this collection are different in that they are to recipients who received a reward for a certain 
action, official recognition or who were injured in the engagement meaning we can be certain that they 
were present at that engagement on that day.  

This is a level of certainty that we do not often enjoy. 
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SECOND   The lots in this auction are accompanied by detailed research of the recipients themselves or 
the engagements in which they participated, information that has been collated from very many sources 
to add context and background to the lots on offer.  

THIRD      The range of engagements encompassed by these lots is unprecedented, beginning at the very 
start of the War with a minor train incident and continuing to after peace was declared at the end of May 
1902. The index to the catalogue provides a gazetteer to places in South Africa that are rarely seen in 
works on the Boer War.  

FOURTH The number of awards and medals issued by the Boer Authorities is unequalled in a 
catalogue. The chronological order of the catalogue provides us with a view of both sides, attacker and 
defender, besieger and besieged, Boer and invader, a rare opportunity to contemplate the Boer War from 
a more holistic perspective by literally seeing facets of the conflict from both sides.  

FIFTH      The aspects of this catalogue relates to its composition. To create a collection of this quality 
takes many years of sourcing medals, sorting, organising, researching and selling, all so that, slowly, 
over decades, a collection can be honed to the pinnacle of excellence. Often when perusing a catalogue 
of Boer War items for sale, a few of the lots stand out for their rarity or importance but that is not the 
case here. This collection contains so many choice lots that it is not possible to list the lots of special 
interest as to do so would be to neglect and omit so many worthy items. That slow and painstaking 
process to collate the collection means there are so many items of interest to collectors. With this 
pedigree, it is difficult to see how a similar collection will ever be collated in one place again. 

The person responsible for this collection is very well known throughout the medal collecting world and 
rightly enjoys a pre-eminent and international reputation as a researcher, author and collector.  

The name of Henk Loots will be known to many from his articles on the Boer War and other conflicts, 
the Anglo-Boere Oorlog Medal in particular and from internet forums where he shares his knowledge 
and helps, guides and encourages fellow collectors. After a long flight from London to Johannesburg, 
my brother and I first met Henk and Andre at their home in the Free State nearly two decades ago.  

This visit stands out in my memory as one of the most pleasant weekends of my life, the start of an 
enduring friendship and the precursor to several more memorable visits. 

Henk was born in Pretoria and has been ‘collecting’ for as long as he can remember. In his early school 
days, he started collecting rocks and minerals, but by the time he and his family moved to the Free State 
town of Bethlehem in 1949, he had started collecting coins and stamps. One of his new school friends 
invited Henk to their farm at Retiefsnek in the Wittebergen, the scene of much skirmishing during the 
Boer War. From the mountain slopes Henk picked up relics such as shrapnel, spent bullets, 15 pounder 
shell fragments, nose cones and even a sardine tin dated 1900. These finds kindled an interest in the Boer 
War and Henk started buying books on the conflict. This new interest grew rapidly and in the 1970s 
Henk began collecting medals, a decision driven by the realisation that coins and stamps were 
‘anonymous’ but that a medal, being named to a specific person, was not.  

Henk graduated as a Civil Engineer in 1957 and later joined a Consulting Engineering practice in Pretoria 
in 1971 with responsibility for the firm’s road-related projects countrywide. During October 1972 Henk 
had to visit Cape Town in connection with the early planning stages of the Du Toit’s Kloof Freeway 
Project. After a meeting with the Roads Authorities Henk had some free time before leaving for the 
airport and strolled down to the Foreshore.  

Here he chanced upon City Coins’ shop and bought his first medals from a dealer. 
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That visit was the beginning of an association, initially with Allen and later Natalie Jaffe, that is still 
going strong today after nearly 50 years.  

Henk still has two of the four medals he bought that day. 

Over time his passion for medal collecting and, especially, the story behind the medals, grew to such an 
extent that his day-to-day work started to interfere with his hobby. One of the two had to go, so Henk 
chose early retirement from the consulting practice in 1992. In the years that followed, and especially 
after the Spink Centenary auction of 1999, Henk built up a collection that he called ‘A Medallic History 
of the Boer War’. This covered awards to Boer, British and Colonial recipients who could be positively 
identified (either killed, decorated, mentioned in despatches, wounded or made a prisoner) as to having 
been present at a documented incident, action, skirmish or battle.   

In his medal collecting, Henk has been greatly influenced by two mentors. Henk wishes the catalogue to 
be dedicated to the memory of Dr Frank Mitchell and Mr Don Forsyth, both of who reiterated to him the 
importance of searching for the story behind a medal and without whose nudging, support and 
encouragement Henk feels he would have been an accumulator and not a collector. 

In this year of 2020 Henk turned 84. With the wisdom of his quadruple ‘coming-of-age’, he has decided 
that the time had come to pass on the custodianship of the collection to fellow enthusiasts.  

Fittingly, Natalie Jaffe and City Coins have been asked to manage the sale.  

She elected to retain the integrity of the actual catalogue as provided by Henk Loots. 

DAVID BIGGINS writes: -  

“I was introduced to medals at the age of 6 by my older brother, Chris, who had inherited the medals 
earned by family members in the two World Wars. This was a time when the so-called junk shops often 
had ranges of medals in their windows and we would go into our local town centre in Sheffield, 
Yorkshire, whenever the opportunity arose. Like many medal collectors, we used to buy whatever was 
available within our price range and, over the years, this created wide-ranging collections with absolutely 
no theme or focus. The availability of QSAs meant that these medals started to predominate in the 
collection and slowly all the other medals were sold off to concentrate on this period. During my school 
years, Chris was away a lot of the time in the Merchant Navy but he left me on each deployment with a 
number of pre-signed cheques so that I could look out for items of interest from the many catalogues 
that used to drop through the letterbox in the late 1970s. It was a very exciting time. When Chris returned 
home on leave, we would research the medals using our growing library of research books.  

It was in the early 1980s that we made the first of many trips to South Africa; visiting the sites we had 
read about and admiring the beauty of the country and its people. My career took me into computing 
which facilitated the process of digitising information, the establishment of the Anglo Boer War website 
(www.AngloBoerWar.com) in 2004 and the start of a relationship with Token Publishing to author rolls 
and accounts on the Boer War using the information garnered over many years. It has now been over 50 
years since that first introduction to a 1939-45 Star but my interest in medals and the Boer War is as 
ardent as ever. In my day job I have the very rewarding role as a lecturer at a university and in the 
evenings and weekends I frequently return to this most absorbing and engaging of hobbies.” 

DR DAVID BIGGINS 
DORSET  
UNITED KINGDOM  
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PROLOGUE 

by HENK LOOTS 

During the first months of 1899 tensions between the predominantly English speaking migrant workers 
(called "Uitlanders") who mined the gold fields (see map on preceeding page) in the Zuid Afrikaansche 
Republiek (ZAR) and the ZAR Government reached new heights. 
In an attempt to settle their differences, ZAR President, Paul Kruger, British High Commissioner, Alfred 
Milner, and President of the Orange Free State (OFS), Martinus Theunis Steyn, arranged a conference 
in Bloemfontein, to deal with the political status of the Uitlanders. This started on 31 May 1899 and 
Steyn earnestly hoped it would lead to reconciliation and thereby prevent war between the two factions. 
At the conference, Milner made three demands from Kruger: 1) enactment by the ZAR of a law that 
would immediately give Uitlanders enfranchisement and the right to vote, 2) use of the English language 
in the Volksraad (ZAR Parliament) and 3) approval by the British Parliament of all laws of the 
Volksraad.  
Kruger considered these demands an impossibility, but he was willing to reduce the period of Uitlander 
enfranchisement from fourteen years to seven years. Milner, however, stubbornly refused to compromise 
his original demands. Despite encouragement from British Colonial Secretary (Joseph Chamberlain) for 
him to continue the talks, Milner walked out of the conference on June 5 and no resolution concerning 
the fate of the Uitlanders was reached. 
On 11 October 1899 the Second Boer War began (see LOT 1). 
The Boers struck first, besieging Ladysmith, Kimberly, and Mafeking in early 1900. They also won 
battles at Colenso, Magersfontein, and Stormberg. The British, who were initially overconfident and 
under-prepared, retaliated by bringing in large numbers of soldiers, relieving the three besieged cities, 
and invading the two Boer republics in mid 1900. Once invaded, the civilian leadership went into hiding 
or exile and the British Empire officially annexed the two countries aided by various other nations. 
However, in the shadows, the Boers refused to surrender. New generals, Louis Botha, Jan Smuts, 
Christiaan de Wet, and Koos de la Rey, implemented guerrilla warfare. In response, the British set up 
complex nets of blockhouses, strongpoints, and barbed wire fences to fend off guerrilla warfare. They 
also implemented the scorched earth policy in which civilian farms were destroyed, survivors of which 
were sent to concentration camps. The British systematically tracked down the guerrilla units and the 
war ended when the Boer leadership surrendered and signed the Treaty of Vereeniging in May 1902. 
The Boer War (1899-1902) is the only armed conflict where named decorations and medals were 
awarded to men and women from the two opposing sides.  
Gallantry citations and extensive casualty returns on the British side as well as personal medal 
application forms and Prisoner of War records on the Boer side are readily available. In addition, there 
are numerous regimental and general histories, newspaper reports as well as personal memoirs 
containing a lot of “name-dropping”.  
This makes it possible to peacefully bring together awards to Burghers and Tommies more than a century 
after they possibly shot at each other’s positions in a particular action! 

“Nescire autem quid antequam natus sis acciderit, id est semper esse puerum; 
To be ignorant of what occurred before you were born is to remain always a child”. 

MARCUS TULLIUS CICERO (106 BC – 43 BC) 

HENK LOOTS  
ROSENDAL 
SOUTH AFRICA 
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12 OCTOBER 1899 KRAAIPAN 

The first shots of the Boer War were fired at Kraaipan, 65 km south of Mafeking.
 “Another strong force of Lichtenburgers under De la Rey crossed the border twenty-five miles south of 
Mafeking and made a rapid dash on Kraaipan in order to catch the police. In this they were disappointed, but 
they had not long to wait for their first success. Meanwhile they spent the day in damaging the railway for 
some distance to north and south of the station. Late in the evening the Mosquito, coming back from Vryburg 
with the two guns and a quantity of ammunition, ran over the gap in the track and ploughed its way to a 
standstill across the open veld. The Boers surrounded it, and a desultory fight was kept up all night. But De la 
Rey had in the meantime sent up for his artillery under Van der Merwe, and when it arrived in the morning the 
fate of the handful of men in the train was sealed. After the first few shells Nesbitt, who, with eight or nine of 
his men, was wounded, raised a white flag and surrendered."  
Times History of the War in South Africa, Vol II, p268. 

MAP SHOWING MAFEKING 

A.S. Hickman in "Rhodesia Served the Queen", Vol I supply much more detail:  

"An armoured locomotive was travelling ahead of the train and, without lights, had to move slowly; its driver 
was Flowerday. It was followed by the train at a stated interval on 40 yards, drawn by an ordinary engine, 
driven by R Booth, also without lights. The result was that driver Flowerday, in the pitch darkness, reached the 
point where the railway line was destroyed. Here he ploughed into the ground, after which he hurriedly jumped 
out with a red lantern to warn the approaching Mosquito. Nesbitt, however, proceeded slowly until he reached 
the derailed engine, and because there was no sign noticeable of any Boers he cut off steam and instructed the 
railway workers to repair the breach and put the derailed engine back on the line.  
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For over an hour the rail workers were busy while the soldiers kept watch. The Boers, however, were busy 
assessing the position and preparing to move to better positions. 

Suddenly, the stillness of the night was broken by a volley of Mauser shots when Veldkornet Coetzee's men 
opened fire. This was immediately followed by the heavy boom from Nesbitt's cannon, augmented by a terrific 
Lee-Metford gunfire from the men of the Mosquito. It suddenly became evident to Nesbitt that nobody was 
safe outside the train. He therefore ordered that everybody had to seek shelter in the armoured truck. 
Immediately after this he was struck by a bullet in the mouth. After all of them had fled head over heels into 
the armoured truck Cpl Williams took over command and ordered that the train should retreat full steam. Booth, 
the driver, climbed out of the armoured truck, but was hardly outside when a bullet struck him in the hand so 
that his comrades had to help him back into safety. After that Trooper Collins volunteered to act as driver. He 
reached the engine, but a bullet had already damaged the steam pipe so that he could not release the brakes to 
get the train in motion.  

 
THE TRAIN CAPTURE AT KRAAIPAN 

Amongst the captured were 13 Bantu of whom four were wounded. Further there were 28 white prisoners, 
including Lieut R N Nesbitt (wounded in the mouth), Fireman J Jooste (scalded by the steam), A Collins 
(scalded by the steam and wounded), A Rossiter (wounded in the leg, and who later died at Vryburg) and R 
Booth (wounded in the hand). On the Boer side there were no casualties."  

Lady Sarah Wilson later visited the site and recorded her impressions in "South African Memories”:  

"There was not much to see, after all - merely a pilot armoured engine, firmly embedded its whole length in 
the gravel. Next to this an ordinary locomotive, still on the rails, riddled on one side with bullets, and on the 
other displaying a gaping aperture into the boiler, which told its tale. Then came an armoured truck: His 
Majesty's Mosquito that had been leaving Mafeking so trim and smart, but now battered with shot; and lastly 
another truck which had been carrying the guns. This had been pushed back into a culvert, and presented a 
dilapidated appearance, with its front wheels in the air. The whole spectacle was forlorn and eerie."  

 
1. QSA, no clasp: R. Booth, C.G.R. EF-         3.000 – 4.200 

Booth was the driver of the armoured train Mosquito. He qualified for the dubious honour of being one 
of the first men to be wounded in the War (according to the QSA medal roll he lost one finger and was 
wounded in the leg) and also being in the first group of Prisoners of War taken by the Boers.           
After his release, probably in June 1900, he again worked armoured trains. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll and various publications.  

Auct on
POSTAL MEDAL

71
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2. QSA, 2 clasps OFS, Tvl: 20 Tpr. S. Barnes. Protect: Regt. F. F.  EF-         2.400 – 3.600 
Trooper Stanley Barnes enlisted in the Protectorate Regiment on 18 August 1899 and was one of the 17 
men of the Regiment who were taken prisoner at Kraaipan. He was released from the Waterval PoW 
Camp on 5 June 1900 and was discharged from service at his own request on 19 October 1900. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and Nominal rolls and copied extracts from “Rhodesia Served the 
Queen” Vol I. 

LOT 3

3. Five     DTD & ABO:   Veldkornet H.C.W. Vermaas;  
1914/15 Star: Kapt. H.C.W. Vermaas, Lichtenburg Kdo.;
BWM & AVM (Bil) with MiD Oakleaf: Mjr. H.C.W. Vermaas.

VF+  22.000 – 34.000 

The ABO is skimmed and officially re-impressed. 
Veldkornet Vermaas claimed on his Vorm “A” (DTD Application) that he was the person who fired the 
2nd shot of the 3-Year War. After the Kraaipan Skirmish he served for the full duration of the War, 
including Actions at Kalmberg/Rooidam on 5 May 1900:
“At Kalmberg, with the assistance of three others, I saved the gun when the majority of the gun-crew 
were wounded” and at Silkaatsnek on 11 July 1900 “I was the first person to disarm the English artillery 
while they were still asleep”. He was also present at, inter alia, Magersfontein, Kimberley, Ysterspruit 
(Van Donop) and De Klipdrift (Methuen). 
He stated that he initially served as Adjutant to Field Cornet J C Coetzee (the man who is documented
as firing the first shot) and Commandant Vermaas (his father), then as Lieutenant of a Spy Corps under 
Captain J J Pienaar and finally as Field Cornet of Ward III, Lichtenburg Commando.
During the First World War Vermaas served as Captain/Major in the Lichtenburg Commando in German 
South West Africa (Left Wing, 1st Mounted Brigade, Northern Army) and was Mentioned in Despatches:
“For conspicuous gallantry in action at Riet; he is an obedient and hardworking Officer and maintained 
good discipline among his men”.
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “A” & “B” and WWI records. 
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14 OCTOBER 1899 MAFEKING (ARMOURED TRAIN) 
 
The action of 14th October, before the investment was complete, was fought at Five Mile Bank north of 
Mafeking. An early morning patrol exchanged shots with the enemy advancing along the railway and an 
armoured train with a 1 pounder Hotchkiss, a .303 Maxim, and 15 BSA Policemen were sent out. It became 
heavily engaged with Boers who had a 7 pounder Krupp and a 1 pounder Maxim.  

Captain Fitzclarence attacked with a squadron of the Protectorate Regiment, the train being on his left.  

Another troop under Lord Charles Bentinck with a 7-pounder reinforced the situation, and after four hours' 
fighting, the enemy was driven off. Baden Powell later stated that the armoured train put the Boer Krupp out 
of action before it had fired a shot, and drove the Maxim from the field. When Captain Fitzclarence withdrew, 
the enemy made no attempt to follow. 

Casualty figures for this action, as quoted by various sources, differ dramatically.  

Baden Powell claimed that the Boers lost 53 killed, including 4  Field Cornets, and many wounded. However, 
the Boer Casualty Returns, as compiled by the Red Cross and published in the ZAR Government Gazette of 
13 December 1899, list 2 Burghers killed and 8 Burghers wounded.  

The names of the 2 Burghers who were killed are confirmed in the published diary of a Boer participant. 

The British loss, as stated by Baden Powell, consisted of 2 men killed with 2 officers (Lieutenants Lord C C 
Bentinck and Brady) and 14 men, all of the Protectorate Regiment, wounded and 1 cyclist taken prisoner. The 
SAFF Casualty List, however, contains the names of 7 men killed, another 2 men who died of wounds and 2 
officers and 14 men wounded. 

Baden-Powell commented:  

"In this, their first engagement, the Protectorate Regiment showed a spirit and dash worthy of highly trained 
troops and were most ably led by Captain Fitzclarence and Lord C Bentinck. This smartly fought little 
engagement had a great and lasting moral effect on the enemy".   

 
LOT 4 

 
4. QSA, 1 clasp DoM: 224 Corpl: N.J. Walsh, Protectorate Regt.           EF-    22.000 – 30.000 

The medal has been skimmed and officially re-impressed and has one minor e/k at 5 o’clock. 
Nicholas John Walsh enlisted on 18 Aug 1899 as Trooper in the Protectorate Regiment. He was with 
Fitzclarence in D Squadron in the Armoured Train skirmish and killed at an early stage. 
“Fitzclarence’s party dismounted short of the train and left their horses behind a cluster of deserted 
Barolong huts. As Fitzclarence advanced the Boers fell back. Spurred on by the ease with which the 
Boers were being driven off, he sped up.  
The Boers, unbeknown to Fitzclarence, were sucking him into a trap.  
They were manoeuvring in such a way that Fitzclarence was brought between them and the train thus 
cutting off the fire from Williams, who feared hitting British soldiers.  
The Boers were now able to concentrate their fire on Fitzclarence.  
Particularly effective were Boer snipers concealed in the branches of trees scattered round the Boer 
position. First to fall, shot through their heads, were two Irish cousins, Corporals Parland and Walshe...” 
“The Boy” by Hopkins & Dugmore (p 84). 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and Nominal Rolls, and various publications dealing with event.  
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20 OCTOBER 1899 TALANA 

TALANA HILL 

Before dawn on 20 October, General “Maroela” Erasmus' force occupied Impati Mountain north of Dundee. 
Gen Lukas Meyer's men occupied the Talana Hill east of the town and Lennox Hill south of Talana and dragged 
several German manufactured Krupp field guns to the top. As dawn broke and the British spotted the Boers on 
Talana Hill, these guns opened fire. The British 16th and 69th Field Batteries galloped to within range and 
opened fire. Leaving the 1st Battalion Leicestershire Regt and the 67th Battery RFA to guard the camp. The 
British infantry, led by the Royal Dublin Fusiliers and supported in succession by the King's Royal Rifle Corps 
(KRRC) and the Royal Irish Fusiliers (RIF), moved forward to make a frontal attack, and reached the foot of 
the hill where they were to advance through a small wood. However, they were pinned down by rifle fire from 
the top of Talana Hill. Lieut-Gen Sir William Penn Symons went forward and was mortally wounded. He was 
able to mount his horse and ride back into Dundee where he later died. 

Under Symons' successor, Brig-Gen J Herbert Yule, the KRRC managed to reach a small stone wall at the foot 
of Talana Hill, where the Dublin Fusiliers were pinned down by Boer fire. With the RFA laying down accurate 
fire on the summit the KRRC, supported by the RIF, were able to proceed up the hill. When they reached the 
top, they suffered casualties from their own supporting artillery. The Boers abandoned their positions on the 
hill. Despite the British artillery being repositioned to harass the Boer retreat, they declined to fire, worried that 
they might hit their own troops again. General Lukas Meyer's forces mounted their ponies and made off. A 
squadron of the 18th Hussars and the British mounted infantry tried to cut off their retreat, but most of the 
British horsemen strayed onto the slopes of Impati. General Erasmus's men, who had so far played no part in 
the battle due to Impati being shrouded in fog, surrounded the British mounted detachment and forced them to 
surrender. 

Talana was a British victory: Penn Symons’s force drove off a Boer force at least twice its size, and one that 
had taken up just the sort of strong defensive position that would cause the British so many problems later in 
the war. However, it came at a high cost.  

Ten officers (including Penn Symons) and 31 other ranks were killed, 185 men were wounded and 220 men 
captured or missing (many from Möller’s cavalry). Boer losses were reported as 44 killed in action/died of 
wounds and 91 wounded. 
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5. ABO: Burger H.G. Pretorius EF           4.400 – 5.600 
Hermanus Pretorius was killed in the Talana action. He was 30 years old and had served in the 
Wakkerstroom Commando, one of the 7 Commandos under Gen Lukas Meyer. His son applied for 
his posthumous ABO medal in November 1939. 
Breytenbach, in Vol II of the 1949 “History of the Boer War”, listed Pretorius as “Missing”. 
Sold with copies of Vorm “B” and relevant pages from Breytenbach. 

 
21 OCTOBER 1899 ELANDSLAAGTE 
 

 
BATTLE OF ELANDS LAAGTE, OCTOBER 21, 1899 A SUTHERLAND 

The Boers occupied the Elandslaagte Railway Station on 20 October and early the following morning a British 
mounted patrol with artillery shelled them. The Boers withdrew, took up a position on high ground overlooking 
the railway line and their guns forced the British to withdraw.  

Reinforcements were despatched from Ladysmith and the British subsequently executed a classic conventional 
attack, including a charge by the 5th Lancers that resulted in a staggering defeat of Gen. Jan Kock’s Boer force. 

6. QSA, 4 clasps RoM, Elandsl, DoL, Tvl:  
390 L.Corpl: H. Hamel. Imp: Lt. Horse. 

EF-         5.600 – 7.200 

Herbert Hamel came to South Africa from the UK in 1890 and practiced as a Secretary of Companies 
and Accountant. He joined the 1st ILH in Pietermaritzburg on 27 Sept 1899, was wounded at 
Elandslaagte and was discharged on 12 October 1900. After the war he was District Registrar of Mining 
Rights in Boksburg. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA medal roll, Nominal Roll and 1908 SA “Who’s Who”. 
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7. ABO: Burger P.G. Blignaut EF           4.500 – 6.000 
Petrus Gerhardus Blignaut served in the Johannesburg Commando under General Kock and was killed 
during the Elandslaagte Battle. He was 58 years old.

Michael Davitt, in “The Boer Fight for Freedom” p139, stated
“I also saw the remains of Piet Blignaut, senior. His boots, watch, money and snuff-box were gone”. 
There were two posthumous ABO medals issued for Burger P G Blignaut. His widow successfully 
applied in December 1922, using his correct first name “Petrus”: the whereabouts of that medal is not 
known. His eldest surviving daughter subsequently put in an application in June 1941, using “Pieter” as 
his first name, and a second medal (listed above: WWI type suspender and WWII type naming) was 
duly issued. 
Sold with copied pages of Vorm “B” (both applications), extract from Davitt and Boer Red Cross 
Casualty Card. 

8. QSA, no clasp: Mr. D.H. Mellors. Natal Govt. Rlys.  EF-         3.200 – 4.400 

A marginal note against Mellors’ name on the QSA roll reads “Guard of Armoured Train at Elandslaagte
Battle” and the caption to a photo in the “Black and White Budget”, Dec 9, 1899, p25 reads “The guard 
who took the armoured train into action at Elandslaagte”.
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll and B&W Budget page. 

9. QSA, 1 clasp Elandslaagte: 5115 Pte. A. Torrance, Gordon Highrs. EF-        5.500 – 7.000 
Pte Torrance, 2nd Battalion Gordon Highlanders, was wounded in action at Elandslaagte and later 
invalided home. He was one of 83 men of the battalion who were wounded
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

21 OCTOBER 1899 PONTDRIF

In the week following the first shots of the Boer War (Kraaipan, 12 Oct 1899), the opposing forces in the 
vicinity of where the ZAR/Rhodesia/Bechuanaland borders meet (Rhodesia Regiment and the Zoutpansberg 
Commando) started taking up positions in the vicinity of Fort Tuli in Southern Rhodesia as well as Pont Drift 
and Rhodes’ Drift in Northern Bechuanaland.  

“Saturday 21 October 1899 saw some of the most intense fighting to date. Early that morning Capt Blackburn 
(D Troop) led a mounted patrol along the river towards Pont Drift. Two troopers were left at Rhodes’ Drift 
while 5 men, under Sgt Maj G A Yonge, travelled slightly inland along the border road taking with them the 
patrol’s horses.  They planned to meet up with the remaining men who were scouting on foot along the thickly 
wooded banks of the Limpopo. 

On that same morning, however, Veldkornet Briel decided that there should be a determined push into 
Rhodesian territory from Pont Drift to try drive away the Rhodesians who had attacked his watering parties. 
Accordingly, he sent several Boer patrols across the river and one of these ambushed Yonge’s party on the 
road as it neared Pont Drift. Yonge was killed instantly, and the Boers captured most of the horses, several 
guns and the remaining four troopers – James Forbes, Walter Kelly, Richard Warren and George P Cook. 
Meanwhile Blackburn and his foot patrol came up on the rear of the Boers and a sharp skirmish ensued. In this 
action Tpr George H Nethercott was killed and Capt Blackburn was severely wounded.”      

“Plumer’s Men” by Robert S Burrell.

10. QSA, 1 clasp Rhodesia: 366 S.Sjt. Maj: G. Yonge Rhod: Regt.  EF   5.500 –7.500
Small e/k at 6 o’clock. It is not known where Yonge is buried. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, Nominal and SAFF Casualty Rolls and 3 accounts of incident. 
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11. ABO: Korpl. B. Cloete  EF           2.000 – 3.000 
Benjamin Cloete served in the Zoutpansberg Commando and, as noted on his medal application Vorm 
“B”, was in action at the Pontdrif skirmish. He laid down arms on 5 June 1902.

Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and relevant pages from Hickman and Burrell. 

24 OCTOBER 1899 RIETFONTEIN 

General Sir G White, in an attempt to cover Maj-Gen J H Yule retreat from Dundee via the Helpmekaar road, 
moved out from Ladysmith with 18 guns and a mixed force of some 5000 infantry and mounted troops. In what 
was to be primarily an artillery action, he engaged about 1000 Free Staters deployed on the 2 hills (Tinta ‘Nyoni 
and Swartbooiskop) on the northern side of Rietfontein farm. 

White spent most of the day attempting to get close to the Boer lines. From 8am until early afternoon the two 
sides kept up a constant rifle and artillery duel, but the British were unable to get close enough to the Boer 
lines to charge.  The shelling was largely ineffectual against the widely dispersed Burghers who replied with 
fierce small-arms fire. White’s force retired to Ladysmith at 3pm, after receiving news via heliograph that 
Yule’s force was no more in danger of being trapped.  

British losses were 14 killed and about 100 wounded while the Boers lost 13 killed and 31 wounded. 

12. QSA, 1 clasp Natal: 4407 Pte. C. Miles, Glouc Regt. EF           4.500 – 7.000 
Pte. Miles was killed in the Rietfontein skirmish. 
The following was published in the “Daily Mail” of 24 November 1900:  
DOING A SOLDIER’S DUTY 
A pathetic story is told of one of the soldiers killed in the recent fighting, Private Charles 
Miles, of the 1st Battalion Gloucestershire Regiment, wrote the following letter from India on Sept. 16th 
to his parents, who reside at Cross Street, N  ew Swindon, Wilts: 
“Dear Mother and Father, I am sorry to let you know that we are going to the war in South Africa. I 
hope this will not upset you, for remember I am a soldier, and have to do a soldier's duty. I am glad I'm 
going, though not for your sake, as I know what it will be like - a medal or a bullet. It can’t be helped, 
as our regiment is one of the best, and we are the first to go from India. Cheer up, for I will try to do my 
duty to the Queen and country. Remember me to my relatives, and if I am killed, tell them I died a good 
soldier's death.  
Your loving son, Charlie” 
The mother has since received this brief announcement from the War Office: 
“I have to acquaint you with regret the fact that Private C. Miles, of the 1st Battalion Gloucestershire 
Regiment, was killed in action on the 24th instant."  
Sold with copied pages from QSA, handwritten Natal FF Casualty Rolls and letter to parents. 

13. QSA, 3 clasps: DoL, Tvl, L Nek: 330 Tpr. H.K. Melville, Border M. R.             VF+       2.800 – 3.600 
The Border Mounted Rifles had 2 men killed and 9 men wounded at Rietfontein. Trooper Melville was 
dangerously wounded through the lungs and was probably evacuated for medical treatment to Estcourt. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

The 600 strong Boshof Commando attacked a British patrol under Major Scott as they escorted an armoured 
train towards Dronfield Station on the Mafikeng line, 13 km north of Kimberley.  
The patrol was almost cut off but managed to push back the Boer forces. 
British losses: 3 killed, 21 wounded. Boer losses: 2 killed and 7 wounded. 

24 OCTOBER 1899 DRONFIELD (KIMBERLEY) 
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MAP SHOWING DRONFIELD 

14. QSA, 1 clasp DoK: 794 Pte. J.B. Petersen., Cape Police VF   4.200 – 5.600
Three rim nicks and remains of brooch mounting at back of clasp. 
John Bernard Petersen was slightly wounded in the arm during the Dronfield skirmish. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll and SAFF & David Willis Casualty Rolls. 

27 OCTOBER 1899 MAFEKING (NIGHT ATTACK ON BOER TRENCHES)
The attacking force was Captain FitzClarence's squadron, supported by a party of Cape Police. At 9.30 pm the 
attackers moved out in silence. 

"The night was dark but still. The squadron attained its position on the left rear of the enemy's trench without 
being challenged or fired at. Captain FitzClarence then wheeled up his men, and, with a cheer, charged into the 
main and subsidiary trenches and cleared both with the bayonet. The enemy's rearward trenches opened a heavy 
fire, to which the Cape Police replied from a flank in order to draw the fire on to themselves, and so allow 
Captain FitzClarence's squadron to return unmolested. The whole operations were carried out exactly in 
accordance with instructions and were a complete success".  

Parties fired into one another. Their losses were stated at 100 killed and wounded. The British loss was 6 killed, 
9 wounded, including Captain FitzClarence, Lieutenant Swinburne, and 2 captured. 

15. QSA, 3 clasps OFS, DoM, Tvl: 137 Tpr. C. Adkins, Protect. Regt. F. F.    VF     20.000 – 30.000 
Rim nick at 6 o’clock. Tpr Clement Adkins was wounded in the night attack on the Boer trenches. He 
saw subsequent service in the Midland Mounted Rifles and Driscoll’s Scouts. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 
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30 OCTOBER 1899 NICHOLSON’S NEK / FARQUHAR’S FARM
After a brief attempt to defend a line closer to the Transvaal at Dundee, Lieutenant-General Sir George White, 
the British commander in Natal, decided to withdraw to Ladysmith and by the morning of 25 October the 
British army had concentrated there. Several Boer columns were converging on the town, but by 29 October 
the process was not complete. White launched a pre-emptive strike on those forces already in place to the north 
eat and east of the town along with a force to Nicholson’s Nek, North of Ladysmith to prevent another Boer 
column and to block one possible route that a defeated Boer army might take. The British force consisted of 
six companies, all commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Frank Carleton, whose supplies were carried on the 
backs of well over one hundred mules. It would be the mules that would wreck the expedition.  
Carleton’s force got moving late on 29 October and by two in the morning on 30 October, decided it was too 
late to continue to Nicholson’s Nek and decided to camp on Tchrengula Hill, a steep hill to the side of the trail. 
During the climb, the mules stampeded, taking with them most of the supplies. The British, now in a vulnerable 
position, should have retreated back to Ladysmith but decided to remain. Carleton got most of his men to the 
top of the hill, but chose to camp on the southern, slightly lower, end of the hill, leaving the higher northern 
end unguarded. The British line was poorly laid out, but the soldiers worked to create a reasonably strong line 
of stone ‘sangers’ or breastworks. Meanwhile, the noise of the mules had alerted the Boers and around 500 
men took up place at the north end of Tchrengula Hill and opened fire. Boer riflemen were scattered amongst 
the rocks on the top of the hill and refused to present a target for British musketry. Other Boer forces were on 
neighbouring hilltops, where they were able to fire into the sides of the British force.  
One part of the British line misinterpreted a warning of a flanking attack as an order to pull back, and abandoned 
the line of sangars, which the Boers quickly seized. The Gloucestershire Regiment had taken the brunt of the 
fighting and just after noon, Captain Stuart Duncan, convinced that his isolated detachment was alone on the 
hill, raised the white flag. When Carleton saw the Boer’s rise to accept the surrender, he decided that he had 
no choice but to accept the white flag and surrender the rest of this force. The Royal Irish Fusiliers, yet to be 
heavily engaged, were enraged by this decision, but had to accept it. The British suffered 38 dead and 105 
wounded. Boer casualties were reported as 4 dead and 5 wounded. 
Carleton’s decision to surrender was almost certainly correct. From his position on Tchrengula Hill he could 
see back to Ladysmith, where White’s main attack had also failed. His ammunition running low and retreat 
impossible, it was the biggest surrender of British troops since the Napoleonic Wars. This defeat and the failure 
of White’s main attack at Lombard’s Kop ended any chance of avoiding a siege. 

16. QSA, 1 clasp Natal: 2926 Pte. F. Newman.  Glouc. Regt.  EF          4.500 – 6.500 
Pte Newman was one of the men killed in the battle and his name is recorded on a memorial on the site.
Sold with copied pages from QSA and handwritten Natal FF Casualty Rolls.

17. QSA, 4 clasps Natal, OFS, Tvl, SA’02: 3763 Pte. E. Wale, Glouc: Regt.  VF+       2.000 – 3.000 
The SA 02, a late issue as per roll, was added to other 3 clasps.
Pte Wale was taken prisoner at Nicholson’s Nek, initially held at Waterval PoW Camp north of Pretoria, 
moved to Nooitgedacht Camp (Eastern Transvaal) and released on 30 August 1900.
The single date clasp (SA’02) is confirmed on the medal roll. It is possible that he was involved with 
guarding Boer prisoners in Ceylon and only returned to South Africa in 1902.
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

18. QSA, 2 clasps Natal, Tvl: 10988 Gnr. P. O’Loghlen, 10th. M.B., R.G.A.   VF          2.000 – 3.000 
Contact marks from missing KSA.
Patrick O’Loghlen was in the ill-fated column that was sent out on the night of 29 October to seize 
Nicholson’s Nek when the mules stampeded. Some 70 men managed to get back to camp, but O’Loghlen 
was taken prisoner. Initially held at Waterval PoW Camp, he was moved to Nooitgedacht Camp and 
released on 30 August 1900. The single date clasp (SA’02) is confirmed on the medal roll.
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as relevant photos from “Black and 
White Budget” 
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31 OCTOBER 1899 MAFEKING (CANNON KOPJE)

The enemy opened a heavy concentrated shell fire from the south-eastern heights, from the racecourse (east), 
and from Jackal's Tree (south-west), directed against Cannon Kopje. The fire was well aimed, and the 
racecourse gun took the work in reverse. For a time, little harm was done beyond knocking down parts of the 
parapet and smashing the iron supports of the lookout tower: most of the garrison were lying in the trenches 
some 80 yards at the rear of the fort. The gun and two Maxims in the work had been previously dismounted 
and stowed away for safety during shell fire, to which, they were powerless to reply.  

The telephone wire was cut away early in the proceedings. After half an hour's steady and accurate artillery 
fire, the enemy, who had been gradually massing on the high ground south and south-east of the fort, began to 
advance in the line of skirmishers from three sides at once; they were backed up by other parties in support. A 
large force also collected in the Molopo Valley, south-east of the town, and were formed evidently with the 
idea of storming the town after Cannon Kopje had been captured.  
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As the enemy began to get within range of the fort, the garrison moved up from their trench and manned the 
parapets and Maxims. It was then that we suffered some casualties from shell fire. As the enemy continued 
their advance, I sent to Captain Goodyear's Colonial Contingent to advance a party on to a ridge above them, 
and so to take enemy's attacking line in flank, but they could not be got to move. Meantime, I had a 7-pr. run 
out under cover of houses near south corner of the town. This opened, under direction of Lt Murchison, on the 
flank of the enemy's line as it began to get near the fort. The gun made excellent practice, every shell going in 
among them and stopped the further advance of the Boers. These now hesitated and began to draw off, and as 
they did so their guns reopened on Cannon Kopje to cover their retirement. The fire then died down, and enemy 
sent our ambulances under Red Cross flags to recover their dead and wounded. We lost six killed and five 
wounded.     Despatch by Baden-Powell.  

19. QSA, 1 clasp DoM: 2462 Serjt. A.J. Cook. B.S.A. Police EF-    20.000 – 30.000
Cook was one of the five men wounded in the action. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls, BSAP History and Mafeking Mail. 
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9 NOVEMBER 1899 LADYSMITH 
 
From the early morning of 9 November, Boer artillery and rifle fire poured into Ladysmith. A probing attack 
was launched by the Boer commandos on Observation Hill and countered. We had not, however, done with 
the enemy by repulsing him at one point. His big guns opened up again from Blauuwbank and Rietfontein to 
the west and north. A smaller battery on Long Hill echoed the deep boom from “Long Tom”, who was carrying 
on a duel with our naval gun, and throwing shells over the town, to burst very near Sir George White’s 
headquarters. Field guns from the nek near Lombard’s Kop joined in chorus, shooting with effect on Tunnel 
Hill, held by the Liverpool’s, several of whom were hit. Sergeant Macdonald (sic) went out of the bomb-proof 
to mark where one shell had struck, when another burst on the same spot. He fell, terribly mangled by jagged 
fragments of iron. His comrades rushed to him, but he died in their arms, saying simply, “what a pity it was I 
went out to see.” 
“Four Months Besieged -The Story of Ladysmith” by H. H. S. Pearse. 
   
20. QSA, 1 clasp DoL: 5076 Sgt. S.J. McDonnell, Liverpool Regt  VF         5.000 – 7.000 

Very small rim nicks. McDonnell is buried in Ladysmith town cemetery and is commemorated on the 
King’s Liverpool Regiment memorial in St John’s Gardens, Liverpool. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, handwritten Natal FF Casualty Roll and Pearse. 

 
11 NOVEMBER 1899 KIMBERLEY (OTTO’S KOPJE) 
 
Pte Algernon Parker died on 11 Nov 1899, after being wounded in a lesser known Kimberley skirmish. 
In "The Siege of Kimberley" (p47) mention is made of "a brisk little encounter with the enemy near Otto's 
Kopje… One of the men of the Cape Police, Division 2, named Parker, was mortally wounded..."  
In "Kimberley under Siege" (p77) the incident is also briefly mentioned: "...Mounted troops, under Col Scott-
Turner, engaged the enemy near Otto's Kopje about 4 pm and did damage. Our losses: one killed (Trooper 
Parker, Cape Police), one wounded..."  
However, the circumstances surrounding Parker's demise is forcefully brought home by the entry for 11 
November in Nurse Francis Wookey's diary, as published in "Summer of 1899" (p133): "At 10.30 pm the 
ambulance came up, bringing a Cape policeman. The first thing he said when he was put on the operating table 
was 'I wish you would let me die at once'. He is shot right through the body and cannot live long. Every few 
minutes he asks how much longer he has to suffer. It is terribly sad".   
   
21. QSA, 1 clasp DoK: 609 Pte. A. Parker. Cape Police EF-         5.200 – 6.800 

            Sold with copied pages from QSA roll and publications quoted above. 
 

15 NOVEMBER 1899 CHIEVELEY (ARMOURED TRAIN) 
 
At Chieveley, on 15 November 1899 an armoured train was ambushed, and several carriages derailed. 
Approximately 43 men from the Royal Dublin Fusiliers and 12 men from the Durban Light Infantry were taken 
Prisoner that day, but the incident is chiefly remembered by the fact that Winston Churchill, who was present 
whilst serving as a newspaper correspondent for The Morning Post, was also taken Prisoner of War - his gallant 
conduct in action and daring escape from captivity captured the public’s imagination, propelled him into 
Parliament, and set him on the road to becoming Prime Minister. He gave a full account of the incident in his 
Autobiography, My Early Life. 

22. Pair     QSA, 2 clasps Talana, Tvl: 5516 Pte. B. Scully. Rl. Dublin Fus.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 5516 Pte. B. Scully. Rl. Dublin Fus.  

EF-   12.000 – 16.000 

 Pte Scully was taken prisoner in the Armoured Train incident. He was held at Waterval Camp, north of 
Pretoria, and was liberated on 6 June 1900. 

 Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA rolls and an article by J W Wilson containing a full casualty 
roll for the incident. 
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23. QSA, no clasp: Guard F. Frost. Natal Govt. Rlwys.                        Both medals                    
Some edge damage.             

PLUS 

QSA, no clasp: Guard F. Frost. N.G.R. Armoured Train 
Skimmed & privately named.                      

VF       7.000 – 10.000 

A marginal note on the QSA roll confirms Frost as “Guard of Armoured Train. In mishap at Chievely”. 
It is possible that Frost felt slighted when Churchill recommended that Driver Wagner and Fireman 
Stewart be awarded Albert medals for their services in the mishap and that he then had the second QSA 
engraved with the words “Armoured Train” in the naming. 
Sold with copied page from QSA roll. 

    
24. QSA, no clasp: W. Punt. EF-         1.800 – 2.400 

Medal has been skimmed and officially re-impressed.  
The section of track through Elandslaagte fell under the jurisdiction of a railway official named Willem 
Punt. The story of what befell Winston Churchill on his arrival at the station has been handed down 
through the family, and was told to me by his grandson also Willem Punt. 
"It began to rain, and when the prisoners were told to take shelter in the baggage room, Churchill was 
taken to one side and put under guard in the ticket office. But the fun started when they were all told to 
board the train. One or two officers who had just joined the party objected to travelling with a 
newspaperman." 
This seems extraordinary, given Churchill's military background and his recent exploits. It is possible 
that the officers feared the consequences of Churchill's determination to escape. 
"My grandfather," Willem Punt continued, "told the officers that they would have to put up with the 
newspaper man. He was unaware of the newspaper man's identity but I'm sure that in any case he would 
have ignored the officer's objections." 

“Churchill Wanted Dead or Alive” by Celia Sandys. 
Sold with copy QSA roll. 

    
25. QSA, 1 clasp Talana (loose on ribbon): W. Yallup. Natal G.R.  EF-         6.500 – 9.000 

William Yallup died in 1903. The QSA roll for the Natal Government Railways confirms that Platelayer 
Yallup was “In Armoured train disaster” and that his NGR QSA was issued on 3 August 1906.    
There is also a hardly legible cross-reference to the Dundee Town Guard.The latter unit’s QSA roll 
shows Member W. Yallup with clasp Talana, and states that the Town Guard’s medals were issued 
March and May 1904. This information, however, does not clarify the presence of the loose Talana clasp 
that came with the medal well over a century later. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA rolls. 

 
23 NOVEMBER 1899 BELMONT 
 
On 21 November Methuen moved off from his forward base on the Orange River, with the Naval Brigade, the 
Guards Brigade, the 9th Brigade, the 9th Lancers, 2 batteries of artillery and Rimington’s Guides. Arriving at 
Belmont station it was apparent that the Boers were in position on the range of Belmont Kopje behind the road 
to the North. Methuen directed the Guards Brigade to the Boer positions. Delays caused by agricultural fencing 
and defective maps found the Guards well short of the line of Kopjes at dawn; the Boers opening fire on the 
exposed lines of Guardsmen stretching across the open ground at the bottom of the hillside.  

The 9th Brigade also found them in open veldt when dawn broke. The two brigades launched their attack from 
the open ground up onto the hills under heavy rifle fire from the Boers entrenched on the crest.  
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GRENADIER GUARDS STORMING THE BOER POSITIONS AT THE BATTLE OF BELMONT 
PICTURE BY FRANK DADD 

The Boers did not wait for the final bayonet attack, hurrying away down the far hillside to where their ponies 
were tethered and riding back to the next line of kopjes, pursued for some distance by a small force of 9th 
Lancers and Mounted Infantry.  
British casualties at Belmont: 53 killed and more than 200 wounded.

26. ABO: Burger D.H. Jacobs VF+       2.400 – 3.200 
Medal officially re-impressed. 
David Hermanus Jacobs served in the Boshof Commando. In applying for his ABO medal in April 
1943 (when he was 78 years old) he claimed that he was wounded and taken prisoner at Belmont on 23 
November, sent to India as PoW and only returned on 27 August 1902.
His wound and capture are confirmed by an entry in the ZAR Government Gazette of 27 December 
1899, p1825, where he is listed as one of the wounded burghers who were in the British Camp at Belmont
on the day following the battle.
The relevant entry in the PoW Register (No 5690) confirms his capture at Belmont, but states that he 
was paroled on 10 July 1900: if this information had been revealed to the Medal Advisory Board, he 
would never have received the ABO! 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and sources quoted above. 

27. Three     Egypt medal: 1 clasp Tel-el-Kebir:
5328 [Pte] W. Wilson, 1/Scots [Guards];  
QSA, 1 clasp Belm: 5328 Crl. W. Wilson, Scots Gds.;  
Khedive’s Star 1882 

F/VF+  8.000 - 11.000

Egypt medal heavily pitted, suspension pin worn. 
Cpl Wilson was killed in Action at Belmont. He is buried in the West End Cemetery, Kimberley. 
Sold with copied pages from the three medal rolls. 
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23 NOVEMBER 1899 WILLOW GRANGE 

After alternately occupying and abandoning Willow Grange Station during the previous weeks, Major-General 
H J T Hildyard, commanding officer at Estcourt, decides on 22 November to take Brynbella Hill, overlooking 
the station with a force of about 5,200 men with 14 field-guns. He orders a force under Colonel F W Kitchener 
to occupy Beacon Hill from where he plans to make a night attack on Brynbella, supported by one of his naval 
guns. It is a very hot day and the un-acclimatized troops are exhausted and thirsty before reaching the foot of 
Beacon Hill. A heavy thunderstorm first alleviates their plight, but it changes into a hailstorm that leaves them 
battered and bruised. The Boers also notice their struggle in dragging the naval gun up the steep slope and open 
fire with their Creusot field-gun.  
The British persevere and are soon able to position their naval gun on the summit and return fire until the 
renewed thunderstorm and darkness suspend the action. After dark, a tremendous thunderstorm engulfs the 
landscape. Two British soldiers and two burghers are knocked unconscious by lightning and a burgher and six 
horses are killed on Brynbella.
Slipping and sliding, the British proceed with their night march despite the appalling conditions. After a short 
rest on the slope, they charge the summit at about 03:00. The small Free State picket abandons their position, 
blankets and a few ponies to avoid the loathed bayonets and flee down the back slope, leaving the summit in 
the hands of the jubilant British. At dawn, part of the Krugersdorp commando open fire on the summit. They 
are soon joined by two field-guns and a pom-pom. As the light improves, Boer rifle fire increases and 
Kitchener’s position on the summit becomes steadily worse.  
At about 09:00 he realises that he will have to retreat to avoid being cut off and surrounded. The retreating 
British troops are raked by Boer shellfire. Only when their own artillery return fire, can they fall back to Beacon 
Hill and from there to Estcourt, arriving at about 11:00.  
The British lose 11 killed (including Percy Fitzpatrick’s brother, George), 67 wounded and eight captured. 
The Boers lose two killed and two wounded. 

“The Anglo-Boer War: A Chronology” by Pieter G. Cloete. 

28. QSA, 1 clasp Natal: 5446 Pte. S. Tobin, Wt. York. Regt. EF-    4.400 – 6.000
One rim dent at 6 o’clock. 
Pte Tobin was killed in action at Willow Grange. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and handwritten Natal FF Casualty Rolls.

25 NOVEMBER 1899 KIMBERLEY (CARTER’S RIDGE) 

On 25 November a sortie was made to ascertain the strength of the enemy at Carter’s Ridge where the Boers 
had established a gun emplacement. In a co-ordinated assault, with the armoured train acting as decoy and the 
flanks protected by Royal Engineers at Otto’s Kopje, a combined artillery/infantry force under LtCol Chamier 
and mounted forces under LtCol Scott Turner completely surprised the Boers.  
On the Boer side, according to the Official Casualty returns published in the ZAR Government Gazette, 11 
men were killed, 23 wounded and 31(including 6 of the wounded) taken prisoner. 
British losses were 6 killed and 29 wounded. 

29. Four     Cape of GHGSM, 1 clasp Bechuanaland:  
Tpr. M.J. Pritchard. Dmnd. Fds. Hse.; 
QSA, 2 clasps DoK, Paard: 176 Cpl. M.J. Pritchard. Kimberley Lt. Horse; 
1914-15 Star: Spr. M.J. Pritchard S.A.E.C. 

VF+  9.000 – 12.000 

Kimberley Star 1899-1900, hallmark letter ‘b’, complete with upper brooch-bar, together with 2 
regimental prize medals, comprising an ornate cross shaped medal in silver, hallmarks for Birmingham 
1893, the reverse inscribed “Challenge Sld. 97 Trpr. M.J. Pritchard F Troop” and the second a 
Griqualand West Brigade 1896, silver cross pate, hallmarks for Birmingham 1896 and inscribed 
“Challenge Sld. 96 Trpl. M.J. Pritchard F Troop” 

Auct on
POSTAL MEDAL
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It is not known in which unit Pritchard served prior to 1896, when the volunteer units in Griqualand 
West were formed into the Griqualand West Brigade. However, in the Bechuanaland campaign he served 
in the Diamond Fields Horse, while his Boer War service was with the Kimberley Town Guard and the 
Kimberley Light Horse (slightly wounded at Carter’s Ridge). While serving in the latter unit he was one 
of the men accompanying the convoy of wagons loaded with bread that set out from Kimberley to 
Paardeberg, following an urgent request from Kitchener to Kekewich. This led to him being one of the 
155 recipients of the elusive DoK/Paard clasp combination. 
From December 1914 to August 1915 he served as Sapper in the SA Engineer Corps and was awarded 
a 1914-15 Star in January 1921. He never claimed the War Medal and Bilingual Allied Victory Medal. 
Sold with copies of QSA rolls, WWI Service Cards and an article by Dave Willis on the events leading 
to the DoK/Paard clasp combination. 

25 NOVEMBER 1899 GRASPAN / ENSLIN 

The day after the successful attacks at Belmont, the Armoured Reconnaisance Train of Methuen’s force was 
fired on from the kopjes at Graspan. In these hills, to the north of Belmont, it was estimated that there were 
400 Boers with two artillery pieces. This force needed to be neutralized and Lord Methuen ordered the 9 th 
Brigade to assault the positions in the early morning of 25.11.1900. The honour of leading the attack was given 
to the Naval Brigade. 

The major kopje at Graspan, on which there were actually 2000 Boers and five guns, was a natural fortress that 
gave the Boer force an excellent opportunity to delay and reduce Methuen’s advancing forces. The only weak 
spot of the kopje was on the eastern side: at this point the Naval Brigade attacked, supported by the Yorkshire 
Light Infantry and two Companies of the Royal North Lancashires. The Northumberland Fusiliers and 
Northamptons assaulted the front of the kopje and further support came from the Naval guns and 75 th and 18th 
Batteries R.F.A., who pounded the top of the kopje as the British forces approached it.  

As they came under fire, the British troops dropped down and commenced disciplined skirmishing towards it. 
Alternatively firing and rushing 50-60 yards, they steadily advanced but the Boer fire had been so withering 
that by the time the Naval Brigade (55 Bluejackets and 190 Marines) had made it to the foot of the kopje, nearly 
half their number had been felled. The Royal North Lancashires and Yorkshires supported each other in a 
perilous climb and the remainder of the Naval Brigade hauled themselves up the steep face. They cleared the 
position but once again the Boers slipped away and made their retreat down the back of the hill. 

The assault on the position was summarised by The Times historian: ‘rarely in military history have soldiers 
unwaveringly fought their way through such a fiery ordeal and then successfully led the assault on an almost 
precipitous position.’ On reaching the summit the British found 21 Boer dead and 40 wounded. Their casualties 
were four Officers and 18 men killed, five Officers and 158 men wounded and nine men missing. The Royal 
Marines lost the highest number with two Officers and nine men killed and one Officer and 72 men wounded. 
Spink: The Anglo-Boer War Anniversary Sale, October 1899. 

30. QSA, 2 clasps Belm, Mod R: 8623Pte. E. Brinkhurst, R.M, H.M.S. Monarch EF-        5.500 – 8.000
Brinkhurst was one of the Royal Marines wounded at Graspan. 

Sold with copied pages from QSA and Casualty Rolls. 

31. QSA, 1 clasp Belm: 5962 Pte J. Hirst, 2. Yorks. Lt. Inf. EF-    3.000 – 4.500
Hirst was wounded at Graspan/Enslin and was subsequently invalided to England. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and Casualty Rolls. 

28/29 NOVEMBER 1899 MODDER RIVER / TWEE RIVIEREN 

After the battle of Graspan/ Enslin, Veg-Gen J H de la Rey established his next defensive position at the 
confluence of the Riet and Modder Rivers. The British force marching north under Lt-Gen Lord Methuen to 
relieve Kimberley started to attack on the morning of 28 November 1899.  
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The 1st Infantry (Guards) brigade under Lt-Gen Sir H E Colvile attacked the left flank of the Boers but was 
held all day. Maj-Gen R Pole-Carew’s 9th Infantry brigade advanced along the line of rail and also came under 
heavy fire, but two companies of the 1st The Royal North Lancashire regiment managed to cross the Riet River 
to Rosmead. This village was evacuated and more troops crossed the river. Pole-Carew’s attempts to advance 
on Modder River Station, were, however, thwarted at Fraser’s Farm and he consolidated that night at Rosmead.  

 
BATTLE OF MODDER RIVER  

CONTEMPORARY STYLIZED ILLUSTRATION IN BRITISH PRESS 
 

Advancing the following morning, the British found that Boer forces had evacuated their positions during the 
night. The British had lost 70 and 413 wounded whilst Boer losses are estimated at some 60 killed. Although 
the battle is described as that of Modder River, the action, in fact, took place along the Riet River; to Afrikaans 
historians it is the battle of Tweeriviere. After the battle Methuen halted at the Modder River to repair the 
bridge and bring up supplies; a temporary bridge was finished by 10 December.  
     
32. QSA, 1 clasp Mod R: 6552 Pte. A. Mc’Neill. A. & S. Highrs. EF-        4.800 – 6.600 

One rim dent. Neill impressed in a different style. 
The losses of the 1st Battalion, Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders at Modder River were greater than any 
of the other battalions engaged: 20 men killed or died of wounds and 2 0fficers and 76 men wounded. 
Mc’Neill was one of the men killed on 28 November, is buried in the West End Graveyard in Kimberley 
and is also commemorated on the A & S Highlanders SA War Memorial at Stirling Castle, Scotland. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and Casualty Rolls and colour photo of plaque with names on 
Memorial. 

   
33. ABO: Burger P.G. van Deventer; with length of Wound Riband (LvW)    EF          2.400 – 3.600 

Pieter van Deventer (Potchefstroom Commando) saw early action at the Siege of Mafeking. He was 
subsequently wounded at Twee Rivieren on 28 November: “Dum-dum bullet or shell fragment in left 
hip” on Vorm “C” and was taken prisoner the next day. His PoW number was 4328 and he was sent to 
St Helena for the duration of the war. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “B” & “C” as well as PoW Register page. 
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8 DECEMBER 1899 LADYSMITH (NEWCASTLE RD SORTIE) 
 
“Hussars and Lancers had a narrow escape during the morning. They were out reconnoitring and were caught 
between 3 hills when the Boers poured in volley after volley amongst them. The men galloped for all they were 
worth and got off with the loss of 5 men killed, 20 wounded and 30 horses killed. Hussars set fire to Pepworth’s 
homestead which the Boers had used for Com. Stores. Heavy shelling from Umbulwana. One shell fell close 
to me as I was returning from a bathe in the river.” 

Boer Campaign Notes taken by A J Crosby (Natal Carbineer), published by Ladysmith Historical Society. 
   
34. QSA, 2 clasps Tal, DoL: 4374 Corpl. J. Weir, 18th Hrs:   EF          5.000 – 7.000 

Engraved naming.  
Corporal Weir was wounded in the early morning Newcastle Road sortie of 8 December and died of his 
wounds the next day. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & handwritten Natal FF Casualty rolls as well as contemporary 
publications describing incident. 

 
10 DECEMBER 1899 STORMBERG 

 
When the British first drew up a plan of campaign against the Boer Republics, it was intended that the 3rd 
Division, commanded by Major General William F. Gatacre, would secure the Cape Midlands, in preparation 
for a northwards advance along the railway. However, many of the division’s troops were diverted to Natal 
after disasters there, and Gatacre’s reduced force arrived after Orange Free State Commandos had already 
seized the important railway junction of Stormberg. 
Gatacre heard of the loss of Stormberg on 8 December at Graaff Reinet and decided to make an immediate 
counterattack to recover the place. A force of 3000 was to be taken by train to Molteno, the nearest railway 
station to Stormberg still in British hands, and march by night to attack a hill known as the Kissieberg, which 
dominated the Boers’ position. The force consisted of the Northumberland Fusiliers (960 men), the Royal Irish 
Rifles, (840 men), the 74th and 77th batteries, Royal Field Artillery and 250 mounted infantry detached from 
various infantry battalions. Other detachments (including the Royal Berkshire Regiment) which were intended 
to join the force failed to arrive because telegraph orders were not sent. 
There was no time for reconnaissance, and preparations were rushed. Early the next day, the British troops 
hastily boarded the trains, but then sat for hours under a hot sun while locomotives were found. They were 
tired when they reached Molteno but set off on a night march with fixed bayonets after a hasty meal and very 
little rest. Gatacre’s locally engaged guides were soon lost, and the force wandered about the veldt all night.  
As dawn broke on the 10th December, the British at last came in sight of the Kissieberg. They advanced up the 
steep slopes, which were sheer rock and almost impossible to climb. A small Boer picket with one 75mm 
Krupp gun under Sergeant Hendrik Muller of the OFS Artillery, opened fire. The Boers had assembled on the 
crest and fired directly down onto the British troops who started suffering numerous casualties. 
The Fusiliers had reached points that they could not climb and their Commanding Officer, realising that their 
position was untenable, ordered the men to retire across the open to a ridge beyond. Five companies of the 
Fusiliers received this order and began to climb down, but three of the companies, of which Captain Wilmott 
was the senior officer, remained with the Royal Irish Rifles further up the mountain. 
The gun batteries seeing the Fusiliers coming down into the valley assumed that there was a general retreat and 
that it was necessary to bring their fire down from the mountain crest. The directing gunner officers were 
hampered by the dawn sun breaking over the top of the mountain, shining into their eyes and throwing the 
mountain side into darkness. The British artillery rounds began to fall among the Royal Irish Rifles and 
Fusiliers still near the top of the mountain, while most of Gatacre’s force began to fall back in disorder. 
Gatacre gave the order to retreat to Molteno but mounted Boer reinforcements appeared and attacked from both 
sides. The retreat of the exhausted British infantry was covered by the mounted infantry and the artillery, 
although two 15-pounder guns were lost. Not until they reached Molteno did Gatacre realise that over 600 men 
had been left behind on the Kissieberg. Hopelessly cut off, they were forced to surrender. 
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MAP SHOWING STORMBERG 

Casualties were 25 men killed and 8 Officers and 102 men wounded.  
In addition, 13 Officers and 548 men were taken prisoner or surrendered. 

35. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 2920 Pte. J. Madden. R. Ir. Rif. VF+       4.500 – 6.000 
Engraved naming. E/k’s and wear on obverse. Pte Madden was killed in action at Stormberg. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, as well as the Royal Commission findings on incident.

36. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 30144 Gnr. F. Maund, 77th Bty., R.F.A. EF   4.800 – 6.400
Gunner Maund was the only man from the 77th Battery that was killed at Stormberg. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, as well as the Royal Commission findings on incident.

37. Pair     QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: Capt. G. Lewis, R.F.A.;  
KSA, one clasp 1902: Capt. G. Lewis, R.F.A.

VF+   8.000 – 12.000 

Engraved naming. 
Lieut. Gerald Lewis was wounded at Stormberg while serving with the 74th Battery, RFA.
The Army List (January 1912) gives his war service: S African War 1899-00, 02. Severely wounded. 
Operations in Cape Colony 99-00. Operations in Orange River Colony Feb-May 00. Operations in 
Orange River Colony May 02. Queen’s medal with two clasps. King’s medal with clasp.
Lewis was promoted to Captain on 27 November 1899 and was invalided to England in May/June 1900. 
He returned to South Africa in May 1902. As the period he was invalided counted towards the required 
time for the award of the KSA, he received the medal with the single clasp SA’1902.
Sold with copied pages from QSA and Casualty Rolls as well as contemporary official reports 
concerning the action.      
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10/11 DECEMBER 1899 LADYSMITH (VAALKOP / SURPRISE HILL) 

On the morning of 8th December, it became known that General Hunter with 600 men of the Imperial Light 
Horse and Natal Carabiniers had blown up two big guns on Lombard’s Kop and captured a M axim.  

This fired Colonel Metcalfe to do something similar, and he got Sir George’s sanction to endeavour to destroy 
the howitzer on Vaalkop (thence known as Surprise Hill).  

On the night of the 9th he reconnoitred the route, and on the 10th at 10 pm started with five companies 2nd Rifle 
Brigade and a few Engineers under the ever-ready Lieutenant Digby-Jones. The hilltop was reached; after some 
delay the howitzer was found, not in its emplacement; the explosive was inserted; a fuse was lit, but no 
explosion happened; another had to be set. This time the gun was destroyed; but meanwhile the Boers had 
gathered in force on the hillside, and our men had to charge with fixed bayonets, never firing a shot.  

Many Boers were bayoneted. Colonel Metcalfe lost 1 officer and 11 men killed, 36 wounded and 10 prisoners 
or missing, but a bit of good work had been boldly and skilfully executed.  

Sir George White in his despatch of 23rd March 1900 remarked that  

“the companies were, on the way back, admirably handled by their captains... The affair reflects great credit 
on Lieutenant Colonel C T E Metcalfe and his battalion”. 

“Our Regiments in South Africa” p385. 

Boer losses were two killed, two fatally wounded, five wounded and three missing. The Boer howitzer was 
replaced with another on 20 December. 

38. ABO: Burger J.A. Duvenage VF+       2.400 – 3.200 
Jan Duvenhage served in the Pretoria Commando under Field Cornet Opperman and General Erasmus. 
On his Vorm “B” application he specifically mentioned being present at the Vaalkop action, in addition 
to Spion Kop and Silkaatsnek (11 July 1900). He was taken prisoner later in the war on 3 January 1902 
near Amsterdam (Eastern Transvaal) in mopping-up operations: 

“The New Year (1902) found Bruce Hamilton busy amongst the demoralised knots of Boers who crept 
along the riverbeds seeking a way of escape from the narrowing space between the British columns and 
the Swazi border. On January 1st twenty-two of these were run down on the banks of the Umtali River, 
north of Amsterdam. Sixty-nine more, including Commandant Erasmus, fell victims on the 3rd...” 
Official History, Grant, Vol IV, p377.
Duvenage was sent to India as PoW No 27910 and returned home approximately October 1902.
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, PoW Register and reference quoted. 

39. Pair     QSA, 3 clasps DoL, Tvl, OFS: 6299 Pte. T. Godfrey, Rifle Brigade;
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02:  6299 Pte. T. Godfrey, Rifle Brigade 

VF+      4.500 – 6.000

Pte Thomas Godfrey was severely wounded in the Surprise Hill sortie.  

The OFS clasp is not verified and has been privately attached. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA roll, SAFF Casualty roll and details of action. 

40. QSA, 1 clasp DoL: 28797 Sapr. L. Hibberd, R.E. EF          4.800 – 6.400 
Engraved naming. Sapper Hibberd served under Lt Digby-Jones in 23 Field Company, Royal Engineers 
and died of wounds after the Surprise Hill sortie.
He is buried in the Ladysmith Town Cemetery. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll page, contemporary Ladysmith Burial Register and details of 
action. 
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11 DECEMBER 1899 MAGERSFONTEIN 

The Battle of Magersfontein was fought near Kimberley on the borders of the Cape Colony and the independent 
republic of the Orange Free State. British forces under Lieutenant General Lord Methuen were advancing north 
along the railway line from the Cape in order to relief the siege of Kimberley, but their path was blocked at 
Magersfontein by a Boer force that was entrenched in the surrounding hills. The British had already fought a 
series of battles with the Boer, most recently at Modder River, where the advance was temporarily halted.  

BOERS IN TRENCHES AT FOOT OF MAGERSFONTEIN HILLS 

Lord Methuen failed to perform adequate reconnaissance in preparation for the impending battle and was 
unaware that Boer General De La Rey had entrenched his forces at the foot of the hills rather than the forward 
slopes as was the accepted practice. This allowed the Boers to survive the initial British artillery bombardment, 
when the British troops failed to deploy from a compact formation during their advance, the defenders were 
able to inflict heavy casualties. The Highland Brigade suffered the worst casualties, while on the Boer side, the 
Scandinavian Corps was destroyed.  

The Boers attained a tactical victory and succeeded in holding the British in their advance on Kimberley. The 
battle was the second of three battles during what became known as Black Week. 

41. Pair     DTD & ABO:  Kapt S.W. Meintjes;  
with length of Wound Riband (LvW) 

VF+  20.000 – 30.000 

Schalk Willem Meintjes was born in 1852. When he applied for his awards in Feb 1924, he stated that 
he had served under Gen de Wet. He was wounded at Magersfontein on 11 Dec 1899 (according to 
Vorm “C” Acting Commandant, 6 bullet wounds: no limbs lost; and according to ZAR Casualty Report 
Acting Commandant Kroonstad Laager; slightly wounded: flesh-wound in leg). 
Meintjes was one of the senior Boer Officers taken prisoner when Gen Cronje surrendered at Paardeberg
on 28 Feb 1900. His PoW number was 5950 and he was recorded as Commandant, Kroonstad Field 
Cornetcy. He was not sent to St Helena but was held at the Cape for the duration of the war: initially at 
Simonstown and later at Greenpoint. It would seem that the Medal Application Board had some 
misgivings about Meintjes. There is a scribbled note “Further facts” on his Vorm “A” and they finally 
approved the awards, but with the rank of Captain. 
Sold with copied pages from Forms “A”, “B” and “C” and the Casualty Records and PoW Register. 
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OBVERSE          LOT 42          REVERSE  

 
42. Pair     DCM (VR): 4896 L.Corpl. D. Fraser. 1st Highland L.I:  

QSA 3 clasps Mod R, Witt, SA’01: 4896 Cpl. D. Fraser, 1st Highland Lt. Infy. 
VF+  45.000 – 60.000 

“1ST” in DCM naming corrected unofficially. 
DCM: LG 27 September 1901 (p6318). Awarded for Magersfontein with details in London Gazette of 
16 March 1900 (p1788): ‘Lance-Corporal Fraser… Specially brought to notice for cheery conduct 
under fire and helping to rally men’.  
The HLI Chronicle for July 1900 reported that ‘Lance-Corporal D. Fraser was conspicuous by his 
coolness during the advance and his cheery remarks of encouragement to all around him’. 
Fraser joined the Highland Light Infantry in 1893. He served with the regiment in Crete and was slightly 
wounded in the chest at the hospital during rioting at Kandia on 6 September 1898. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll and London Gazettes. 

43. KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 3269 Pte. J. Peat, Highland L. I. EF-        2.600 – 3.400 
Private Peat, together with 2 other men, were mentioned in Lt-Gen Methuen’s Magersfontein Despatch 
for “excellent service and setting a good example to their comrades” (LG 16 March 1900, p1788). .  
He was again mentioned in Earl Roberts’ Despatch of 4 September 1901 as having “rendered special 
and meritorious service” (LG 10 September 1901, p5949). 

His missing QSA has 3 clasps: Modder River, Paardeberg and Wittebergen. 
Sold with copied pages from medal rolls and LG entries. 

     
44. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 6372 Pte. G. Fraser, 2. Sea. Highrs.  VF          4.800 – 6.400 

Rim nicks and clasp slightly bent. 
“At Magersfontein the Seaforths saw their 1st fighting in the campaign. The leading battalion (Black 
Watch) got thrown into confusion in the dark by a very thick bit of bush about 20-30 yards long. The 
Seaforths went round this bush to the right & had just got into its original position behind the Black 
Watch when the order was given to extend by Maj-Gen. Wauchope to the Black Watch.  
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The Seaforths & two companies of the A & S Highlanders were also moving out & in the act of extending 
when suddenly a heavy fire was poured in by the enemy, most of the bullets going over the men. Lt. 
Col. Hughes-Hallett at once ordered the Seaforths to fix bayonets & charge the position.  
No orders being received by the Seaforths, the C.O. advanced the leading units to try & reach the 
trenches, which were about 400 yards off, but the officers & half the men fell before a very heavy fire, 
which opened as soon as the men moved. About 10 minutes later the Seaforths tried another rush, with 
the same result Col. Hughes-Hallett then considered it best to remain where he was till orders came.  
5 Officers & 53 men K.I.A. 7 Officers & 136 men wounded & 14 taken P.O.W. ‘The Times’ historian 
recorded that a party of the Seaforths got round to the east of the hill & ascended it from the rear. They 
were driven down, partly by the fire of the British guns & were all either killed or wounded.”  
“Our Regiments in S.A.” – Stirling. 
Pte Fraser was Killed in Action at Magersfontein and is buried in the West End Cemetery, Kimberley. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

45. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 4405, Serjt. B.J. Kelly. A. & S. Highrs. EF   4.800 – 6.400
Engraved naming. Sgt Kelly was Killed in Action at Magersfontein and is buried in Kimberley. 
In this action the Regiment lost 23 men killed with one of the wounded dying the same day. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls 

46. ABO: Korpl. M.J. Louw EF-         4.200 – 5.600 
Marthinus Louw served in the Bloemhof Commando under his Father-in-Law, Commandant “Tollie” 
de Beer. Louw saw action at the Sieges of Mafeking and Kimberley as well as the battle of Twee 
Rivieren (Modder River).
He was dangerously wounded at Magersfontein and died at Jacobsdal Hospital on 23 December 1899.
Sold with copies of Vorm “B” and ZAR Casualty Returns.

15 DECEMBER 1899 COLENSO 

Buller and his Staff proceeded to Natal where a force of 20000 troops and five Field Batteries awaited, the 
intention being to cross the heavily defended line of the Tugela River and advance to relieve Ladysmith. 
Hildyard’s 6th Infantry Brigade supported by the 14th and 66th Batteries, Royal Field Artillery, and six Naval 
12 pounder guns under Colonel Long, Royal Artillery, held the centre of the British position.  

The objective of 15 December was to cross the Tugela by the bridge at Colenso and dislodge the Boers beyond 
the river. Colonel Long, who had been responsible for the disaster to an armoured train a month before, had a 
theory that artillery was most effectively used at close quarters, or, in his own words, ‘the only way to smash 
the beggars is to rush in at ‘em’.  

Early in the action, Long employed his theory bringing his guns into a dangerously exposed position not more 
than 1000 yards from the enemy. ‘To see those 18 gun teams riding out far ahead of the infantry battalions 
supposed to screen them, was to return to some scene from Balaklava.’ No sooner were the guns unlimbered 
than an enemy shell burst among them hailing the onset of a continuous and murderous fire. After half an hour 
of firing on the Boers at Fort Wylie both Batteries had run short of ammunition and the little they had left was 
kept to cover the expected advance of 6 Brigade. Casualties had been severe and nearly all the officers including 
Colonel Long were wounded. The surviving men and officers withdrew to take cover in a donga to the rear of 
the position, leaving their guns exposed and unattended. 

Shortly afterwards Buller and his Staff appeared on the scene, having that heard the guns supposedly in support 
of Hildyard’s Brigade were out of action. The Boers recognising the Staff in an unusually forward position 
trebled their fire, but Buller, unperturbed, finished his sandwich and ordered the immediate recovery of the 
guns. From the surrounding group of officers emerged ‘one of the most gallant trio’s that ever tried to win the 
Victoria Cross’. They were Captain Harry Schofield, Captain Walter Congreve of the Rifle Brigade, and 
Lieutenant the Hon. F. H. S. Roberts, King’s Royal Rifle Corps, only son of the Field-Marshal.  
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GUNS OF 14TH & 66TH BATTERIES ROYAL FIELD ARTILLERY  
UNDER FIRE AT THE BATTLE OF COLENSO PICTURE BY GERLACH 

The following narrative is taken from Schofield’s pocket diary: 
‘We went back to the donga where all the horses and drivers were, which was under a hot fire and the General 
tried to get some of them (men and horses) out to try and recover the guns but there were no officers there; so 
General and Congreve (RB.) and self-set to work to get some out and we got 2 teams and a corporal and 
hooked in the teams to limbers just in front; doing this was no easy matter as it was difficult without N.C.O’s 
to get men on foot to come and help to hook in; Gerard was coming out when I shouted to him to send me a 
man or two to help; we got the teams hooked in somehow, I forget how (except I saw Congreve doing his) and 
then I started off at a gallop with the limbers for the two guns on the right and Roberts, 60th, joined in; also 
Congreve came on tho ‘I did not find this out till after; the impression I had going on was galloping on a carpet 
spotted thick with spots, it was a very hot fire; after we had gone about 400 yards Roberts on my left was shot, 
he had just before been looking at me and smiling, waving his stick in a circular motion like one does one’s 
crop sometimes when one goes away from covert, thinking to have a good burst; Congreve tells me he was shot 
just before this and also his horse and the latter plunging badly, threw him; so the Corporal and self were left. 
When on the way, I saw the lead driver riding very wildly; I shouted to him to keep his horse in hand, which I 
think took them off thinking of the bullets; on getting to the guns I howled out ‘wheel about on your guns’, 
which they did as if on parade; Corp. Nurse and self jumped off our horses and ran to hook on the guns, I 
found mine too far off to drag up alone so told the Corporal to come and help me, which he did and then he 
put his own gun on which was just in the right place; while he was doing this my wheel driver turned round 
and said ‘elevate the muzzle Sir’, which I did; they all kept their heads; we then mounted, galloped for the 
centre sunken road running across the far donga and I left them in a place of safety some way behind; after 
crossing the Donga a spent bullet hit me on the thigh, only a tap and didn’t leave a mark. Corporal Nurse, 
drivers Henry Taylor, Young, Potts, Rockall, Lucas and Williams, all of the 66th battery were not touched; 3 
or 4 horses got hit; luckily not enough to make them falter or we should not have got off that particular plain, 
I think. The corporal and drivers behaved most admirably and no doubt if they had bungled in their driving on 
to the guns we could not have got out, they were nailers.’ 

Congreve had crawled into the donga to seek shelter and later went out to bring in Roberts. He eventually 
remained in the donga with the other wounded until the Boers, who took the position, allowed their evacuation. 
A second attempt to recover the remaining guns was mounted by Lieutenants Grylls and Schreiber of the 66th 
Battery but their efforts were unavailing and both officers were killed.  

A third dash for the guns by Captain Reed of the 7th Battery ended with the loss of half his men and two-thirds 
of his horses. Eventually Buller, resigning himself to the loss of the guns, forbade any further attempts. Later, 
he went to the survivors of the abandoned batteries and personally thanked them for their gallantry. 
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MAP OF THE BATTLE OF COLENSO 

Buller’s final orders of the day were to recall Lord Dundonald’s force from Hlangwane. At 11:00, all the 
British soldiers were on their way back to camp. The naval guns maintained a long-range barrage on the bridge 
until they were also limbered up and hauled away at 14:30. The burghers crossed the river in small groups and 
captured the artillerymen in the donga behind the guns. At 17:00 they hooked up the 10 guns and 9 ammunition 
wagons and drag them across the bridge in full view of the retreating British army. 

The abortive action to take the village of Colenso- part of the disastrous ‘Black Week’ of the Boer War- struck 
the world with the manifest determination of the British soldier under fire, and was recognised by the award of 
5 Victoria Crosses and 24 DCM’s for gallantry in attempting to extricate the guns, together with a further 
Victoria Cross and 21 DCMs for acts of gallantry at or near Colenso. 

The British lost 143 killed in action, 756 wounded and 240 missing. The Boers captured 38 men and 10 
serviceable guns. Their own losses included 7 killed in action, 30 wounded and one drowned. 

47. QSA, 1 clasp RoL: 3257 Pte. M. Walsh, Rl. Dublin Fus. VF+    4.800 – 6.400
Small rim nicks and clasp slightly bent. 
Pte Walsh was killed in action at Colenso on 15 December. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

48. QSA, 1 clasp RoL: 3457 Pte. J.C. Moloney., Th’croft’s M. I.  VF          5.000 – 7.000 
Edge bruising, suspender a bit “wobbly”. 
Pte Moloney was killed in action at Colenso on 15 December. 
Sold with photo of grave, copied pages from QSA, hand-written Natal F.F. Casualty rolls and Nominal 
Roll. 
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LOT 49 

49. Four     DCM (EVIIR): 787 Clr.-Serjt. W. Ewer. 2nd Rl. W. Surrey Regt.; VF+  45.000–60.000 
QSA 5 clasps TugH, OFS, RoL, Tvl, L Nek: 787 Clr.-Serjt. W. Ewer. The Queen’s.;
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 787 Clr.-Serjt. W. Ewer. The Queen’s.;
Army LS&GC Medal (EVIIR): 787 Clr.-Sergt. W. Ewer. Rl. W. Surrey Regt.
While the drama at Long’s guns enfolded on the outskirts of Colenso, there was some determined 
fighting inside the village.
“The fire now became intense, but in spite of bursting shells and whistling bullets, the men advanced as 
steadily as on a Long Valley field day, and no halt was made until the foremost ranks were within 1000 
yards of the Tugela. Here a few volleys were fired at the crest of the low hills behind Colenso, and the 
advance was then continued, first by section, and, as reinforcements came up, by half-company rushes, 
until the men on the left of the line halted in the cover of a small shelter trench 400 yards to the south-
west of Colenso. So rapid had been the attack that a gap now appeared between the right of the Queen’s 
and the left of the Devons, owing to the slower movement of the troops in the donga, and this was at 
once filled by A and B companies, which crossed the railway line under a storm of bullets. 
Soon afterwards, as the men of the Devons advanced, the Queen’s re-crossed the line, and pushing 
gradually forward portions of A, B, C, D, and E companies succeeded in establishing and maintaining 
themselves in Colenso, in face of heavy rifle fire, being from time to time reinforced by driblets of men 
from a hut on the railway about 250 yards in rear, where a considerable number of the men of the 
Battalion had found cover. In the course of one of these forward rushes by a section of Captain Croft’s 
company, led by Lieutenant Watson, a man fell severely wounded in the village street. Seeing this, and 
in spite of the heavy fire which swept the roadway, 2nd Lieutenant Wedd at once rushed out of a house, 
which he was holding with about 5 men, and, with the help of Sergeant Ewer, succeeded in carrying 
the wounded man to a place of safety.”
Regimental History: The Queen’s Royal West Surrey Regiment, p225.
Sgt Ewer’s name was among those specially brought to notice by LtCol Hamilton for service at Colenso
and he was awarded the DCM in the London Gazette, 27 September 1901, p6311. According to Ewer’s
Service Papers he enlisted on 2 November 1883 and saw service in Burma and India between 1885 and 
1894 (India Medal with clasp Burma 1885-87). He received a gunshot wound to the head at Colenso
and received the LS&GC Medal on 3 November 1902. He was finally discharged in England on 1 
November 1904. 
Sold with extensive copied research including QSA/KSA medal roll pages, Service Documents, LG 
entries and PRO documentation.
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50. Pair     QSA, 3 clasps OFS, RoL, Tvl:  
21305 Gnr. J. Hodgeson.  66th Bty. R.F.A;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 21305 Gnr. J. Hodgson. R.F.A. 

VF+   7.000 – 10.000 

Gunner Hodgson was taken Prisoner of War at Colenso and then held at the Waterval Camp, north of 
Pretoria. He was released on 6 June 1900. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA rolls, SAFF Casualty roll and PoW Release List. 

 
51. QSA, 1 clasp RoL: 98453 Cpl. H.J. Feegan, 66th Bty. R.F.A. VF+  10.000 – 15.000 

Cpl Feegan was killed in action at Colenso. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, handwritten Natal FF Casualty roll and SAFF Casualty Roll. 
 

 
LOT 52  

52. Three     DCM (VR): 77668 Dvr. W.T. Bodill, R.F.A.;  
QSA, 3 clasps OFS, RoL, Tvl: 77668 Dvr. W.T. Bodill, 14th Bty, R.F.A.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 77668 Dvr. W.T. Bodill, R.F.A. 

VF             50.000 – 70.000 
 

WO 132/16 contains important correspondence regarding acts of gallantry during the attempts to save 
the guns at Colenso. In a memo from Col Downing, dated 9 March 1900, he noted:  
“Drivers Bodill & Parmenter appear to have been one of two parties that tried to get the guns away & I 
understand that their names had not been previously noted for the D.S. Medal…” 
On 16 March 1900 Lt Grylls, 66th Bty. RFA clarified the two Drivers’ involvement:  
“These two Drivers Bodill & Parmenter belongs to 14th Bty and came up with a limber from their Battery 
to try and rescue the guns. Their horses were shot & Dr Bodill was wounded and taken prisoner.  
Dr Parmenter was wounded…” 
Both Drivers were awarded the DCM in the London Gazette of 8 February 1901 (p938): ‘Conspicuous 
gallantry in attempting to rescue the guns of their battery on 15th December at Colenso’. 
Dvr Bodill was wounded and taken prisoner at Colenso and then held at the Waterval Camp, north of 
Pretoria. He was released on 6 June 1900. 
Sold with extensive copied research including QSA/KSA medal roll pages, 16-page WO132/16 extract, 
LG entries, PoW Release List and PRO documentation. 
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LOT 53 

53. Six     DCM (VR): Driver E.W. Lucas. R.A.;  
QSA, 5 clasps CC, TugH, OFS, RoL, Tvl:  
6473 Br. E.W. Lucas, 66th Bty. R.F.A.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 6473 Bomb. E.W. Lucas. R.F.A.;  
1914/15 Star: 7705 Cpl. E.W. Lucas. R.F.A.;  
BWM & AVM: 17705 Cpl. E.W. Lucas. R.A. 

VF     50.000 – 70.000 

DCM impressed in serif capitals.    
 The day after the Colenso disaster General Redvers Buller wrote to the Under Secretary of State, War 

Office, London to report ‘cases of Distinguished Service in the Field’. After recommending Congreve, 
Roberts and Nurse for the Victoria Cross, he stated ‘Drivers H Taylor, Young, Petts, Rockall, Lucas 
and 30661 F Williams, all of the 66th Battery, Royal Field Artillery, rode the teams, each team brought 
in a gun. I recommend all six for the Medal for Distinguished Conduct in the Field.’ 

 The award of Lucas’ DCM was published in the London Gazette of 2 February 1900 (p689).  
A photo of Lucas and 4 other “Colenso Guns Heroes” appeared in the Black and White Budget of 7 
April 1900.  In a letter home to his father he wrote: ‘I saw Lord Roberts’ son killed; I was close to him 
when it happened’. 

 Lucas did WWI service as Corporal in the RGA as well as the RFA, entering the French Theatre of War 
on 17 June 1915. 

 Sold with B&W photo of Lucas in WWI uniform and newspaper cuttings (these originals) as well as 
copied pages from QSA & KSA rolls, WWI MIC and other official sources. 

 
54. ABO: A.V.Krt. A.J.H. Badenhorst; with a length of Wound Riband (LvW) EF-        4.200 – 5.600 

Adriaan Badenhorst served as Krygskommissaris (Head of the Commissariat) of Ward 1, 
Wakkerstroom Commando from the beginning of the war to March/April 1901 when he claimed he 
was was promoted to Field Cornet. He was wounded at Dundee (Talana) on 20 October 1899 and again 
at Colenso (15 December 1899): according to the Wound Riband application Vorm “C” they were both 
flesh-wounds to the legs.  
He was taken prisoner at Rusthoek in the Eastern Transvaal on 12 March 1902 (PoW No 31367) and 
confined in the Umbilo Camp, Durban. He returned to his farm on 24 July 1902. 
The Medal Advisory Board ruled that the rank on his DTD and ABO should be Assistent Veldkornet 
(Assistant Field Cornet). The whereabouts of his DTD is not known. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “A”, “B” & “C” and the PoW Register as well as original photos 
of Badenhorst in his 30’s and in his 70’s. 
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16 DECEMBER 1899 NEAR RENSBURG SIDING 
 
Extract from “With the Inniskilling Dragoons” by Yardley, 1904: 

“Late afternoon, a patrol under Captain Jackson, 7th Dragoon Guards, attached to the Inniskillings, reconnoitred 
towards Rensburg.  

They came under heavy fire and Captain Jackson was mortally wounded. Sgt Broadwood and Pte McKinnon 
gallantly stuck with him, amidst a hail of bullets, and successfully carried him in.” 
 

 

 

 

 

LOT 55  

55. Pair     DCM (Edw VII): 2980 Pte McKinnon. 6th Dragoons;  
QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Jhburg, D Hill, Belf: 2980 Pte D. McKinnon 6/Drgns         

EF-  40.000 – 55.000 

engraved naming         
On the QSA Roll page (dated 9 May 1903) McKinnon was initially shown as entitled to only the SA’01 
clasp. This was subsequently altered and the issue of a 2-clasp KSA was authorised on 15 Sept 1905.  
However, it is noted that the KSA was returned on 5 March 1914. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll pages, service papers and extract from Yardley. 
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26 DECEMBER 1899 MAFEKING (GAME TREE FORT/HILL) 
 

Two squadrons of the Protectorate Regiment, supported by an armoured train and the Bechuanaland Rifles, 
were ordered to attack the enemy’s works from the left flank under Major Godley, while three guns and a 
Maxim prepared the way from the right front of the work. On pressing home the attack a heavy fire killed or 
wounded most of the officers and leading troops. These succeeded in gaining the parapet, but the work was 
found to have been strongly roofed in and so closed as to be impregnable. The British losses were this time 
very serious. Captain R. J. Vernon, Captain H. C. Sandford, Lieutenant H. P. Paton, and 21 non-commissioned 
officers and men were killed, Captain FitzClarence and 22 men wounded, and 3 missing.  

Colonel Baden-Powell said:  
“If blame for this reverse falls on any one it should fall on myself, as everybody concerned did their part of the 
work thoroughly well and exactly in accordance with the orders I had issued. Both officers and men worked 
with splendid courage and spirit.” 

“The Colonials in South Africa 1899-1902” refers. 
 

 
LOT 56 

56. Pair     BSA Co Medal, reverse Mashonaland 1897:  
586 Troopr. S. Hempseed. B.S.A. Police;  
QSA, 1 clasp DoM: 64 Tpr. S. Hempseed. Protectorate Regt. 

VF+  28.000–36.000 

 First with rim dent; second officially re-impressed.                               
 Samuel Hempseed from Dunfermline, Scotland was wounded on 26 May 1897 at Soswe’s Kraal, 

Marandellas while serving with the BSAPolice. 
He served in ‘C’ Squadron of the Protectorate Regiment during the Siege of Mafeking and died of 
wounds on 27 December 1899, the day following the costly action fought at Game Tree Hill. 
Sold with an original poem by C. Mettam to the Memory of those killed at Game Tree Fort, as printed 
by the Mafeking Mail as well as copied pages from QSA roll and other contemporary sources, including 
a photo of Hempseed’s original grave. 
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30-31 DECEMBER 1899 LABUSCHAGNE’S NEK 
 
On 24 Dec 1899 Dordrecht, which had been in Cape Rebel hands for some time, was occupied by a British 
force under Col Dalgety.“But on the 29th Gatacre came to the conclusion that Dordrecht, forty miles from 
Sterkstroom, was too far out to be permanently tenable, and ordered Dalgety to draw in to Bird’s Siding, 
seventeen miles nearer and within supporting distance from Penhoek. Before retreating, however, 
Montmorency with the Dordrecht force successfully engaged some 500 Boers with a gun at Labuschagne’s 
Nek, north of Dordrecht, on the 30th, renewing the fight before daybreak next morning in order to rescue a 
party of 35 men who had been left behind in a donga” (Times History, Vol III, p119/120) 

This note about the action is in contrast with the detailed descriptions in Cassell’s History of the Boer War (Vol 
1, p 531-7) and in “With Seven Generals in the Boer War” by Major A W A Pollock (p99-107) of the gallant 
conduct of Lt Milford (FMR) and his party who retreated with the severely wounded Lt Warren (CMP) and 
refused to leave him although under attack.  

Pollock stated, “The defence of their post in the donga by Milford and his thirty-five men against some 800 
Boers with two guns was a fine performance, and contrasts somewhat sharply with many cases in which parties 
that had been “cut off’ have surrendered without much ado.” 

 

 
LOT 57 

 

57. Pair     DSO (VR), complete with top riband bar;  
QSA, one clasp CC: Lieut A Milford, D.S.O.  Frontier M.R.                                             

EF-   45.000 – 60.000 

 Engraved naming and slight enamel damage on DSO. 
Alfred Milford served as a Trooper in the Frontier Mounted Rifles in the early 1890’s and was 
commissioned as Second Lieutenant on 12 June 1894. In a Divisional After Order (2 January 1900), the 
General Officer Commanding 3rd Division placed on record his appreciation of the conduct of the party 
of 2 Cape Mounted Rifles, 22 Frontier Mounted Rifles and 13 Cape Mounted Police under Lt Milford. 
The Order concludes with: “Lieut.General Gatacre congratulates Lieutenant Milford, F.M.R. and his 
party on the courage displayed and the work done.”  
Milford was Mentioned in Despatches in the London Gazette of 16 April 1901 and created a Companion 
of the Distinguished Service Order in the London Gazette of 19 April, 1901. 
Sold with original documents: Appointment as 2nd Lieutenant in the FMR, DSO Bestowal, copied pages 
from contemporary publications and an 1892 silver Shooting medal  
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1 JANUARY 1900 SUNNYSIDE 
 

Early on 1st January, LtCol Pilcher’s Flying Column (1st Queensland Mtd Infy with its machine guns, 100 
Canadians, 2 guns of the Royal Field Artillery and a Maxim gun) set out to find a Boer Commando on the farm 
Sunnyside near the small town of Douglas. The Commando, consisting of Cape Rebels under Commandant 
Scholtz, was tasked with preventing the British re-occupation of Douglas, which marked the extreme of Gen 
Piet Cronje’s right flank. However, most men had left the previous day to celebrate the New Year with their 
families and the remainder left in the camp were not expecting an attack.  

At dawn, the Column was approaching some low hills at Sunnyside and two QMI patrols went ahead to 
establish the enemy camp’s location. One patrol was ambushed (resulting in the first Australian casualties of 
the Boer War) but with the enemy’s location fixed, Pilcher sent the remainder of the QMI onto the hills to 
block any Cape Rebel retreat whilst directly assaulting the camp. At short range across a ditch the QMI and 
retreating Rebels collided. The QMI hardly hesitated: with fixed bayonets and “yelling like Indians”, they 
swept forward and the outnumbered and outgunned rebels gave way.  

In the skirmish the Boers lost 6 killed, 12 wounded, and 40 captured, while 2 men of the attacking force (Tprs 
V S Jones and D McLeod of the QMI) were killed: the first Australian casualties of the Boer War. There was 
talk that some rebels had fired in a “white flag incident” and some indignant QMI men had to be restrained 
from taking action. The skirmish at Sunnyside, whilst a small affair, did have some noteworthy consequences. 
The Times History saw it as having strategic importance by helping to check rebellion in the area, securing 
Methuen’s line of communications and lifting British morale after a series of reverses. It was also noted that 
Lt. Col..Pilcher had given the QMI a key role in the attack when he had a trained Company of Regular MI in 
reserve. Clearly, he had placed his trust in his “confident and dashing irregulars”. 

Bombr G E G Wieck, 1st QMI, writing to his father on 14 January 1900, said: “We left here on 31st December, 
to attack rebels at Sunnyside. We were told that there were about 500 of them, and as we were only about three 
hundred, we anticipated a lively time. We went about twenty miles and camped nine miles from the enemy. On 
New Year’s Day we started out through prickly bushes, to surprise them. We stopped about three miles from 
their camp, and sent the R.H.A. round some hills, so as to take their attention from us. We were anxiously 
waiting to advance, when we heard the first shot from the twelve-pounders. It struck the Boers’ laager when 
they were getting their dinner ready, and caused a great commotion, as they were taken completely by surprise. 
They started running up the Kopje, and the next shell drove them down again. The third one burst in among 
their tents, killing a few, and clearing them out on the hills, where we met them. The M.I. were then ordered to 
advance. After climbing over places with the guns where a goat could hardly walk, we met them, and a hot fire 
started on both sides. We got a good line on some of them with the Maxims, and when we looked afterwards to 
see what damage we had done, we found one man with nine holes in him, and another with six holes in him, 
and a lot of blood leading from the spot. After firing at them for about half-an-hour, they raised the white flag 
and laid down their arms, and we got forty-one of them alive. The next thing was the wounded. We found 
McLeod was dead, shot through the spine. He was in the battery with me, and I was sorry for him. The Boers 
lost twenty odd killed and wounded, whilst our loss was two dead and two wounded.” 

Sunnyside was the first British success after the “Black Week” earlier in December 1899, when the Boers 
defeated the British at Stormberg, Magersfontein, and Colenso. The action received accolades from around the 
Empire. Chamberlain, Secretary of State for the Colonies, sent a message to the Lieutenant-Governor of 
Queensland congratulating the Colony on the gallant behaviour of the Queensland troops in the engagement.
                     
58. ABO: Burger N J Doman EF-         2.400 – 3.200 

Nicolaas Doman, a Cape Rebel from the farm Belmont (Kuruman District) joined on 27 December 1899 
and served under Commandant Scholtz of Gen. Cilliers’ Commando. He was one of the few who 
managed to escape capture. He saw further action at Koedoesberg, Prieska, Fabersput, etc until February 
1902 when he was invalided home due to malaria. His son assisted him in applying for his medal in 
March 1954. Doman’s name appeared in an undated General Index of alleged rebels as no 388 and as 
an absconded rebel in 1900. 
Sold with a copy of Vorm “B” and copied pages from “Australia’s Boer War” by Wilcox, an Afrikaans 
discussion of the incident by Breytenbach and confirmation of his rebel status from “The Rebel Record” 
by Taffy & David Shearing. 
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1 JANUARY 1900 KURUMAN “SIEGE” ENDS 
 
On the outbreak of war, the garrison (35 Cape Police under Capt Bates) at Kuruman, a mission station in British 
Bechuanaland, was unable to retire on Kimberley. Preparing the station’s defences, Bates recruited 33 civilians 
as special police and 60 locals for military and other duties.  

Field Cornet J.H. Visser, with 200 (burghers from the South African Republic and rebels from Vryburg district) 
arrived on 12 November 1899, and unsuccessfully demanded the garrison’s surrender. After a week of 
investment, the Boers retired to Phokwane.  

Returning on 5 December with some 500 burghers, the siege restarted and Visser was joined by Field Cornet 
Wessels with some 130 rebels from Griqualand; the latter left on 26 December. Eventually, shelling from a 7 
pdr muzzle-loader, which had arrived on 30 December, destroyed the garrison’s defences and it was forced to 
surrender on 1 January 1900. Cape rebels then held the station, but it was reoccupied on 24 June 1900. 

Source: Gazetteer of the Second Anglo-Boer War 1899-1902, HM Jones & MGM Jones 1999. 
   
59. ABO: Korporaal J.H. Viviers EF          2.400 – 3.200 

Hendrik Viviers served in the Lichtenburg Commando and was in action at the first battle of the Boer 
War (Kraaipan, 12 October 1899) prior to being present at the surrender of the Kuruman Garrison.  
His subsequent service, inter alia, was at Donkerhoek (Diamond Hill) and the Storming of Lichtenburg 
(3 March 1901) and he was one of 30 Burghers taken prisoner on 1 August 1901 at Tweelingpan during 
the great July-August drive in the Western Transvaal. He was sent to Bermuda as PoW No 21583. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and PoW Register. 

 
1-6 JANUARY 1900 COLESBERG 
 
On 1 January 1900 General French attacks the Boer forces at Colesberg, attempting to work around their right 
flank and threatening both their rear and their line of retreat to the Colesberg bridge.  

Simultaneous attacks on Jasfontein and Skietberg are launched to keep Schoeman’s forces occupied and to 
divert their attention from the flanking move. The attack is only partially successful and the British lose 6 killed 
and 22 wounded compared to nine Boers wounded. The Boers, however, do not follow up their success. 

The next day French again attacks the Colesberg position, keeping the defenders pinned down with shelling 
and rifle fire while an 800-strong column cuts the telegraph line to the Colesberg road bridge. French also 
succeeds in pushing his positions and outposts closer to Colesberg. 

On 4 January General Piet de Wet launches a counterattack against French’s troops threatening Colesberg. A 
group of his men surrounds a British detachment but due to a lack of support by General Schoeman and 
effective countermeasures by French, a group of burghers is cut off and forced to surrender after fighting a 
rearguard action. De Wet loses five killed, ten wounded and 21 captured while the French lose seven killed 
and 15 wounded. 

On 5 January, while personally reconnoitring positions west of Colesberg in preparation for an attack on 
Graskop, General French and his bodyguard are fiercely attacked by a group of Johannesburg Police. French 
loses three seriously wounded and five taken prisoner. Trying to force the Boers to abandon Colesberg, General 
French attempts outflanking their positions by sending some 300 men of the Suffolk Regiment under Lt-Col 
Watson to occupy Graskop (Grassy Hill).  

Setting out in the early hours of 6 January the troops scale the supposedly unoccupied hill but clash 
unexpectedly with 100 men of the Heilbron Commando near the summit. The Boers are joined soon afterwards 
by some 15 crack shots of the Johannesburg Police.  

The Suffolks fight on gamely, but, at 4:30 when they come under “friendly fire” from their own artillery, a 
number of the British retire and those left behind surrender at sunrise, losing 37 killed and 52 wounded with 
99 taken prisoner. The Boer casualties are 7 killed and 15 wounded. 
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60. Pair     QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl:  
4796 Pte. M. Loveridge. 2nd Rl. Berks. Regt.  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 4796 Pte. M. Loveridge. Rl. Berks. Regt. 

VF-      3.200 – 4.400 

 The QSA has been re-suspendered with the clasp set added to the suspender.  
Both medals with edge bruising. 
“The attack [on 1 January] was carried out in every detail as ordered. The four companies of the 
Berkshire Regiment rushed the hill most gallantly, driving off a strong picquet of the enemy, who retired 
in great disorder and with loud shouts.  
They were completely surprised.  
The hill to the east of this, immediately overlooking Colesberg town, was strongly occupied by the 
enemy, and a hot fire was for some minutes poured on the column in the darkness. The Berkshire 
Regiment commenced their assault at 3.45am, and the dawn of day found our troops in possession of 
this important outwork of Colesberg.” 
Lt Gen French’s Despatch. (LG 4 May 1900, p2839). 
Pte Loveridge was wounded in the Berkshire’s early morning attack. According to the QSA roll (signed 
in August 1901) he was invalided to England, but, seeing that he qualified for a 2 clasp KSA, he must 
have returned for duty in South Africa before the end of 1901. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, KSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls and relevant London Gazette. 

 
61. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 2721 Pte. H. Wallace, 1st Suffolk Regt. EF          4.800 – 6.000 

The 1st Battalion Suffolk Regiment arrived at the Cape on 28 November 1899 and were sent to assist 
General French in the Colesberg district. After the battalion had been in the colony for about a month, 
they entered on an enterprise which was to prove most disastrous.  
In the early morning of the 1st January the Berkshires had successfully assaulted a hill forming part of 
the Colesberg defences. On the 4th the Boers had been driven from other hills, but there was still another 
hill—Grassey or Suffolk Hill—on the north-west portion of the defences which General French 
considered to be the key to the position. 
On the 5th it was carefully reconnoitred, and the possibility of its capture was discussed with Colonel 
Watson. General French (Despatch of 2 February 1900) stated:  
“ I  gave him a free hand to rush the position at night if he saw a favourable chance, but he was to inform 
me and all the troops in his neighbourhood of his intention to do so. I heard no more, but left Rensburg 
at 2am and reached the Colesberg position shortly before dawn. At dawn we heard sharp musketry-fire 
in the direction of Grassey Hill. I directed Colonel Eustace to get his guns into position to assist the 
attack which I thought Colonel Watson must be making. The artillery got into action at once against the 
Grassey Hill defences, but in a few minutes, I received news that nearly 300 men of the Suffolk Regiment 
had returned to camp, having received an order from ‘someone’ to retire.” 
General French furthermore “considered that Colonel Watson and his four companies would have 
attained success had the majority of his men not been seized with panic and retired.”  

The Colonel and another 3 officers and 25 men were killed, and 1 officer and 23 men were wounded; 
5 officers and over 100 men were taken prisoners. Night attacks are proverbially dangerous. Here the 
enemy had been found on the alert, and a murderous fire had been poured into the troops before they 
could get in with the bayonet or take cover. 
“Our Regiments in South Africa” by Stirling. 
Although the SAFF Casualty Roll initially indicated that Pte Wallace was “Missing” after the attack of 
6 January, it was later established that he was killed. He is buried in Colesberg. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls, In Memoriam and contemporary 
publications. 
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6 JANUARY 1900 LADYSMITH (WAGON HILL / PLATRAND)  
 
After a long-range attack on Wagon Hill on 7 November 1899 it was permanently garrisoned by three 
companies of the 1st King’s Royal Rifle Corps and two squadrons of the Imperial Light Horse. Early on the 
morning of 6 January 1900 some 1000 burghers from the Heidelberg and Harrismith Commandos with a 
number of foreign volunteers launched a determined attack on the Wagon Hill end of the Platrand. At that time, 
in addition to the normal garrison, there was also a working party building a gun emplacement and positioning 
a 4.7 in naval gun comprising Royal Engineers, sailors from the Naval Brigade, some 170 men of the 2nd 
Gordon Highlanders as escort as well as 50 men from the 1st Manchester Regt.  

The burghers gained the hill and a confused battle took place in which attackers and defenders became 
intermingled. At daylight the Imperial Light Horse arrived soon followed by eight companies of the 1st and 2nd 
King’s Royal Rifle Corps and later by the 18th Hussars. About midday another Boer attack led by acting Veg-
Gen C J de Villiers and Field Cornet Z de Jager charged over the crest, but a determined defence forced the 
burghers back. The situation on Wagon Hill was now critical for the defenders and three squadrons of the 5th 
Lancers and two of the 19th Hussars were also sent to Wagon Hill. Later in the afternoon, three companies of 
the 1st Devonshire Regt under Lt-Col C W Park arrived to make a bayonet charge through a raging storm over 
open ground and eventually forced the burghers to retire. Lt J E I Masterson, 1st Devonshire Regt, Lt R J T 
Digby Jones, RE, and Tpr H Albrecht, ILH, were each awarded the Victoria Cross for gallantry on this section 
of the Platrand.  

 
WAGON HILL 

In the middle of the Platrand overlooking Ladysmith is the Burgher Memorial, unveiled in 1979 in honour of 
781 Burghers who died during battles in Natal during the Anglo Boer War. The group of massive hands, six 
reaching up in faith and the seventh pointing downwards to symbolise “here” (see illustration above).  
The communal crypt in the centre contains the remains of 310 re-interred Burghers. 

 
62. ABO: Burger S.F. Booysen; with length of Wound Riband (LvW) EF          3.200 – 4.800 

Stephanus Booysen was a member of the ZARP’s, the elite ZAR Police and his ABO/LvW applications 
were completed in full by his Commanding Officer, Commandant J P de la C Schroeder. Booysen was 
in action at a number of major battles, inter alia Talana, Modder Spruit, Colenso, Platrand (Wagon Hill) 
where he was wounded in the right leg above the knee, Spion Kop and Dalmanutha (famous “last stand” 
of the ZARP’s).  
Booysen was one of 42 Boers captured on 25 April 1901 at Tolosberg in the Waterval Valley, Eastern 
Transvaal, together with 2 guns and much stock. He was sent to India as PoW No 18463. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “B” & “C” as well as PoW Register. 
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63. QSA, 1 clasp DoL: 332 Tpr. P.R. Hulley. Border M. R. EF           5.000 – 7.000 
“In the determined attack by the Boers on Caesar’s Hill in the early hours of the morning of 6 January, 
the Border Mounted Rifles acted as escort to the 53rd Battery, R.A. Later, No. 1 Squadron, under Captain 
Royston, were detached and sent to reinforce a party of Gordon’s on Caesar’s Hill, with whom they 
remained all day. Four of his men: Troopers F C Fox, J H Gold, B H Lawson and P R Hulley, were 
killed, and Corporals F A L Larkan and Colin Wilson wounded. Two of the men escorting the guns 
(Troopers H D Archibald and H Dante Archibald) were wounded.  
Sergeant-Major Fraser writes interestingly on this battle: - 
An officer of the Gordon’s told Royston to reconnoitre. He went forward himself and saw nothing, 
though the Boers must have seen him. Then he called out it was all right and for his men to come on, 
and they crossed the flat near the edge of the hill, in open order among the stones, just under the edge, 
instead of crossing the flat.  
Suddenly a number of men appeared on the edge and, instead of at once bolting for cover, the BMR 
appear to have hesitated a little, until somebody called out – They are the Boers. The Boers fired and 
our men bolted for cover and opened fire. Four B.M.R. men were killed and two wounded. F C Fox, one 
of those killed, was, at one time, an officer in the R.A.”  
“Rough but Ready” by E Goetsche, p82. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and hand-written Natal FF Casualty Rolls. 

 
64. QSA, 1 clasp DoL: 5109 Pte. J.  Beattie, Manchester Regt. VF+      3.600 – 4.800 

Rim dent on reverse at 5 o’clock 
Pte Beattie was wounded in the Boer attack on Wagon Hill and was invalided to England. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

  
65. QSA, 3 clasps DoL, Tvl, L Nek: Capt. M.W. Walker, Natal Vols.           EF-       8.000 – 12.000 

The Hotchkiss Gun Detachment was raised in September 1899 by Captain Walker, (a resident of 
Pietermaritzburg but of Scottish descent) and numbered 19 men and 2 officers at any given time.  
They had been in Ladysmith from 3 October and were thus caught up in the siege. Although called a 
Battery, it consisted of two 3-pounder Hotchkiss guns on field carriages, which were man-handled 
although adapted for animal draught. Their projectiles were grape, common and armour-piercing shell.  
The unit was attached to the Natal Naval Volunteers for several weeks before being posted on Wagon 
Hill. Lieutenant Walker and his Maritzburg men brought the Hotchkiss gun up Wagon Hill at midnight, 
and had to unlimber in the open, as no gun pits were ready to receive it. 
The men through their previous exertions were exhausted, and had just lain down around the gun to get 
a little sleep when the firing commenced. They fought like the others until forced to retire after they had 
lost 2 men killed and three wounded out of a party of 9 all told. 
Captain Walker and his men were commended by Lt-Gen Sir George White in his Despatch dated 23 
March 1900 (London Gazette 8 February 1901, p925): 
“…On Wagon Hill when the attack commenced at 2.30am on the morning of 6th January. This attack 
was first directed on the centre of the southern face of Wagon Hill, whence it spread east and west. It 
fell directly on the squadron of Imperial Light Horse, under Lieutenant G. M. Mathias, and the 
Volunteer Hotchkiss Detachment under Lieutenant E. N. W. Walker, who clung most gallantly to their 
positions, and did invaluable service in holding in check till daylight the Boers who had gained a footing 
on the hill within a few yards of them.” 
Late in 1900 Captain Walker returned to his hometown of Kirkcaldy where, on 26 December 1900, he 
lectured on “his experiences in Ladysmith during the memorable siege”. 
Sold with original invitation to Kirkcaldy Lecture and copied pages from QSA Roll & L.G. 
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66. ABO: Burger C.J.S. Viljoen; with a length of Wound Riband (LvW) EF          3.200 – 4.800 
Carel Viljoen served for the duration of the war in the Lydenburg Commando. He was in action in all 
the major Natal battles with subsequent service in the Transvaal. He was wounded on two occasions: 
at Platrand where he suffered a flesh wound in his left buttock and again on 13 May 1901 at Morgenson 
in the Lydenburg District when he was shot through the right shoulder. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “B” & “C” as well as contemporary Boer casualty records 
confirming the 6 January wound. 

 
67. QSA, 2 clasps Elandsl, DoL: 3852 Pte. E.H. Norman, Devon. Regt. VF+       5.000 – 7.000 

“At 5pm after other Regiments had failed to clear the Boers off the hill, 3 Companies of the Devons 
were sent in who were ordered to turn the enemy off the ridge with the bayonet. The Devons dashed 
forward & gained a position under cover within 50 yards of the enemy. Here a fire fight ensued; but the 
Devons were not to be denied & eventually, cheering as they pushed from point to point, they drove the 
enemy not only off the plateau, but cleared every Boer out of the lower slopes & the dongas surrounding 
the position. The total loss of the Devons was nearly 28%”. 18 KiA, 2 DoW, 32 Wounded”.      
“Our Regiments in South Africa” page 113 by J. Stirling.  
Pte Norman was wounded in the bayonet charge of the Devons and in the Regimental History by Col M 
Jacson his name is one of seven noted for “gallantry on the occasion”. He is also Mentioned in White’s 
Despatch of 23 March 1900 (LG 8 Feb 1900, p932), Buller’s Despatch of 9 Nov 1900 (LG 8 Feb 1900, 
p 977: Rank stated as Bandsman) and Roberts’ Despatch of 10 Sept 1901 (LG 10 Sept 1901, p5939) 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls, Regimental History and London Gazettes. 

 
19 JANUARY 1900 ROBINSON’S DRIFT 

 
“On the 19th there was a skirmish at Robinson’s Drift in which six of the South African Light Horse were taken 
prisoner.”  Times History, Vol III, p242-3.  

The above sentence was based on two reports in Cd 968 (P39-41), the so-called ‘Spion Kop Despatches’, 
presented to Parliament in 1902.  

The first report was from Lt. Col. C Thorold, Commanding the 1st Btn., Royal Welsh Fusiliers, and the second 
from Maj. Gen. G Barton, Commanding at Chieveley. This second report detailed the circumstances under 
which the six men surrendered to the Boers, and also listed their names.  

The Natal Field Force Casualty Roll lists Cpl. Eustace and Tprs. Elder, Jolliffe, Gilbanks and Brown as 
‘Missing-Released, Natal 19/01/1900’ and Tpr. Lilly as ‘Wounded, Natal, 20/01/1900’.  

Opposite Tpr. Elder’s name the date of release is given as 06/06/1900. The incident was covered in an article 
“A Forgotten Action of the South African Light Horse” by David Gruber in the OMRS Journal, Spring 1997, 
p12-13 which gave the names of the 6 “prisoners” as they were noted in the SAFF Casualty Roll.  

However, four of the men, viz. 26 Pte A W M Brown, 451 Cpl J. Eustace, 31 Pte H E Gilbanks and 450 Pte 
J. Jollife were actually killed and only 371 Pte H W Eldred and 803 Pte C F M Lilly were taken as prisoners 
of war to Pretoria. The names of the 4 casualties are shown on the Memorial Tablets in All Saints’ Church in 
Ladysmith and also appear in the handwritten Natal FF Casualty Roll. 

 
68. QSA, 3 clasps CC, Tug H, RoL: 450 Tpr. J. Jolliffe. S.A. Lt. Horse VF+       4.800 – 6.000 
 Sold with copied pages from QSA and Casualty Rolls as well as sources quoted above. 
 
69. QSA, 2 clasps CC, RoL: 451 L.Cpl. J. Eustace. S.A. Lt. Horse  EF          4.800 – 6.000 

E/k at 6 o’clock.  
Sold with copied pages from QSA and Casualty Rolls as well as sources quoted above. 
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20 JANUARY 1900 VENTERSPRUIT / THREE TREE HILL 
 
“At 7am the batteries on Three Tree Hill opened fire at 2500-3000 yards’ range on the Boer sangars, which 
presented a perfect target. The Boers, crouching securely behind the thick stone walls or breast-deep trenches, 
made no reply till half an hour later, when the advance of two companies of the Royal Lancasters to occupy a 
small kopje north-east of Three Tree Hill drew a crashing volley from all the eastern sangars. From this time 
the rifle-fire was continuous, though as yet no troops were within effective range.  
At 10am the 7th and 73rd Batteries came up to join the rest, and the intensity of the bombardment was redoubled. 
At 11am Hart began his advance, the Lancashire Fusiliers leading on the right and the York and Lancasters on 
the left, each with a front of two companies. The Borders and Dublin Fusiliers supported; the Inniskilling 
Fusiliers were in reserve.” 
“At 1.15 two Boer guns and a pom-pom which had lain low all the morning, suddenly opened fire on Three 
Tree Hill scattering the crowd of generals, staff officers, and spectators assembled there. For twenty minutes 
they engaged in an artillery duel with the six batteries on the hill, and then turned aside and devoted their 
attention to Hart’s advance.” 
Times History, Vol III, p231& 232. 

 

OBVERSE          LOT 70        REVERSE 

70. DCM (VR): 4671 Pte. W.L. Savage. York & Lanc Regt. VF+  25.000 – 35.000 

In the London Gazette of 8 February 1901, p950, LtCol W J Kirkpatrick, commanding 1st. Bn. York and 
Lancaster Regiment reported, with regard to the action of the 20th, that  
“Lieutenant L Brandreth, 2nd. Bn. Welsh Regiment, attached and 4671 Pte. W Savage, carried a 
wounded man to a place of safety under a heavy fire”. 
Savage’s Military History Sheet notes that he was wounded 4 days later at Acton Homes (the SAFF 
Casualty Roll incorrectly notes him being wounded on 22 Feb, Natal). He was posted home on 23 May 
1900 and the award of his DCM was published in the LG of 27 September 1901, p6318.  
According to the relevant Roll, a QSA with 2 clasps CC & RoL was issued on 22 March 1902 for 
“Presentation”. This probably refers to a ceremony during which he received his DCM and QSA. 
Sold with copied research including Service Papers, pages from QSA Roll, LG and Casualty Rolls. 
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71. QSA, 1 clasp RoL: 98693 Dvr. W.H. Austen, 73rd Bty. R.F.A. VF+       5.000 – 7.000 
Driver Austen was the only man from the 73rd Battery killed in the action of 20 January. 

Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll and hand-written Natal FF Casualty Roll. 
 

72. QSA, 1 clasp RoL: 3503 Pte J. Kearns, Lanc. Fus. VF+       5.000 – 7.000 
Some rim nicks. 
When Sir Charles Warren with three brigades was sent across at Trichard’s Drift, the intention of the 
Commander-in-Chief was that the force should push, via Acton Homes, round to the rear of the Boer 
position. Sir Charles decided that this was not feasible, and he set about clearing the hills on his right 
front. On the 20th January he proceeded with his new plan. The 11th Brigade were on the British right, to 
the west of Spion Kop.  
The Lancashire Fusiliers on the right, and York and Lancaster on their left, were ordered to attack a 
strong position, being assisted by the other infantry, notably the Irish Brigade in the centre, and by six 
batteries of artillery massed at Three-Tree Hill, and the naval guns at Spearman’s. The ground was very 
difficult, and the Fusiliers were at times greatly cramped for space.  
About three o’clock the visible crest was stormed by a grand rush, but the troops on reaching the top 
found themselves in face of another and stronger position. They could do nothing but hold on like flies 
on a wall, as one writer says.  
That day cost the battalion 4 officers wounded, 18 men killed and about 90 wounded.  
Stirling: Our Regiments in South Africa. 
According to the QSA Medal Roll and the SAFF Casualty Roll, Pte Kearns was Killed in action on 20 
January 1900 with the Casualty Roll identifying the place as Venter’s Spruit.  
An interesting anomaly: the handwritten Natal FF Casualty Roll lists Pte Kearns’ date of death as 24 
January 1900 and buried at Spion Kop. His name is on the Lancashire Fusiliers Memorial on Spion Kop. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, and Casualty Rolls. 

 
21 JANUARY 1900 THABANYAMA  
 

“In accordance with an order from the General Officer Commanding 2nd Division, communicated by Major-
General Hart to him, Colonel Kitchener 2nd Bn. West Yorkshire Regiment, took command of the force on Sugar 
Loaf Hill, and against the enemy’s right flank. In this operation the 2nd Bn. Queen’s, 2nd Bn. West Yorkshire, 
and 2nd Bn. East Surrey Regiment were engaged. His plan was to work round the western slope of Sugar Loaf 
Hill with the four companies of the 2nd Bn. East Surrey Regiment, which had been sent up there at 4.30am, 
covering their advance by the fire of the 2nd Bn. Queen’s from the neck east of the hill, and to attack the enemy’s 
right. Simultaneously, two companies 2nd Bn. Queen’s were to advance along the plateau, covered by the fire 
of the 2nd Bn. West Yorkshire Regiment. Two companies of the 2nd Bn. West Yorkshire Regiment were to push 
forward on the left of that portion of the enemy’s position attacked by the 2nd Bn. Queen’s. 

The four companies 2nd Bn. East Surrey Regiment were unable to make headway in face of the fire brought 
against them from the enemy’s position. They were, consequently, halted on the west face of the Sugar Loaf 
Hill in a fire position, where they remained.  

The two companies 2nd Bn. Queen’s had, in the meantime, advanced, at 10:30am, and immediately encountered 
a heavy fire. As soon as it was reported that the flank attack by the 2nd Bn. East Surrey Regiment had been 
stopped they were withdrawn. This advance and subsequent retirement occupied about | an hour. The two 
companies 2nd Bn. West Yorkshire Regiment had also advanced when the movement of the 2nd Bn. East Surrey 
Regiment was brought to a stand, and Colonel Kitchener then ordered the advance to be discontinued. One 
company 2nd Bn. West Yorkshire Regiment, which had reached the donga referred to above, remained there 
till the evening, so as to avoid loss in retiring.” 

Report from Major-General H Hildyard on the 2nd Brigade operations of 21st January 1900. 
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73. QSA, 1 clasp RoL: Capt. C. Ryall. W. York. Rgt.  EF      14.000 – 22.000 
Engraved naming. 
Charles Ryall was born in Plymouth on 2 January 1869. He entered the West Yorkshire Regt in May 
1890, serving ‘at Home’ till January 1895. He then saw service abroad: Gibraltar up to November 1896, 
then Hong Kong up to January 1898, Singapore up to February 1899, followed by East Indies to May 
1899. He finally served ‘at Home’ till the Regiment set out for South Africa and was mortally wounded 
on 21 January.  
In the published Boer War Diary of Malcolm Riall, the entry for Sunday 21 January reads: “Fight began 
in real earnest at dawn. Sniping had been going on all night… Ryall and a section advanced about 400 
yards in front of position and nearly got wiped out. Captain Ryall wounded in three places and died 
next morning. Battalion retired at dusk as it was impossible to advance against the Boer fire.” 
Captain Ryall was brought out of the line of fire, as reported by Col F W Kitchener (LG, 8 Feb 1901, 
p950) and died among his men. “Col Sgt Kingsley, when his company was unexpectedly caught by a 
very heavy crossfire which wounded both his Officers, showed coolness and intelligence in withdrawing 
his men steadily to cover, and gallantry in bringing his Captain under cover when mortally wounded”.   
Sold with copied pages from Service Record, QSA roll and Riall Diary as well as a photograph of Capt 
Ryall from the Royal Archives, Windsor Castle. 

 
LOT 74 

74. Three     DCM (VR): C.Sgt. F. Kingsley, 2nd W. York Regt.;  VF+  35.000–50.000 
QSA, 5 clasps Tug H, OFS, RoL, Tvl, L Nek: 1957 Col Sejt. F. Kingsley, W. York. Regt.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: Serjt.-Maj. F. Kingsley. W. York. Regt. 
Frank Kingsley was born at Stamford Hill, London in 1865. He enlisted in the West Yorkshire Regt on 
22 August 1887, giving his trade as “groom”. After service at home, he was stationed with the 2nd 
Battalion in India from 1888 to 1896. He was considered to be a good soldier: his fourth promotion, viz. 
to Colour Sergeant, was in October 1894. In June 1894 he extended his service to 12 years.  

Serving at home again from 1896, he immediately re-engaged when his time was up in August 1899. 

He arrived with his Regiment at Durban in mid-December 1899. Along with the 2nd Queen’s, 2nd Devons 
and 2nd East Surreys, they formed the Second Brigade under Major-General Hildyard.  
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During the Spion Kop operations the 2nd West Yorkshires had some very severe fighting on the left of 
Warren’s force, particularly at the south eastern slope of Tabanyama on 21 January 1900. One company 
got so far in advance of the general line that they had to remain isolated till nightfall. During the 
afternoon Capt Charles Ryall was mortally wounded and brought under cover by C/Sgt Kingsley.  

Sir Charles Warren, in his Despatch of 1 February 1900 (LG 8 Feb1900, p950), stated: 
“Col F W Kitchener, Commanding 2nd Bn West Yorkshire Regiment, reports that: Col Sgt Kingsley, 
when his company was unexpectedly caught by a very heavy cross fire which wounded both his Officers, 
showed coolness and intelligence in withdrawing his men steadily   to cover, and gallantry in bringing 
his Captain under cover when mortally wounded.  His case is an exceptional one, worthy of 
recommendation for the Medal for Distinguished Conduct.” 

Frank Kingsley was also the recipient of one of the eight scarves crocheted by Queen Victoria as an 
award of honour from the reigning monarch for gallant conduct in the field.  

He received his scarf at Standerton on 7 August 1900 when the following diary entry was made by 2699 
Pte W Sykes of C Company, West Yorks: 

“On the 7th we had a parade at 9 o’clock, this was in clean fatigue dress, when we got on parade the 
Commanding Officer told us that the Queen had sent four mufflers which she had knitted herself to 
Prince Christian and she said they was to be given to rank and file and Prince Christian elected to give 
them to the 2nd Brigade as the most deserving of them, one to each Regt as he had done all his soldiering 
with the 2nd Brigade and in our Regt C.S. Kingsley was presented with it afterwards, three cheers for 
the Queen was given and an issue of whisky to drink the Queen’s health with which we did heartily. In 
the afternoon we were ordered to strike camp at 2.30 as we were for Pretoria, we got all packed up and 
ready when the order was cancelled till next morning.” 

Kingsley’s DCM was gazetted on 19 April 1901 and he was promoted to Sergeant Major on 1 May 1902.  

He stayed on in South Africa after the end of the war, only returning to England in June 1904. He took 
his discharge in September 1906, being assessed as “a very able clerk and a very good manager”. 

His final days were spent as a pensioner at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, where he later died on 26 
October 1952. 

Sold with a crocheted replica scarf, an original photo of Kingsley wearing his scarf as well as copied 
pages from QSA & KSA rolls and contemporary publications. 
 

24 JANUARY 1900 SPION KOP 
 

The Battle of Spion Kop was the most ferocious and bloody of the Boer War and marked the end of Buller’s 
second attempt to relieve Ladysmith. Spion Kop was the natural strongpoint of the Tugela range and if occupied 
and held by the British, it was thought, would secure them the path to Ladysmith 
Attempting to make a two-pronged encirclement of Boer forces on the Tugela River, thus clearing the way to 
Ladysmith, the forces under General Sir Redvers Buller VC proceeded to the easterly flank, and  those under 
General Sir Charles Warren took the westerly flank towards the crossing point at Trichardt‘s Drift. 
Met by Boer forces on the facing hill crest of Thabanyama, a bombardment and subsequent infantry attack by 
Warren’s forces was easily repulsed by the entrenched Boer troops, and Warren looked toward taking the great 
hill of Spion Kop to allow him to turn the Boer flank. 
He ordered the hill to be taken on the night of the 23rd. A lightly equipped force of 1700 men, comprising eight 
companies of the 2nd Battalion Lancashire Fusiliers, six of the 2nd Royal Lancasters, two of the 1st South 
Lancashires, one-hundred and eighty men of Thorneycroft’s Mounted Infantry, and half a company of Sappers, 
slowly climbed the hill. The Column overwhelmed the Boer picket on the “summit” and at 3.30am gave three 
resounding cheers to let the rest of Buller’s Army know that the hill was theirs.  
For the rest of the early morning, in a pitch black and swirling mist, the British dug a line of trenches some 300 
yards long on what they thought was the crest of Spion Kop. Dawn showed that they were not on the summit 
of Spion Kop but rather 100 to 200 yards back from the crest.  
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As hasty attempts were made to dig a new position, an even worse situation came to light. Conical Hill and 
Aloe Knoll on either side of Spion Kop gave the Boers a murderous field of fire onto the British trenches.  
Rifles on Green Hill and the Artillery on Aloe Knoll burst into life and raked the trenches with shot and shell, 
particularly those of the vulnerable Lancashire Fusiliers on the right, who bore the brunt of the Artillery 
barrage. As the Boers pounded the hill, the Carolina Commando embarked on a brave frontal assault to 
recapture the hill, resulting in a ferocious battle between the crest line and the British main trench. Woodgate 
was mortally wounded, which prompted the message back to Warren: “Colonel Crofton to G.O.C. Force. 
Reinforce at once or all lost. General dead.” 
While Warren digested this urgent plea for help, the close quarter battle on the summit became increasingly 
desperate, as described by The Times historian:  
‘The incessant roar and crackle of musketry as it rose and fell; the whistling of bullets rising to a screech as 
they ricocheted among the rocks; the booming of the guns and shriek of bursting shrapnel; the constant 
undertone of human voices, the orders of the officers, the shouts for reinforcements, the guttural exhortations 
in the taal, the agonised cries of the wounded, the groans of the dying – all combined into one indescribable 
din in the glaring sunshine beating down on that little death-swept patch of stony hill-top. The little patch was 
probably no more than one acre in size. 
The main British trench became choked with dead and wounded and those living craved water in the stifling 
heat. Having taken the crest line, the Boers kept up their fire on the main trench and Louis Botha pushed the 
Utrecht Commando onto Green Hill to add weight to the firepower. The Pretoria Commando assaulted the 
hard-pressed Lancashire Fusiliers on the right and at about 1pm the first white flags appeared. Thorneycroft, 
now commanding on Spion Kop and leading the counterattacks on the crest, intervened to stop the white flags 
spreading across. In blunt terms he told the Pretoria Commando, “I’m Commandant here; take your men back 
to hell, sir! There’s no surrender.” In the ensuing melee the Boers pushed 167 prisoners down the slope. 
Reinforcements from Warren joined the firing line. The Scottish Rifles, 2nd Battalion Middlesex and Imperial 
Light Infantry joined the fray. Lyttleton, to the right of Spion Kop, attacked Twin Peaks with the King’s Royal 
Rifles; it was captured at heavy cost but still the pressure on the forces on Spion Kop could not be relieved.  
Acting as a courier between Spion Kop and Buller’s Headquarters that day, a young Lieutenant and journalist 
Winston Churchill reported of the scene: “Corpses lay here and there. Many of the wounds were of a horrible 
nature. The splinters and fragments of the shells had torn and mutilated them. The shallow trenches were 
choked with dead and wounded.” By nightfall of the 24th Thorneycroft ordered his remaining exhausted, unfed 
and thirsty troops to retreat to the foot of the hill, leaving the equally weary remaining Boer troops in control 
of the hill. In the course of the day’s fighting the British suffered approximately 380 killed, more than 1000 
wounded and 300 taken prisoner. Boer losses were some 60 killed and 140 wounded.  

 
MAP OF THE ENGAGEMENT ON THE SUMMIT OF SPION KOP 
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LOT 75 

75. Five     DCM (VR): Sgt. J. H. Jefferies, Thorneycroft’s M.I.’  VF+ 45.000–60.000 
(‘J.H. Jeoffreys’ privately engraved after unit);  
QSA, 5 clasps Tug H, OFS, RoL, Tyl, L Nek: 7139 Serjt., J.H Jeoffreys. Th’croft’s M.I.;  
1914-15 Star: Capt. J.G. Jeoffreys S.A. Irish Regt.;  
BWM & AVM: Capt J.H Jeoffreys 
Minor contact wear and edge bruising. BWM and AVM impressed with small lettering. (Late issues) 
According to the South African Who’s Who (1908) Joseph Horace Jeoffreys was born on 14 April 1874 
in Brooklyn, New York, USA. However, according to an obituary published in “The Star”, he was born 
in County Cork in 1873. He came to South Africa in 1896 and was employed on railway construction 
work in the Orange Free State. He enlisted in in “A” Company, Thorneycroft’s Mounted Infantry on 27 
October 1899 and was recommended as Sergeant J H Jeffries for the grant of the DCM for 
“Conspicuous gallantry: Colenso 15 December 1899 and Spion Kop: 24 January 1900” in Buller’s 
Despatch of 30 March 1900 (LG of 8 February 1901, p938 & 940). Jeoffreys’ detailed account of the 
difficult climb up Spion Kop and the subsequent fight can be found in W. Baring Pemberton’s Battles 
of the Boer War (p172, 181-2). 
He took his discharge from TMI in Pretoria on 15 Nov 1900 and joined the Transvaal Civil Service as 
Deputy Clerk of Customs in Boksburg on 1 May 1901. The award of his DCM was published 11 days 
earlier in the LG of 19 April 1901, p2709. Following the promulgation in the Transvaal of the “Volunteer 
Ordinance, 1904”, Jeoffreys was appointed as Lieutenant in the Volunteer Force on 1 April 1905 and 
subsequently as Captain on 20 August 1909. In this rank he was posted to the Reserve of Officers on 1 
July 1913. On his initiative the S.A. Irish Regiment was formed five days after WWI broke out and he 
was appointed O/C of “C” Company. After serving in German South-West Africa he went to Europe at 
his own expense and joined the Middlesex Regiment as Captain, serving until the end of the War.  
He came back to South Africa after a severe gassing and a bad bout of trench fever and returned to his 
position as Inspector of Customs and Excise with the Union Government. The outbreak of WWII again 
sparked his Irish sentiment. The formation of the 1st South African Irish Regiment in 1940 followed 
representations by Jeoffreys to General Sir Pierre van Ryneveld that “Irishmen and South Africans of 
Irish descent be encouraged to form a special unit for services anywhere in Africa or overseas, according 
to the decision of the Union Government”. (Shamrock & Springbok refers). Captain Jeoffreys died in 
Johannesburg on 5 January 1940. 
Sold with copies of Commission Documents, London Gazette extracts, MIC’s, QSA & Nominal Rolls 
and various publications. 
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76. QSA, 1 clasp RoL: 8962 Pte. J. Parry. Thorneycroft’s M. I. EF-       7.000 – 9.000 
John Parry (home address 111, Field Street, Durban), a well-known local soccer player, enlisted in “E” 
Company, TMI on 28 December 1899. He was killed in action at Spion Kop and is buried on the summit.  

There is a certain amount of confusion on the QSA medal rolls as to his clasp entitlement as there was 
another John Parry who served in TMI. However, this second John Parry only enlisted on 10 Dec 1901 
with Regimental Number 2020 and hailed from Australia. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, Nominal and Natal FF Casualty Rolls. 

    
77. QSA, 1 clasp RoL: 2738 Sgt. A. Foster, Middx Regt.   EF-         7.000 – 9.000 

Sgt Foster was killed in action at Spion Kop and is buried there. He received a posthumous mention for 
“special and meritorious service” in Lord Roberts’ Despatch of 4 September 1901 (LG 10 September 
1901, p5947). As this followed some nineteen months after his death, one can speculate that it was 
earned at Spion Kop. 
Sold with copied pages from LG, QSA Roll and hand-written Natal FF Casualty Roll. 

     
78. ABO: Burger P. van Biljon VF+       4.800 – 6.400 

Petrus van Biljon served in the Kroonstad Commando. He was in action, inter alia, at Zwartbooiskop 
(Rietfontein, 24 October), Modderspruit (Nicholson’s Nek, 30 October 1899) and Ladysmith before he 
was killed in action at Spion Kop. According to his gravestone this happened 3 days after his 35th 
birthday. His medal was claimed by his son in May 1923. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm”B”, contemporary ZAR casualty returns and a photo of the 
gravestone. 

 
5-7 FEBRUARY 1900 VAAL KRANTZ / POTGIETER’S DRIFT 
Following the failure of the action at Spion Kop, Buller prepared another offensive operation to relieve 
Ladysmith. His plan was to seize Vaal Krantz, almost in the centre of the Boer defensive positions, to serve as 
a base for artillery to provide supporting fire while his cavalry advances to Ladysmith. 

The attack began at 6:00 on 5 February with a feint from the Maconochie Hills, north of the Tugela River 
toward the Brakfontein Ridge. British guns on surrounding hills supported the feint while artillery on Swartz 
Kop bombarded Vaal Krantz.  

In mid-morning, a pontoon bridge was completed across the river, but not until the afternoon did Maj-Gen 
the Hon N G Lyttleton’s 4th Infantry Brigade cross. By this time the Boers had assessed that this was the 
main point of attack and became the focus of intense fire. Later, Vaal Krantz was taken by the Durham Light 
Infantry and the Rifle Brigade, forcing the Johannesburg commando, led by Kommandant Ben Viljoen, from 
the crest and the British troops entrenched there for the night. 

During the night, Boer guns were relocated, and considerable reinforcements brought in.  

Throughout the next day the Boers kept Vaal Krantz under constant rifle and shell fire and assaulted the hill 
twice. That evening Hildyard’s 2nd Infantry Brigade relieved the 4th Infantry Brigade.  

Throughout 7 February, the 2nd infantry brigade was subjected to rifle and shell fire and in the evening, Buller 
ordered Vaal Krantz to be abandoned; it was evacuated that night.  
“Boer War Gazetteer” by Jones & Jones. 
 
79. QSA, 1 clasp RoL: 3793 Pte. W. Haines, Durham Lt. Infy.  EF-         2.800 – 4.200 

Pte Haines was wounded in the follow-up Boer attacks on Vaal Krantz on 6 February. It seems that he 
was invalided to the UK: the single RoL clasp is his sole entitlement. He is noted as “Reservist” on the 
QSA Roll. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 
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A FRENCH POSTCARD DEPICTING THE FUTILITY OF AN ATTACK ON VAAL KRANTZ 

80. QSA, 2 clasps CC, RoL: 3407 Pte. H. Randall, 1.Yk. & Lanc. Regt. EF          4.800 – 6.400 
From the “War Record of the York & Lancaster Regiment” 
“Next day [5 Feb] the third attempt to relieve Ladysmith began. The men were up and off very early on 
Monday morning. The York and Lancaster Regiment and South Lancashires formed first line. Closer 
and closer to the Boer position we advanced, but not a sign of life was visible. When within 1500 yards 
of the enemy’s position, the order was given to lie down… still no sign of the enemy until close on 
midday. Then the Boer guns spoke… the enemy’s gunners quickly got range of our exposed batteries 
and directed a perfect storm of fire against them. This awful display of artillery fire lasted two and a half 
hours. General Wynne gave the order to retire.  
The Boers, for the first time that day, showed themselves, thinking, no doubt, that our retreat meant we 
had lost the day. But in reality, we had shown where the Boer guns were, besides keeping the Boers 
occupied whilst the battle on our right was won. Calmly and steadily the men withdrew from that circle 
of fire… total losses were surprisingly small, mainly owing to the men being well extended. One killed 
and 22 wounded, 2 died of wounds, comprised the York and Lancs casualties.” 
Pte Randall was one of the two men who died of their wounds on 5 February. 

Sold with copies from QSA and hand-written Natal FF Casualty Rolls & Regimental History. 
 

5-8 FEBRUARY 1900 KOEDOESBERG DRIFT 
 
The failure of Lord Methuen’s attempt to relieve Kimberley, culminating in the British defeat at the Battle of 
Magersfontein on 11 December 1899, and taken together with the other failures of the so-called “Black Week”, 
led to the replacement of Sir Redvers Buller as Commander-in-Chief by General Lord Roberts. Roberts arrived 
at Modder River Station in the second week of February 1900 with substantial reinforcements. In order to 
distract the Boers from his true intentions (to move to the east) he sent the Highland Brigade, now under 
General Hector MacDonald, along the Riet River westwards to Koedoesberg Drift, near the Kimberley/Douglas 
road. Vecht-generaal Piet Cronjé sent Christiaan De Wet with only 350 men to counter the move. An 
inconclusive fight to contest occupation of the nearby hill went on for three days before both sides withdrew. 
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81. QSA, 3 clasps Mod R, Paard, Tvl: 4182 Pte. W. Simms. A. & S. Highrs  VF+       2.800 – 4.200 
Pte Simms was wounded at Koedoesberg Drift on 7 February 1900, the penultimate day of the drawn-
out skirmish. 

Sold with copied pages from QSA and SA FF Casualty Rolls. 
 

9 FEBRUARY 1900 POTFONTEIN / WEST AUSTRALIA HILL 
 
“Lieutenant Oosthuyzen had in the meantime not been idle and after a skirmish on 9 February, in which 3 
police were killed and 6 police and 2 burghers were wounded, he advanced to a position behind the English 
camp at Slingersfontein from where part of the camp was within reach of artillery. That night a gun was sent 
to him with orders to bombard the camp the next morning”.  
Memoirs of Commandant G M J van Dam, Commanding Officer of the ZARP’s (ZAR Police). 

The figures listed in the Official ZAR Casualty Returns (List 45, 13 February 1900) are at variance with Van 
Dam’s, viz. Police: 2 killed, 6 wounded; Burghers: 2 killed, 4 wounded. Locality: Potfontein 

“A serious effort was made on the 9th against his extreme right at Slingersfontein…..The West Australians 
who were in action for the first time, played their part well; and a body of twenty of them, under Captain H G 
Moor, RA, attached to the corps, distinguished themselves by holding a kopje all day against very superior 
forces” “The War in South Africa” Vol II. Maurice. 

 
82. ABO: Burger P.L. de Kock; with length of Wound Riband (LvW)  VF          2.200 – 3.400 

When war broke out Phillipus de Kock was employed at the Wolhuter Gold Mine in Johannesburg and, 
according to his Vorm “B”, he joined the Johanesburg Commando under Commandant de Meillon in 
January 1900. He was one of the two Burghers shown as wounded at Potfontein: according to the ZAR 
Casualty Returns it was a slight wound in the back, and he was noted as being in Springfontein Hospital.  
What happened further to De Kock is not clear. On his Vorm “C” Application for the Wound Riband he 
stated that he was taken prisoner in Jeppestown while he was bedridden at home on account of his 
wound. However, according to the PoW Register this happened on 2 July 1900: one would think that a 
slight wound should have been completely healed after almost 5 months! 
He was sent to Diyatalawa Camp (Ceylon) as PoW No 3248, returning to home in January 1903. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “B” and “C” as well as ZAR Casualty returns and contemporary 
publications. 

 
11 FEBRUARY 1900 WOLWEKRAAL 
 
Early on the morning of 11 February Lt Col de Lisle attacked a party of some 300 Boers (mainly Fauresmith 
Commando) under Commandants Hertzog and Jacobsz, who were in a position on hills on the farms Windpomp 
and Wolwekraal, 20km north-west of Luckhoff.  

They succeeded in beating off De Lisle advances repeatedly, even after Col Hannay sent strong reinforcements 
with 2 machine-guns and by nightfall the British retired.  

British losses in this skirmish were 4 killed and 25 wounded. The Boers had no losses.             
    
83. QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: 3031 Pte. J. Harris.  Essex Regt. VF+       2.800 – 4.200 

Pte Harris was one of the 25 men wounded. He was invalided home and discharged on 30 September 
1900: “Permanent unfitness.  Gunshot wound in action at Relief of Kimberley”. 
Sold with copies of service papers and pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty roll. 

 
84. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 2091 Cpl. W. Ferguson, Gordon Highrs EF          4.800 – 6.200 

Corporal Ferguson was killed in the Wolwekraal skirmish. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll & SAFF Casualty roll. 
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12 FEBRUARY 1900  SLINGERSFONTEIN 
 
The action of Slingersfontein, named after the farm 15 km south-east of Colesberg, was the first engagement 
of the Worcester Regiment, exactly one month after landing in South Africa.  

On 12 February 1900 the right flank of the British at Slingersfontein came under a strong attack by the Boers 
commanded by General De la Rey. The key to the British position at this point was a kopje held by three 
companies of the 2nd Worcester Regiment. Upon this the Boers made a fierce onslaught but were as fiercely 
repelled. They came up in the dark between the set of the moon and rise of sun and the first dim light saw them 
in the advanced sangars. The Boer generals were fond of using darkness for taking up a good position and 
pushing onwards as soon as it is possible to see.  

The occupants of the sangars were all killed to a man, and the assailants rushed onwards. As the sun topped 
the line of the veldt half the kopje was in their possession. Shouting and firing, they pressed onwards. But the 
Worcester men were steady old soldiers, and the companies upon the hill (later named Worcester Hill) 
contained many marksmen. Their fire was so accurate that the Boers found themselves unable to advance any 
further and through the long day a desperate duel was maintained between the two lines of riflemen. 

  

CAMP AT SLINGERSFONTEIN  
MANY FIGHTS OCCURRED ON THE DISTANT HILLS 

BY UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD (1900) 

The Worcestershire Commander Lieut.-Colonel Charles Cuningham was killed, and his 2/IC Major Stubbs fell 
killed while making a gallant attempt to re-take a position with the bayonet. Hovell and Bartholomew continued 
to encourage their men, and the British fire finally succeeded in dominating that of the Boers. Under the 
direction of Hacket Pain, who commanded the nearest post, guns of J Battery were brought out into the open 
and shelled the portion of the kopje which was held by the Boers. The latter were reinforced but could make 
no advance against the accurate rifle fire with which they were met. The Bisley champion of the battalion, with 
a bullet through his thigh, expended a hundred rounds before sinking from loss of blood. With the coming of 
darkness, the Boers withdrew, with a loss of 8 men killed and 19 wounded. The British loss in the action was 
37 killed and 81 wounded, most of which was incurred when the sangars were rushed in the early morning. 

  
85. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 4292 Pte. W. Mason, Worcester Regt. EF-        4.800 – 6.200 

Pte. Mason was killed in the Slingersfontein skirmish. He is buried in the Colesberg Military Cemetery.  
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll & SAFF Casualty roll. 
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14 FEBRUARY 1900  RENSBURG SIDING 
 
Strong Boer attacks forced Maj-Gen R A P Clements to abandon his positions around Colesberg and retire to 
Rensburg on 13 February. However, that area was not well suited for defence and on 14 February he withdrew 
further south to Arundel. In the process ‘D’ and ‘G’ Companies of the 2nd Wiltshires were not informed of a 
changed time of the withdrawal and the two Companies, under Major F. R. MacMullen, set off at daybreak, as 
originally instructed, and soon came under heavy fire. After a brisk skirmish they surrendered, losing 14 killed, 
including Major MacMullen, 45 wounded and altogether 130 officers and men made prisoners – luckily to be 
released on the fall of Bloemfontein a few weeks later.  

The following extract, taken from a special correspondent’s report published in the Cape Times, contains his 
views on the action and of subsequent events: 

“The Wilts, as will be remembered, were retreating to Arundel, and in the hurry 150 men, under Major Stock 
[sic!], were left behind. These men, marching from near Rensburg siding in the direction of Arundel, came in 
contact with the Boers; in fact, mistook the Boer camp for the British camp. For more than two hours these 
gallant men fought against overwhelming odds, and not until their ammunition was exhausted did they 
surrender. The Boers themselves admitted that the Wilts had beaten a manly retreat and had shown splendid 
fight. The Wiltshire prisoners, I regret to state, were badly treated by the Boer authorities. They were marched 
from beyond Rensburg in the broiling sun to town. Pausing through Church Street, several of the men dropped 
down from fatigue and had a drink of water from the furrow passing down the main street. In the Town Hall, 
where they were confined prior to being marched on to Bloemfontein, two huge buckets of mealie-pap had 
been placed for their supper, and no cup was provided wherewith the contents could be bailed out.  

Suffice it to say, the buckets and contents were abandoned for the more palatable niceties sent them by some 
Colesberg ladies. In connection with this supper I must there make special mention of the kindness of Mrs. 
Porter, of this town, who not only on that occasion but on frequent occasions subsequently, contributed most 
liberally to the wants of the soldiers. From the Court House, where we were imprisoned, we could just catch a 
glimpse of the Wiltshire men, about 100, more or less, who had the run of the back yard of the Town Hall.  

The following morning the Wilts were marched on to the Free State, via Norval’s Pont. The day was rather 
more pleasant than the previous one, it threatening rain all day. Before leaving the Town Hall the Wilts were 
presented with a copy of the Good Book by the Rev G. Scholtz, Dutch Reformed parson. Crowds of ladies and 
gentlemen lined Church Street, in order to catch a last glimpse of the Wiltshires. The men all seemed in 
excellent spirits, owing probably not so much to the scanty food provided by the authorities as to the abundance 
of spiritual comfort they had received for the journey.” 
 
86. QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01: 2366 Pte. W. Nugent, 2nd Wilts: Regt EF          1.800 – 3.000 

SA’01 clasp attached with a long pin. 
Pte Nugent was one of the men taken PoW at Rensburg and afterwards marched on to Bloemfontein via 
Colesberg and Norval’s Pont. He took his discharge in South Africa. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, WO108-372 “Surrenders” and SAFF Casualty Roll. 

 
87. ABO: Burger P. J. S. Venter EF           3.800 – 5.000 

Petrus Venter served in the Ladybrand Cdo and was one of two Burghers killed in the skirmish at 
Rensburg. His daughter, Mrs Halliwell, who was 4 years old when her father was killed, applied for his 
medal in 1937, stating in a covering letter that she was the only surviving member of the family. 
Father: killed at Rensburg, 14 Feb 1900. He was re-interred at Colesberg some years later. 
Mother: died 18 March 1900, but name of Concentration Camp not specified. 
Younger sister: died later in 1900. 
Brother: who must have been with Miss Venter and survived the Concentration Camp, died in 1935. 
Sold with copied pages from ABO Application File, Casualty confirmation from ZAR Government 
Gazette and contemporary accounts of skirmish. 
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15 FEBRUARY 1900  WATERVAL DRIFT 
 
“Lord Roberts’ supply column cannot keep up with the infantry and is ordered to stay at Waterval Drift, 20 
km south of Jacobsdal, and to follow the main force as soon as the oxen have recovered sufficiently. General 
Kelly-Kenny details about 500 troops to escort the convoy which stretches more than 10 to 12 kilometers.  

As soon as the main force is out of sight, General De Wet attacks. His long-range shelling and rifle fire causes 
the draught animals to stampede and the escort commander realizes that there is now no way of preventing the 
wagons from falling into enemy hands. He retreats, abandoning the convoy.  

De Wet takes 180 loaded wagons, about 2 800 oxen, a few horses and an enormous supply of food, as well as 
58 prisoners. The loss of four days’ precious rations and almost a third of all the oxen brought together for the 
advance can jeopardize a massive operation in an inhospitable country, but Roberts is unfazed.”     
“The Anglo-Boer War: A Chronicle” by Pieter G. Cloete. 

 
88. QSA, 3 clasps CC, Paard, Jhburg: 2735 Pte. J. Pearson, K.O. Scot Bord. VF          2.200 – 3.400 

Pte Pearson was wounded in the Waterval Drift attack but evidently recuperated in time to earn the 
Johannesburg clasp. He is noted as “Discharged” on the QSA roll. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll and SAFF Casualty Roll. 

 
16-17 FEBRUARY 1900 DORDRECHT 

 
“Left Bird’s River at 3am to attack Dordrecht and co-operate with Gen. Brabant. Arrived 7am Boers driven 
from ridges west of town and fallen back on East Ridge. Boers about 2000 strong (diary editor says about 600) 
with one gun. Our force 2000 (diary editor says 1600) with six guns and four 2.5-inch guns and 2 Maxims. 
Fight lasted two days. Our tactics were very feeble. Centre section with two guns got into a very tight hole but 
got out with one man severely wounded. Two horses killed and seven wounded. Boers cleared off with loss 
(diary editor notes British lost at least 7 killed and eight wounded, Boers one killed and eight wounded) and 
took their gun with them which we ought to have captured. Splendid work by our guns. 15 pounders silenced 
Boer gun first shot.”  
Anglo-Boer War Diary of H.G. Howell. 

 
89. QSA, 3 clasps CC, Witt, Belf: 738 Tpr. W.E. Rowland. Brabants Horse VF+       2.200 – 3.400 

The SAFF Casualty Roll lists 7 men killed and 16 wounded in the two days’ fighting. Trooper Rowland 
(Rowlond on SAFF Casualty Roll) was wounded on 16 February. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as contemporary publications. 

 
16 FEBRUARY 1900  HUSSAR HILL 
 
“The reconnaissance of 12 February and other information showed Sir Redvers Buller that there were enemy 
defences that must be taken before he could seriously attack Hlangwane itself; with this object in view orders 
were issued on 13 February 1900, as follows: It is intended to seize Hussar Hill tomorrow and the spurs to the 
east of it north of Moord Kraal and to occupy this position with artillery.”  
Orders for 2nd Cavalry Brigade. 

Lieut.-Gen. The Earl of Dundonald in “My Army Life” later recording: 
“Lord Dundonald’s Brigade will cover the movement. It will strike its camp and bivouac on a site which will 
be pointed out to it. In accordance with these orders I covered the advance; the enemy tried to dispute our 
seizure of Hussar Hill, but the SA Light Horse under Lt Col Byng by a rapid advance quickly seized a 
commanding ridge, and assisted by the Company of four Colt guns searched the dongas until the enemy was 
compelled to retire. The infantry then followed and entrenched the Hill. 

On 15 February the infantry and artillery advanced towards Cingolo and Monte Christo, supported by the naval 
and other guns on Hussar Hill.  
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My Brigade, in accordance with orders, covered the right and left flanks of the infantry. At nightfall the right 
of the infantry advance (General Lyttelton’s Division) was about two miles from Cingolo Hill. General 
Lyttelton reported a strong Boer position towards the nek between Cingolo and Monte Cristo, and he thought 
he would want more troops to carry it.  

On the 16th the guns on Hussar Hill kept up a steady fire on such of the enemy positions as were within range, 
and a portion of my Brigade reconnoitred the south-eastern base of Cingolo and came under fire; this day I had 
one regiment on the right flank of the infantry, one on the left and one in rear of the centre.”  

 
90. QSA, 2 clasps TugH, RoL: 3124 Corl. F. Williams, 2.R. Scots. Fus. EF-        2.400 – 3.600 

Corporal Williams was wounded in the Hussar Hill sortie and invalided back to the UK. 
Provenance: Spink Numismatic Circular, September 1973. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

 
16 FEBRUARY 1900  WELL AT WITT DAM (NEAR JACOBSDAL) 
 
A squadron of Kitchener’s Horse under Captain Sampson was employed to guard the well at Witt Dam. On 
14th and 15th February, Boers kept up fire on the post until the afternoon of the latter date, when they attacked 
in force, but were driven back. At daylight on the 16th, firing recommenced and continued until noon. In the 
afternoon, under cover of a dust storm, the enemy advanced and surrounded the party. Commandant de Wet 
demanded the surrender of the post. The men had been two days without food, many had dysentery, and very 
little ammunition was left. The officers accordingly decided to surrender.  SA Surrenders: WO108-372. 

 
91. QSA, 3 clasps RoK, OFS, Tvl: 3475 Tpr. J.  Murphy. Kitchener’s Horse VF         1.800 – 3.000 

Trooper James Murphy enlisted in Kitchener’s Horse on 3 February 1900 and was taken prisoner at Witt 
Dam just under two weeks later. He was held at the Waterval PoW Camp north of Pretoria and was 
released on 6 June 1900. He took his discharge as “medically unfit” on 17 August 1900.  

Sold with copies of Service Papers, QSA and SAFF Casualty Roll pages and entry from SA Surrenders. 
 

16 FEBRUARY 1900  KLIP DRIFT 
 
The Oxfordshire Light Infantry had, along with the Buffs and Gloucesters, sharp fighting with Cronje’s rear-
guard on 16th February 1900. The enemy were found to be occupying a large kopje on the right bank of the 
Modder River for the purpose of covering the retreat of their main body and convoy. With difficulty the Oxford 
Light Infantry got across and then advanced to the attack of the position. Several companies got within 200 
yards of the enemy, while the West Riding Regiment endeavoured to turn the enemy’s flank, but the Boers 
held on stubbornly till darkness. The Oxford Light Infantry lost 10 killed and about 40 wounded.     

Stirling: “Our Regiments in South Africa”. 
  

92. Pair      QSA, 2 clasps RoK, OFS;  
KSA, SA’01, SA’02: 2619 Pte. J. Boyce, Oxford Lt Infy     

VF         3.000 – 4.000 

Pte Boyce was among the 40 odd men wounded in the fight at Klip Drift. 
Sold with copies of QSA and SAFF Casualty Roll pages. 

  
18-27 FEBRUARY 1900  MODDER RIVER & PAARDEBERG 

 
After the Relief of Kimberley on 15 February 1900 Gen. Cronje and his men faced British soldiers to their 
north and south of them. Their only alternative was to retreat to Bloemfontein along the Modder River, being 
dependant on the river to obtain water for their hundreds of oxen and other livestock. British forces caught up 
with Cronje’s commando at Paardeberg on 17 February, causing the Boers to dig themselves in both riverbanks. 
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ROBERTS VICTORIOUS AFTER THE BOER SURRENDER            CRONJE SITTING DEJECTEDLY 

 

The next day (18 Feb) General Horatio Herbert Kitchener, in temporary command due to Roberts being ill, 
made a frontal assault on the Boer positions. The entrenched Boers mowed them down, with the Highland 
Brigade bearing the brunt of the attack.  

By nightfall British losses amounted to 24 officers and 279 men killed and 59 officers and 847 men wounded: 
judged by British casualties it was the most severe reverse of the war and became known as ‘Bloody Sunday’.  

Roberts again took control on 19 February and launched an intense bombardment to force the encircled Boer 
laager into surrender: he had 40 000 troops and 100 guns compared to the 4000 Boers with 5 guns.  

The hail of bombs, alternated with infantry assaults, kept on for 8 days. Conditions in the Boer laager worsened 
as observers in balloons directed the British fire to destroy ammunition wagons.  

The heat, swarms of flies and the overpowering stench of decaying animals added to the hardship caused by 
lack of food and medical facilities for the sick and wounded. 

On 25 February the renowned Boer scout Danie Theron crawled through British lines with a proposal from 
Gen Christiaan de Wet to cover Cronje’s breakout from their desperate position. Due to the presence of women 
and children in the camp and the Boers’ reluctance to leave their wagons and belongings behind, it never 
materialised. Also, by this time a large number of Boers, including many officers, wanted to surrender. 

Early on 27 February 1900, a Canadian contingent advanced within 80m of the Boers: before they could attack, 
white flags went up all, and afterwards General Cronje surrendered his 4000 men to Lord Roberts. 

 
93. ABO: Burger S.J. Oberholzer VF          4.000 – 5.600 

Sarel Oberholzer served in the Potchefstroom Commando. He saw action at the Siege of Mafeking as 
well as the Battle of Magersfontein and was killed in action at Modder River/Paardeberg on 18 February 
1900. His brother claimed his medal in December 1922. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and ZAR Casualty Lists. 
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LOT 94         

 

94. Pair     DCM (VR): 29 4 92  Gnr.G.H. Fox. R.A.;  EF- 30.000 – 40.000 
QSA, 3 clasps RoK, Paard, Drief: 29492 Gnr. C.H. Fox, 76 th Bty. R.F.A. 
Official correction to 2nd initial on QSA.  
Gunner Fox was recommended to Lord Roberts by Major-General Clements: 
“I desire to bring to your Lordship’s notice the very gallant and cool behaviour of a young soldier of the 
76th Battery R.F.A.: No. 29492 Gunner C H Fox and to express a hope that you may recommend this 
man to receive the medal for Distinguished Conduct in the Field. On Feb. 18th the Battery was in action 
against the Boer laager.  
About 4pm the Battery was fired into from behind by Boers who had occupied Kitchener’s Kopje; two 
sections were thereupon ordered to come into action in that direction. As the order was given a volley 
from a 1 pounder Vickers Maxim Q.F. [Quick firing] gun was poured on the Battery. One shell burst on 
the gun to which Gunner Fox belonged, knocking the detachment out of time.  
Gunner Fox sprang to his feet and entirely by himself turned the gun around, loaded and laid it in the 
new direction. Gunner Fox had several marks from the effect of the shell. One man was killed and five 
wounded at the same time. Gunner Fox, I may add, has only 15 months service.” 
(War Office records refer, as per Spink Boer War Sale Catalogue, 1999). 
Fox died of enteric fever at Brandfort on 9.5.1900. He was posthumously Mentioned in Despatches by 
Lord Roberts. (Loudon Gazettes 8.2.1901, p847 and 10.9.1901, p5934). 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & Casualty rolls and LG entry. 

 
95. QSA, 2 clasps RoK, Paard: 3095 Pte. F.H. Stevens, Glouc. Rgt. EF-         4.800 – 6.200 

Engraved naming. 
“Last Monday night (19th) a brilliant piece of work was performed by the Gloucester’s… they 
approached within a short distance of a Boer kopje and contained the enemy until nightfall, when 120 
men charged the kopje with bayonets and drove off the Boers with loss, bayonetting several.”    
“Our Regiments in South Africa” by J Stirling, p185 
Losses to the Gloucester’s were 5 killed, 3 died of wounds and 16 wounded. The hill was subsequently 
known as ‘Kitchener’s Kopje’. Pte Stevens was one of the men killed in the bayonet charge and is buried 
at Paardeberg. The SAFF Casualty Roll lists him as ‘Stephens’. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, and Stirling.  
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96. KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02:  3125 Pte. W. Jones. Glouc: Regt. VF-        1.600 – 2.400 
Heavy wear and contact marks. 
Pte Jones was one of 20 men wounded in the “Kitchener’s Kopje” bayonet charge on 19 February 1900. 
Jones’ wound healed successfully: although he was not in action with his Regiment at Driefontein on 10 
March 1900, he received a QSA with clasps Paardeberg, Relief of Kimberley and Transvaal. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll and Stirling. 

  
97. Pair     DTD & ABO: Kaptein T.G. Singleton;  

with length of Wound Riband (LvW)        
VF+  20.000 – 30.000 

According to his widow, Tobias George Singleton came from Cradock in the Cape Province and joined 
the Winburg Commando as a Burgher under Commandant Jordaan in November 1899. He was wounded 
at Modder River on 21 February 1900 (bomb-fragment, left thigh) and, after spending some time in the 
Bloemfontein Hospital he joined General de Wet’s Commando where he was promoted to Captain. 
He applied for the DTD/ABO/LvW in March 1923. General J M B Hertzog signed Vorms”B” & “C”, 
but noted on Vorm “A” that although Capt Singleton was very brave and faithful, he (Hertzog) was not 
sufficiently conversant with pertinent facts to complete the recommendation. The Adjutant General ruled 
that the matter be kept in abeyance pending further information from Singleton. 
Singleton did not pursue the matter further and died in 1925. His widow put in a new application in Nov 
1927. This time the DTD Recommendation Vorm”A” was signed by a Field Cornet Swanepoel, and 
after further explanatory information from Mrs Singleton, the award of the DTD, ABO and LvW was 
approved. 
With the original application Singleton mentioned that he had also been wounded at Bethlehem and 
Retiefsnek (no dates stated). He was taken prisoner with 4 other Burghers at Welgevonden (between 
Winburg and Brandfort) on 26 May 1901 and sent to Bermuda as PoW No 20361. 
Sold with copied pages from both sets of applications, ZAR Casualty Returns and PoW Register. 

 
98. ABO: Burger J.M. Bronkhorst; with length of Wound Riband (LvW) VF         2.600 – 3.400 

Jacobus Bronkhorst served in the Klerksdorp Commando. He was in action at Mafeking and 
Magersfontein before he was registered as PoW No 710 with the surrender of Gen Cronje at Paardeberg 
on 27 February and sent to St Helena. He sustained a slight scalp wound and was rendered deaf in both 
ears through bursting of a shell (“bomb”) in the Paardeberg trenches. For this he received a state 
disability pension and was awarded the LvW. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “B” & “C” as well as PoW Register.  

   
99. ABO: Korpl. A.C. Appelgryn; with a length of Wound Riband (LvW)  VF+       2.600 – 3.400 

De Wet was still determined to effect Cronje’s relief.  Reinforced by more than 2000 Burghers, De Wet 
decided on the 22nd February to recapture Kitchener’s Kopje (abandoned on 21 February) and all the 
positions between it and Koedoesrand Drift. The attack started early on 23 February but was not well-
coordinated and was thus easily repulsed by the British, except at Kitchener’s Kopje where there was a 
vigorous fire fight with the Yorkshire’s on the hill. 
Andries Cornelius Appelgryn served in the ZAR State Artillery (attached to the Wolmaransstad 
Commando). He was wounded on 23 February (not 27 February as stated in Vorm “C”): in his own 
words “at Koedoesrand in the battle to get General Piet Cronje out where he was surrounded. Bullet 
penetrated my back and is still lodged inside, below the liver. I still draw a pension for it”. 
He was initially treated in Dr Menning’s hospital at Damplaats and on 13 March admitted to the Staats 
Meisjesschool in Pretoria which had been converted into a hospital. 
He was discharged before the Occupation of Pretoria and continued to see further service in the Free 
State and Western Transvaal until the end of the war.  
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “B” & “C” and ZAR Casualty returns. 
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23 FEBRUARY 1900  STORMBERG 
 
After re-occupying Molteno on 23 February, Lt-Gen Gatacre ordered a 
reconnaissance towards the Boer positions at Stormberg.  
Gatacre’s force was checked by a Boer Commando on Schoeman’s Farm 
and he ordered Captain the Hon. R H L J De Montmorency, 21st Lancers 
(legendary Omdurman VC recipient) with his Scouts and a body of 
mounted troops to advance and try to lure the Boers towards the position 
of his guns and infantry.  

The mid-morning attempt by Capt De Montmorency to take 
Schoemanskop was thwarted by some 25 Boers who had beaten him to 
the summit.  

De Montmorency and 2 men were killed in the first Boer volley and the 
rest of the Scouts were pinned down till 3:30pm. The losses in his small 
corps were: 

2 officers and 4 other ranks killed, 2 other ranks wounded and one officer 
and 5 other ranks prisoner, of whom 2 were wounded.  

 

 

100. QSA, 1 clasp CC: Scout W. Cooper, Montmorency’s Scouts  VF+      5.000 – 8.000 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll and Nominal Roll (both confirming that Cooper was 
wounded and taken prisoner) as well as articles detailing the action. 
 

23-27 FEBRUARY 1900  TUGELA BATTLES 
 
After three unsuccessful attempts to relieve Ladysmith (Colenso, Spioenkop and Vaalkrans), Buller decided to 
shift his attention to the 500 feet (150 m) high ridge named Hlangwane northeast of Colenso which overlooked 
the railroad. With Hlangwane in his possession, Buller could dominate the Boer positions at Colenso and safely 
cross there and exploit his ten-to-one superiority in artillery and four-to-one advantage in numbers. By the 
second week of February 1900 the Boer positions east of the Tugela River were not confined exclusively to 
Hlwangane but stretched eastward over a distance of more than 6 miles. Of the more than 5000 Boers with 
their 12 guns around Colenso and at least 2000 men with four or five guns held positions east of the river.  

To capture Hlangwane, Buller realized that he would have to route the Boers from all their positions south of 
the river and then fight through the Boer-held hills to the north of the river.  

Starting on 12 February, British forces steadily advanced, driving back and causing the outflanked Boers to 
abandon Hlangwane and the south bank entirely on 19 February. Immediately, the British installed heavy 
artillery on the summit of Hlangwane.  British infantry also occupied Colenso on 19 February and the railhead 
was advanced to Colenso Station. 

On 21 February a pontoon bridge was positioned under the western brow of Hlangwane and the army began to 
cross. Wynne’s 11th Brigade captured Boer positions at Horseshoe Hill and Wynne’s Hill 3 miles (4.8 km) 
north of Colenso on the evening of 22 February.  

On 23 February Hart’s 5th (Irish) Brigade attacked the next high ground to the northeast. Not waiting for all his 
battalions to arrive, Hart sent his troops up piecemeal and they were repulsed suffering almost 500 casualties. 
Two battalions of reinforcements arrived in time to prevent a rout. Two colonels were among the dead and the 
Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers lost 72% of their officers and 27% of their rank and file.  

On 25 February, a six-hour armistice was arranged to recover the British wounded on the upper slopes of 
Wynne’s and Hart’s Hills. On one section of hillside, 80 dead and only three survivors were recovered. 
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THE REMAINS OF THE BRIDGE ACROSS THE TUGELA AT COLENSO 

Buller now began to look for another way to outflank the Boers. It turned out that in front of the Boer positions, 
the Tugela entered a gorge. The pontoon bridge was moved north to the mouth of the gorge so that the British 
could cross and move to the northeast along the riverbank, unseen by the Boers. Meanwhile, a trail was located 
by which the British artillery was moved into supporting distance on the south bank. 

Warren’s 5th Infantry Division was directed to attack the Boer left flank. The brigades would strike from east 
to west, first at Pieters Hill, then at Railway Hill and finally at Hart’s Hill. Meanwhile, Lyttelton’s division 
would threaten the Boer centre and right flank. Botha failed to anticipate Buller’s moves.  

Barton’s brigade attacked Pieters Hill after noon on 27 February. Behind an early use of the creeping barrage 
by field artillery pieces as heavy as 4.7-inch naval guns, the 6th Brigade’s advance was rapid at first. Then about 
14h00 as the British infantry moved out of artillery observation and Botha reinforced his threatened flank, the 
attack stalled. The reserve was put in at 14h30 and repulsed due to tough Boer resistance and enfilading fire 
from Railway Hill to the west.  

At 15h00 Walter Kitchener’s 5th Brigade attacked Railway Hill.  

After working their way slowly uphill, the soldiers carried the nek (saddle) between Hart’s and Railway Hills 
in a brilliant bayonet charge, capturing 48 Boer prisoners. The last to move forward, Norcott’s 4th Brigade, 
began its assault on Hart’s Hill. The close artillery support proved decisive as trench after trench was 
overwhelmed by direct fire.  

A final infantry charge cleared the crest compelling a Boer retreat.  

As Botha’s men fell back from the heights the British infantry gave out a cheer. 

On 28 February the besieged defenders of Ladysmith observed a great column of Boer horsemen and wagons 
moving rapidly north just outside artillery range.  

Sometime after 17h00 two squadrons of British mounted infantry commanded by Major Hubert Gough from 
Buller’s army rode into Ladysmith and ended the siege.  

Botha retreated to a new defensive line 60 miles to the north.  
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OBVERSE          LOT 101           REVERSE 

  

101. DCM (VR): 9520 Pte. W.T. Adams, 2nd Rifle Brigade 23-2-00. VF+  35.000 – 45.000 
Officially impressed naming: This is one of only about a dozen known dated Boer War DCM’s. 
Pte Adams was recommended by Buller for the award of the DCM in the LG of 8 February 1901, p940:  
“9893 Private J Brown and 9520 Pte T Adams, 23rd February: Gallantry in repeatedly carrying 
wounded to dressing station under very heavy fire”.  
The award of the Distinguished Conduct Medal was announced in the LG of 19 April 1901, p2708. 
Adams received a QSA medal with clasps Tug H, RoL, L Nek, Belf in 1903: this has 
unfortunately become separated from his DCM. 
Sold with copies of QSA roll and LG pages as well as two articles from the OMRS Journal (June & 
December 2003) on Dated Boer War DCM’s. 
 

102. QSA, 2 clasps Tug H, RoL: 1101 Pte. D. Craig, 1st Rl. Innis. Fus.  EF-         4.800 – 6.000 
Slight scratches over surname. 
Pte Craig was killed at Pieter’s Hill on 23 February.  
“On 23 Feb the Inniskilling Fusiliers were the front line, supported by the Connaught Rangers and part 
of the Dublin’s, and later by the Imperial Light Infantry, who had taken the place of the Border Regiment 
in the brigade; but soon the lines were all to be mixed -nay, some were soon to be obliterated all together. 
The first tier of the defensive works was carried out in the face of an awful fire from the front and flanks. 
An attempt was made to press in with the bayonet to the next line of trenches on the crest, but this failed. 
The attackers were mown down like grass, and as darkness set in, those left had to retire to a position 
near the hill-foot.  
It was impossible to bring in all the dead and wounded, and throughout the next day wretched men had 
to lie in the open writhing with pain and thirst... The losses in the attack were appalling. The Inniskilling 
Fusiliers lost the gallant Colonel Thackeray, Major Sanders, and Lieutenant Stuart killed, eight officers 
wounded, and about 54 men killed and 165 wounded”  
Stirling: “Our Regiments in South Africa”. 

Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, SAFF and handwritten Natal FF Casualty roll.  
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103. QSA, 2 clasps Tug H, RoL: 4806 Pte. W. Downing, 2nd E. Surrey Regt. EF          4.800 – 6.000 
Pte (LceCpl on QSA Roll) Downing was killed at Wynne Hill on 23 February where he was buried. 

Sold with copied pages from QSA roll and SAFF Casualty Roll.   
  

104. QSA, 2 clasps Tug H, RoL: 5676 Cpl. R. Parris, 2nd E. Surrey Regt. VF          4.200 – 5.600 
A few small e/k’s. 

Reuben Parris was awarded the DCM (LG 19 April 1901, p2708). However, this medal has unfortunately 
become separated from his QSA medal. It would seem that this medal has never been noted on the 
collector market. The report on his gallantry was worded as follows: 

 “February 23rd. No 5676 Lce. Corpl. Parris, R.  Carried a letter from Major Pearse to LtCol Harris 
under very heavy fire, when told that it was next to impossible to cross over; and was severely wounded”.  

Memo from Major H.W. Pearse to Brigade Major, 2nd Brigade (WO132/16). 

Parris was posted home in September 1900, probably as a result of the severity of his wound and took 
his discharge on 4 October 1902 when he was paid a gratuity of £20/-/- for the DCM.  

According to an article by Abbott in the OMRS Journal of December 2003 it is highly likely that Parris’ 
DCM, which was presented by Lord Roberts at Woolwich on 13 January 1902, was dated (23-2-00). 

Sold with copies of Service Papers, PRO Documents and article by Abbott. 
 

 
LOT 105 

 
105. Three     DCM (VR): 5802 Pte. W.P. O’Keefe, 2nd. Rl. Fus.;  VF    30.000 – 40. 000 

QSA, 5 clasps CC, Tug H, OFS, RoL, Tvl 5802 Cpl.. W.P. O’Keefe, 2nd. Rl. Fus.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 5802 Corpl. W.P. O’Keeffe Rl. Fus. 
Pte O’Keefe was recommended by General Redvers Buller for the award of the DCM in the LG of 8 
February 1901, p938: “6830 Lance-Corporal W Bell, 5802 Pte W O’Keefe and 5708 Private A Benton, 
24th to 27th February. Great gallantry as stretcher bearers in removing wounded”.  
The award of the DCM was announced in the LG of 19 April 1901, p2707. 
Sold with copies of QSA & KSA rolls and LG pages.  
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106. QSA, 3 clasps CC, Tug H, RoL: 5370 Pte. G. Logan, 2. R. Scots Fus.  EF-         4.600 – 5.800 
According to the SAFF Casualty Roll Pte Logan was wounded at Pieters Hill on 27 February. The QSA 
medal roll, signed in August 1901, refers to him as “Invalided”, but the handwritten Natal FF Casualty 
Roll states “Died of wounds, 28.2.00”. As such he is commemorated on the Memorial Panels in All 
Saints Church, Ladysmith. Sadly, it has not been determined where he is buried. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and Nominal rolls as well as SAFF Casualty Roll. 

 
107. QSA, 2 clasps CC, RoL: 4509 Cpl. J. Ainsworth, 1st Yk & Lanc Rgt. EF          4.800 – 6.000 

Cpl Ainsworth was mortally wounded at Venter Spruit on 24 February and died the same day. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and handwritten Natal FF Casualty Rolls. 

 
LOT 108 

108. Pair     DTD & ABO: Komdt. J.F.W. Mostert;  
With length of Wound Riband (LvW) 

EF-   20.000 – 30.000 

DTD skimmed and officially re-impressed.              
Johannes Frederik Wilhelm Mostert served as Field Cornet in the Fordsburg/Johannesburg 
Commando under Commandant Ben Viljoen and took part in major Natal battles such as Elandslaagte, 
Colenso, Spioenkop and Pontdrif (Vaalkrans).  

He was severely wounded at Pieters Heights on 27 February 1900: fractured jaw caused by shrapnel, 
bullet wound through left elbow and shrapnel wounds in hip and shoulder. This is confirmed in the 
Official hand-written ZAR Casualty Return where it is stated that V.C. (Veld Cornet) Mostert was 
admitted to the Hospital at Van Reenen’s Pass/Harrismith on 3 March 1900. 
Mostert saw active service as a Major in the Carolina Commando during the suppression of the 1914-
15 Rebellion, but this did not qualify him for any WWI awards.  
He applied for the DTD, ABO and LvW in September 1921. 
On Vorm “A” he stated his rank as Field Cornet and, when wounded, as Vecht Generaal (Fighting 
General). He also stated under Date of Service “1 October 1899 till 27 February 1900 when wounded 
and in hospital (Natal) till 2 months after peace.” 
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On Vorm “B” he had the same claim about rank but amplified his medical woes: “Severely wounded at 
Petersheights 27 Feb 1900, from there to Harrismith Hospital and thence to Pretoria Hospital. Later 
sent to Merebank Camp. Discharged 2 months after Peace was declared”. Vorm “C” saw a statement 
“wounded 27 February 1900 and afterwards in hospitals till 2 months after Peace”. 
The Medal Advisory Commission, surprisingly in the light of the rather unusual medical history, 
approved of the award of the DTD, ABO and LvW in the rank of Veldkornet and this was published in 
the Government Gazette No 1191, dated 11 November 1921.  
On 7 February 1922 Mostert acknowledged receipt of his awards but expressed disappointment at the 
rank. He said that he at least expected the rank of Commandant and repeated that he was a Vecht 
Generaal when wounded. The Commission re-assessed the claim and asked Mostert on 25 July 1922 to 
return the awards for the rank to be altered to Kommandant and asked him to supply service dates 
regarding his three claimed ranks.  
He replied on 2 August 1922 “I was acting in the position of the late General Ben Viljoen from the 
Battle of Pontdrif/Rooi Randjies (Vaalkrans- 5 February 1900) when he suffered bomb shock to his head 
and went to hospital, up to when I was wounded.” 

The amended awards were sent to Mostert under cover of a letter dated 6 October 1922. The DTD was 
skimmed and completely re-impressed and a freshly named ABO was issued.  
The amendments were published in the Government Gazette No 1270, dated 13 October 1922.  
Unfortunately, the Medal Advisory Commission seemed to have been unaware of statements in 
two contemporary publications which would have refuted almost all of Mostert’s claims and which 
would have rendered him ineligible for any award! 
General Ben Viljoen in “My Reminiscences of the Anglo-Boer War”, London, 1902, dealt with the 
Battle of Vaalkrantz in Chapter X. On p91-2 he described the effect on him of a lyddite shell bursting 
overhead on 5 February 1900, resulting in him being hospitalized, On p100 he noted:  
“…my faithful adjutant, J du Preez, who had taken my place for the time being,…”.  
After some time in hospital, he recuperated at home. He returned on 27 February 1900 and on 28 
February was brought up to date with news about the Pieter’s Hill battle by Field Cornet van der Byl 
(p102-104): “…we were attacked on our left flank and in the rear. Assistant-Commandant du Preez and 
Field Cornet Mostert were both severely wounded, but are now in safe hands…”.  
Dr J Fessler, one of the German medics attending to Boer wounded, wrote in “Onder de Roode Kruis in 
Transvaal”, Amsterdam. 1904 (p146-7, freely translated):  
“Among the wounded, that we encountered during the Boer retreat on 28 February, were the Acting 
Commandant of the Johannesburg Commando, Du Preez from Krugersdorp, and Field Cornet Moustard 
of the same commando; both severely wounded”.  
He then relates how the two men managed to find their way via Van Reenen’s Pass to Harrismith where 
they were attended to by another German, Dr Schelkly, who removed the bullet from Du Preez’ chest, 
and mentions that both men’s wounds were completely healed. He adds:  
“I later met Du Preez in Krugersdorp, where he owned many properties, on the day the British entered 
the town (June 1900). He stood there and watched the entering troops: he definitely had no desire to 
fight again… By chance, some weeks earlier, I saw Field Cornet Moustard in the Grand Hotel in 
Krugersdorp. His jaw, which was treated, initially by Dr Schelkly and later by the First Dutch 
Ambulance in Pretoria, had healed completely as was the case with his elbow, which he could bend 
again. He also did not return to the battlefield and was quite curt and aloof when I recognised and spoke 
to him. He was elegantly dressed”. 
In 1937 Mostert used his “illegal” awards to successfully apply for a war veteran’s pension at a rate 
applicable to that of Commandant.  
Sold with copied pages from Mostert’s complete medal application file, Government Gazette entries, 
ZAR casualty returns, relevant pages from the 2 books referred to above and original photos of Mostert 
in 1940’s.  
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LOT 109 

 

109. Three     DCM (VR): Sgt. J.J. Miller, 1st York & Lanc Regt.; EF-  35.000 – 50.000 
QSA, 5 clasps CC, Tug H, OFS, RoL, Tvl: 1543 Sgt. J.J. Miller, 1st Yk & Lanc Regt.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 1543 Clr.-Sgt. J.J. Miller, York & Lanc Regt 
Sgt Miller was recommended by General Redvers Buller for the award of the DCM in the LG of 8 
February 1901, p939: 1453 Serjeant J. Millar, 27th February:  
Colonel Kitchener, Commanding Brigade, reports that “he did excellent work under my personal 
observation. His gun was under heavy fire and he never slacked off or made a mistake, its coming into 
action on our right rendered advance possible.” 
The award of the DCM was announced in the LG of 19 April 1901, p2707. An eyewitness account of 
the day’s action was given by Pte A. Long in his handwritten “Rough Diary of York & Lanc Regt in 
South Africa”: 
“The order came ‘Maxim gun up quick’. Quick as a flash one of the gunners had his rifle slung on his 
back (Pte Koerner by name) and getting on top of the cutting had the gun handed up to him by 3 or 4 
men standing about 2 feet above each other. Shouldering the gun, he carried it to the top of the hill 
although burning his neck both sides as the barrel was full of boiling water…  
One of the W Yorks carrying the tripod whilst the Sergt carried two boxes containing two loaded belts.  
Through a very heavy shower of bullets they carried them to a suitable place behind one of the enemy’s 
trenches which proved to be too high for it but he soon removed the top stones which a bullet struck 
whilst he was in the act of removing, but there was no time for hesitation, the Maxim being set it soon 
started its deadly work pouring a rapid fire into a donga, 830 yards off which soon cleared the enemy.” 
James John Miller enlisted in the York & Lancaster Regiment on 23 August 1886 and slowly but surely 
moved up the ranks with his final promotion to Colour Sergeant on 19 February 1901. He was discharged 
on 13 April 1906 after serving 19 years and 234 days. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA Rolls, Service Papers and LG.  
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24 FEBRUARY 1900  VAALKOP / KUILFONTEIN 
 

On 24 February the two mounted squadrons of Prince Alfred’s Volunteer Guard were sent out to reconnoitre 
towards Kuilfontein, north of Arundel: a position which the enemy had been occupying in great strength.  

When they were between Vaalkop and Kuilfontein, they were suddenly fired on from both flanks and front and 
had to take refuge in a donga (gully) which was just deep enough to afford cover for the men, but not for the 
horses. The men of the Guard held their ground under heavy rifle fire for almost 3 hours, but they had to retire 
when the Boers turned a 1-pounder pom-pom, followed by a 120 mm Krupp howitzer, on them.  

Nine men were taken prisoner by the Boers. 
 

110. QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: 732 Sjt. A.E. Conradi. P.A. Vol. Gds.  EF-        2.200 – 3.000 
 Conradi is incorrectly listed in SAFF Casualty Roll as Missing in Action on 22 February at Arundel. He 

was in fact, wounded, taken prisoner and sent to hospital in Bloemfontein. He recovered sufficiently to 
re-join his unit when they reached Bloemfontein on 12 April.  

He took his discharge on 30 November 1900. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll and Natal FF & SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

 

3-5 MARCH 1900  LABUSCHAGNE’S NEK 
 
On Saturday 3 March 1900 Brig Gen Brabant attacked Commandant D Schoeman and his force of some 400 
Cape Rebels who were holding Labuschagne’s Nek (north of Dordrecht). The British and Colonial troops 
(some 1800 men with 8 field-guns and some Maxims) lodged two flank attacks and the right wing under Major 
C Maxwell managed to capture the key position of Bakenkop. Brabant’s main attack succeeded the next day 
(4 March) when some 1200 Colonial troops dislodged the defenders and took Labuschagne’s Nek. 

Commandant van Aardt’s attempt to recapture Bakenkop with 80 volunteers failed because Maxwell had 
succeeded in dragging two field-guns to the summit the previous night. On Monday 5 March 1900 the British 
occupation of Labuschagne’s Nek was consolidated when the Colonial Division forced Commandant J F de 
Wet and his Barkly East Rebels to abandon Pappasnek outside Dordrecht. 

British losses: 14 killed, 28 wounded. Boer losses: 8 killed, 17 wounded and a few men taken prisoner. 
      

111. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 117 Sjt-Maj H Milford, Frontier M.R. EF          2.600 – 3.400 
Sergeant-Major Milford was wounded during fighting on 4 March.  
Also see “War with Johnny Boer” p161. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, SAFF Casualty Roll and accounts of action. 

 
112. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 340 Q.M. Sjt. P.D. Hunter. Frontier M. R.  VF+       4.600 – 5.400 

Edge bruise, obverse, 6 o’clock. 
Quarter-Master Sgt Hunter was killed during the attack of 4 March. He is buried in Dordrecht. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll and SAFF Casualty Roll. 

 
113. QSA, 3 clasps CC, Tvl, Witt: 1055 Pte. W. Slement., Kaffrn. Rifles EF          2.200 – 3.000 

William Slement was wounded during the final occupation of Labuschagne’s Nek on 5 March. Four 
months later, he was taken prisoner on 3 July in an action against De Wet at Bakenkop but released 
(probably after being liberated from his rifle and ammunition).  
On 11 March 1901 he enlisted in Gorringe’s Flying Column and served until 20 May 1901.  
This entitled him to a SA’01 clasp, but it was not attached to the QSA. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll & Nominal Roll for GFC 
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10 MARCH 1900  DRIEFONTEIN /  ABRAHAMSKRAAL 
 
“At dawn, French’s advance parties come under fire from Abrahamskraal and he immediately orders his 
Cavalry Brigade south to occupy the Driefontein Koppies which he presumes to be the Boer flank. Driefontein, 
however, is occupied and is soon strengthened as De la Rey transfers a small group here, in anticipation of 
French’s move. The flanking move by French and Kelly-Kenny’s 6th Division thus becomes a frontal attack 
against a small but determined group of burghers and Rand police. Repeated charges, supported by artillery, 
fail to dislodge De la Rey. The furious rifle fire forces the British to fall back, even temporarily abandoning 
some of their guns. Another flank attack is launched and again De la Rey is able to pre-empt their move, 
preventing the cavalry threatening their line of retreat.  

Although Weilbach’s Heidelbergers retire prematurely, the Boers hold on until sunset, when De la Rey orders 
them to fall back to Bloemfontein. Although their resistance is more determined than at Poplar Grove, the vast 
British superiority forces them to retire eastwards, with at least 30 killed, 47 wounded and 20 captured. British 
losses amount to at least 60 killed and 361 wounded. After the battle both sides accuse the other of abusing the 
white flag and of using explosive bullets.” 
The Anglo-Boer War: A Chronology by Pieter G Cloete. 

 

114. QSA, 3 clasps RoK, Paard, Drief: 2936 Pte. G. Wheeler, Glouc. Rgt. EF          4.600 – 5.400 
Engraved naming. 
Pte Wheeler was one of the approximately 60 British soldiers killed at Driefontein. He is commemorated 
on the Driefontein Memorial at the Armour Museum, Tempe, Bloemfontein. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll and SAFF Casualty Roll. 

 
115. ABO: Burg. J.F.H. Bradshaw  EF          4.200 – 5.600 

Joseph FitzHenry Bradshaw, aged 40, was Killed in action at Abrahamskraal on 10 March. His ABO 
medal was claimed in August 1921 by Ellen Maria Bradshaw (Widow? Sister? Daughter?). She stated 
that he had served in General Schoeman’s Commando and the Colesberg Commando.  
According to a microfilm held in the Transvaal Archives listing Boer Casualties he was from the 
Langlaagte (Johannesburg) Commando. A list drawn up by the Boer War Museum in Bloemfontein 
notes him as a Cape Rebel from Colesberg. It is not known where he is buried.   
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and Microfilm printout. 

 
116. ABO: Burg. W.J. de Bruyn; with a length of Wound Riband (LvW) VF          2.400 – 3.600 

This medal has e/k damage right round the rim and has probably been re-suspendered. 
Wessel Johannes de Bruyn was a member of the ZARP’s, the famous ZAR Police. He served from 6 
January 1900 and was wounded by a bullet in the hand on 10 March 1900. He recuperated in the Staats 
Meisjesschool in Pretoria which had been converted into a hospital and subsequently served until the 
cessation of hostilities. Unfortunately, he was not forthcoming about his later service and only 
mentioned Orange Free State, Cape Colony and Transvaal on Vorm “B”. One would therefor never 
know if he was one of the ZARP’s who managed to escape from their famous stand at Dalmanutha/Berg-
en-Dal on 27 August 1900. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “B” and “C” and official Boer Casualty List. 
 

11 MARCH 1900 ALIWAL NORTH 
 
“Major General Sir E Y Brabant occupies Aliwal North and enters the Free State. Major Henderson and 150 
of Montmorency’s Scouts gallop through the main street and make for the Frere Bridge over the Orange River. 
Although holes have been drilled in the bridge piers, they are not yet charged with dynamite and the bridge 
falls into British hands undamaged after a brisk engagement involving artillery on both sides. The British lose 
five killed, 17 wounded and four captured while five Boers were wounded”.                  

“The Anglo-Boer War: a Chronology” by Pieter G Cloete. 
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VIEW OF THE BRIDGE AT ALIWAL NORTH BEING CROSSED BY A BOER COMMANDO. 
SOURCE: WITH THE FLAG TO PRETORIA, P49. 

         
117. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Wepener, Tvl, Witt: 3290 Pte. W.G. Dunning. Cape M.R. EF          5.600 – 7.200 

Pte Dunning was wounded in the Frere Bridge skirmish. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, SAFF Casualty Roll & Regimental History. 

    
118. QSA, 3 clasps CC, Witt, Belf: 23801 Cpl. T.E. Downard. R.E.  VF          2.200 – 3.000 

Usual engraved naming. 
Pte Downard served in the 12th Field Company, Royal Engineers. He was wounded in the Frere Bridge 
skirmish and subsequently Mentioned in Despatches by Lord Roberts (LG 10 September 1901, p5935). 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, SAFF Casualty Roll, LG and contemporary publications. 

 
25 MARCH 1900 BRANDFORT 

 
“C” Squadron received orders to visit Brandfort, about 22 miles to the north, accompanied by one squadron of 
the 16th Lancers, under Capt. Sloane Stanley, who moved on the west side of the railway. Lieut. Duckett, with 
the advanced troop, got within about 200 yards of the town, and could see the people all coming out of church. 
Almost directly afterwards he came under heavy fire and had to retire back on the squadron. The Boers were 
collecting in some force and tried to get around the flanks, besides pressing them in rear.  

Lieut. Lord F. Blackwood’s patrol on the right flank was also nearly cut off, and the squadron had to make a 
running fight for ten miles. At one time, the “ C “ Squadron being somewhat pressed, Capt. Lund ordered a 
troop to face about and charge. This was well carried out and checked the Boers considerably. Sergt. Andrews 
and Corpl. Allin were both wounded during the retirement. Capt. Sloane Stanley was also wounded in the head, 
and the 16th Lancers had several casualties. Sergt. Andrews, Corpl. Green, Sergt. Hart, Ptes. Heanes and Shaw 
all brought men out of action and were reported for conspicuous gallantry.  

The squadron returned to camp at 7pm, having had a very hard day.        

“Diary of the Ninth Lancers in South Africa 1899-1902”by Colvin & Gordon. 
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LOT 119 

119. Six     OBE (Mil) 1st type; DCM (EdwVII) with Second Award Bar,  VF 120.000 – 180.000 
dated 27th September 1901: 3502 Serjt. F.L. Andrews.  9th Lancers;  
QSA, 8 clasps: Natal, Belm, Mod R, RoK, Paard, Jhburg, D Hill, Witt:  
3502 Serjt. F.L.Andrews 9/Lcrs (engraved naming);  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 3503 S. Serjt.-Maj. F.L. Andrews. 9th Lancers; 
BWM: R.M. & Major F.L. Andrews;  
IGS1908-35, 1 clasp, Afghanistan N.W.F.  1919 with MiD oakleaf: Maj. F.L. Andrews, 7 Hussars; 
DM privately named: “Major F.L. Andrews, O.B.E., D.C.M.”;  
Cor GV 1911 privately named: “Lieut. F.L. Andrews, D.C.M.” 
OBE: Suppl LG 12 September 1919, p11460 “In recognition of distinguished services rendered in India 
in connection with the War.” 
DCM:  LG 27 September 1901, p6305.  As noted above Sergeant Andrews was wounded in the action 
at Brandfort on 25 March 1900 and reported for conspicuous gallantry in bringing men out of action. It 
can be assumed that he was awarded the DCM for the Brandfort gallantry. 
Bar to DCM dated 27th September 1901:  LG 21 April 1903, correcting LG 31 October 1902, where 
he was listed for a second DCM in error. The error probably resulted from LtCol R W R Barnes’ 
recommendation in his capacity as O/C 2nd Regt. Imperial Yeomanry:  
“A most deserving case for recognition of services. He has been of the very greatest use to me as 
Regimental Sergeant Major and I have the highest opinion of his capabilities & reliability. He has been 
of great use to the 2nd I.Y.” 

In this undated WO document, he stated that Andrews had not received any previous awards or mentions. 
Frank Leon Andrews was mentioned in Lord Roberts’s despatch dated 4 September 1901 (LG 10 
September 1901, p5929) and again in Lord Kitchener’s final despatch dated 23 June 1902, where he is 
listed as local Regimental Sergeant-Major, 2nd Battalion Imperial Yeomanry. He was commissioned 
Riding Master and Hon. Lieutenant, 7th Hussars, 14 September 1904; Hon. Captain, 14 September 1914; 
Hon. Major, 14 September 1917. For his services on the North West Frontier of Afghanistan in 1919 he 
was mentioned in despatches, (LG 11 June 1920) and awarded the OBE. 
Sold with copies of pages from QSA & KSA medal rolls, WWI MIC, LG entries and Regimental History. 
A total of 12 Bars and 1 Second Bar to the DCM were awarded prior to the Great War.  
Only 7 of these awards were for the Boer War of which the one to Andrews was the last to be given. 
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26 MARCH 1900 LADYBRAND 
 

Five men of the 10th Hussars were sent into Ladybrand to arrest the Landdrost (Magistrate) and his Clerk. 
While getting a pony for the clerk, they were surrounded by a large number of Boers and captured.     
(Vide WO108/372: SA Surrenders). 
 
120. KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 3229 Pte F. Simons, 10th Hussars VF          1.400 – 2.000 

E/k in area of number. 
The SAFF Casualty Roll lists the 5 men under the correct date of 26 March, but the place is incorrectly 
given as Sanna’s Post. In addition, Simons’ regimental number is also incorrectly recorded as 3029. 
However, in the War Office’s lists of prisoners released at the Waterval Camp, north of Pretoria on 6 
June 1900, his correct number of 3229 was stated. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & KSA rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll, List of Prisoners Released and 
WO108/372. 
 

29 MARCH 1900 KAREE SIDING 
 

“General Tobias Smuts, with a force of about 2600 men, and Lieutenant-Colonel S P E Trichardt with 11 field-
guns are ordered to cover Chief Commandant De Wet’s secret expedition to the Bloemfontein Waterworks 
near Sannaspost. Neither of them is familiar with the vicinity and they have to wait for guides before taking up 
their positions. Where they could have easily prevented it, the delay allows the British to cross the Modder 
River without opposition. In a desperate race for positions near Tafelkop, the burghers reach it first and the 
British cavalry is repulsed. They have to make a huge detour to work around the Boer flank while the infantry, 
supported by the artillery, occupy the enemy’s attention with assaults on their front.  

General Chermside’s Scottish Borderers, convinced that the Boers have been cleared out by the overwhelming 
barrage, are rudely disillusioned when the burghers open up from invisible positions in their front and 
completely shocked when Trichardt’s shells land among them.  

The British guns are pushed forward with every charge, but they remain inefficient in silencing either their 
counterparts or the enemy riflemen. On their flank Captain Danie Theron and seventeen of his scouts delay 
General Tucker’s vanguard, a unit of about 400 men, for most of the day – even taking the time to capture 100 
oxen in the process. The action is inconclusive and General T Smuts returns to Brandfort when, at dusk, the 
British take heights west of the railway line and threaten their line of retreat.  
The British lose 30 killed, 155 wounded and five missing in action. Boers lose three killed and 18 wounded.” 
“The Anglo-Boer War: A Chronology” by Pieter G Cloete. 

The battle was important, nonetheless, in opening the way for Roberts to resume his advance across the 
northern half of the Free State and on to the Transvaal. Also see “War with Johnny Boer” p165. 

 
121. QSA, 2 clasps CC, Paard: 2893 Pte. E. Reid. K.O. Scot. Bord.  VF          4.400 – 5.600 

Some edge nicks. 
Pte Reid was killed in the action at Karee Siding and is interred at Karee. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll and SAFF Casualty Roll. 

 
31 MARCH 1900 RAMATHLABAMA NEAR MAFEKING 

 
“On the 31st he (Plumer) was within six miles of Mafeking but was driven back again to Ramathlabama by a 
large force of Boers of the Rustenburg and Marico commandos, reinforced by some Boers from Fourteen 
Streams. His casualties were eight killed, twenty-nine wounded (including himself), and eleven prisoners.”      

Times History, Vol IV, p207. 
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122. QSA, 3 clasps Rhod, RoM, Tvl: 224 Tpr. A.C. McIntyre. Rhodesia Regt. VF+       5.500 – 7.000 
Regimental number officially corrected. 
Trooper Angus Cameron McIntyre enlisted in the Rhodesia Regiment on 5 September 1899, serving in 
“C” Squadron. He was wounded during Plumer’s retreat on 31 March 1900 and discharged on 20 
October 1900. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA, Nominal & SAFF Casualty rolls.  

 
31 MARCH 1900 SANNA’S POST 

 
On 30th March 1900, a 2000-man Boer force led by Christian De Wet advanced in the direction of 
Bloemfontein. Reconnaissance indicated the presence of a small garrison of British troops at Sanna’s Post, 23 
miles east of Bloemfontein, which held Bloemfontein’s water works, and a British mounted force under 
Brigadier General R G Broadwood, which had earlier attacked other Boer positions at Thaba’Nchu, was 
withdrawing there. Broadwood’s force consisted of Q and U Batteries of the Royal Horse Artillery, a composite 
regiment of the Household Cavalry which included the Mounted Infantry of the 1st Battalion, Rifle Brigade, 
the 10th Hussars, the New Zealand and Burma Mounted Infantry, and the local South African units, Roberts’ 
Horse and Rimington’s Guides.  

De Wet sent 1600 men under his brother Piet to attack Broadwood from the north, while he himself occupied 
Sannah’s Post to intercept their retreat. This action would become the first full scale use of guerrilla tactics 
used by the Boers during the war, tactics which would so typify the Boer War at a later date. During the 
darkness De Wet infiltrated a force of riflemen into the ravine created by the Modder River, setting the kill 
zone of the ambush. At first light on 31st March, Piet De Wet’s artillery opened fire from a small set of hills to 
the north as the British troops were striking camp for the morning. Tactical surprise was complete, and all were 
sent into a state of confusion.  

The British force began to retreat as expected, in the direction of the ravine where the blocking force awaited 
with orders from De Wet to hold their fire. The civilian wagon drivers preceding the soldiers were seized by 
the Boers and told if they warned the British, they would be shot. Therefore, the British soldiers suspected 
nothing and approached the river in small groups. As they did so De Wet’s troops ordered them to surrender, 
and approximately 200 were captured, along with the six guns of U Battery. An alert British officer noticed 
what was happening and ordered Q Battery to gallop away.  

De Wet’s men then opened fire.  

The British fell back on a railway station which offered substantial cover, while Q Battery together with one 
gun from U Battery which had managed to break away, deployed in the open and opened fire. This fire 
combined with accurate rifle fire from the railway station, pinned down Christiaan De Wet’s men, but Piet De 
Wet’s forces were increasing their pressure. Broadwood’s ammunition was running out, and he decided to 
retire to the south. His guns had first to be recovered. Five were hooked up and towed away, but two had to be 
abandoned, and many British soldiers were killed crossing the 1300 yards of open ground to retrieve the guns, 
but unit integrity was maintained.  

Eventually, Broadwood managed to break contact, and approximately 3 hours later the 9 th Infantry Division 
commanded by Major General Sir H Colville arrived to relieve the mounted brigade, but De Wet’s men had 
withdrawn to highly defensible positions across the Modder River and both sides retired from the field. This 
nevertheless left Bloemfontein’s water works in Boer hands. 

In the action, the British suffered 155 men killed or wounded, and 428 men, seven field artillery pieces 96 
loaded wagons, 21 other vehicles and a substantial amount of arms and ammunition including 2 wagon loads 
of artillery shells captured. But even more serious than the losses in the action was the loss of Bloemfontein’s 
water supplies, and this was one of the causes of an epidemic of enteric fever, dysentery, and cholera among 
the occupying British army, which eventually resulted in 2000 deaths. 

The Boer force suffered 5 burghers killed and 11 wounded.             
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LOT 123 

 

123. Pair     DSO (VR), complete with top riband bar;  
QSA, 5 clasps Paard, Drief, Jhburg, D Hill, Witt: Lieut. A.S. Way, Dur. L.I.   

EF-   80.000- 120.000 

Lieutenant Arthur Strachan Way was recommended by Brig-Gen Broadwood  
“for conspicuous gallantry at Sanna’s Post in assisting to withdraw the guns of ‘Q’ Battery, R.H.A., 
under heavy fire” (LG 7 February 1901, p890).  
When Broadwood’s order came for the guns to be withdrawn, Major Hornby, Captain Humphreys and 
ten men of the battery alone remained on their feet. The fire from Korn Spruit was constantly increasing 
in vigour, and the guns were seventy yards from even the slight cover afforded by the station buildings. 
The Hornby and Humphreys set themselves to bring back the guns. Eight gunners responded and ran 
back two pieces forty yards. There these brave men lay down exhausted.  
Hornby went to the mounted infantry escort and called for volunteers. Lieutenants Stirling, Way, 
Ainsworth, Grover and Ashburner of the Burma M.I., Captain Maxwell of Robert’s Horse, and about 
four or five men at once responded. These men gallantly faced the withering fire, and, with two gunners, 
ran back the first two guns to the shelter of the railway embankment; three yet remained and all the 
limber. As the men came out towards them, the storm of bullets was so violent that they pressed their 
helmets down on their heads and bent forward as if they were meeting a heavy wind; the horses that 
were brought out fared even worse than the men, for its burden. Yet, the men who did the work showed 
the coolness of a parade. Humphreys, for example, had his stick knocked out of his hand by a bullet; he 
quietly stooped down, picked it up, and walked on. Hornby was asked to take cover by Broadwood’s 
aide-de-camp, and replied, ‘Perhaps it would be as well, but I have been there for some hours now.’ 
At last, after many failures, guns and limbers were brought in. One gun and limber had to be left in the 
open for horses to bring them away, and finally five guns, including the one remaining of ‘U’, one wagon 
and one wagon limber were saved. As the mutilated remains of the two batteries of horse artillery trotted 
to the rear through the line of prone mounted infantrymen, though it was to court death to show a hand, 
the men, in a spontaneous outburst of admiration, rose to their feet and cheered the gallant survivors.  
Lieutenant Way was appointed to the DSO in the LG of 27 September 1901 (p6318), having been 
mentioned in despatches by Roberts (LG 10 September 1901, p5953). He had earlier been killed in 
action in a skirmish with De Wet at Tabaksberg, between Winburg and Brandfort, on 29 January 1901.  
Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll, London Gazettes as well as related research.  
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OBVERSE           LOT 124          REVERSE  

124. DCM (Edw VII): Tpr. V.D. Todd. Robert’s Horse EF-    40.000 – 60.000 
“The coolest deed of all, however, was done by an American named Todd, a trooper in Roberts’s 
Horse. With a comrade he had first volunteered to go out and bring in some stray horses for the disabled 
guns. Before they had ridden fifty yards the second trooper was shot dead, but Todd galloped on straight 
towards the Boers, rounded up both horses, and had nearly brought them back when one was killed. 
When he rejoined his detachment, Todd heard an officer asking for volunteers to go out in search of 
their doctor, who was lying wounded in a donga. Without waiting to hear more the trooper turned his 
horse’s head towards the Boer lines again and galloped off. Twenty minutes later he rode back slowly, 
bearing a heavy burden on his arms. ‘I couldn’t see the doctor anywhere,’ he said, ‘but 1 have brought 
back the only wounded man that I found alive there.’ If ever a man earned the right to wear the grim 
badge of Roberts Horse, it is Trooper Todd.”   
“History of Lumsden’s Horse”, p105. 
“And one Todd, an American who had ‘listed in Roberts’s Horse, galloped out to a donga, braving a 
perfect fusillade, and brought in a wounded man. Todd also wrought hard to save the guns.”  
“Cassell’s History of the Bor War” Vol I, p854. 

“The following Officers, non-commissioned and men risked their lives to save comrades under heavy 
fire: Private V D Todd, Roberts’ Horse”  
Broadwood’s Report on action at Sannah’s Post: LG 8 February 1901, p890. 
Van Dyke Todd, an American Stockman from Jefferson, Texas, enlisted in Roberts’ Horse at Cape Town 
on 17 January 1900 and was discharged at Pretoria on 22 April 1901. Four days later he enlisted in the 
“Corps of Cattle Rangers for Protection and Safe Conduct of Captured Stock” from which corps he was 
discharged for misconduct on 25 November 1901. His final military service was with the 1st Imperial 
Light Horse (16 December 1901 to 22 June 1902) . He received a 4-clasp QSA from Roberts’ Horse and 
a KSA from the ILH. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA and Nominal rolls, London Gazette as well as related research 
(including Broadwood’s original handwritten report. 
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LOT 125 

125. Pair     DCM (VR): 85588 Gnr. P. Nolan, R.H.A.;  
QSA, 7 clasps RoK, Paard, Drief, Jhburg, D Hill, Witt, SA’01:  
85588 Gnr. P. Nolan, Q,B, R.H.A. 

VF+  50.000 – 80.000 

Gunner Patrick Nolan, D.C.M. was decorated for his attempts to save the guns of “Q” Battery at 
Sannah’s Post. “Gunner Patrick Nolan was the first to volunteer. He volunteered on each occasion that 
volunteers were called for. He hooked in two pairs of wheel horses; one pair was running away with a 
limber, when he caught hold of the bridle, and took the limber to a gun which was then limbered up.”  
Major E.J. Phipps-Hornby’s recommendation (WO 32/7878) 
According to the Muster Roll, Nolan was a gunner in “A” Sub-division of Q Battery at Sanna’s Post. 
Only two other DCM’s were awarded to Q Battery for Sanna’s Post viz. those to Gnr J S Gudgeon and 
BSM F Pavey. Nolan was transferred to the Army Reserve on 15 September 1902. 
Sold with copies of QSA roll pages, WO 32 7878 and Broadwood’s complete original handwritten report 
on the action. 
Provenance: Christie, 2 December 1935; Glendining, 27 February 1963; Spink Anglo-Boer War Sale, 
October 1999. 

 
126. Pair     DTD & ABO: V. Kornet & Adj H.J. Moolman;  

with length of Wound Riband (LvW) 
EF-   20.000 – 30.000 

Hans Moolman was a Cape Rebel from Barkly East who joined the Boer Forces on 17 October 1899.  
He was in action at, inter alia, Stormberg, Aliwal North, Fouriesburg and Sanna’s Post. On his “Vorm 
“A” Aanbeveling” (Recommendation)” application for the DTD he claimed that at Sanna’s Post he 
“seized and carried off the horses of the officers”. He was wounded on 20 May 1901 in a skirmish near 
Fouriesburg and awarded the LvW (Wound Riband). He served for the duration of the War and was not 
captured. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “A”, “B” and “C”.  
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127. QSA, 5 clasps Belm, Mod R, RoK, Paard, Drief:  
4831 Pte. H. Evans. North’d Fus.  

VF     10.000 – 14.000 

e/k on unit naming. 
Pte Evans was wounded (shoulder) in the Sanna’s Post fiasco. It is not known if that happened when he 
brought other wounded men out of danger: 
“The following Officers, non-commissioned officers and men risked their lives to save comrades under 
heavy fire: 4831 Private Evans, 1st Battalion Northumberland Fusiliers”.  
Broadwood’s Report on action at Sannah’s Post: LG 8 February 1901, p890. 
According to the QSA roll, Evans was invalided to England. 
Sold with copies of QSA & SAFF Casualty roll pages and LG with Broadwood’s report. 
 

 
LOT 128 

 

128. QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: Lieut. F.R. Brown. Muns. Fus. EF      16.000 – 20.000 
Engraved naming. 
Lieut Frank Russell-Brown was initially employed at Cape Town, but as a result of several applications 
he had made to join the army of Lord Roberts in active operations (his father had served under Roberts’ 
father), he was sent to Paardeberg. He then joined the Mounted Infantry and took part in the advance on 
Bloemfontein. He was dangerously wounded in the abdomen at Sanna’s Post and died in Bloemfontein 
on 4 April 1900. 
Sold with copies of the QSA roll page and a photo of Brown from “The Graphic” as well as original 
photos of his grave in Bloemfontein. 

 
3 – 4 APRIL 1900 MOSTERTSHOEK NEAR REDDERSBURG  

 
A force of some 600 men under Capt. W.J. McWhinnie sets out on 2 April 1900 from Dewetsdorp, bound for 
Reddersburg. Early the next morning his advance scouts come under Boer fire when they reach a ridge on the 
farm Mostertshoek, some 6 km east of Reddersburg. De Wet sends a note to the British demanding their 
surrender and claims to have three Krupp guns and reinforcements on the way. 

McWhinnie refuses and opens fire even before the messenger has reached safety. The Boers then prove 
themselves good marksmen, inflicting heavy casualties at long range, even though the British had fortified 
their position. At nightfall, the battle subsides. The burghers’ numbers have increased to more than 800 and 
they light fires and eat roast mutton. The McWhinnie’s force spends a cold, cheerless night with a dwindling 
water supply.  

At dawn on 4 April McWhinnie’s thirsty men crowd around the water carts, only to be dispersed by rifle fire 
from the surrounding Boers.  De Wet then orders some of his burghers to storm the hill and by the time they 
reach the dead ground at the foot of the hill, some of the British are already surrendering. Other pockets of 
resistance still hold out but by noon all resistance ends. 

British losses amount to 10 killed, 35 wounded and 540 taken prisoners: the worst case of surrender by the 
British Army during the Boer War. The Boers lose only 3 men killed and 3 wounded. 

 
129. QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: 4144 Pte. J. Kennedy, R. Ir. Rif.  EF-        4.800 – 6.000 

Engraved naming. 
A marginal note on the QSA Roll states that Pte Kennedy was killed on 4 April: possibly in the dawn 
volley from De Wet’s burghers. He is buried in Edenburg. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll and “Twice Captured” by the Earl of Rosslyn (eye-witness 
account of action). 
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5 APRIL 1900 BOSHOFF 
 

On 5 April a detachment of 750 men from the Imperial Yeomanry, the Kimberley Mounted Corps and the 4th 
Battery, Royal Field Artillery, attacked a small commando of 150 led by Col (Veg-Gen) G.H.A.V. de Villebois 
Mareuil in laager on a farm eight kilometres south-east of Boshof.  

The commando held out for four hours before being forced to surrender. De Villebois Mareuil (“The French 
General”) was killed by a shell and buried by the British with full military honours in Boshof cemetery. The 
body was reinterred at Magersfontein on 14 August 1971.  

This action is also known as the battle of Boshoff. 
 

130. Four    ABO: Burger J. J. H. Geeringh;  
1914-15 Star: Pte. J.J.H. Geeringh 4th F. Amb. S.A.M.C.;  
BWM & AVM (Bil): A/Sgt J.J.H. Geeringh 1st S.A.R. 

EF-        4.000 – 6.000 

John James Humphries Geeringh was born in Robertson in the Cape Colony in 1875. Although of 
German descent, he joined the Hollander Corps in October 1899 to fight on the Boer side. 

After the Battle of Elandslaagte the Hollander Corps was disbanded. Geeringh’s subsequent movements 
are not known, but he was one of the captured survivors of De Villebois Mareuil’s “Foreign Legion”. 
He was sent to St Helena (PoW No. 3813) where he was one of a group of volunteer PoW’s who did 
duty under Dr R L Roe as male nurses tending fellow PoW’s. 

In 1915 Geeringh joined the SA Medical Corps and served in German South West Africa with the 4th 
Field Ambulance. In February 1916 he attested in the 1st SA Rifles and later also served in the Nyasaland 
Section of the SA Postal Corps.  
He was discharged due to malaria in December 1917 and died in 1918, probably during the “Flu 
Epidemic”. His WWI Trio (1920 & 1922) and ABO (1928) were posthumously claimed by his brother 
on behalf of his mother. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, Boer & British PoW Registers, Photo of Boer Medics on St 
Helena and WWI Service Cards & File.  
 

8 – 25 APRIL WEPENER SIEGE 
 

“The enemy then occupied Dewetsdorp, while a considerable force attacked Wepener, where a column of 
Colonial troops, under Lieutenant-Colonel Dalgety had arrived a few days previously. Retiring from the town 
to a defensible position 3 miles to the west, which commanded an important bridge over the Caledon River, 
Lieutenant-Colonel Dalgety entrenched his force and for 16 days he succeeded in keeping the Boers in check, 
despite the fact that they far outnumbered the small body of about 1,600 men under his command, and had also 
a considerable superiority in artillery, under pressure from the south and west caused them to withdraw 
northward along the Basutoland border.”  
Roberts’ Despatch of 21 May 1900, London Gazette 8 February 1901. 
 
131. QSA, 2 clasps CC, Wep: 3183 Pte. O. Cornille. Cape Mtd. Rifles.    EF          6.400 – 7.600 
 

The position assigned by Dalgety to the Cape Mounted Riflemen in the defences was the most exposed, 
facing an open plain. This was De Wet’s primary target with his attacks on 9 April, in which the CMR 
suffered 6 killed and 25 wounded later in the evening of 10 April 1900 a further 5 killed and 27 wounded. 
Pte Cornille (Corneville, as recorded in “Record of the Cape Mounted Riflemen” by Basil Williams 
and as Cornell in Orange River Colony Graves Register), was dangerously wounded on 10 April 1900.  
He died on 14 May 1900: according to Basil Williams this happened at Mafeteng, across the Caledon 
River in Basutoland. He is buried near Jammersberg Drift, Wepener. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, ORC Graves Register and “Williams”.  
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LOT 132 

                
132. Four     DCM (Edw VII): Serjt.-Maj. Roberts. Cape M.R. Art. Tr.;  VF+  35.000 – 50.000 

1914/15 Star & BWM: Lieut. G.P. Roberts R.F.A. (Late issue small font naming); 
AVM: Lieut. G.P. Roberts (original font naming).                                                 DCM: VF; Trio: VF+ 
George Peskett Roberts served in the Artillery Troop of the Cape Mounted Riflemen up to 13 November 
1901 and from 14 November 1901 to the end of the war as Captain, “D” Squadron, Cape Colonial 
Forces. He was awarded 4-clasp QSA off the roll of the CMR and a 2-clasp KSA of the CCF roll. 
“During the stay at Aliwal North (Mid-March 1900) the Division was inspected by Sir Alfred Milner 
and at the inspection Brabant’s Horse was presented with a 14 pdr. Q.F. Hotchkiss gun, with 
ammunition, donated by Mr. A. Beit. Brabant’s Horse having no gunners the Hotchkiss was, at first, 
operated by the Artillery Troop of the C.M.R.  Capt. Lukin immediately got busy and put Sgt. G P 
Roberts in charge, placing him and a squad of troopers from Brabant’s Horse through a course of 
instruction. Capt. Lukin’s efforts paid good dividends for during the siege of Wepener some of the best 
shooting was the work of this detachment. Sgt. Roberts was a most efficient gunner and his work during 
the siege brought credit to himself and his detachment.”  
“A Story of the Cape Mounted Riflemen” by Major A E Lorch. 
“Sergt.-Major G. P. Roberts was also awarded the D.C.M., not only for conspicuous gallantry shown 
on several occasions, but especially for the manner in which he handled the 13-pounder Hotchkiss gun 
of which he was in charge.” 
“Record of the Cape Mounted Riflemen” by Basil Williams. 
“I wish to bring to your notice the names of Sergeant Roberts, Privates Rawlings and Robarts, and 
Trumpeter Washington of the Cape Mounted Rifles, Private Thorn of the Royal Scots, and Private 
Anderson of 2nd Brabant’s Horse, who all performed acts of bravery in bringing in wounded comrades 
under a very heavy fire”. 
Report by LtCol E H Dalgety on Siege of Wepener, LG 8 February 1901, p887. 
A “double award” of the DCM to Roberts was published in the LG of 27 September 1901: viz. to 
Sergeant-Major Roberts, Artillery Troop as well as to Sergeant G P Roberts. This mistake was later 
rectified. During WWI Roberts served as Lieutenant in 61 Howitzer Battery, RFA and died of wounds 
on 26 April 1916. His MIC makes no mention of a later duplicate issue of his WWI Trio. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA rolls, London Gazettes and CMR publications.  
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10 APRIL 1900 SUNDAY’S RIVER 
 
“The Boers remained for the greater part of the time very quiescent, and, except for a few affairs of outposts, 
there was only one break in the monotony of the long period of waiting.  

This was on April 10th, when the Boers brought seven or eight field-guns into position on the hills on the left 
bank of the Sunday’s river, and shelled Elandslaagte camp. Their fire was replied to by long-range guns, and a 
little musketry fire was exchanged between the reinforced outposts of the 2nd Brigade on the right bank and 
some Boers on the left bank of the river. Firing was continued most of the day, but with very little effect, 
Clery’s force suffering seventeen casualties.”    

Times History, Vol IV, p169. 
    

133. Pair     QSA, 3 clasps Tug H, RoL, Tvl:  
5108 Pte. T. Peacock, W. Yorkshire Regt.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 5108 Pte. T. Peacock, W. York. Regt. 

VF         2.800 – 3.600 

Pte Peacock was slightly wounded at Willow Grange on 23 November 1899.  

He was wounded again in the Sunday’s River incident and was sent back to England on 6 July 1900.  
At some time during 1901 he returned for service in South Africa entitling him to a KSA with the usual 
two date clasps. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, KSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 
 

20 APRIL 1900 ZWARTKOPPIESFONTEIN 
 

“Yorkshire Hussars were in the saddle at 05.30 in order to reconnoitre a Boer position. Most of the Yorkshire 
Hussars went out on piquet duty on a high rugged kopje about a mile and a half toward Boshof. The 3rd Imperial 
Yeomanry convoy was attacked while returning to Boshof and faced the brunt of the following attack. The 
units were not marching regiment, and when descending from a kopje to the road, the Boers attacked from one 
of the kopjes to the east of the road. The South Nottingham Yeomanry and the Yorkshire Hussars drove off the 
attack and were supported by the Kimberly Light Horse.  
They held their ground until the convoy was out of danger, and then retired. Casualties for number 2 troop of 
the Yorkshire Hussars were the highest: 2 killed in action, 5 wounded and 11 were taken prisoner. The Boers 
shelled the convoy, but without effect. The convoy reached Boshof about 19:30.”  
“With Methuen’s Column 1901”:  Illingworth.     

134. Yorkshire Imperial Yeomanry Medal (Obverse 3/1900-1901): 524 O. Jackson EF-        4.500 – 6.000 
Trooper Omri Jackson was killed in the Zwartkoppiesfontein skirmish. He also received a QSA with 2 
clasps CC & OFS. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Roll. 
 

24 APRIL 1900 FOURTEEN STREAMS 
 

From the beginning of April 1900, the British garrison in the vicinity of Warrenton – Fourteen Streams received 
reinforcements virtually on a daily basis. The Boer forces under General du Toit were attacked in an artillery 
battle on 6 April and this pertinently brought home to the Boers the danger posed by Lord Methuen’s forces 
on the Western Front. Three additional field pieces were sent to Du Toit, reaching him on 21 April, and the 
Krugersdorp Commando left Pretoria by train on 23 April for Fourteen Streams. 
On 24 April the British lodged a heavy bombardment on the Boer position: according to one Boer source 6 
guns were in action against the Boer trenches and the terrain was “ploughed up by the terrible lyddite bombs”. 

Boer casualties were 2 killed and 8 wounded. The attack of 24 April was not followed up: Lord Methuen and 
Gen Hunter had no intent to cross the Vaal River prematurely but wanted to keep the strong Boer force bottled 
up until Lord Roberts had advanced to their right. 
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135. ABO: Burger N.K. Huysman.; with a length of ABO Ribbon  EF          2.600 – 3.200 
Medal suspended from Wound Riband as worn by Dutch recipient. 
Nikolaas Cornelis Huysman was a Hollander who served in the Pretoria Commando under Field Cornet 
Boshoff from February to April 1900.  
He was dangerously wounded at Fourteen Streams on 24 April 1900.  
According to his Vorm “C” Application for the Wound Riband he had 4 wounds in his right arm, 1 
wound in his left arm and a wound in his chest through one lung, all caused by an exploding lyddite 
bomb. His name is noted in the ZAR Government Gazette of 2 May 1900, Casualty List No 84. 
In supporting correspondence, Huysman gave a full account of what had happened to him: 
“I did not serve until the end of the war, as I was dangerously wounded on 24 April 1900 during one of 
the skirmishes at Fourteen Streams (Cape Colony). I was then taken to the 2nd Dutch Ambulance Hospital 
at Christiana. Due to the dangerous condition of my wounds, I was allowed to stay in hospital after the 
British occupation of Christiana.  

In July, the Dutch Hospital returned to Pretoria and I was put in care of the Superintending Doctor 
(Bierens de Haan) at the hospital in the ‘Staats Meisjes School’, which was then under British control. 
After my discharge from hospital (end August 1900) I was considered a Prisoner of War. I then, on the 
advice of Dr Bierens de Haan, applied to the Military Governor to release me as PoW and allow me to 
go to Europe for an operation on my lung. After I was declared “medically unfit” by the British Doctor, 
my request to go to Europe was granted. I had to undertake under oath that I would not do or say anything 
against the British while in Europe: this I agreed to. I returned to the Transvaal in 1903”. 
In further support he appended a copy of a letter from Dr Bierens de Haan, which was sent in 1908 to 
the War Claims Commission in Pretoria: 
“Herewith I, the undersigned Dr J C J Bierens de Haan, MD, declare that H K Huysman, Esq. was under 
my care in the Hospital of the Netherlands Red Cross, located in the “Staats Meisjes School” in Pretoria 
(July-August 1900). At that stage I was the “Chef” (Supervising Surgeon at the Hospital).  
Huysman was still suffering severe after-effects of shell-wounds acquired some months earlier in a 
skirmish at Fourteen Streams. I strongly urged Mr Huysman to go to Europe for a lung operation: due 
to lack of facilities it could not be done in South Africa with a fair chance of success.  
When I returned to the Netherlands after the war, Professor Dr Korteweg informed me that he had 
successfully operated on Mr Huysman and had removed a large fragment of a lyddite shell from his 
lung. I am of the opinion that Mr Huysman owes his life to having followed my advice, and that he 
should be considered a partial invalid due to the war”. 
After the war Huysman returned to South Africa and at the time of his medal application in 1925 he was 
employed by the “Nederlandse Bank voor ZA” in Cape Town. He died in 1951. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “B” & “C”, correspondence and ZAR Casualty Return. 
 

4-5 MAY 1900 ROOIDAM / KALMBERG 
 
On 4 May 1900 some 150 men of the 5th Battalion Imp Yeo under Col Meyrick, including a Maxim detachment 
under Lieut Vaux, were sent forward from Windsorton to reconnoitre the hilly country in the vicinity of the 
farm Rooidam some 20 km south-west of Warrenton. After coming under fire from two Boer guns, they 
withdrew, covered by their own Maxim guns. The Boer fire slackened after 3pm and finally ceased after 5 
hours. The next morning, Meyrick was reinforced by Gen Hunter with the 2nd Royal Fusiliers, 1st Royal Welsh 
Fusiliers and artillery. At noon they moved against the Boer positions on Rooidam. The Boers repulsed several 
British advances, but by 3 pm their resistance faltered when they could not get reinforcements from Gen A P J 
Cronje’s forces and they retreated towards Fourteen Streams, pursued by the Yeomanry for some 5 km.  

The Boers lost 11 killed and 17 wounded, while the British casualties were 7 killed and 38 wounded.  
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136. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 9994 Cpl. C. MacDonald, 15th Coy 5th Impl. Yeo. EF-        4.500 – 6.000 
The Maxim Gun Detachment played a very active role on both days of the action, as described in detail 
by K B Spurgin in “On Active Service with the Northumberland and Durham Yeomen”, p27-33.  “We 
much regretted the death of Sergeant McDonald of the Maxim gun detachment, who was mortally 
wounded whilst gallantly working the gun under a heavy fire”.  
MacDonald died the next day (6 May) and is buried in the West End Graveyard in Kimberley.   
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, and Spurgin. 
               

137. DTD: Veldkornet J.A. Schlebusch; with a length of Wound Riband (LvW) EF-   14.000 – 18.000 
Jacobus Adrian Schlebusch was born in Aliwal North in 1857 and settled in the Vryburg District in the 
late 1880’s. According to Vorms “A”, “B” & “C” he joined the “British Bechuanaland Commando” 
as a Cape Rebel in November 1899. He was present during the Siege of Kuruman in December 1899 
and at the Koedoesrand actions in February 1900. He was one of only 2 Boer wounded on 4 May, the 
first day of the action at Kalmberg (Boer terminology)/Rooidam (British terminology) where he received 
a bullet wound through the calf: left leg noted in ZAR Casualty returns and right leg according to his 
Vorm “C”! A short biographical sketch published in 1944 claims that he was selected as part of President 
Kruger’s Bodyguard on the train journey to Lourenco Marques and that the President asked him to travel 
with him in exile to Europe. He declined this request and served until the end of the war. 
Sold with copies of Vorms “A”, “B” & “C”, ZAR Casualty returns and biographical sketch. 
 

5 MAY 1900 NEAR WINBURG 
 

WO 108/372 (SA Surrenders): When employed on Intelligence work, 3 men of Rimington’s Guides approached 
Winburg, which was reported clear of the enemy. Suddenly “held up” by 14 Boers from behind a kraal wall 
and had to surrender. One man afterwards escaped. 
          
138. QSA, 5 clasps RoK, Paard, Drief, Jhburg, D Hill:  

Tpr. F.D. Marais. Damant’s Horse. (rim nicks)                    
VF          2.200 – 3.000 

Francois Duminy Marais left his Johannesburg legal practice as a refugee in September 1899 and 
enlisted in Rimington’s Guides 4 months later. He was one of the men captured near Winburg by Boers 
from Gen Chris Botha’s Commando and sent to Waterval Camp, north of Pretoria.  According to his 
biography in “Men of the Times” he eventually escaped, re-joined his unit and subsequently transferred 
to Lord Roberts’ Headquarters Staff as an interpreter with the rank of Lieutenant, for which service he 
reputedly earned a KSA. However, according to the QSA Roll for Damant’s Horse he was only entitled 
to a SA’01 clasp and his name is not found on the relevant KSA rolls.  
His escape is verified as his name is not among the Rimington’s Guides PoW’s released at Waterval 
early June 1900. After the war, he returned to Johannesburg and was involved in lengthy procedures 
claiming compensation amounting to £66 for items stolen from his lodgings prior to the British 
Occupation of Johannesburg. 
Sold with copies of QSA, Nominal & SAFF Casualty Rolls, biographical entries and details of 
Compensation Claim. 

 
10 MAY 1900 VREDES VERDRAG 

 
Vredes Verdrag is a farm in the Orange Free State, 11 km west of Hennenman (Ventersburg Road). In the 
action on the Zand River on 10 May 1900, a squadron of the 6 th Dragoons, one of the 2nd Dragoons, one of 
Australian Horse and two troops of the 6th Dragoon Guards were sent to attack Boer positions on a ridge which 
commanded a wide area. Although the crest of the southern end was gained, the force retired in the face of a 
strong counterattack. The position was taken later in the day when Maj-Gen Dickson’s 4th Cavalry Brigade 
turned its flank and the burghers were forced to retire.  
British casualties were high with at least 20 killed or died of wounds and some 30 men wounded. 
Gazetteer; Jones & Jones. 
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139. Pair     KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02:  
2764 S.Serjt.-Far. W. Wellock. 6th Drgn. Gds.;  
Army LS&GC Medal (Edw VII): 2764 F.Q.M.Sjt. W. Wellock. 6/Dgn. Gds. 

VF-       2.200 – 3.000 

Both medals with some rim damage. 
Wellock was wounded in the Vredes Verdrag skirmish. Eighteen months later, on 14 November 1901, 
he was severely wounded at Rietfontein.  
He was entitled to a 6-clasp QSA medal which is unfortunately missing. 
Sold with copies of QSA, KSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

 
12 MAY 1900 MAFEKING (ELOFF’S ATTACK) 

 
Boers’ attack, 12 May 1900. The enemy determined to make a final attempt to capture the town before the 
relief column could come up. “At 4 am, they opened a very heavy long-range musketry fire on the town from 
the east, north-east, and south-east. I therefore wired to the southwest outposts to be on the outlook”. 

The Colonel’s judgment was, as usual, correct. “At about 4.30 some 300 Boers made a rush through the western 
outposts and got into the stadt; this they then set fire to. I ordered the western defenders to close in so as to 
prevent any supports coming in after the leading body and sent the reserve squadron there to assist. They 
succeeded in driving off an attack of about 500 without difficulty”.  

The upshot was that those who got in got divided into three parties.  

“The first surrendered, the second was driven out with loss by three squadrons Protectorate Regiment under 
Major Godley, and the third, in the BSA Police fort, after a vain attempt to break out in the evening, 
surrendered. We captured this day 108 prisoners, among whom was Commandant Eloff, Kruger’s grandson.  

We also found 10 killed and 19 wounded Boers, and their ambulance picked up 30 men killed and wounded.  

Our losses were 4 killed, 10 wounded, including Captain Singleton and Lieutenant Bridges.  

Our men, although weak with want of food and exercise, worked with splendid pluck and energy for the 
fourteen hours of fighting, and instances of gallantry in action were very numerous”.   

Stirling in “The Colonials in South Africa”. 
     

140. ABO: Artilleris D.A. Oberholzer  EF          2.400 – 3.600 
David Andries Oberholzer joined the ZAR State Artillery in 1898 (Ledger Number 928) and was in 
action at the first battle of the Boer War (Kraaipan, 12 October 1899), Ramoutsa and the Tuli Block on 
the ZAR north-western boundary. 
He was one of some 200 men under Commandant Sarel Eloff, a grandson of President Kruger, who, on 
12 May 1900, made a last desperate attempt to take Mafeking.  
They succeeded in penetrating the outer defences of the town and captured the fort in which Colonel 
Hore had his headquarters. However, they did not have backup and support from General Snyman and, 
although half of the men escaped, Eloff and 109 officers and men had to surrender.  
That night Eloff was invited to dinner with Baden-Powell! 
The Official PoW list makes for some interesting reading. It contains names such as Capt Victor Albert 
Du Framond (French Army), Lieut Carlo Bruno (Italian Navy), Lieut Friedrich Reichard (German) and 
Burghers Antonin Francisco (Oporto, Portugal), Alfred Giradet (Berne, Switzerland), Barend Gyswyt 
(Leeuwarden, Holland) and Maurice Le Gall (Paris, France). 
All the men taken prisoner were sent to St Helena. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, ZAR Artillery Ledger Page and PoW Register. 
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13 MAY 1900 MARITZANI 
 

The Imperial Light Horse was part of the Southern Column under Col Mahon entrusted with the task to relieve 
the besieged garrison at Mafeking. On 13 May they formed the advance and flank guard and mid-afternoon the 
ILH .scouts reported a large body of Boers that seemed determined to head off and attack the column. While 
moving through thick bush near the Maritzani River, the attack by Commandant Liebenberg and the 
Potchefstroom Commando materialised. A serious engagement, lasting some 45 minutes, ensued.  
When the column’s gunners found the enemy with their shrapnel, the Boers withdrew, but desultory firing still 
went on till after dark. The ILH suffered the bulk of the casualties, with 7 killed and 14 wounded.  
 
141. Three     QSA, 2 clasps RoM, Tvl 925 Tpr. W.B. Eyton, Imp: Lt. Horse;  

KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 925 Tpr. W.B. Eyton, Imp. Lt. Horse;  
SA Medal for War Services                                                   (Unnamed as issued)                                                                                               

VF+       5.000 – 7.000 

Mounted as worn: QSA is an unskimmed 1st Reverse issue - rarely found named to locally raised SA. 
William Boucher Eyton enlisted in the 1st ILH at East London on 20 April 1900 and less than a month 
later he was severely wounded in the Maritzani skirmish.  
He was discharged at Johannesburg on 24 January 1902. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and KSA Rolls, Nominal Roll and Regimental History 
 

14 MAY 1900 NEAR KROONSTAD 
 

On 15 May Lord Roberts telegraphed as follows: 
“Two officers and 6 men of Prince Alfred’s Guards were out foraging a few miles from Kroonstad. They had 
visited a farm flying the white flag, the owner of which surrendered himself, his arms and his ammunition. 
They then approached another farm from which was also flying the white flag.  
When within 40 yards of the enclosure they were fired upon by 15 or 16 Boers concealed behind the farm wall. 
Pte A E Goldsmidt and Pte James Coltherd were killed. Lieut E B Walton received a slight flesh wound in the 
thigh and Lieut W B Everton, Cpl W B Sagar and Lance-Cpl E George were taken prisoner.  

The owner of the farm states that the Boers threatened to shoot him when he protested against their making 
improper use of the white flag.”   
Stirling (p140/1) refers.   
 
142. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 736 Corpl. C.L. George. P.A. Gds. M.I.       VF+       1.800 – 2.400 

Clarence Leon George was discharged from the PAG Mounted Infantry on 3 Aug 1900. His 3-clasp 
QSA, which is officially re-impressed, was a relatively early issue on 3 March 1902. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & Nominal Rolls, Stirling, WO 108/372 (“Surrenders”) and the 
Regimental History.                              

 

16 MAY 1900 NEAR MAFEKING 
 

At daylight on 16 May Mahon’s north-bound Relief Column made contact with Plumer’s south-bound Relief 
Column at Jan Masibi’s on the Molopo River, some 18 miles east of Mafeking, At 7:30 am the combined force, 
numbering some 2000 troops with 14 field-guns, set out on the last lap to relieve Mafeking. Shortly before 2 
pm the Boers made a last attempt at Israel’s Farm to block the relieving force, but the demoralized burghers 
retired early despite Generals De la Rey and Liebenberg’s utmost efforts. The Boer losses: 1 killed and 8 
wounded with British losses 32 wounded and 7 killed. 
          
143. QSA, 3 clasps RoM, DoK, OFS: 890 Pte. P.C. De Sconde. Kimberley V.R. EF          6.500 – 8.000 

Philip Caspar De Sconde, a Farrier from Kimberley, served in “H” Company of the Kimberley Town 
Guard. He joined the Kimberley Volunteer Regiment and was killed in the Israel’s Farm skirmish. His 
QSA was returned in January 1909 but reissued to his widow, Cathren De Sconde, in November 1913. 
Sold with copies of QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls and his Death Notice. 
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20 MAY 1900 SCHEEPERS NEK 
 

Colonel Bethune and about 500 men were ordered to march from Dundee to Newcastle. Although the Boers 
had evacuated Dundee, scattered groups remained in the vicinity and on 16 May 1900, Bethune was ordered 
to pursue some of these who were reported to be near Nqutu. His mounted infantry found no Boers at Nqutu 
but hearing of a commando in the Blood River valley, moved off northwards in pursuit. By 20 May he was in 
the vicinity of Scheepers Nek where a small force of Boers (Vryheid and Swaziland Commando’s under 
Commandant Blignaut) was concentrated in a valley behind the nek.  

Capt Goff, who was in command of “E” squadron, was considerably in advance of the rest of the force and 
rode into Scheepers Nek. They approached the Boer position without noticing the guards, giving them the 
opportunity to disperse before the British could attack. The squadron found itself in an exposed position on a 
slope where ant heaps formed the only cover. The Boers deployed to the ridges and opened fire, creating havoc 
amongst the British squadron’s horses. The dismounted infantry replied as best they could and made good use 
of their maxim gun. However, the hot Boer fire forced the British to withdraw before the main body arrived. 
Very few of the men managed to escape.  

British losses were 28 men killed (including Capt Goff and 2 subalterns), 30 were wounded and 6 were taken 
prisoner. The Boers captured a machine gun and 26 horses, while losing one burgher killed, one wounded and 
one taken prisoner. As a result of the action Bethune fell back on Nqutu and eventually to Dundee. 
 

          
144. QSA, 2 clasps Tug H, RoL: 645 Tpr. J. Reams. Bethune’s M.I.  EF-        4.500 – 6.000 

Tpr Reams (Next of Kin address Hanwell, London) enlisted in Bethune’s Mounted Infantry on 19 
October 1899 and was killed in the “Goff’s Disaster”. He is buried at Scheepers Nek.  
His name features on the Memorial Tablet at Scheepers Nek (see above illustration).  
Sold with copies of QSA, Nominal & SAFF Casualty Rolls and photo of Memorial Tablet. 
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LOT 145 

145. Three     DCM (Edw VII): Sq.S.Mjr J.H. McBeath. Bethune’s M. I.;   VF+  40.000 – 55.000 
QSA, 6 clasps CC, Tug H, OFS, RoL, Tvl, L Nek: 726 T.S.Mjr. J.H. McBeath. S.A.C.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 726 T.S. Mjr. J.H. McBeath. S.A.C. 
Sold with well-worn disc of original QSA, named to J.H. McBeth. 
John Home McBeth (as per DCM Issue Register, Nominal and QSA rolls for Bethune’s M.I. & the QSA 
roll for the SAC); McBeath (as per KSA Roll for the SAC) and as Macbeth (as per Roberts’ Mention in 
Despatches in LG of 8 February 1901, p965) had an interesting career in the late 1890’s and early 1900’s. 
The following comes from his extensive file under surname McBeath for service in “A” Division, SA 
Constabulary. 
December 1897. Sgt McBeth deserts from 2nd Btn, KRRC at Wynberg, taking about £21 from the 
Sergeants Mess Funds, he being caterer at the time. 
20 October 1899. McBeth enlists in Bethune’s Mtd Infy with rank Squadron Sergeant-Major. 
20 May 1900. McBeth in Scheepers Nek engagement. Ken Gillings, in an article “The Helpmekaar 
Duel” states that McBeth’s DCM was awarded after this action. 
6 October 1900. McBeth discharged from Bethune’s MI. 
22 October 1900. McBeth attests in the Transvaal Constabulary. 
14-23 November 1900. Correspondence: Chief Staff Officer, SAC and O/C 2nd KRRC: McBeth exposed 
as deserter and thief.  
10 January 1901. Letter from Baden-Powell to Chief of Staff, Pretoria, forwarding McBeth’s confession 
and expressing hope for a pardon. 
4 April 1901. McBeath attests in SAC, back dated to 22 Oct 1900. 
LG 19 April 1901. Award of DCM to McBeth. 
1 June 1901. Note on McBeath’s SAC Record of Service, congratulating him on having been awarded 
the DCM for distinguished gallantry in the field on the Natal side when serving with Bethune’s MI. It 
would therefore appear that he was pardoned. 
21 April 1902. Another note on McBeath’s SAC Record of Service, recording his gallantry and good 
work in the action at Spion Kop on 11 March 1902. 
31 August 1907. Discharged at own request from SAC with character noted as “Exemplary”. 
3 December 1908. Medals lost. 
4 January 1912. Medals replaced on repayment. 

An interesting man: brave but with a (temporary?) criminal streak. Worthy of further research. 
Sold with extensive research, comprising sources mentioned above. 
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22 MAY 1900 NEAR HEILBRON 
 

After collecting forage, a party under Lieut. Lloyd, ASC, which included several privates as escort, were 
returning with their wagons when they were surrounded by large numbers of Boers and had to surrender.     

WO 108-372 (SA Surrenders). 
 
146. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Jhburg: 2 Tpr. G.J.H. Eady, Loch’s Horse. EF-         1.600 – 2.200 

George Eady, a Stockbroker from London, enlisted in “A” Squadron of Loch’s Horse on 26 March 1900.  
He was one of the men under Lt Lloyd taken prisoner and held in the Waterval PoW Camp north of 
Pretoria. After his release on 6 June 1900, he re-joined his unit only to die of enteric at Kroonstad on 10 
November 1900. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, Nominal & SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as WO 108-372. 

 

26 MAY 1900 BLAAUWBERG  
28 MAY 1900 ROODEPOORT (BOTH NEAR HEILBRON) 

 
On 20 May 1900 MajGen Sir H E Colvile received an order from the Chief of Staff: “From Ventersburg the 
Highland Brigade march to Lindley and thence to Heilbron… Brigade will be concentrated Ventersburg 
twenty-third, reach Lindley twenty-sixth, and Heilbron twenty-ninth.” 

Colvile’s force (the Highland Brigade, Commander Grant’s 2 Naval 4.7-inch guns, 5th Battery, RFA, 7th 
Company RE and 100 Eastern Province Horse) set out on 24 May for Lindley.  

He realised that to reach Heilbron on 29 May he would have to make forced marches all the way: it turned out 
that 16 miles per day was quite the norm. His first encounter with the enemy was on 25 May at Spitz Kop, 
some 12 miles from Lindley when he lost 1 killed and 7 wounded (mainly Eastern Province Horse). 

The next day, 26 May, he had a sharp encounter at Blaauwberg Ridge on the approach to Lindley, losing 7 
men killed, 1 died of wounds and 14 wounded. Grant’s Guns played a prominent part by shelling the ridge at 
3700 yards and Colvile was sufficiently impressed by the Colonials to write: “The Eastern Province Horse, 
whose scouting was very bold, suffered much more heavily in proportion, losing 4 men killed and 8 wounded 
and 6 horses, nearly all in the first fusillade.” 

On 28 May there was again heavy fighting at Roodepoort in which Colvile lost 2 killed and 33 wounded.  

He wrote:  

“The day had been a trying one, and with less trustworthy troops may have ended badly for us, but the 
Highlanders, who had always been ready to go ahead against any odds, had by this time picked up a good many 
wrinkles from their enemies, and were as clever as the Boers in making the best use of ground. The excellent 
practice of the two batteries had enabled us to clear Roodepoort with hardly any loss, and later the naval guns 
had kept those of the enemy at a distance, while the while the Field Battery had removed the pressure on the 
Seaforth and materially helped the Argyll and Sutherland to hold their own. The Eastern Province Horse, by 
this time reduced to 35 mounted men, had enabled us to seize the advanced position.” 

On 29th May, the day on which Colvile had been ordered by Lord Roberts to be at Heilbron, he occupied that 
town. There are some errors/discrepancies in the SAFF Casualty Roll, as well as in the section dealing with the 
Eastern Province Horse in Stirling’s “The Colonials in South Africa”.  

SAFF Casualty Roll: Argyll, Sutherland Highlanders & Royal Highlanders: Casualties for “Bloemberg 26 
May” to read “Blaauwberg 26 May”. Eastern Province Horse: Casualties for “Roodepoort 28 May” to read 
“Blaauwberg 26 May”. 

Stirling: The sentence “At Roodepoort the tiny mounted force…” on p181, should read “At Blaauwberg the 
tiny mounted force…”  It refers to the men mentioned by General Colvile on p180. 

The corrections are confirmed by the QSA roll for the Eastern Province Horse, Colvile’s “The Work of the 
Ninth Division” and the “List of Graves in the Orange River Colony” (1904).   
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147. QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: 157 Tpr. W.J. Corbett. Eastn. Prov. Horse F             1.600 – 2.600 
Medal re-suspendered with heavy edge bruising and attempted partial erasure of rim details. 
Pte Corbett was one of the seven men killed at Blaauwberg on 26 May 1900. 
Sold with copies of QSA, Nominal & SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as extracts from Stirling. 

 
148. QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: 1296 Pte. J. McLaren, A. & S. Highrs. VF+       2.800 – 3.600 

McLaren was one of the 33 men wounded at Roodepoort on 28 May 1900. 
Sold with copies of QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as extracts from Stirling. 

 
28 MAY 1900 NEAR HAMMONIA 

 
While Lt Boyes and 17 men of the Border Horse were out near Hammonia, they heard firing. They proceeded 
to the spot and were surrounded by about 80 Boers.  

They fought for 3 hours and then, their horses having been captured and their ammunition nearly expended, 
Serjeant-Major Bull decided to surrender. Lieutenant Boyes was not near Serjeant-Major Bull at the time and 
Lieutenant Boyes was still in the hands of the enemy when the Court of Inquiry was held in September 1900. 

WO 108/372 “SA Surrenders”. 
  

149. QSA, 3 clasps CC, Tvl, Witt: Sjt.Maj. F.D. Hockin. Border Horse  VF+       2.400 – 3.200 
Hockin was one of the men taken prisoner in the Hammonia incident and subsequently released, more 
than probably minus horse, rifle and ammunition. He subsequently served as Captain & Adjutant in 
Ashburner’s Light Horse: on the unit’s supplementary QSA roll he is shown as not entitled to a KSA, 
but only to a SA’01 clasp. However, he seemed to have been issued with a KSA off the roll of the Field 
Intelligence Department, (fraudulently) claiming previous service in Rimington’s Guides (there is no 
trace of his name on the relevant Nominal or QSA roll).  
The KSA roll of the FID has the following remarks against Hockin’s name: “This man was accused of 
embezzlement & fraud. He was not tried but released by the Civil Authorities at Johannesburg. His (un-
convicted) crime was that of selling cattle, belonging to the Government”. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, KSA & SAFF Casualty rolls as well as WO 108/372. 
 

28 MAY 1900 KHEIS 
 

Roberts’ Despatch of 14 August 1900 (LG 8 Feb 1901) 

“In the western districts of Cape Colony Lieutenant-General Warren and Colonel Adye have operated against 
the rebels with considerable success. On the 21st May Warren surprised the enemy at Douglas, capturing their 
wagons, tents, and cattle. The Boers retreated northwards. On the 30th May (sic) Adye had an engagement near 
Khees in the Prieska district, our casualties being 1 Officer and 3 men killed and 4 Officers and 16 men 
wounded. On this occasion over 5,800 head of cattle and sheep were captured with large number of wagons 
and tents and much personal property.” 

“Kheis: Northern Cape, 115 km west of Griekwastad. The pont at Kheis was ordered to be sunk in March 1900 
by Brig-Gen H.H. Settle. In May 1900, about 400 rebel burghers formed a laager on the farm which is on the 
northern bank of the Orange River. Making a forced march from Prieska, Col J Adye reached the drift opposite 
Kheis on 26 May with a detachment comprising four guns, a company of the Gloucestershire regiment mounted 
infantry, the 32nd (Lancashire) company of the 2nd Imperial Yeomanry from Draghoender and the 5th 
(Warwickshire) company of the 2nd Imperial Yeomanry from Kenhardt. Leaving the latter with his guns to 
demonstrate at the drift, Adye took the remainder of his force to another drift eight kilometres upstream and 
came down the north bank to surprise the laager completely.  
All the women and children, many prisoners and thousands of head of cattle were taken.”  
Jones’ Gazetteer 
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150. Six     QSA, 1 clasp CC: 8895 Cpl. J. McDonnell. 32nd. Coy. 2nd. Impl. Yeo.; 
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 56 Supt. J. McDonell. S.A.C.;  
1914-15 Star: Lt. J. Macdonell Bothas Ntl. Hse.;  
BWM & AVM(Bil): Lt. J. Macdonell;  
War Medal (unnamed) 

VF+      5.000 – 7.000 

 Mounted as worn. 
James McDonell served in the 32nd Coy. 2nd Imp. Yeo. From 25 Feb 1900 and was severely wounded in 
the action at Kheis on 28 May. He took his discharge on 26 November 1900, joined the Orange River 
Colony Provisional Mounted Police and subsequently transferred to the SA Constabulary. He was 
slightly wounded at Driefontein on 12 January 1901. 
His QSA with clasp CC was issued on 15 July 1901 and it would seem that the OFS clasp for service 
with the ORC Provisional Mounted Police never reached him. He was Mentioned by Kitchener in the 
rank of Superintendent. (LG 29 July 1902, p4857) 
In August 1905 he was appointed as a Justice of the Peace for the Lydenburg District. 

In 1914 he joined Botha’s Natal Horse as SgtMaj of B. Squadron. He was promoted 2/Lieut. On 19 
January 1915 and served until 13 Aug 1915. At the age of 42 he joined up again on 23 April 1917 and 
sailed for British East Africa with the rank of Acting Sergt, later rising to the rank of Acting RSM. He 
returned to Pretoria after his spell with the SA Service Corps, Mechanical Transport, and was discharged 
on 20 December 1917. 
The day after his discharge he was appointed Temp/Lieutenant and Road Officer, Mechanical Transport 
Depot, Roberts Heights. His task was, inter alia, to supervise the Bus Service between Roberts Heights 
and Pretoria which duty he carried out till his release as Transport Officer on 17 September 1919.  
His subsequent movements are not known, but it is presumably extremely unlikely that he could have 
been entitled to the 1939-1945 War Medal, being a civilian approaching the age of 65 in 1939.   
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA rolls, LG and an article on McDonnell by P K A Digby. 
 

28 – 31 MAY 1900 LINDLEY 
 

The disaster at Lindley was a telling humiliation for the British. The 13th Battalion, Imperial Yeomanry, under 
the command of LtCol Basil Spragge, had been ordered to join the 9 th Division under Maj Gen Sir Henry 
Colville at Kroonstad.  

Due to a mix up in communication (Spragge claimed he was sent a telegram, Colville denied sending one) the 
battalion instead headed for Lindley where the Boers were waiting for them.  

On the afternoon of 27 May 1900, the 13th Battalion rode into Lindley and were shocked to find that it was not 
Colville but a large contingent of the enemy that met them. Spragge made the decision to hold his ground in a 
group of hills to the north west of Lindley and await help. Messages were sent but they did not contain the 
required tone of urgency. After choosing his ground the situation for Spragge and his battalion grew rapidly 
worse: they were surrounded by a numerically superior enemy who also had artillery (it arrived on 29 May 
under the command of De Wet).  

By the morning of 31 May the situation had become almost untenable and the final outcome was sealed when 
the party of the 47th Company commanding a critical position surrendered. With no chance of holding out, 
Spragge surrendered early in the afternoon, having lost an officer and 16 men killed while another officer and 
3 men died of wounds. 

The Boers captured more than 400 men: a huge shock, especially to the public back in Britain. To make matters 
worse, the men of the 13th Battalion were the Duke of Cambridge’s Own and the three Irish companies: 
symbolizing the wealth and power that had been associated with this corps.  

The D.C.O. had been nicknamed the “Millionaires’ Own” because of the number of hugely wealthy men in its 
ranks and the Irish companies contained large amounts of money and title from the landed families of Dublin 
and Belfast. However, within a few months of arrival in South Africa the elite yeoman had been given a bloody 
nose. 
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THE DUTCH REFORMED CHURCH 

ONE OF THE MANY LINDLEY BUILDINGS TORCHED BY THE BRITISH 

F H Hopland, an American War Correspondent for the London Daily Mail and the Providence Journal offered 
the following basic version of the Lindley Affair in his book “The Chase of De Wet”: 

“That corps of Imperial Yeomanry known as the Duke of Cambridge’s Own, and, unofficially, as “The 
Millionaires,” were gathered in by De Wet outside of Lindley because their Colonel didn’t know how to select 
a tenable position nor how to make it more secure, and because, lacking good military judgment, he sent word 
to Lord Methuen, advancing to his relief after General Colville had declined to turn back, that he could easily 
hold out for three days longer. Lord Methuen timed his arrival accordingly; but De Wet brought up a couple 
of guns two days earlier, and the Colonel surrendered just that much ahead of time.  Lord Methuen arrived to 
find nobody to relieve and no captors to attack.” 

151. QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: 9694 Pte H J Robinson, 45th Coy. Impl. Yeo       EF          5.000 – 6.500 
On Sunday 27 May the Yeomanry under Col Spragge entered Lindley. He chose a position at a number 
of hills, 4km north-west of Lindley, for the defence. The two southern koppies (later known as 
Yeomanry Koppies) turned out to be the key to the defence and were assigned for occupation to the 47th 
Coy for defence, while a farmhouse at the foot was occupied as an outpost. A stone kraal near the 
farmhouse, defended by the 45th Coy, was occupied to provide shelter for the horses. Spragge established 
his headquarters alongside. Robinson was wounded on 29 May at Yeomanry Koppies and died in 
Lindley on 1 June. 

Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll page, SAFF Casualty Roll and a 9-page article “The Lindley 
Affair” by Steve Watt (Military History Journal, June 2011). 

 
152. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 9626 Pte. T. Greene, 45th Coy Imp. Yeo       EF          3.800 – 5.000 

Thomas Westland Greene, a 29-year old Civil Engineer, served in South Africa between 13 March 1900 
& 9 April 1901. The SAFF Casualty Roll lists him as “Wounded at Lindley between 28 and 31 May” 
although that is not reflected on his IY Soldiers Documents. He was taken prisoner on 31 May and is 
also entitled to the SA’01 clasp. 
Provenance: Hayward’s Gazette, Jan. 1974, £13.00. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll pages, SAFF Casualty Roll and a 9-page article “The Lindley 
Affair” by Steve Watt (Military History Journal, June 2011). 
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153. QSA, Disc only: 14201 Tpr. J.  Mates.  47th Coy. 13th Impl. Yeo.  VF-        1.400 – 1.800 
The disc has remnants of brooch-mounting on the obverse. 

The QSA medal roll credits Mates with the clasps CC, OFS, Tvl & Natal, but it is not known whether 
the QSA was originally issued with the CC or the Natal clasp. A SA’01 clasp was returned unclaimed 
in October 1906. Mates was wounded and taken prisoner at Lindley on 31 May. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll pages, SAFF Casualty Roll and a 9-page article “The Lindley 
Affair” by Steve Watt (Military History Journal, June 2011). 

 
29 MAY 1900 DOORNKOP 

 
On May 29th, 1900 just before Johannesburg and the site of the Jameson Raiders’ arrest, the Gordons made a 
series of gallant charges against an entrenched enemy on a hill with a false crest. In addition to heavy casualties 
amongst the officers, seventeen NCOs and men were killed and more than 60 were wounded. Six companies 
took part in the charge and the loss to the regiment was about 20%. After this epic battle Churchill declared 
“there is no doubt that they are the finest regiment in the world”. 

A narrative of the battle as recorded by Lieutenant Forbes reads:  
“29th May-Set out for Florida (Doornkop) in a very thick, cold mist, but found the Boers in a very strong 
position. The Gordon’s were ordered to advance from a small kopje, 5000 yards from the enemy. H Company, 
commanded by Captain Cameron, advanced by half companies, followed by our company (M); all extended to 
30 paces; I (Lieut H. Forbes) was in command of left half. Our big guns soon opened fire on the enemy’s 
position, but with little effect. The Boers replied badly. After we were within range of their Mausers, a 
tremendous fire was poured into us, and we had practically no cover. Buchanan was wounded early in the day. 
Within 150 yards, both companies were mixed up and we charged together, sending the Boers from one position 
only to take up another, whence they poured a most destructive fire amongst us. I had the luck to be in one of 
the hottest comers, and men were falling all around. The scene was awful. It was at this spot Captain Cameron 
and F. J. O. M’Kinnon and I were hit, and poor Meldrum was killed. I had just bandaged Cameron’s four 
wounds when I was myself bowled over. Bayonets were fixed and the Boers were cleared off the ridge. I wish 
I could have been there. The Gordons did the fighting, but the bill was heavy. After the fight, General Sir Ian 
Hamilton addressed the Gordon’s in terms of the highest praise and where I was lying, I could hear the ringing 
cheers of the men.” 

                    
154. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Paard, Drief, Jhburg:  

5906 Pte. J. McGregor, Gordon Highrs. 
EF-        4.000 – 6.000 

Pte McGregor was severely wounded at Doornkop and subsequently invalided home. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

               
155. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Paard, Drief, Jhburg: Pte. J. Urquhart, Gordon Highrs. EF-        5.500 – 7.500 

Pte Urquhart was killed in the Doornkop action and is buried in Roodepoort.  
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

 
29 MAY 1900 BIDDULPHSBERG 

 

The Battle of Biddulphsberg was fought near Senekal, a small town of about 25 houses and a church.  
As the Grenadier Guards and Scots Guards advanced on the morning of the battle, they could see no sign of 
the Boers, but they soon came under a hail of bullets. They lay down on the ground but, being still visible on 
the open veldt, were an easy target for the enemy. With many men already wounded, the long dry grass 
suddenly caught fire behind them, the result of a match dropped by a careless Imperial Yeomanry officer. The 
wind quickly fanned the flames and produced a high wall of fire and smoke. Faced with a hail of gunfire from 
the unseen Boers in front of them, the Guards were forced to retreat through the flames carrying their wounded, 
with the result that many of the men were badly burned. Any wounded men who could not be carried were 
horribly burnt to death where they lay. 
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BIDDULPHSBERG  

BY CATON WOODVILLE  

156. ABO: Kpl. A.A. van Jaarsveld. EF          2.000 – 3.000 
Corporal Adriaan van Jaarsveld served under Field Cornet I A Meyer (who also completed and signed 
the Vorm “B”) in the Ladybrand Commando.  
He was in action at Jammersbergdrif (Wepener), Sannaspos and Biddulphsberg before he was taken 
prisoner at the surrender of General Prinsloo with more than 4000 men at Slaapkrans (Surrender Hill).  
Aged 23, he was sent to Ceylon as PoW Number 8936. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and PoW Register.  

 
157. QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: 2685 Pte. W. Jefferies. Gren Gds  EF          5.000 – 7.000 

Engraved naming. 
Pte Jefferies was one of the unfortunate men who were severely burnt in the Biddulphsberg grass fire.  
He was then transferred to the Imperial Yeomanry Hospital at Deelfontein, some 40 km south of De 
Aar, and must have suffered severely during the four-week period before he died on 25 June 1900. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls. 
 

158. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 1533 Pte. J. Smith, Scots Gds.  VF-        2.400 – 3.200 
Edge nicks. 
James Smith originally served for almost eight years (June 1889 to February 1897) as 73912 Gunner J 
Docherty, Royal Artillery. He attested in the Scots Guards on 17 July 1897 and was severely wounded 
at Biddulphsberg (as confirmed on his Service Papers). He stayed on in South Africa until October 1902 
(earning a KSA medal) and was discharged at home on 16 July 1909. He attested once again in the Scots 
Guards on 28 August 1914 but served in the UK only.  
In January 1916 he was temporarily released from military duty for munitions work with Nobels 
Explosives Co Ltd at the Ardeer Factory. He was finally discharged on 1 January 1919.  
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA Roll as well as complete set of Service Papers. 
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LOT 159 

159. Six     DCM (VR): 7330 Clr. Serjt. T. Morgan. Gren. Gds.;  VF     50.000 – 70.000 
QSA, 4 clasps CC, Witt, Tvl, SA’01: 7330 Clr. Serjt. T. Morgan. Gren. Gds. engraved naming;  
Coronation 1902 (bronze);  
Coronation 1911: privately engraved T. Morgan; 
Army MSM (GVR, coinage bust): C. Sjt. T. Morgan DCM, G. Gds.;  
Army LS & GC (VR): 7330 Serg’t. T. Morgan. Gren. Gds. 

Minor contact marks and edge bruising, somewhat polished.  
Thomas Morgan was born in Nottingham in May 1861. He enlisted in the Grenadier Guards in May 
1880 and served in South Africa from November 1884 to November 1885. This was followed by service 
at home till July 1890, during which he was promoted to Corporal and eventually Sergeant. His next 
posting lasted some 10 years: in Bermuda on garrison duty. In October 1898 he was awarded his LS&GC 
Medal and advanced to Colour-Sergeant. He embarked for Boer War service in South Africa with the 
2nd Battalion in March 1900. Soon after, Morgan saw action in the engagement at Biddulphsberg on 29 
May 1900, when the Grenadiers were badly mauled. On that occasion, he assisted in the rescue of his 
C/O, Lt-Col F Lloyd who was wounded and caught behind the flames. 
Lt-Col Lloyd takes up the story: “I managed to struggle for 300 yards or so, when Colour-Sergeant 
Morgan came up and helped me. He was one of the few unhit. Bullets were falling thick, but I reached 
a wire fence where I lay down behind a stone post for a minute or two. Colour-Sergeant Morgan and 
another man then came and insisted on pulling me along, while others received like aid, those who could 
walk helping those who could not. Some 200 yards further on I was put on to a Scots Guards stretcher... 
I asked Gilmour to mention the following who came under my notice: Lieutenant E. Seymour, 2nd 
Lieutenant A. Murray, and Colour-Sergeant Morgan.” 
Morgan was duly mentioned in despatches by Lord Roberts (LG 10 Sept 1901, p5936) and the award of 
his DCM followed 2½ weeks later (LG 27 Sept 1901, p6310). Meanwhile, he had been invalided, and 
was discharged as ‘medically unfit for further service’ on his return to the UK in July 1901. He was then 
employed as a Gatekeeper at Windsor Castle until his retirement, except for a period during WWI when 
he served as RSM on the Military Prison Staff at the Aliens Detention Camp, Douglas, Isle of Man. This 
did not qualify him for any WWI medals, but he was awarded his MSM in 1933 (Army Order 122). 
He died in Nottingham in September 1944, aged 84 years. 
Sold with copies of QSA roll, Service Papers and contemporary accounts of the battle. 
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4 JUNE 1900 QUAGGA POORT (NEAR PRETORIA) 
 

At this point in time here is much uncertainty in Pretoria about continuing the war. Kruger has left Pretoria to 
the east, but on 30 May gold, cash and government papers are still in Pretoria. (State Attorney Jan Smuts and 
Gustav Preller handle the clearing up). Botha forms a thin defensive line with some 3000 Boers along the 
Hennops River from Irene station to Swartkop. One Long Tom and other heavy guns are used but some 
withdraw before British arrive. Roberts rests for a few days in Johannesburg and then advances to Pretoria. 
On 4 June he launches small attacks on the Boers along the Hennops River with skirmishes along the 
whole drawn out front. Although De la Rey holds a strong position on the Quagga Poort Ridge, he is forced to 
fall back during the afternoon: the Boer aim changing from stopping the British to delaying them while Smuts 
and officials continue clearing Pretoria. Roberts stays for the night at Six Mile Spruit and advances the next 
day to ‘Roberts Heights’ while the Boers leave Pretoria, retreating to the east.  
Roberts triumphantly takes Pretoria on 5 June.  
                   
160. DTD: Veldkornet M.H.O. Preller; with a length of Wound Riband (LvW)  EF-    14.000 – 18.000 

Mauritz Preller served as Field Cornet in the Pretoria Commando, seeing action in the Colesberg 
vicinity (Arundel Station 13 Dec 1899, Suffolk Hill 6 January 1900) and Sannas Post. He suffered a 
serious headwound, resulting in the loss of his right eye, at Quagga Poort but from that point onwards 
his Boer War record becomes murky. When he applied for the DTD, ABO and LvW in March 1921 
Preller stated that he was taken Prisoner of War on 4 June 1900. However, in the official “List of 
Burghers who have Surrendered their Arms in the Transvaal and OFS”, Preller is recorded as 
surrendering without arms in Pretoria on 29 June 1900.  
The application was turned down with a note written on Vorm “A” by a member of the Medal Advisory 
Commission pointing out that Preller could hardly claim exemplary war service if he took parole in Cape 
Town with his wife for the duration of the war. In August 1924 Preller re-opened the matter. His Boer 
War C/O, Commandant Liebenberg, stated in a letter that, due to the loss of his eye “I consider that he 
was rendered totally unfit for further military service”. Eventually, in February 1925, the award of 
Preller’s DTD was approved with a Notice in the Government Gazette.  
It is a pity that the whereabouts of the Minutes of the meetings of the Medal Advisory Board are not 
known as it could make for some very interesting reading! 
Preller has an entry in the SA Who’s Who of 1908: on the accompanying photo his right eye is not 
visible. He died in 1926 (Transvaal Estate No 59109). 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “A”, “B” & “C” and documents mentioned above. 
 

7 JUNE 1900 DE WET’S RAILWAY ATTACK  
NORTH KROONSTAD 

 
Although the British had taken Pretoria two days earlier, the Orange Free State forces remained very active, 
blowing up bridges and ambushing supply convoys. As a result, Roodewal Station, which had been taken by 
the British on 23 May and garrisoned with men of the 4th Derbyshires, was the temporary railhead where goods 
were off-loaded until the railway to the north could be brought back into commission. De Wet captured a 
wagon train en route to Heilbron from Vredefort Road Station at Zwavelkrans, near the Rhenoster River on 5 
June. It surrendered without resistance as the 200 men on board were outnumbered three to one.  
Fifty-six wagons of supplies were taken. On 6 June, still undetected, De Wet returned to the railway line where 
he divided his force into three. The first (300 men and one 75mm Krupp under Steenekamp) had to deal with 
Vredefort Road Station at sunrise the next day: they took 38 prisoners with ease.  
The second (another 300 men, two Krupps and a Pom-Pom under Froneman) were ordered north to attack the 
British camp at Rhenoster River bridge: in heavy fighting 36 men were killed, 104 wounded and 486 officers 
and men surrendered to the Boers. De Wet himself, with eighty men and one Krupp, headed for the station at 
Roodewal itself. The British, who were attacked at dawn, resisted fiercely and De Wet’s men were pinned 
down until the northern party had succeeded at the camp and brought two more 75mm Krupps south to help. 
The increased artillery fire forced a British surrender.  
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De Wet observed that their fortifications were constructed of bales of clothing and blankets, which kept British 
fatalities down to twenty-seven men, while 200 or so were captured.  
The richness of the prize was beyond Boer powers to exploit, for they lacked the transport to carry it away. 
The post-bags were opened and looted by Boer and British alike and what the commando could not carry off 
was to be burnt. De Wet had to work hard to ensure a place for rifle ammunition among the goods his men 
took, then, according to De Wet:  
“When the sun set, the burghers were again on the march. But what a curious spectacle they presented! Each 
man had loaded his horse so heavily with goods that there was no room for himself on the saddle; he had, 
therefore, to walk, leading his horse by the bridle.” 

    
161. ABO: Artilleris H.J. van Vuuren EF-        2.400 – 3.000 

The Forsyth Roll notes Henning van Vuuren’s unit as “Staatsartillerie”. His Vorm “B”, however, states 
that he served in the Orange Free State Artillery under Maj Albrecht.  
After serving at the battles of Magersfontein, Abrahamskraal (Driefontein) and Paardeberg, he was in 
action on 7 June at Rooiwal/Roodewal Siding in the crew of one of the 75mm Krupp guns. 
Sold with copy of Vorm “B”. 

         
162. Pair     QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl;  

KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02. 85 Pte. R. Walker. Rly. Pnr. Rgt.  
VF         2.800 – 3.600 

Robert Walker served in No 5 Company, 1st Battalion, Railway Pioneer Regiment.  
According to the SAFF Casualty Roll he was wounded at Rhenoster River (Rhenoster Spruit per 
Record of Service) on 7 June 1900.  
However, Walker stated in his Medical History Papers that this left little finger had to be amputated, 
following the bursting of a shrapnel shell when in action at Roodewal on 7 June 1900.  
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA Rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll as well as complete set of Service 
& Medical History Papers. 
 

163. QSA, 3 clasps: CC, OFS, Tvl: 268 Sgt. A. Chapman, A.P.O. Corps VF+       2.800 – 3.600 
According to the SAFF Casualty Roll, Sgt Chapman was taken prisoner at Kopjes (near Roodewal) on 
25 June 1900. In fact, Chapman’s eye-witness account of the skirmish, as published in a 50+ page 
booklet “The Roodewal Incident, 7th June 1900” by A G M Batten (as per following extracts) confirms 
that he re-joined at Kroonstad on 25 June.  
The Roodewal incident was first reported in the London Daily Telegraph on 25 June:  
“It has only just become known that the Boers on the Zand River recently captured a train containing 
2000 mail bags, conveying an accumulation of three weeks’ letters for the troops with Lord Roberts. 
Two members of the Post Office Corps were killed and two wounded, whilst the rolling stock was as far 
as possible destroyed. There were £4000 worth of stamps captured with the mail bags. These were 
English, and specially for the use of our troops, so that they will be useless to the Boers-Central News. 
The loss of cash, stamps and postal orders resulted in extensive correspondence between the Directorate, 
Military Postal Services in SA and the Postmaster General in London. Among these were a number of 
reports from Sgt Chapman, one being a very detailed account of the fight and its aftermath.” 
Chapman gives a graphic description of the barricades:  
“These consisted largely of mail bags (which I estimate at from 1 800 to 2000) bales of warm clothing, 
boxes of preserved meat and biscuits, etc. With these we filled all open spaces, the mails forming two 
rings at the northern end, a barricade being formed which proved excellent shelter from rifle fire, but of 
little use against heavy ordnance.” 
He then deals with De Wet’s ultimatum and the fight:  
“The first shell was responsible for two casualties. From this time a stubborn fight ensued, shells bursting 
in rapid succession and rifle bullets coming like hail.” 
After six hours the garrison of some 190 men surrendered and the Boers moved in. Chapman continues: 
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“The Boers on their arrival soon begin to loot. Everything of value or use was taken, the mailbags giving 
them excellent opportunities of augmenting their kits. They turned the whole of them out, which 
appeared to give them unlimited satisfaction as they procured innumerable articles that before had 
doubtlessly been out of their reach. They also provided themselves liberally with the warm clothing, etc, 
originally intended for the troops at the front. During this time, I made an attempt to save the loose cash 
in my till but had only secured the gold (£13) when I was interrupted by a Boer coming into the room. I 
made a pretence of looking for some papers and then closed the box, taking an envelope containing 
stamps away in my hand.” 
De Wet, in his memoirs, mentions that some of the Tommies, on their own request, partook in the 
“affirmative shopping”, adding that eventually it was an amazing sight with 200 troops robbing their 
own mails! After that the destruction took place. Chapman mentions: “…huge columns of flame and 
smoke arising, followed by terrific explosions as the large 280 lb shells (scores of which were on the 
station) went off. This continued until far into the night and was resumed next day.” 
On the 8th, prisoners were marched to De Wet’s farm. From there they moved again on the 10th:  
“The following day, the 11th, I was unable to go any further, so I went to the Boer Adjt, and told him it 
was impossible for me to march any more. He told me to go to a carthouse belonging to a Boer farmer, 
where I was left with three others, the Boers saying they would send for us; they never did, however, 
and after staying there twelve days the farmer took us to Rhenoster Camp. I stayed at the camp 4 days 
and nights, the line to Kroonstad being cut, but eventually left on the 25th June and arrived here, 
Kroonstad, the same evening.” 
Chapman is also entitled to a SA’01 clasp. 
Sold with copies of QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls and the Batten booklet. 
 

11 JUNE 1900 ALLEMAN NEK  
 

On 11 June Maj-Gen Lord Dundonald’s 3rd Mounted Brigade discovers Gen Joachim Fourie’s burghers 
preparing trenches on both sides of the Vrede-Volksrust road where it passes through Alleman Nek and initiates 
a preliminary skirmish, but they are stopped by shelling from four Boer guns and pom-poms. Gen Hildyard 
postpones his attack until the Infantry Brigades are in position. At 14h30 the British frontal assault starts, but 
the men of the 2nd Infantry Brigade, forming the front ranks, are pinned down in a dry gulley by Boer crossfire 
from the heights. However, the burghers in their half-completed trenches are subjected to a heavy barrage from 
more than 30 guns and when Maj-Gen Coke’s 10th Infantry Brigade joins the action, Fourie’s men start falling 
back. At 17h00 the infantrymen charge the heights commanding the pass, but skilful rear-guard actions by the 
Boers prevent the cavalry from overtaking them. British losses were 26 killed and died of wounds with 126 
wounded. Boer losses are not known accurately but are believed to be less than 10 men killed.  
 
164. ABO: Burger F.J. Mare EF          3.600 – 4.800 

Frederik Jacobus Mare served in the Lydenburg Commando. He was 57 when he was killed at Alleman 
Nek on 11 June 1900 and was reinterred in the family graveyard on the farm Vlakfontein, south-east of 
Belfast, on 16 December 1902. His ABO medal was claimed by his sole surviving son in 1954.  
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, ZAR Casualty Form and photo of grave. 

    
165. QSA, 5 clasps TugH, OFS, RoL, Tvl, L Nek: 4110 Pte. J. McNeill, Dorset 

Rgt. 
EF          4.500 – 6.000 

Engraved naming. 
The Boer guns limbered up and the Boer marksmen could be seen bolting for their lives. 
At this moment the Dorsets, with magnificent dash, rushed across the nek and struck the crest of the 
ridge. The Boers facing them saw their glinting bayonets and did not wait. British casualties in this battle 
were not heavy, total 26 killed and 126 wounded except with the Dorsets who lost 9 killed and 55 
wounded out of approximately 600 men: a big percentage of the total. 
“With the Flag to Pretoria” Vol II, p684-5. 
McNeill was wounded at Alleman Nek, died of wounds 14 June at Charlestown and buried in Newcastle. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls.       
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11/12 JUNE 1900 DIAMOND HILL / DONKERHOEK 
 
After receiving Botha’s negative reply to his offer to negotiate, Roberts attacked Botha’s new position at 
Donkerhoek on 11 June where Botha had formed a line from south of Donkerhoek, north-eastwards to 
Doringfontein along the beginning of the Magaliesberg. The Boers were well protected by the sandstone ridge 
while the British were forced to advance over open veld. The battle was concentrated on the road to the east 
and went on throughout the day. To the north [Kameelfontein] De la Rey was engaged with Gen. French’s 
cavalry. Night set in and Roberts returned to Pretoria without much to show for the day. 

The fighting continued from 03h00 on 12 June. The British under Pole-Carew waited for Inigo Jones’ guns to 
arrive while Botha fights them from the crest of the hill. At 15h00 the British forces took the ridge but could 
not continue over the crest before dark set in. To the north De la Rey nearly encircled French, but Botha could 
not supply him any aid. British numbers were once more difficult to repulse and during the night of the 12 th the 
Boers withdraw to the east. The two days had come to good use in getting the ZAR government away from 
Pretoria and to make further plans. Botha’s force also regained much of its pride and the decision was that the 
war will continue, albeit by smaller groups. 

 
BRINGING THE CIV MAXIM INTO POSITION AT DIAMOND HILL 

166. QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Jhburg, D Hill: 640 Pte A.G. Eatly, C.I.V.              EF-         5.000 – 7.000 
Pte Eatley (sic) joined the City Imperial Volunteers from the 1st London Royal Engineers. He was one 
of four men of the CIV who were severely wounded on 12 June, in addition to thirteen men slightly 
wounded. 
On 15 June Major General Mackinnon, C/O of the CIV, visited the Diamond Hill wounded at Botha’s 
Farm and noted:  
“Private Eatley (sic), who has five wounds, one in the head, one in the chest out of which the doctor 
extracted a fragment of pom-pom two inches long, two middle fingers of his left hand smashed (they 
will have to be amputated), his right arm broken and his right hand crushed, the arm will have to come 
off; all these wounds were probably caused by one pom-pom shell.”   
Journal of the C.I.V., p104  
“All the wounded were transported by ambulance to Pretoria on 15 June. Eatley died on 18 June and 
was buried the same day.”  
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Roll and contemporary publications. 
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167. ABO: Asst.V.Kornet H.A. Boshoff.; with a length of Wound Riband (LvW) EF-        2.800 – 4.000 
Hendrik Albertus Boshoff initially served as Burgher and Head Corporal in the Standerton Commando 
at Talana and in the Ladysmith vicinity. At Donkerhoek he was an Assistant Field Cornet in the 
Middelburg Commando and received a head wound from a shell fragment. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” & “C”. 

 
14 JUNE 1900 SAND RIVER  

 
On 13 June the newly appointed General (Rev) Paul Roux with the Senekal Commando, another 200 men of 
the Ladybrand Commando, Capt John Hassell with his American Scouts, two pom-poms and a field gun 
advanced towards the British post at Virginia to destroy the important railway bridge over the Sand River. Lt 
Col Capper, RE, in command of 730 men (mainly Railway Pioneer Regiment and Royal Lancaster Militia), 
had been warned of the impending Boer action by a “hensopper” and the British positions on both banks of the 
river which had been well entrenched.  

Early on the 14th the Boers advanced, chiefly under cover of dongas and scrub on the east and west and initially 
wasted time and ammunition firing on empty tents left by Capper when he shifted camp. Although the nature 
of the ground gave them excellent cover and a potential advantage, the Boers retreated by noon, after some 
hours fighting, when a body of some 170 Yeomanry appeared on the scene. 

168. QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: Major L.I. Seymour, Rly. Pnr. Rgt.  EF-      7.000 – 11.000 
Engraved naming. 
Louis Irving Seymour was born in Whitney Point, New York in the USA in 1860 and came to South 
Africa in 1889 to work as a Mechanical Engineer with De Beers in Kimberley. In 1896 he was appointed 
Chief Mechanical Engineer to Rand Mines and other companies in the Eckstein Group. He left 
Johannesburg via Delagoa Bay on 14 October 1899. Arriving in Cape Town he was instrumental in the 
formation of the Railway Pioneer Regiment which recruited mainly from engineers and mechanics of 
all kinds from the Rand. 
Major Seymour was killed in the 14 June action at Sand River. 
 Lt Col Capper, in his despatch of 15 June 1900 (LG 8 Feb 1901, p904), stated:  
“I especially deplore the death of Major Seymour, whose loss will not only be felt by us as a regiment, 
but by the whole of South Africa. He was killed while advancing with the extended line through the bush, 
to clear out the snipers.” 
His memorial stone stands in the small military cemetery near the old railway station at Virginia. 
In July 1900 his friends and colleagues decided to establish a technical library in his memory. A sum of 
£11 477 was collected and the Seymour Memorial Library was opened in 1905. It is now one of the 
special libraries falling under the Johannesburg Public Library. 
Sold with an extensive research file containing copied contemporary newspaper reports, photos and 
correspondence regarding graveyard and memorial stone.  

 
14 JUNE 1900 LEEU SPRUIT 

 
“Marching all the evening of the 13th (June), De Wet, struck the railway at Leeuw Spruit Station about midnight 
and surrounded the station, in which were standing two trains with supplies and railway material. The working 
party, 200 strong, was taken by surprise: a hail of bullets was poured in on them as they were mending the line, 
but in spite of the fact that there were only nine rifles at hand, the workers succeeded in holding off the enemy, 
though the trains and the new bridge over the spruit were destroyed.” 
“With the Flag to Pretoria”, p672. 

According to WO 108/372 “SA Surrenders”, 1 man was killed, and an Officer and 6 men were wounded. It 
also mentions that the bridge was destroyed, but states the enemy was compelled to leave the trains and retire 
on approach of a large British force.  
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169. QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: 20643 Corpl. C. Daniels. R.E.  EF          4.200 – 5.400 
Engraved naming.  
Corporal Daniels was the man killed in De Wet’s attack at Leeu Spruit. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, WO 100/382 and related research. 
 

23 JUNE 1900 HEIDELBERG 
 

“The British entered Heidelberg on the morning of the 23rd (1900), the cavalry from the north and the infantry 
from the east. The cavalry continued beyond the town to pursue the retreating Boers. Kpl John Spruit had 
anticipated this by setting an ambush, which included his pom pom gun. Unknowingly Capt F.S. Whitaker led 
a detachment of Roberts’ Horse directly towards Spruit’s position. Spruit fired into the approaching horsemen 
at point-blank range. The three officers leading the detachment were severely wounded.  
Captain Whitaker was to die of his wounds the next day. The Boer Corporal kept the troopers pinned down 
until British reinforcements arrived, then removed his gun and watched them head south for Villiers”.     
Ian Uys “Heidelbergers of the Boer War”, p57. 
 

 
LOT 170 

170. Three     DSO (VR);  EF     45.000 – 60.000 
QSA, 6 clasps RoK, Paard, Drief, Jhburg, D Hill, Witt: Capt. E.R. King, Roberts Horse;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: Capt. E.R. King, D.S.O, S.A.C. 
Engraved naming. 
“In the next advance from Bloemfontein to Pretoria, the regiment was in the 5th Mounted Infantry Corps 
under Lieut.-Colonel Dawson, along with the 5th Mounted Infantry Regulars and Marshall’s Horse. 
Frequently during the advance Roberts’ Horse was heavily engaged and suffered sharp losses. The 
regiment had sharp fighting near Heidelberg on the north side of the Vaal on 23rd June. The day was a 
disastrous one for the officers of the corps. Captain Whitaker was mortally wounded, Captain M. Browne 
and Lieutenants C.L. Learmonth and Rix King were wounded, while there were about 20 casualties in 
other ranks.”   The Colonials in South Africa, Roberts Horse, p165. 
Edward Rex King was born on 13 November 1869. He was the son of Capt. William King, J.P. and was 
educated at Winchester. He was gazetted to the 3rd Battn. Royal Scots (1887-1891).  
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He went to America, engaged in business and returned to England in 1898. After the outbreak of the 
Boer War he re-entered military service and sailed for South Africa on 1 January 1900, where he enlisted 
in Roberts Horse. He was given a commission on 2 February 1900 and promoted to Captain on 24 June 
1900. He served in Roberts Horse from 23 January 1900 to 3 April 1901 and was slightly wounded in 
the 23 June incident at Heidelberg.  
He was mentioned in Roberts’ despatch, published in the London Gazette of 16 April 1901, p2611, and 
was created a Companion of the Distinguished Order (London Gazette, 19 April 1901): 
“Edward Rex King, Capt., Roberts Horse. In recognition of services during the recent operations in 
South Africa.”  
On 3 April 1901 he was appointed to the South African Constabulary for a 3 year period with the rank 
of Captain. On 3 April 1904 his service was extended for a further 2 years until 2 April 1906 thereafter 
being extended indefinitely. He served in C Division (headquartered in Heidelberg) from 27 April 1901 
to 6 October 1903, as Assistant Chief Secretary for Permits, Transvaal, and thereafter as ADC to the 
Lieut. Governor, Transvaal. He subsequently transferred to HQ division as O/C F Mobile unit and served 
until 6 December 1905. He then reverted to being ADC to the Lieut.-Governor, Transvaal.  
He died at the age of 37 on 21 June 1906 at the S.A.C. hospital in Potchefstroom. He was not married: 
his estate of £64 was left equally to his father and to his brother William Henry King. 
Sold with copies of QSA& KSA rolls, SAC Officers Register, LG, group photo including King and King’s 
Estate Papers. 

26 JUNE 1900 LELIEFONTEIN (SENEKAL) 
 

“On 24 June Gen Clemens ordered Lt Col Grenfell to move with some 800 mounted men on 25 June so as to 
take a Boer laager on the farm Leliefontein, some 15 miles north-west of Senekal. At dawn on the 26th, instead 
of being in a position to attack, he was surprised by a force of Boers. They had five guns to Grenfell’s two, but 
he was extricated from a very difficult position by the arrival of reinforcements from Senekal. British casualties 
were 2 killed, 13 wounded and 20 missing.”   Times History, Vol IV p301. 
         
171. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Webster, Witt, Belf:  

317 Tpr. A.B. Webster. Brabant’s Horse 
VF          5.400 – 6.600 

Rim bruise. 
According to the Nominal Roll for 2nd Brabants Horse Andrew Webster enlisted in Brabant’s Horse at 
Queenstown on 28 November 1899 with a note “rejoined 5 March 1900”. The QSA Roll also notes 
service in the Cradock Town Guard and also as Conductor in the ASC.  
He took his discharge at Rouxville, OFS, on 15 December 1900.  
The SAFF Casualty Roll states that he was dangerously wounded at Senekal on 26 June, but under 
regimental number 6128. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, Nominal and SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as extracts from 
contemporary publications dealing with the incident. 
 

7 JULY 1900 BETHLEHEM 
 

“On the 3rd July Paget drove the Boers from a strong position they were holding across his line of march and 
bivouacked 15 miles north-west of Bethlehem. On approaching the town on the evening of the 5th July, 
Clements, who, as senior Officer, was in command of the three columns, found C de Wet occupying the hills 
to the south. The next morning Bethlehem was summoned to surrender, and, on this demand being refused, 
Paget moved to the north-west with the object of turning the enemy’s left, while Clements’s troops operated 
on their right flank. On the morning of the 7th a general assault was made, and by noon the place was in our 
hands and the Boers were in full retreat to the north-east. On this occasion the 1st Battalion Royal Irish 
Regiment specially distinguished itself, capturing a gun of the 77th Battery, Royal Field Artillery R.F.A. which 
had been lost at Stormberg.”      
Roberts’ Despatch of 10.10.1900 (LG, 8 Feb 1901).  
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172. QSA, 2 clasps CC, Witt: 289 Pte. E. Brophy, 1st. Rl. Rl Irish Regt.  EF          4.500 – 5.500 
The Royal Irish Regiment lost 2 killed in action and 49 wounded (5 died of wounds later).  
He was severely wounded during the assault of the 7th July, but only died of his wounds on 30 August 
1900. He is buried in Bethlehem. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

 

7 JULY 1900 RIETFONTEIN / WITKLIP 
 

“Owing to some bad scouting by the I.L.H., Mahon, after marching eight miles unmolested, walked into a trap, 
prepared for him by the Boers. The I.L.H. retrieved their mistake by two gallant charges up the ridge from 
which the Boers commanded the column. Nevertheless, Mahon, who was somewhat tardily reinforced by 
Hutton, was obliged to retire on Rietfontein with a total loss of thirty-five men, which would have been heavier 
if the Boer shells had been more effective”.   Times History, Vol IV, p389 
However, Gibson in “The History of the Imperial Light Horse”, p197, emphatically states that: “This account 
is inaccurate and singularly unfair to the I.L.H., doing poor justice to the gallantry displayed by them that day”.  

This is followed by a more than 3-page detailed account of the action and on p201 he concludes “It will be 
seen from the foregoing that there was no question of ‘Bad Scouting’ or of ‘Walking into a Trap’. The position 
was that ‘B’ Squadron was ordered to occupy a hill and did their best to do so, but while the Boers supported 
their Burghers to an extent of some 250 to 400 men, the I.L.H. Squadron received no support and was compelled 
to fight it out alone against these very great odds.”     

173. Three     QSA, 4 clasps Tug H, RoL, CC, Tvl:  
Tpr. J.H. Harwen. Colonial Scouts;  
BWM & AVM(Bil): Pte. J.H. Harwin. 9th S.A.H. 

VF+      3.200 – 4.400 

Last two clasps loose on QSA ribbon. 
John Henry Harwin enlisted in the Colonial Scouts at Durban on 29 November 1899. He took part in 
the operations for the Relief of Ladysmith and was discharged on 12 March 1900. Two days later he 
attested at Pietermaritzburg in the 1st Imperial Light Horse and was severely wounded in the 
Rietfontein/Witklip skirmish. He was discharged on 1 January 1901: his service of one day entitled him 
to a SA’01 clasp which was authorised in May 1904. 
On 27 April 1916 Harwin attested in the 9th SA Horse, serving in East Africa as part of the 1st Mounted 
Brigade. He was diagnosed with malaria on 30 December 1916 and was discharged as “Temporarily 
medically unfit” in Durban on 7 April 1917. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls and WWI Service Cards as well as an article 
on the ILH action (Mil Hist Journal Oct 1999 p137-148).  
 

16 JULY 1900 WITPOORT (NEAR PRETORIA) 
 

In the Battle of Witpoort (refer to map after LOT 175), British commander Edward Hutton had four companies 
of the Royal Irish Fusiliers, the 1st Mounted Infantry (which was made up of the 1st and 2nd Canadians who had 
arrived in camp on 15 July), as well as the Australians of the Queensland Mounted Infantry. Under the 
command of Major Munn were three companies of the Royal Irish Fusiliers and 60 troopers of the New Zealand 
Mounted Rifles. The men were placed on the three hills straddling the Witpoort Pass. 
General Ben Viljoen had positioned his troops for attack during the night of 15 July and then launched a three-
pronged assault on Major Munn and the Irish positions at daybreak. Viljoen ordered a ‘general storming of the 
British’s entrenchments’. The battle opened at 06h45 with heavy shelling on Major Munn’s troops. Boer fighter 
Roland Schikkerling (who published his Boer War diary under the title “Commando Courageous”) and his 
comrades went to the north of the New Zealanders’ ridge and then charged under heavy rifle fire. The New 
Zealanders surrendered one of the three hills they occupied, putting the Boers in possession of the higher 
hill which commanded the lower middle hill. Schikkerling captured a captain and twenty New Zealanders and 
some continued right over the ridge and captured a number of horses. The Canadians mounted a counterattack. 
Colonel Edwin Alderson sent two squadrons of the Canadians to assist ‘the Irish on the kopje which had been 
vacated by the New Zealanders’ and, with the fire from the guns, the position was regained.  
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Lieutenants Borden and John Edgar Burch of ‘B’ Squadron led a counterattack. They were successful, but at 
the cost of their lives. Boer marksmen less than 200 yards distant shot them as they stood up to lead the rifles 
forward. Lord Roberts reported to the War Office that Borden and Burch “were killed while gallantly leading 
their men in a counterattack upon the enemy’s flank at a critical juncture of his assault upon our position.”  

At 14h00, British officer Edward Hutton moved all of his available troops onto the desperately regained 
positions and by sundown the battle of Witpoort had ended. Hutton’s losses were seven killed with 30 wounded. 
Two officers and 22 soldiers had been taken prisoner.  
The Canadian losses were heavy and included Lt Borden, the son of the Canadian Minister of Defence.  
See Mil Hist Journal Oct 1999 p137-148. 
 
174. QSA, 5 clasps SA’01, CC, OFS, Jhburg, D Hill:  

862 Tpr. J. Kennington. New Zealand M.R. 
EF-        6.000 – 9.000 

Engraved naming. 
 Joseph Kennington served in the 3rd New Zealand Mounted Rifles, raised and equipped by the people of 

Canterbury. He was one of the 20 men from the unit who were taken prisoner at “Funk Kopje” during 
the Witpoort skirmish. Later the rest of the unit was in the advance east which ended in the capture of 
Barberton on 13 September 1900 when their comrades were released. 

 Kennington’s QSA is privately named and the clasps are out of the usual sequence. Due to an 
administrative problem, men of the 2nd and 3rd NZMR had unnamed medals issued to them. (Kennington 
received his QSA at Wellington on 19 June 1901).  
As a consequence, the medals were named by local jewellers, the details engraved in different styles 
(and not impressed), with variations in rank and unit titles and usually taking up the whole rim. Many 
early medal collectors rejected these medals, considering them to be fakes and/or renamed specimens. 
The result is that QSA’s to the 2nd and 3rd NZMR are rare today. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls, extracts from WO100/232 ré unnamed 
medals and an illustrated Kennington family history. 
 

175. Five     QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Jhburg, D Hill;  VF         4.600 – 5.800 
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 97138 Serjt. F.J. Rogers. R.H.A.;  
1914-15 Star: 51370 Sd. Q.M.Sjt. F.J. Rogers. R.F.A.;  
BWM: 51370 W.O.Cl.2. F.J. Rogers. R.A.;  
Army LS&GC medal, Geo V (swivel suspender): Sd. Q.M. Sgt.F.J. Rogers. R.H.A        
Some contact marks.                                       
Rogers was also awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal but unfortunately this has become separated 
from the remainder of his medal group. Rogers served in “L” Section, Pom-Poms.  
He was Mentioned in Roberts’ Despatch of 4 Sept. 1901 (rank: Collarmaker-Sergeant); DCM: The 
London Gazette of 27 Sept 1901.  
The following extract is from his diary: 

“L Section, Pom-Poms, July 16th Witport. Attacked at 7am by a heavy force under Gen. Botha and we 
are gradually enveloped under tremendous fire, from front, right and left, L1 gun damaged by rifle fire 
and put out of action. We are relieved at sunset, our little garrison of 300 having held out against 1,600 
Boers. *Awarded the D.C.M. for gallant conduct.” 
He was discharged after 18 years’ service in 1911, but re-attested in the RFA with rank Sadler QMSgt, 
entering France on 31 May 1915. 
Sold with the recipient’s parchment and gunnery certificates, his Diary of events from the war in South 
Africa (108 pages of written notes) as well as a copy of his WWI MIC. 
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23 JULY 1900 RETIEF’S NEK AND SLABBERTS NEK 

The terrain towards which the Boers retired in July was in the shape of a horseshoe some 120 kilometres long, 
formed by the Wittebergen range of mountains which extends from Commando Nek opposite Ficksburg to the 
north and the Rooiberge range which continues in a south-easterly, then easterly direction, terminating at 
Golden Gate. Wittebergen (English: White Mountains) refers to the exposed white sandstone deposits 
underlying the lava strata that intruded afterwards. To the south of these mountains flows the Caledon River, 
separating the Free State from Lesotho (then called Basutoland).  

The principal passes in these mountains are Commando Nek, Retiefs Nek, Slabberts Nek and Naauwpoort Nek 
while less conspicuous are the gaps such as Witnek, Nelspoort, Bamboeshoek and Golden Gate. Within the 
enclosure are deep valleys through which flow the Brandwater, the Little Caledon and Caledon rivers. In this 
mountainous region, known as the Brandwater Basin, some 8 400 Boers including their leaders President M T 
Steyn and Cmdts Christiaan de Wet and Marthinus Prinsloo, were encircled by 16000 British troops.  

SLABBERT’S NEK 

There were however some passes in the mountain barrier which Gen A Hunter, commanding the British troops 
had not yet blocked and the Boers decided to quit the basin through them while there was yet time. They split 
into four groups and the largest under De Wet, with President Steyn, left on the night of 15/16 July 1900.  

Two more were due to depart the following day, and the fourth, under Prinsloo, would hold the passes open 
and leave last of all. De Wet’s column of 2 600 men and 460 wagons escaped via Slabbert’s Nek.  

The next two parties were delayed because they were waiting for commandos from Natal to join them, but 
eventually tried to halt the oncoming British at Slabbert’s and Retief’s Nek.  

At Slabbert’s, on 23 July, the British suffered a loss of 8 men killed and 34 wounded, while at Retief’s Nek, 
on the same day, their casualties amounted to 12 killed and 81 wounded.  

VIEW FROM SLABBERTS NEK INTO BRANDWATER BASIN 
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176. Pair     India Medal, 1 clasp Punj Fr 1897-98:  
4055 Pte. T. McDonald. 2.High. L. I. (square engraving);  
QSA, 2 clasps ModR, Witt: 4055 Corl. T. McDonald, 1 High. Lt. Infy. 

VF+      6.000 – 8.000 

McDonald enlisted as a Private in G Coy, 1st Highland Light Infantry in 1892.  
He was granted Good Conduct Pay @ 1d. in May 1893 and embarked on the troop transport ‘Dilwara’ 
for the 2nd Battalion in India.  
In July 1897 he was appointed Paid Lance Corporal and awarded Good Conduct Pay @ 2d. He was 
wounded at Magersfontein on 11 Dec 1899 and killed at Retief’s Nek during the assault of 23 July. 
Sold with copied pages from the India & QSA medal rolls, SAFF Casualty roll and a detailed account 
of the action as published in the HLI Chronicle of October 1901. 

177. QSA, 2 clasps CC, Witt: 10424 Pte. W. Fosbrook. 57th Coy. Imp. Yeo.      EF          2.600 – 3.400 
Fosbrook was wounded at Slabberts Nek on 23 July 1900. He probably was invalided home as he did 
not qualify for a date clasp. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA medal roll and SAFF Casualty roll. 
 

25 JULY 1900 KLERKSDORP GARRISON SURRENDERS 
 
“At 9.30pm on the 24th July reports were received that Commandant Liebenberg, with a commando, had arrived 
“2½ hours” north of the town. Lieutenant White, in his evidence before a Court of Inquiry assembled on 7 th 
September 1900, spoke to receiving such reports from two different sources on the evening of the 24th and 
immediately reporting the fact by letter to Captain Lambart, who acknowledged its receipt. The latter, however, 
gave witness no special instructions, as he did not consider there was any urgency in view of the fact that “at 
present only a small rumour has come in, which is nothing to be alarmed at.”  

There would appear to have been no verbal communication as to the course to be adopted in the event of attack. 

Captain Lambart subsequently issued orders for all troops, including the civilians, to parade at 4am on the 25th 
in the market square. At that time no further news had come in, and two natives who had been sent out had not 
returned. Lieutenant Sheppard, with two men, was out on patrol to the north, having started on the morning of 
the 24th, but no news had been received from him. Captain Lambart ordered Lieutenant Blagden, with 11  men 
of the Kimberley Mounted Corps, to go to the north-west kopje, and Lieutenant Purves, with the remainder of 
the Kimberley Mounted Corps (16 men), to go to a kopje situated a short distance south of Lieutenant Blagden’s 
and on the other (south) side of the Hartebeestfontein Road. 

At daylight, about 250 Boers were seen north-west of the town, and a few (about 20) advanced against the 
kopje occupied by Lieutenant Blagden and came to a point within 200 yards of it, neither side firing. The 
remainder, passing behind a kopje some distance to the west of Lieutenant Panes’ kopje, then advanced within 
300 yards’ range to the foot of this kopje, and the kopjes to the south of, and commanding it.  

Lieutenant Purves would not allow his men to open fire, and retired, thinking he saw Boers coming down the 
road in his rear. He sent a man in this direction who stayed there for 20 minutes but saw no Boers on the road. 
Meanwhile Lieutenant Blagden, seeing Lieutenant Purves had retired, became uneasy at the close approach of 
the small party of Boers referred to above, also retired. Although the party of Boers offered an excellent target, 
he did not open fire, his excuse for not doing so being that he thought they might be Yeomanry.  

Both Lieutenant Purves and Lieutenant Blagden then rode back to the market square and met Captain Lambart 
there. A Boer with a white flag came in with Lieutenant Blagden and gave a note to Captain Lambart 
demanding the surrender of the town.  

Captain Lambart at once rode out to the Boer Commander and surrendered the town. No shot was at any time 
fired on either side, and the enemy apparently had no guns though Captain Lambart says he saw two. 
Lieutenants Blagden and Purves were permitted to resign their commissions.” 
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178. Pair     C of GHGSM, 1 clasp Bechuanaland,  
Corpl. L.C. Blagden. Diam. F. Horse;  
QSA, 2 clasps CC, Tvl: Lieut. L.C. Blagden. Kim. L.H.  

VF+      5.400 – 6.600 

Engraved naming. Provenance: Spink Boer War Sale, October 1999. 
The C of GHGSM has “Cape Naming”, upside-down. Although Blagden’s name does not feature in the 
surviving portion of the S&A Register, the hand copied Mitchell Medal Issue Register confirms that the 
medal was issued early in 1905. Lionel Charles Blagden enlisted as Trooper in the Natal Carbineers on 
29 September 1899 and deserted on 1 April 1900. The relevant QSA medal roll notes “No Medal”, 
resulting in him forfeiting the TugH & RoL clasps. It seems that the desertion did not count against him, 
because on the same page he is shown as “Lieut. Kim. L. Horse” with a QSA issued from that unit’s roll 
on 9 Nov 1911. This information is also shown on the QSA roll for the Kimberley Lt Horse where the 
CC & Tvl clasps are confirmed. 
It would be very interesting to know what strings Blagden pulled or what stories he told to obtain a 
commission in the Kimberley Light Horse so soon after he deserted from the Natal Carbineers! After 
the surrender of Klerksdorp (as set out above) more than 40 of the Kimberley men were taken prisoner. 
Blagden himself was kept captive by a wandering commando under Commandant Steenekamp for at 
least 4 weeks: it is not known where or when he was released. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll, C of GHGSM application, Mitchell roll, WO108/372 and 
contemporary accounts of incident. 
 

28 JULY 1900 SLAAPKRANZ 
 

“As the advance guard of the 8th division was the first to reach the goal, Clements’ and Paget’s brigades were 
halted a few miles from Fouriesburg, and did not move again until the 27th, when they entered the place after 
a feeble opposition from a few snipers dropped by the main body of the enemy who, still ignorant that British 
troops awaited them at the eastern passes, were retreating at speed towards Naauwpoort Nek and the Golden 
Gate. But though most of the burghers were hurrying eastward, it was necessary to ensure that no detachments 
should break out through Slabbert’s, Retief’s, or Commando Neks, and so heavy was the call upon the infantry 
to garrison these defiles that Hunter could only muster five battalions to drive the Boers into the net spread by 
MacDonald and Bruce Hamilton. One of these was the 1st battalion, Royal Irish regiment, which with part of 
the Wiltshire formed the advance-guard under Clements on the 28th, when the burghers fought a rear -guard 
action near Slaap Kranz ridge with great tenacity and cunning.  
The position proved to be a very strong one, and Clements was unable to oust the enemy from it, though his 
artillery and infantry were engaged throughout the day. Colonel Guinness was anxious to be allowed to seize 
a commanding knoll in front of the left of the Boer line, which seemed to offer a good base for an assault upon 
the pass itself, but General Clements considered that the Royal Irish had done enough for the day, and ordered 
a battalion of the Scots Guards, recently arrived on the field, to occupy it. At midnight they advanced on the 
main position and found it undefended, for the Boers, after checking the whole column for many hours, had 
silently disappeared when they saw that the odds had become too heavy for them to face. The casualties of the 
day amounted to thirty-four killed and wounded, the Royal Irish losing one man killed and five wounded. With 
the encounter at Slaap Kranz the campaign in the Brandwater Basin came to an end.” 
The Campaigns and History of the Royal Irish Regiment from 1684 to 1902, p340-1. 

 
179. QSA, 2 clasps CC, Witt: 489 Pte. D. Devereux, 1st. Rl. Irish Regt.  EF          4.500 – 5.500 

Pte Devereux was severely wounded at Slaapkranz and died of his wounds the same day. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty rolls. 

 
30 JULY 1900 FREDERIKSTAD (TRAIN ACCIDENT) 

 
Quoting from the regimental history:  
“Lord Methuen’s force left us and proceeded to Potchefstroom and the Gordon Highlanders went to 
Krugersdorp. They had no boots, so we were left to bring a convoy on to Potchefstroom. July 28 we were 
joined by the City Imperial Volunteers and 33 sick and wounded who were captured in the wrecked train and 
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sent in by the Boers. The convoy arrived on the 29th and we proceeded towards Potchefstroom the same day. 
An unfortunate accident attended with considerable loss of life happened on the way. A heavy train of supplies 
passed us just as we were approaching camp at Frederikstad on July 30 and seated on the trucks was a draft of 
ours which had lately arrived in the country together with some sick men re-joining. Our yeomanry scouts had 
been ordered to inspect the line as they advanced but they failed to perceive that on a sharp curve where the 
line ran down a decline some of the fishplates had been unscrewed and the rails loosened but carefully replaced. 
The engine on reaching the spot was derailed and the heavy supply trucks ran up one on top of the other. 
Thirteen of our men were killed, together with the engine driver and forty-one injured.” 
 
180. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 7358 Pte. J. Wright, 2nd Shropshire Lt. Infy.  EF-        3.400 – 4.600 

(r/k) The clasp set is loose on the ribbon, not attached to the suspender. 
Pte Wright served in the Volunteer Service Company of the Shropshire LI. and was one of the 13 men 
killed in the accident. He is buried in the Olën Park Cemetry in Potchefstroom. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty rolls and extracts from contemporary publications. 
 

30 JULY 1900 SURRENDER HILL 
 

Diary of S.A. War Written by 4898 Pte A. Weaver “G” Company, 2nd Gloucestershire Regt. 
“July 30th News came that “Prinseloe” and his men wanted to surrender. July 31st Marched out of camp towards 
Golden Gates, sending out patrols to know what the Boers intended doing. Got news that 2000 would surrender 
to us so we moved on and 5th M.I. took over the prisoners and the laager for the night.  
Wednesday Aug. 1st Spent all day in breaking up the Boers rifles and blowing up all their powder and 
ammunition, also serving the prisoners out with rations and getting them in commandos. One British Officer 
was put to each commando and the commandant of each party of Boers was held responsible for their good 
behaviour. Remainder of troops were all round them. 
The next day they continued the work: Started again at daybreak blowing up powder. Veldt caught fire and 
spread through camp, saddles were burnt, and ammunition was going off in the lines. The fire was gaining 
rapidly on 4 wagons of dynamite. Our men rushed through the fire and dragged the wagons out of it just in 
time, thereby saving a very bad disaster if it had occurred, we would have all been blown to pieces.  
After handing over the Boer prisoners the regiment set off again.” 

 
SLAP KRAANTZ, JULY 30 
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181. ABO: Burger G.H. Veltman EF-        2.200 – 3.400 
Gert Veltman served with the Ficksburg Commando from 9 October 1899 and saw action, inter alia, 
at Rensburg Siding, Colesberg, Abrahamskraal (Driefontein), Sannas Post, Mosterds Hoek and 
Jammersberg Drift (Wepener). He was taken prisoner with the surrender of Gen Prinsloo on 30 July 
1900 and sent to Ceylon as PoW No 8581. He applied for the ABO medal in October 1941, stating his 
rank on Vorm “B” as Kanonier (Gunner), but the medal was issued with rank as Burger.  
When acknowledging receipt of the ABO in December 1942 he complained about the naming and was 
told to send the medal back to have the rank altered. This, it would seem, he never did. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, file correspondence and entry on PoW Register. 
 

2 AUGUST 1900 NEAR VOLKSRUST 
 

A party of 8 men, accompanied by Mr Godson of the Intelligence Department, were sent to a farmhouse to 
bring in two women. Two sentries were posted on arrival at the farm but, when a number of Boers suddenly 
attacked, the sentries bolted without giving any alarm. The remaining six men were compelled to surrender. 
Corporal Feast made a gallant but futile attempt to get away with Mr Godson. At the subsequent Court of 
Enquiry, the seven men were exonerated, and the Court drew attention to Corporal Feast’s gallant conduct.   
“SA Surrenders” WO 108-372. 
 

 
LOT 182 

182. Seven     DCM (Vic): 3517 Cpl R.W. Feast.  5th Dragoon Gds. 2-8-00;  
QSA, 2 clasps Natal, Tvl: 3517 Corpl. R.W. Feast. 5th Dragoon Gds;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 3517 Corpl R.W. Feast. 7th Dragoon Gds;  
BWM & AVM: 9092 F. Sgt. R.W. Feast R.A.F.;  
RAF MSM (Geo V): 9092 F/Sjt. R.W. Feast R.A.F.;  
Metropolitan Police Coronation Medal 1911: P.S. R. Feast 

VF+  50.000 – 70.000 

Robert William Feast was born in St. Pancras in London and attested for the 5th Dragoon Guards at 
Oxford on 9 March 1891. He served with the Regiment in South Africa, 8 February 1900 – 31 December 
1900, and 26 November 1901 – 1 August 1902. He was awarded the DCM for the abovementioned 
incident where he was taken prisoner and subsequently released.  
The Regimental History gives the following additional details: 
“The regiment continued to be employed on lines of communication till 1st May 1901, being kept most 
of the time split up in small detachments of half a squadron or even less. Patrolling was constantly 
carried out, so that there were daily some twenty patrols in constant touch with the Boers.  
On 2nd August one such patrol was sent with a guide to a farm near Wakkerstroom. It was attacked by 
the Boers, and the guide was wounded. Corporal Feast, who was in charge of the patrol, could have got 
away, but he went back to assist the guide, and they were both captured.  
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Cpl Feast was afterwards awarded the DCM for his conduct on this occasion.” 
Feast’s DCM must have been awarded as a direct result of the Court of Enquiry’s comment. Although 
he was mentioned in Army Order 163 of July 1901, he was never officially mentioned in the London 
Gazette. In addition, it is one of the very few Boer War DCM’s where the date of the act of gallantry 
was impressed as part of the naming.  
Cpl Feast transferred to the 7th Dragoon Guards on 31 March 1902. He was discharged in March 1903 
and joined the Metropolitan Police. He advanced to Sergeant (Mounted Police), before enlisting in the 
Royal Flying Corps on 31 August 1915. He served as a Flight Sergeant with the 8th Brigade, Royal Air 
Force, in the French theatre of war 22 May 1918 - 9 January 1919. Primarily a bomber formation, it 
became part of the Independent Air Force June 1918. He was discharged 30 April 1920.   
D.C.M. London Gazette 19 April 1901. M.S.M. London Gazette 3 June 1919.   
Provenance: Elson Collection: Part 1, Glendining & Co, February 1963; Lovell Collection, Sotheby, 
November 1978; Donald Hall Catalogue, January 1984; Buckland Dix Wood, October 1993; Dix 
Noonan Webb, December 2016.  
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA roll pages, DCM Issue Register, service records and relevant 
page from “Surrenders”. 
 

4 – 16 AUGUST 1900 ELANDS RIVER SIEGE 
 
The Siege of Elands River began on 4 August 1900 when over 2500 Boers under General Koos de la Rey 
surrounded the camp. The Boers had five modern artillery pieces as well as three 1pdr pom-poms and two 
Maxim machine guns. The men within the compound numbered about 500 there being almost 300 Australians, 
200 Rhodesians, a few British and Canadians and some civilians and native porters all under the command of 
Lieutenant Colonel Charles Hore. Their only heavy weapons were two machine guns and an old muzzle loading 
7pdr gun. The camp was a supply depot which held supplies estimated at around £100000, including 1500 head 
of livestock and horses, making it an appealing target for the Boer forces. With little warning, the defenders 
began construction of defensive trenches far from the camp. A hospital was constructed out of biscuit boxes 
and a Red Cross flag raised over it. At the time of the initial attack the trenches did not provide adequate 
protection and the men had to shelter behind rocks piled up into a defensive wall. The Boers began the attack 
with an artillery and pom-pom gun barrage. At an early stage an Australian, Trooper John Waddell, was hit by 
a pom-pom shell and died within a few minutes. A couple of minutes later James Duff, another Australian, also 
receiving a pom-pom shell to the chest and was killed instantly. 
During that first day, the Boers fired an estimated 1700 shells into the besieged camp and killed five men: two 
Australians, two Rhodesians and a native worker. Most of the 1500 animals were either killed or wounded by 
the shells. Little could be done for wounded animals as men assisting them were targets for Boer snipers. On 
the second day, a relief force under Maj-Gen Frederick Carrington was seen in the distance and much of the 
Boer force was moved to meet this new threat and Carrington’s column fell back after a brief skirmish with 
the Boers. Carrington mistakenly told his superior Lord Roberts that the camp had fallen and as a result a 
second larger relief force under Baden-Powell turned away from the camp. 
On the 8th General de la Rey sent an offer of honourable surrender to the besieged. This offer was dismissed 
out of hand by the Rhodesian Captain Butters who was first to receive the message. Also, on the 8th a shell hit 
the hospital. On the 13th a runner reached the British with a message that proved that the camp was still holding 
out. Upon hearing the news General Kitchener, without waiting for orders, immediately moved two brigades 
to go the relief of the camp. They arrived on the 16th to break the siege. Captain Albert Duka, a doctor from 
Queensland who had treated all of the wounded, listed 73 casualties, including 16 killed: 8 were Australian, 4 
were Rhodesian and 4 were natives. 

 
183. QSA, 3 clasps Rhod, RoM, Tvl: 33 Tpr. J. Wares. Rhodesia Regt. EF          6.500 – 8.000 

James Wares enlisted in the Mashonaland Squadron of the Rhodesia Regiment on 18 February 1900. He 
was wounded on the second day of the Elandsriver Siege and died on 7 August. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, Nominal & SAFF Casualty Rolls, relevant pages from “Rhodesia 
Served the Queen” as well as an original copy of “The Transvaal Outpost” (BSAP Magazine). 
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20 AUGUST 1900 KLIPDRIFT 
 

“Paget in the afternoon followed the enemy along the northern road east of the railway, leaving half a battalion 
of the West Riding regiment and two guns at Hamanskraal. Baden-Powell’s force was on the right across the 
Pienaar’s river. Two squadrons of the Rhodesia regiment which covered his advance came suddenly upon a 
party of 100 mounted Boers of the Waterberg commando, which had been detailed by Steenkamp to work 
round Paget’s right flank. Both sides alike were completely surprised. A fight ensued, in which the Rhodesia 
regiment lost one officer and four men killed, and two officers and six men wounded.  
Upon reinforcements… the enemy were driven off, losing nine killed and ten wounded”. 
Official History, Vol III, p366-7. 

“After Elands River, the Rhodesian Regiment and Volunteers operated east of Rustenburg for a further short 
period before being disbanded in November 1900, but sadly not before five men of the Rhodesia Regiment 
were killed in action at Klipdrift.  
On 20 August 1900, Lt Colonel John Spreckley of ‘E’ Squadron and his party were surrounded by Boers, who, 
being dressed in khaki, were first taken for friends. When the mistake was discovered and Spreckley and his 
party were called upon to surrender, he replied, “Never give in to them, lads” and was immediately killed.  
By his death, Rhodesia lost one of its best-known and most popular men.”  
AngloBoerWar.com 
 
184. QSA, 2 clasps RoM, Tvl: Tpr. C.J. Buchanan. Rhodesia Regt.  VF+      4.800 – 5.600 

Calvert James Buchanan enlisted in “A” Squadron of the Rhodesia Regiment on 15 February 1900. He 
was wounded in the Klipdrift engagement and was discharged on completion of service on 15 October 
1900. His 2-clasp QSA was a late issue: May 1908. He made a subsequent enquiry about his possible 
entitlement to the Rhodesia clasp but nothing seems to have come of the query. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, Nominal & SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

 
21-26 AUGUST 1900 VAN WYKSVLEI - BELFAST 

 

“As soon as the troops engaged in the pursuit of De Wet became available for operations elsewhere, I 
redistributed the field army with the object, first, of advancing along the Delagoa Bay Railway to Komati Poort, 
and, secondly, of forming flying columns… the military situation was as follows:  
On l0th August, Sir Redvers Buller’s forces reached Twyfelaar. French was in command at Middelburg.  
On the 18th August, the Mounted Infantry were holding the line stretching from Wonderfontein to Doornkop, 
12 miles north of Middelburg, and French’s Cavalry was distributed between Wonderfontein and Twyfelaar. 
On that date French rejoined his two Cavalry brigades.  
On the 21st, Buller marched to Van Wyk’s Vlei, 15 miles south-east of Belfast, and two days later the 11th 
Division, under Pole-Carew, was concentrated at Wonderfontein. Buller met with some opposition on the 23rd 
in the neighbourhood of Van Wyk’s Vlei, and towards evening two companies of the 1st Battalion Liverpool 
Regiment entered by mistake a hollow, out of sight of the main body, where they came under a heavy fire, 
losing 10 men killed, and one Officer and 45 men wounded. The other casualties on this occasion were one 
man killed, and three Officers and four men wounded.  
On the 24th August, I left Pretoria for Wonderfontein, and on the 25th proceeded to Belfast… occupied the 
previous day by the 11th Division. Some opposition was encountered, our casualties amounting to one man 
killed, and one officer and 14 men wounded.  
As soon as I arrived, it became apparent to me that we were already in touch with a part of the Boer main 
position. This position, extended from the neighbourhood of Swartz Kopjes on the north to Dalmanutha on the 
south, a distance of some 20 miles. It was furnished with numerous artillery… and was entrenched at various 
points of importance. My first idea was to hold the enemy in front with the 11th Division, whilst Buller and 
French turned their loft from the south.  
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On consultation, however, with General Buller, it seemed that the ground was not favourable to a turning 
movement from this quarter, and I therefore decided to contain the enemy’s front by the 18th Brigade and turn 
his right flank with the Guards Brigade, assisted by General French and Colonel Henry’s Mounted Infantry.  
With this object French moved, on the 26th, from Geluk, 12 miles south of Belfast, and passing to the west of 
the town reached Lakenvlei, 6 miles to its north on the evening of this day. Pole-Carew, with the 11th Division, 
endeavoured to advance along the Lydenburg road in his support but came under so heavy a shell and rifle fire 
that he made but little progress. Buller, whose Artillery was engaged throughout the day, pushed back the 
Boers, who were holding a series of strong positions to the south-east of Belfast, to within 4 miles of the railway 
between that town and Dalmanutha.  
Our casualties on this date amounted to five men killed, and two Officers and 56 men wounded.”    
Roberts’ Despatch of 10 October 1900, published in the LG of 8 Feb 1901, p867.  
         

 
OBVERSE          LOT 185           REVERSE 

185. DCM (EVII): 4572 Pte. J. Trainor. Liverpool Regt.  VF+  24.000 – 36.000 
On 21 August, during the operations near Van Wyk’s Vlei, Corporal Knight, Liverpool Regt., was 
posted in some rocks with four men, covering the right rear of a detachment of the same company, who, 
under Captain Ewart, were holding the right of the line.  The enemy, about 50 strong, attacked Captain 
Ewart’s right and almost surrounded Corporal Knight’s small party. This NCO held his ground, directing 
his party to retire one by one to better cover, where he maintained his position for nearly an hour, 
covering the withdrawal of Captain Ewart’s force and losing two of his four men. He then retired 
bringing with him two wounded men; one of these he left in a place of safety, the other he carried for 
nearly two miles. The party were hotly engaged the whole time.  
For his gallantry on this occasion Knight was rewarded by the Victoria Cross. 
4572 Pte. J. Traynor and 5360 Pte J McNamara were in Cpl. Knight’s party and were both awarded the 
DCM  fo r  the part they played in this VC action. All published accounts (Regimental History and 
London Gazette) as well as the DCM Issue Register incorrectly refer to No 4572 as Trainor, hence 
spelling of surname on the DCM. Traynor was also awarded a 3-clasp QSA and a 2-clasp KSA. 
DCM Provenance: H Y Usher Collection. 
Sold with distinctive Usher Record Label and copied pages from QSA and KSA Rolls, DCM Issue 
Register & Rudolf, p84-86.   
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186. Pair     QSA, 5 clasps Talana, DoL, OFS, Tvl, L Nek:  
4480 Pte. A.F. Evans. 18/Hrs.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 4480 Pte. A. Evans, 18th Hussars.                           

VF         5.500 – 7.000 

QSA engraved, KSA impressed. (Some contact wear and edge bruising)  
About three miles east of Van Wyk’s Vlei, where the country begins to dip in a succession of ledges to 
the valley of the Komati, Privates Evans and Bee, who were leading men of a patrol of Lieut. Field’s 
troop, came suddenly on a number of Boers who were artfully concealed near a farm. The Boers opened 
fire, hit both Privates Evans and Bee, and captured Private Bee and the horses, but Evans, seeing that 
the Boers were lying in wait at this spot, where the ground kept dropping so sharply that their presence 
could not be detected, and that part of a company of the Gordon Highlanders were rapidly advancing 
into the same trap as he had fallen into, managed, in spite of his wound, to wave his helmet and shout to 
the Gordons, preventing them advancing to probably the same fate as he had met. 
Lieut. Field, seeing that his patrol had got into a tight place, went forward to their aid, and finding Evans 
severely wounded, endeavoured to get him away out of fire, but in doing so he was hit himself in the 
shoulder, and had difficulty in crawling away under the heavy fire he had provoked.  

This resulted in the following memo from his Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel E.C. Knox, to 
the Brigade Major, 2nd Cavalry Brigade: 
“I forward herewith a statement from Lieut. And Adjutant Shee, 19th Hussars, concerning No. 4480 
Private Albert Evans, of the Regiment under my command. Private Evans was employed as a scout 
yesterday in front of his Squadron “C” and was wounded severely while reconnoitring near a farm. I 
have the honour to request that you will bring the conduct and behaviour of this man to the notice of the 
General Officer Commanding for favourable consideration.” 
Lieut. Shee’s statement read:  
“With reference to your memorandum of today, asking me to give the particulars in the case of Private 
Evans, 18th Hussars, I have the honour to state that yesterday afternoon, the 21st of August, I was walking 
across the plateau above the farm, two miles east of this camp, and met a company of Gordon 
Highlanders advancing to the edge of the ridge overlooking the farm. About 500 yards off, on the left 
flank of the Gordons, a man was waving his helmet whilst lying on the ground, and the officer 
commanding the party asked me to find out what he wanted, and I did so. I found the man to be a Private 
of the 18th Hussars, who was wounded in two places. He told me that he had waved his helmet in order 
to attract attention, and let the Gordons know that the enemy were holding the farm (about 400 yards 
from the ridge), and that if they, the Gordons, advanced to the edge they would show up against the sky 
line with no cover. I galloped back and told the officer of the Gordons before mentioned, whose name I 
do not know, and then went back and brought Private Evans into the doctor. He informed me on the way 
that one of his patrol had been killed close to the farm, and that he had crawled away over the ridge and 
lay there until the Gordons advanced.” 
B The 18th Hussars in South Africa, p102-3. 
Although Lieut. Field was subsequently Mentioned in Despatches, Private Evans did not receive any 
form of recognition for his gallant act.  

Sold with copied pages from medal & SAFF Casualty rolls as well as the Regimental History. 
 

187. QSA, 3 clasps DoL, Tvl, L Nek: 5653 Pte. T. McDermott. Liverpool Regt. EF-        4.400 – 5.600 
“Buller met with some opposition on the 23rd August near Van Wyk’s Vlei, and towards evening two 
companies of the 1st Battalion Liverpool Regiment entered by mistake a hollow out of sight of the main 
body, where they came under a heavy fire, losing 10 men killed, and 1 officer and 45 men wounded.”   
Roberts’ dispatch of 10 October 1900 (LG 8 Feb 1901, p867) 
Pte McDermott was severely wounded and died the same day. He is buried in Machadodorp. 
Sold with recent photos of his grave marker and memorial on site of skirmish as well as copied pages 
from QSA medal roll, LG entry and contemporary publications. 
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188. An exceptionally poignant Trio of “Tommy Brothers in Arms” offered as a single Lot. 
 Pair     QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Jhburg, D Hill, Belf:  

5887 Pte.H.G. Goodey, 1st Essex Regt.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 5887 Pte. G. Goodey. Essex Regt 

VF 

Sold with copied extracts from QSA, KSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls. 
     Plus 
 Pair     QSA, 6 clasps RoK, Paard, Drief, Jhburg, D Hill, Belf:  

2742 Pte. A. Hammond, 1st Essex Regt.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 2742 Pte. D. Hammond. Essex Regt 

VF 

  Sold with copied extracts from QSA & KSA Rolls and Service Papers. 
     Plus 
 Pair     QSA, 6 clasps RoK, Paard, Drief, Jhburg, D Hill, Belf:  

2534 Pte. A. Mann, 1st Essex Regt.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 2534 Pte. A. Mann. Essex Regt.  

VF 

  Sold with copied extracts from QSA & KSA Rolls and Service Papers. 
 The three Pairs                      VF      12.000 – 18.000 

Private H. G. Goodey, 1st Battalion Essex Regiment was wounded at Belfast on 26 August 1900. Both 
Hammond and Mann were recommended for rescuing Goodey during the action at Belfast: “These 
men were the stretcher bearers of my Company and when Pte. Goodey was wounded they attended 
him in a very cool manner under a heavy rifle and pom-pom fire and then carried him for about 200 
yards across the open and returned to the firing line when they had placed him in a safe spot under 
cover”. Surprisingly, no awards were made for this brave act. Arthur Hammond was born in 
Rochford, Essex. A Labourer by occupation, he attested for the Essex Regiment in November 1889, 
aged 18 years. He served overseas in Cyprus, Malta and India prior to South Africa (11 Nov 1899 to 
9 Aug 1902). He passed his class in Ambulance Drill in May 1899.  He was discharged on 15 August 
1902. Arthur Mann was born in Romford, Essex. A Butcher’s Assistant by occupation, he attested 
for the Essex Regiment in March 1889, aged 18 years. He served overseas in Cyprus, Malta and India 
prior to South Africa (11 Nov 1899 to 1 April 1902). He was discharged on 3 April 1902.  

 
24-26 AUGUST 1900 HELPMEKAAR 

 
“On August 24th reports were received that Olivier, with 1000 men and two guns had suddenly appeared north 
of Winburg and had surrounded a British force about nine miles from that town. This party, which consisted 
of 190 mounted men and thirty infantry, was under the command of Lieut.-Col Ridley (16th battalion I.Y.), 
who had been sent out by Major-General Allen on reconnaissance towards Ventersburg. Bruce Hamilton was 
immediately ordered to proceed to his aid… and succeeded in extricating him at 9am on the 26th. The relief 
came only just in time. For two days and three nights Ridley’s men had withstood, almost without cover, 
shrapnel and common shell from three guns and the unceasing fire of a thousand rifles. Twice they had been 
summoned to surrender; but surrounded though they were by vastly superior numbers they held out with deter-
mination, losing thirty-two officers and men.” 
“Official History” Vol III, p333.  
 “…what a sight met our gaze. I shall never forget it. 100 ponies had been shot dead; some were piled up to 
form a breastwork for the Queenstown fellows. Five men were killed and 21 wounded, their Maxim gun was 
smashed to pieces and only 30 rounds of rifle ammunition remained to them” 
“The Boer War Diaries of No 18405 Bombardier Walter Mitton” p53.  
     
189. QSA, 2 clasps CC, Witt: 400 Serjt. H. Burkinshaw. Queenstown R.V. EF         4.800 – 6.000 

The action, in which Ridley’s party was besieged and Burkinshaw was wounded on 25 August, took 
place around Helpmekaar Farm near Winburg. Burkinshaw died of wounds the next day. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll, and contemporary publications. 
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27 AUGUST 1900 WINBURG 
 

Next day (27 August) Olivier attacked the town from the north, north-east and north-west, but was repulsed on 
every side, losing twenty-five of his men by capture. Finally, he himself with his three sons rode into a trap set 
by the Queenstown Volunteers, from which he emerged a prisoner of war.    
“Official History” Vol III, p334. 

 
LOT 190 

190. A poignant Duo of a “Gallant Tommy and his Boer Prisoner” offered as a single Lot. 

 Pair     DCM (VR): Pte. W.M. Sladdin, Queenstown Volunteers; 
QSA, 2 clasps CC, Witt: Pte. W.M. Sladdin, Queenstown R.V.  

EF- 

Tpr Sladdin was mentioned in despatches (LG 16 April 1901, p2611) and was awarded the DCM in the 
LG of 19 April 1901, p2709. He served with the Queenstown Rifle Volunteers until 21 March 1901. 
According to the QSA roll he received his medal on 13 January 1902 and the Cape Colony & 
Wittebergen clasps on 21 February 1902. There is no record of entitlement to a SA 1901 clasp. 
Plus                

 ABO:  Veldkornet J.J. Swanepoel  
 The three medals                   EF    50 000 – 65.000 

“At dawn of 26 August all were awakened by the rattle of rifles and the boom of guns. Olivier and his 
men were audaciously attempting to rush the town. After two hours’ heavy firing the Boers were 
repulsed and the mounted men among the British were ordered to follow them up. The Queenstown 
Volunteers pressed close on the enemy’s extreme left. Sladdin, whose modest and interesting narrative 
of these events we have followed, with seven others found himself, in the heat of the chase a long way 
in advance of the British and right in the midst of the enemy. Reaching a small eminence, this little band 
halted there, when one after other burghers rode up to them, taking them for Boers, and were compelled 
by their levelled rifles to surrender. 
 “Among the first we took,” says Sladdin, “were General Olivier and his three sons. We had captured 
24 prisoners by now and they were being taken over the eminence to a kraal on the other side, where 
they were dismounted and sent on on foot. I was riding up in the rear, when I turned around and saw 
another man coming towards me. I rode towards him and ordered him to give up his gun. He said he 
was damned if he would. He had his rifle loaded but was uncertain whether to fire or not. The instant I 
saw him hesitate he was lost, for I was only a couple of yards from him, and I dug the spurs into my 
horse, bounded on to him, and caught the muzzle of his rifle in my hand. At the same time, I called to 
one of our fellows to shoot him. On hearing this he gave me his gun.”  
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He proved to be Field Cornet Swanepoel, a well-known Boer leader. As soon as he had been secured, 
the captors returned to the summit of the kopje, and were startled to see 200 Boers galloping towards 
them. There were now only five of the British left, as two messengers had been despatched to beg 
assistance. But these five put on a bold face and opened a hot magazine fire. The Boers were so surprised 
at this unexpected shower of bullets that they bolted incontinently. Three were killed, the rest made good 
their escape. As for the Queenstown Volunteers, they brought their prisoners back in safety to the British 
lines, and were received as heroes.”  
“After Pretoria: The Guerilla War” p152-3 

Jacobus Johannes Swanepoel served in the Rouxville Commando under Gen J H Olivier.  
When completing his Vorm “B” medal application, he listed 15 engagements in which he had 
participated. These included Stormberg, Wepener, Waterwerk (Sannas Post), Mostertshoek, Rooiwal, 
Retiefsnek and Lindley. 
He was taken prisoner by Pte Sladdin and sent to Ceylon as PoW No 11613. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and PoW Register. 

 
27 AUGUST 1900 BERG-EN-DAL / DALMANUTHA 

 
“On the 27th, French advanced 8 miles further north, and drove the enemy from Swartz Kopjes. From this 
position he threatened the enemy’s line of retreat, although he could hardly yet be said to have turned their 
right flank. Meanwhile, however, General Buller was able to take more decisive action at the other extremity 
of the Boer line of defence. At Bergendal, 3 miles south-east of Belfast, the Boers had established a very strong 
position on a low rocky kopje, and in some farm buildings and plantations, which formed the key to that portion 
of the main position. The kopje was heavily entrenched and was garrisoned by the Z.A.R. Police with a pom-
pom. The ground, which sloped gently away in all directions, afforded no cover.” 
Roberts’ Despatch of 10 October 1900, published in the LG of 8 Feb 1901, p867. 

The British bombardment began shortly before 11 am and the shelling continued for three hours without 
intermission. From the Times History: “no such severe and concentrated fire having been witnessed during the 
war since the days of Vaal Krantz and Pieter’s Hill. The top and all sides of the platform were swept by a hail 
of shrapnel, while the rocks themselves were torn and rent by the explosion of the lyddite shells. Smoke and 
sulphurous gases and rocks shooting up in the air made the place look like a Vesuvius in eruption. But the 
police lay close behind the rocks… For, in spite of the accuracy of the fire, the trenches were so good that its 
material results were almost nothing”. 

Early afternoon the British infantry assault began. Again, quoting from the Times History:  
“...the Riflemen swept onward towards the position regardless of their losses. Two captains, Lysley and 
Steward, and the adjutant, Maitland, fell; three other officers and seventy-five riflemen, dropping in their tracks, 
testified to the steadiness and marksmanship of the hard-fighting Zarp’s and Metcalfe himself fell severely 
wounded. The Zarps went on coolly firing till within the last five minutes, then, most of the survivors rushed 
to their horses in the kraal and galloped away… they found and took prisoner the brave commandant, Philip 
Oosthuizen, who was severely wounded. Lieutenant Pohlman was killed, and some forty others of the seventy-
four were killed, wounded or captured… The pom-pom was also captured; the Maxim had already been blown 
to atoms by a shell”. 
 
191. ABO: Sersj. C.H. du Plessis.  VF          4.000 – 6.000 

Casper Hendrik du Plessis held the rank of Sergeant in the elite ZAR Police unit. His initial service was 
in Natal (Colenso and Ladysmith), followed by Abrahamskraal (Driefontein). At Dalmanutha he was 
one of 74 ZARPs who were entrenched among the rocks on the Bergendal Koppie and were subjected 
to the fire of Buller’s thirty-eight guns. Miraculously, the 27-year old Du Plessis was neither wounded 
nor killed but was taken prisoner and sent to St Helena as PoW No12217. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and PoW Register.  
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LOT 192 

192. Four DCM (VR) 2860 Cpl. W. McDonald, 2nd. Gordon High’drs;  VF     48.000 – 60.000 
India Medal 3 clasps RofChit, Punj Fr 97-98, Tirah 1897-98:  
2860 Pte. W. McDonald 1st. Bn. Gord. Highrs;  
QSA 4 clasps Elandsl, DoL, L Nek, Belf: 2860 Pte. W. McDonald, Gordon Highrs.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 2860 Serjt. W. McDonald, Gordon Highrs.          
William McDonald’s handling of his machine gun attracted widespread attention at the time: 
Buller’s Despatch of 13 September 1900 (LG 8 Feb 1901, p963): “One very noticeable incident in the 
attack was the great tactical skill with which the Maxims of the Gordons, Inniskillings, Rifle Brigade 
and Devons were handled by their respective detachments. The fire of these guns contributed materially 
to the successful result of the assault. General Kitchener especially brings to notice the conduct of No. 
2860 Corporal William McDonald, Gordon Highlanders, and of Lieutenant A.C. Jeffcoat, of the 
Inniskilling Fusiliers, while in command of gun detachments” 
Buller’s Despatch of 9 November 1900 (LG 8 February 1901, p977): No 2860 Corporal W. McDonald 
– ‘This non-commissioned officer was in charge of the machine guns of the battalion, and his conduct 
on all occasions was specially worthy of commendation’  
Official History , Vol III, p400-1: ‘The lines of the Rifle Brigade rolled on, and they had come within 
eight hundred yards of the kopje, when the Police, who were watching keenly through the interstices of 
their toppling ramparts, showed that some of them still lived by delivering a fierce volley. It was 
followed by a withering magazine fire, not only from the kopje itself, but from some schanzes which, 
thrown up in advance of the main position north of the line, took the battalion in flank. Halting his men 
for a few moments to reply, Metcalfe deflected to the left one company from his reserve to deal with the 
northerly trenches, and another to the right to gain touch with the line of advance of the Royals. With 
the Rifle Brigade had gone the machine gun of the Gordon Highlanders, in charge of Corporal W. 
McDonald, who, utilising the pause, audaciously took his weapon into the foremost line, whence he 
poured bullets against the kopje.’ 
Times History, Vol IV, p454: “The Riflemen threw themselves on the ground and replied; their Maxim 
and that of the Gordons, which Corporal Macdonald had gallantly brought up in support, proving at 
this moment of great service”. 
The Joyous Patriot: Ralph Verney,  Editor David Verney, p19: “Several men deserved the V.C. that day, 
though they won’t get it, especially a Corporal of the Gordon Highlanders who brought a Maxim  gun 
on his back right up into the first line amid a storm of bullets, and fired away as quietly as if he was 
practising on the range”. 
Sold with copied extracts from India, QSA & KSA rolls, DCM Issue Register, London Gazettes and other 
sources mentioned above. 
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193. QSA, 4 clasps TugH, RoL, L Nek, Belf: 5990 Pte. A.S. Strange, Rifle Brigade VF+       2.800 – 3.600 
(suspender retaining pin bent)  
The 2nd Battalion, Rifle Brigade, was chosen by Buller to lead a head-on assault on the strong position 
held by the ZARPs.  
“Once the Rifles started their assault, the artillery concentrated their fire on the kopje and farmhouse, 
blasting it with shrapnel and lyddite. It was only this effective bombardment which saved the Rifles 
from devastating casualties. The Rifle Brigade’s Maxim gun under Lieut. Maclachlan was doing 
splendid work next to C Company. The Gordons had sent their Maxim gun under the command of 
Corporal Macdonald and he brought his gun into action first, close to where F Company were lying, and 
then moved onto G Company. It took in all about seven of these rushes and about three-quarters of an 
hour from the first charge to the reaching of the kopje. The last rush of about 100 yards’ distance from 
the kopje was the cue for the Boers to start making their getaway. The gunners kept up their fire till the 
last possible moment, the last shells falling just ahead of the leading riflemen. Colonel Metcalfe fell just 
after giving the order for the final charge, but there was no stopping the riflemen now”. 
Article by G Caldwell, OMRS Journal, Autumn 1986, p152-6. 
The Rifle Brigade’s casualties were high: 13 killed in action, 12 died of wounds and 57 wounded. 
Pte Strange was one of the wounded and was subsequently invalided to England. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as Caldwell article. 

   
31 AUGUST 1900 QUAGGAFONTEIN 

 
“On 31 August 1900 the 3rd Cavalry Brigade under Col Little and the Colonial division under Col Dalgety were 
marching for Krugersdorp when they were attacked on the farm Quaggafontein (11 km east of Derby) by some 
450 burghers with guns from Asst Cmdt-Gen de la Rey’s commando. During the action De la Rey arrived with 
some 600 more burghers and artillery, and Dalgety sent the Kaffrarian Rifles on an enveloping attack around 
the left flank of the Boer position, where they bore the brunt of the enemy fire as the cavalry pulled back. Once 
this was accomplished, the Kaffrarians advanced, only to be pinned down by a withering hail of bullets from 
Boers who had been waiting for them on a group of rocky kopjes. They remained in this exposed position until 
sunset when firing ceased. The British lost 11 men killed in action and 6 officers and 26 men wounded.” 
The Regimental History by Francis Coleman. 

 
194. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Wepener, Tvl, Witt: 1038 Cpl. Far. R. Moir. Kaffrn. Rifles EF-        6.500 – 8.000 

Top clasp added, other clasps possibly reconstituted. (small rim dent on reverse) 
Farrier Corporal Moir was one of the 11 men killed in the above skirmish. He is buried in Krugersdorp. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll,” In Memoriam” and Regimental History. 

 
195. Pair     DSO (VR), complete with top riband bar;  

QSA, 4 clasps CC, Wepener, Tvl, Witt: Capt. J.P. Farrar D.S.O. Kaff. Rif. 
EF     50.000 – 70.000 

QSA with usual engraved naming for officers     
Capt John Percy Farrar is mentioned for his work at Wepener in Dalgety’s Despatch: “…Captain Farrar 
of the Kaffrarian Rifles was invaluable in obtaining supplies from Wepener on the 6th, 7th and 8th.”   
Coleman elaborates further on this: “Most importantly, Capt J P Farrar and a supply officer, Mr 
Williams, made great efforts to stock the camp with foodstuffs, fuel and slaughter cattle and sheep. Not 
a tin of fish, meat or preserves escaped their attention, whilst every kilogram of sugar, tea, coffee and 
rice in the shops of Wepener was requisitioned.”  
In the months after, Wepener the Kaffrarians continued to operate in the Eastern Free State. On 27 May 
1900 Capt Farrar was nearly captured on patrol to Commando Nek (near Ficksburg) whilst attempting 
to climb the mountain to locate an enemy laager.  
He only just reached his horse under continual sniper fire.  
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At Quaggafontein Capt Farrar was severely wounded in the groin at about 11h00 but continued to direct 
his men until he was ordered to retire at sunset.  
He was then awarded the DSO on 19 September 1900, as the Kaffrarians moved down the railway line 
to Viljoen’s Drift on the Vaal river, an ambulance train passed them carrying in it Capt Percy Farrar on 
his way home to England.  
This popular officer received a great cheer as the train rattled by. 
Captain Farrar was also an accomplished mountaineer. His Alpine career began in 1881 in the Eastern 
Alps with his last climb in the St Gotthard regions in 1928: in total more than 325 major ascents. 
         

4 SEPTEMBER 1900 SCHOEMAN’S KLOOF 
 

A party of 4 men of the 18th Hussars were attacked by Boers. The Sergeant in charge was wounded but got 
away with one of the men while Lambert and the other man were captured.  

Lambert re-joined his unit in Lydenburg on 19 Sept 1900. 

WO 108/372 (SA Surrenders). 
 

196. QSA, 3 clasps OFS, L Nek, Belf: 3406 Pte. F.W. Wyatt. 18/Hrs. VF+       2.400 – 3.600 
Wyatt was the “other man” who was captured. He must have spent some 10 days moving around with 
his captors: according to his Service Papers “Recovered Lydenburg 19/9/00”.  
He is also entitled to a KSA medal. 
Sold with copied Service Papers, pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls & relevant extract from SA 
Surrenders. 

 

5 SEPTEMBER 1900 GATSRAND 
 

On 4 September 1900 in the Gatsrand, near the present Fochville, Commandant Danie Theron was planning an 
attack with General Liebenberg’s commando on General Hart’s column. Whilst out scouting to discover why 
Liebenberg was not at the agreed position, Theron ran into seven members of Marshall’s Horse.  

Contemporary Boer sources allege that Theron killed three and wounded the other four. * 

The column’s escort was alerted by the firing and immediately charged up the hill, but Theron managed to 
avoid capture. Finally, the column’s artillery, six field guns and 4.7-inch naval gun, were unhitched and the 
hill bombarded. The legendary Republican hero was killed in an inferno of lyddite and shrapnel.  

Eleven days later, the body of Commandant Danie Theron was exhumed by his men and later reburied next to 
his late fiancée, Hannie Neethling, at her father’s farm (Eikenhof, Klip River.)  

The SAFF Casualty Roll contains the name of only one man (MacMillan) of Marshall’s Horse: he was mortally 
wounded in the incident. The “Official History” Vol III, p376 mentions:  

“Near the scene of the previous day’s encounter the guns fired on a party of the enemy, killing four, of whom 
one was Commandant Daniel Theron, a well-known captain of scouts.”  

                
197. QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Jhburg, D Hill:  

943 Tpr. R.W. MacMillan. Marshall’s H.  
EF          5.000 – 7.000 

A nicely toned medal.  
Trooper MacMillan enlisted in Marshall’s Horse on 13 December 1899.  
He was slightly wounded in a skirmish near the Johannesburg Waterworks on 31 August 1900 and 5 
days later he was dangerously wounded in the Danie Theron incident.  
He died of his wounds in Krugersdorp on 8 September 1900 and is buried there.  
Sold with an original sepia photo of Macmillan as well as copied extracts from QSA, Nominal & SAFF 
Casualty rolls and “In Memoriam”. 
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12 SEPTEMBER 1900 NELSHOOGTE 
 

On this date, Maj Gen French’s cavalry division occupied both sides of Nelshoogte Pass during their advance 
to Barberton. This action forced the Boers under Assistant Commandant General Tobias Smuts to retire. 
  

 
 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LOT 198 

198. Pair     DCM (EdwVII): Tpr. Latham Imp: Lt Horse;  
QSA 4 clasps RoM, Tug H, RoL, Tvl: 155 Tpr. G.W.J. Latham Imp: Lt Horse 

VF     45.000 – 60.000 

Obverse polished.  
George Latham enlisted in the ILH at Pietermaritzburg on 22 September 1899 and was discharged on 
12 October 1900. His DCM, as well as that awarded to Tpr James was gazetted on 27 Sept 1901 without 
a citation. However, Gibson in “The History of the Imperial Light Horse”, p220/1 describes the event 
that led to the two awards:  
“When the column was climbing the high Nelshoogte (Nels Heights), which could have been held by a 
thousand determined men against an army, great difficulty was experienced in dragging the Naval guns 
and the wagons up the steep hills. To add to the difficulty, a sniper on the side of the mountain kept up 
a persistent and effective fire, at about 800 yards range, getting a horse or dropping an ox dead in its 
yoke with every other shot. Two of the most experienced I.L.H. scouts, Troopers James and Bob Latham, 
were despatched to deal with the lone sniper and the firing soon stopped. The two scouts on rejoining 
the Regiment reported that they had found an old Boer with long white hair and beard, firing at the 
column with an ancient Martini Henry with a 100 or more cartridge in an old haversack by his side. 
“What happened to him?”.  
“We had to shoot the poor old chap, and this is his rifle, haversack and ammunition.” 
“Why on earth did you not ‘hands up’ the old man and take him prisoner?” 
“It is all very well to talk like that. The old chap had taken up such a position that we could neither flank 
him, or get behind him and it meant that we had either to get him or he would have got us, so in shooting 
him it really amounted to shooting in ‘self defence’!” 
It was felt that it was a unique achievement for one old man, about 70 or 80 years of age to pit himself 
against some 5000 troops. He must have realised that there could only be one end to his foolhardy but 
glorious act. The men thought that the poor old Burgher was, no doubt, too old to go on Commando and 
scorned to be relegated to the lowly position of doing odd jobs about the wagons for the women and 
children, so he took a hero’s way out of his dilemma. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and Nominal rolls, LG entries and Regimental History. 
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22-23 SEPTEMBER 1900 KOMATIPOORT 
 

“Early in Sept. 1900 the three-pronged eastwards advance of the British under Genls. Buller, French and Pole-
Carew put the retreating Boers, many of them without horses, under great pressure. At a Boer Council-of-War, 
held at Hectorspruit on 16 Sept 1900, it was decided that only mobile fighters, well experienced in local 
conditions, would continue with the next (guerrilla) phase of the war.  

Approximately 2000 burghers under Genls. Louis Botha and Ben Viljoen withdrew northwards and the 
balance, some 3000 strong, were advised to join Genl Coetzer at Komatipoort or to cross the border into 
Mozambique. This motley array consisted of elderly burghers, foreign volunteers, Cape rebels, deserters, 
dejected Boers and even men and their families who had previously hidden in the bush!   

The Portuguese Authorities were afraid that the Boers would destroy the bridge over the Komati River or even 
engage the British on Portuguese soil. After a message from President Kruger that the bridge must not be 
touched, General Coetzer left with some 250 men with serviceable horses to join General Botha: this left 
General F.J. Pienaar in command. 

On 21 Sept Portuguese secret agents promised Pienaar favourable terms if the Boers would surrender to the 
Portuguese and thus prevent a confrontation with the advancing British forces.  

During the night of 22-23 September General Pienaar crossed the border into Mozambique with some 700 
Boers and Pienaar ordered his forces to lay down their arms.  

Towards the end of the month a larger group of about a thousand, which included women, children, foreign 
volunteers and even a few servants also crossed the border. Those who were armed laid down their weapons 
and a special train carried them to Lourenco Marques. 

According to international custom the Boer Burghers were now internees and were warned that they would be 
shot or imprisoned if they tried to return to the ZAR. The British were not quite satisfied with the presence of 
the Boers in Mozambique and after lengthy negotiations it was decided that the majority would be sent to 
Portugal. This was finally done between February and June 1901 when some 890 males and 175 females, of 
which 150 were younger than 16 years, were interned in 6 Portuguese towns (Abrantes, Alcobaça, Caldas da 
Rainha, Oeiras, Peniche and Tomar).”    

“Viva os Boers” privately published in Afrikaans by O.J.O. Ferreira, Pretoria, 1994. 

“The Foreign Volunteers, on the other hand, were in a different category: initially the representatives of the 
ZAR Government in Mozambique distanced themselves from the Volunteers, implying that they would have 
to make their way home at their own cost.  This led to vehement protests by the Volunteers, who requested free 
passage home as well as some form of remuneration. In this they were strongly supported by the Portuguese 
authorities who wanted to get rid of them. 

Eventually a Committee of ZAR officials was formed to facilitate repatriation of the Volunteers and after 
clandestine (so as not to sour Portuguese-British relations) over-border negotiations money was made available 
by the ZAR Government and a suitable vessel was chartered. 

 On 2 October 1900 the SS “Styria” left Lourenco Marques for Trieste with 378 passengers, of which almost 
370 were Foreign Volunteers. The leader of the party was a Mr de Cock (an official in the ZAR Auditor-
General’s office) who afterwards submitted a report and passenger list with destinations of individuals to the 
ZAR Government. 

The SS “Styria” docked in Trieste on 31 October 1900 and, on instructions of the Lourenco Marques 
committee, the Trieste branch of the travel agency Thomas Cook paid out “pocket-money” to each Foreign 
Volunteer and issued each one with a travel-ticket to a city of his choice.” 

Source: An Afrikaans article “Die Repatriëring van Buitelandse Oorlogsvrywilligers uit Transvaal na Europa 
in 1900” by C de Jong, published in “Africana Notes and News” Sept 1981. 
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According to Ferreira in “Viva os Boers”:   
Nicolaas Johannes Grobler was born in Cradock, Cape Colony, in 1853. After farming in the Barkly 
East and Kokstad districts, he moved to Johannesburg and was employed by the NZASM (Railway 
Company). In October 1899 he was in Natal, serving in the Johannesburg Commando, received full 
ZAR Citizenship and served as Field Cornet at Elandslaagte (21 Oct 1899). In September 1900 he was 
elected Commandant in the Eastern Transvaal.  
On Vorm “B” Grobler was very economical with detail! He stated his unit as “Johannesburg Foot 
Commando”, naming his superior officers as Generals de la Rey and Ben Viljoen, and mentioned being 
in action at Klip River on 27 May 1900 and Jukskei River (between Johannesburg and Halfway House) 
on 29 May 1900. He then referred to service in the Eastern Transvaal: “Guarding PoW Camp at 
Nooitgedacht and in Barberton”. 
On 23 September 1900 Commandant Grobler and Commandant H P Mostert were the two senior Boer 
officers under Gen Pienaar when the Mozambique border crossing took place. 
In Portugal, Commandant Grobler was the Senior Boer Officer at Alcobaça. When he and his party 
arrived by train at a station some 7 km from Alcobaça on 28 March 1901, he was given a horse while 
the internees had to walk. When they arrived at Alcobaça at 21h30, they were heartily met with a 
fireworks display and school children with lit torches, while the lights in every house were switched on. 
In addition, the windows and doors of the houses adjoining their route were opened wide as a sign of 
welcome. The internees were accommodated in a section of the barracks of the 5th Portuguese Cavalry, 
a colossal building that was originally a monastery, but had been taken over by the military in 1834.Over 
the next 16 months Grobler acted as intermediary between the internees and the Portuguese authorities, 
settling matters concerning allowances, meals, a school for the youngsters, etc.  
Grobler and the other Alcobaça internees took the oath of allegiance to the British Crown on 8 July 1902 
in the presence of an official of the British Legation in Portugal and started on their journey back home 
to South Africa on 18 July 1902 by boarding a train bound for Lisbon. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and “Viva os Boers!”   

  
200. ABO: Sersj. C.J.P. van den Berg VF+       5.000 – 7.000 

When applying for his ABO medal, Coenraad van den Berg stated his rank as Sergeant in the Police (the 
ZARP under Commandant Van Dam). However, his ABO file contains a fragment of a letter with the 
ZAR Coat-of-Arms from President Kruger, dated 30 Dec 1901 and addressed to CJP van den Berg, 
Commandant, Peniche, Portugal.  
In addition, in “The Boers in Portugal” by D de Klerk, p 68, it is noted: 
“The second special train was about to start…The Boers had been split into two groups: 389 men under 
Commandant van der Berg, former Chief of the Johannesburg Police Force… This group was to alight 
at Obidos on their way to Peniche” 
In “Viva os Boers” he is also referred to as Commandant van den Berg. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, “The Boers in Portugal” and “Viva os Boers!” 

      
201. ABO: Burger K. Schweikardt  EF-        4.000 – 6.000 

Karel Schweikhardt was a German citizen who joined the Pretoria Commando on 15 January 1900 
and initially saw service at Ladysmith. He then transferred to the Krugersdorp Commando and, after 
the action at Dalmanutha, he was in the group that crossed the border into Mozambique under General 
Pienaar on 23 September 1900. As Foreign Volunteer he was repatriated on the SS “Styria”. In Trieste 
he was paid £8/10/- as “pocket money” and received a travel-ticket with destination Hamburg. It is not 
clear why he stated on his Vorm “B” that he was sent to Holland. After the war he settled in German 
South West Africa: his address when he applied for his ABO medal in 1921 was “Schweikardtsbronn, 
Outjo District, SWA” 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and De Jong article.                 

 

199. ABO: Komdt. N.J. Grobler  EF-        6.000 – 8.000 
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202. Africa General Service 1902-56, clasp Somaliland  
1902-04: Lieut. N.S. Iisager Som. Bur. C. 

EF          5.000 – 8.000 

As often found with AGS medals awarded to recipients of the Somali Burgher Corps the naming of this 
medal is officially re-impressed. 
Niels Schou Iisager was born in Frederikshaven in Denmark on 26 June 1874 and died in Copenhagen 
on 18 April 1925. He came to the Cape Province in July 1896, and subsequently moved to the ZAR, 
serving in the ZAR State Artillery (1899-1900). As he did not apply for an ABO medal, his war-time 
movements are not known. He was considered a “Foreign Volunteer” after crossing the border with 
General Pienaar and as such he was repatriated on the SS “Styria”. In Trieste he was paid £10/-/- as 
“pocket money” as well as £17/-/- as “compensation for horses, etc” and received a travel-ticket with 
destination Copenhagen. 
Early in 1903 he was back in the Transvaal and was recruited for service in the Somali Burgher 
Contingent against the “Mad Mullah”, being one of three Lieutenants. In an article by Don Forsyth on 
the Somali Burgher Corps he is described as ‘Transvaal Burgher’. Served in 1899-1902 War as Lt. in 
Staatsartillery. Previous campaign Magoto War. 

Sold with copied extracts from Vorm “B, Somali Burgher Corps medal roll, De Jong article, ZAR 
Artillery Muster Roll, Forsyth article and a Danish biography of Iisager. 

 
30 SEPTEMBER 1900 KOMATIPOORT 

 
On 30th September an explosion of twenty boxes of ammunition caused eighteen casualties among a fatigue 
party of the Gordon Highlanders. The exact cause of this did not transpire although it was said that a box had 
been opened with a pick! Two men were killed while seven of the Volunteer Company were wounded. 
Regimental History. 
       
203. Pair     India Medal, 2 clasps Punjab Frontier 1897-98, Tirah 1897-98:  VF/EF 6.000 – 8.500 

4248 Pte. E. Parker 1st. Bn. Gord. Hrs;  
QSA, 5 clasps CC, Paard, Drief, Jhburg, Belf: 4248 Pte. E. Parker, Gordon Highrs. 
Pte Parker was one of the two men killed in the explosion. He enlisted on 18 June 1892 at London and 
served in in the Tirah Campaign of 1897-1898. He took part in the charge of the Gordons at Dargai 
Heights in October 1897 and was struck by an Afridi bullet on the ammunition pouch, by which he was 
knocked over and the rest of his ammunition shattered. He was, however, uninjured. 
Sold with colour photos of memorial in Barberton “Garden of Remembrance” and copied pages from 
India, QSA & SAFF casualty rolls. 

 
9 OCTOBER 1900 VLAKFONTEIN (NEAR BALFOUR) 

 
Parties of Boers under Hans Botha had been seen by the English on the hills near Vlakfontein (Balfour). In 
order to ascertain what they were doing an armoured train was sent out. Captain George Paget of the Rifle 
Brigade together with a detachment of his men and a few engineers proceeded along the line in the train. 

Hans Botha allowed the train to pass Vlakfontein then had one party blow up two culverts behind it while 
another party tore up the rails ahead of it. A tremendous fire was then opened on the occupants. Although they 
made a gallant resistance the ambush was a complete success and they were ultimately compelled to surrender. 
Captain Paget was mortally wounded and most of his men were casualties by that time. 

Another party of 25 men under Capt Archibald Stewart, 1st Bn Rifle Brigade, followed on foot in support of 
the train. Stewart’s party was also attacked and he was killed in the engagement. They were within a few 
kilometres of a column under General Clery, which was en-route to Vlakfontein, but they arrived too late to be 
of any service. At the armoured train one of the Imperial Military Railway guards, Thomas Ingoldsby, from 
Scotland, was wounded and died two days later. He and two officers have been reinterred at Standerton.        
“Heidelbergers of the Boer War” by Ian Uys 
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204. QSA, 1 clasp Tvl: Mr. T. Ingoldsby. Imp. Mil. Rly.   EF          4.000 – 6.000 
A newspaper report in the “Dundee Courier” gave extracts from a letter written by an ex-ticket collector 
with the North British Railways:  

“Information is contained in the letter of the death of Thomas Ingoldsby, formerly a porter on the N.B.R., 
who was shot by the Boers while acting as guard of a train. The train had been derailed by the Boers 
who, from their ambush, kept up a fierce fire on the train. The driver was wounded in thirteen places but 
managed to survive and bring his engine in to Standerton. The fireman was also shot dead.” 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll, “In Memoriam”, “Times History” and “Official History” 

 
16 OCTOBER 1900 TEVREDEN (LAKE CHRISSIE) 

 
“On the 16th General French directed an advance on Ermelo by different routes, the columns being widely 
extended to sweep the country. Our 1st Cavalry Brigade, under General Gordon, took the left, via Tevreden and 
Lake Chrissie; at daylight we moved off, the Inniskillings being advanced regiment, with Major Dauncey, 
Captain Yardley, and Captain Hamilton commanding the advanced squadrons.  

We drove a good many sniper out of the farms, and early in the afternoon reached the Tevreden Hills. 
Advancing along these, our advanced scouts surprised the Boer main laager and at once became heavily 
engaged; supporting them, we reported and awaited reinforcements. Unfortunately, the brigade had suddenly 
changed its direction, halted, and was making arrangements to bivouac!  

Meantime the enemy, about 1000 strong, with two guns in position behind their laager, rallied. Our advanced 
scouts exhausted their ammunition. The enemy got our range accurately with several belts of pom-pom and 
shell from their guns; one man was horribly mutilated, a pom-pom shell bursting full in his stomach.  

Under cover of this fire about 600 made a bold attack; our advanced scouts were driven back, galloping, mixed 
up with the enemy, who were firing at them from their horses. Major Allenby at this juncture, coming to the 
firing line, informed me that the hill must be held, otherwise the enemy would rush the bivouac.  

Major Dauncey, with a few men of B Squadron, was holding the centre, whilst I was holding an advanced 
position on his right, with Lieut. Swanston and nine men only of my A Squadron. I considerably checked the 
enemy’s rush, which came direct on my post, for some time stopping it altogether, and enabling the advanced 
scouts to get back clear, whilst reinforcements and two guns at last got out from the brigade to support. Finally, 
my small party was overwhelmed, the Boers, with Commandant Smuts at their head, getting right amongst us. 

I ordered those who could to escape being made prisoners, and fired my last shot at the Boer leader, who sprang 
from his horse as I pulled the trigger. Men and horses were falling fast under a hail of bullets, but I seemed to 
bear a charmed life.  

Vaulting on my horse, which, like myself, bore a charmed life, I galloped twenty yards off, and then pulled up 
to see if anyone was left.  

Immediately I did so I was shot high in the thigh, the bullet passing through me and just missing the spine.  

Gripping the pommel, I galloped away, my clothes riddled with bullets; but the one only had struck me.  

I found Major Allenby leading the regiment on, supported at last by two guns, and one squadron preparing to 
charge. The enemy almost reached the guns, which were firing case, but they were driven back, and our old 
positions were reoccupied.  

All our men whose horses had been shot, and who would have been taken away prisoners, were rescued.  

My wound and loss of blood prevented my taking further part. Lieut. Walton, A.M.D., came to my aid, and, 
still mounted, I reached an ambulance.” 

“With the Inniskilling Dragoons”. By Lieutenant Colonel J Watkins Yardley.   
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LOT 205 

 

205. Seven     DSO (VR), complete with top riband bar and 2nd award clasp;  VF+  55.000 – 70 000 
QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Jhburg, D Hill, Belf: Capt. E. Paterson, D.S.O., 6/Drgns;  
1914-15 Star: Major E. Paterson. D.S.O. 6/Dns.;  
BWM & AVM: Brig. Gen. E. Paterson.;  
Coronation Medal 1902 (silver): unnamed as issued;  
Order of the Crown of Romania, Commander: Neck Badge 
O’Moore, Creagh and Humphris in “The Distinguished Service Order 1886-1923” devote almost a full 
page to Ewing Paterson, and they quote from the Yardley book: In the fight at Tevreden, near Lake 
Chrissie, “Lieutenant Paterson behaved with great dash, being slightly wounded as he galloped, 
unfortunately unarmed, alongside Commandant Smuts himself”. After describing the gallantry of the 
Inniskillings, and the heroic death of Lieutenant Swanston, Colonel Yardley states: “Lieutenant 
Swanston and our other dead were buried at sunset at the foot of the Tevreden Hills, close by which I 
lay wounded, with Lieutenants Paterson and Harris. The sadness of it I shall never forget, with no feeling 
of victory to cheer the heart — only regret”. And later: “Lieutenant Paterson, shot through the thigh at 
Tevreden, pluckily returned to duty; but this inflamed his wound, and he was invalided home in 
consequence”. 
Paterson was mentioned in despatches (LG 10 Sept. 1901, p5929) and was created a Companion of the 
Distinguished Service Order in the LG of 27 Sept. 1901, p 6304). The Insignia were presented by the 
King on 29 Oct. 1901.  During WWI he commanded the Inniskilling Dragoons in France (1915-18) and 
the 6th Cavalry Brigade from 2 Sept. 1918 to the end of the War, being mentioned in despatches five 
times. In addition, he was awarded a Bar to the DSO (Supplement to the LG of 22 June 1918, p7394). 
“For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty. Owing to the neighbouring troops being driven back, 
his flank became exposed and a gap was made in the line. Though he had very few men, he at once 
extended his flank and maintained a most gallant and determined resistance for an hour against largely 
superior numbers, closing the gap at a most critical moment until other troops were able to advance and 
restore the line. His tactical handling of the brigade during successive withdrawals, often with one or 
both flanks exposed, was magnificent.”  
Ewing Paterson was the second son of John Paterson of Kingburn and Langraw, St. Andrews, in Fife. 
He was born on 8 June 1873 and was educated at St. Andrews and in Germany and joined the 3rd Militia 
Battalion Manchester Regiment as a Lieutenant in 1889. He transferred to the 9th Dragoons on 9 
September 1893 being promoted Lieutenant on 1 January 1895. During the fighting in March 1900 
Lieutenant Paterson found himself somewhat cut off and alone with his troop, Colonel Yardley later 
recording: “Lieut. Paterson, who was in advance on the left front did good service” … “Lieut. Paterson, 
with his troops galloped on to a big hill and climbed the precipitous sides just in time to forestall the 
enemy and drive them back giving us a commanding position.” 
He was Commandant, Cavalry School, from 1920 to 1922 and retired in 1923. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll, London Gazettes, Who’s Who and Yardley.  
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LOT 206 

206. Three     DCM (EVII): 3356 Pte. J.W. Ewart, 20th Hussars;  
QSA, 4 clasps Jhburg, D Hill, Witt, Belf: 4479 Pte. J.W. Ewart, 10th Hussars; 
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 3356 Pte. J.W. Ewart. 20th Hussars   

VF     40.000 – 55.000 

John Walter Ewart was born in February 1873 and joined the 20th Hussars in March 1891. A qualified 
Marksman and Signaller, he served in England until 1895 and in India till 1898.  

After the outbreak of hostilities in South Africa he was recalled from the Reserves, initially for service 
with the 10th Hussars, but afterwards with his old regiment, the 20th Hussars. 

While attached to the 6th Dragoons he received the recommendation that resulted in the award of the 
DCM. Serving in “B” Squadron, commanded by Lieutenant Ewing Paterson, he took part in the affair 
at Tevreden, near Lake Chrissie. The Squadron, while keeping communication between other elements 
of the 6th Dragoons and 4th Brigade, found itself abandoned on the left flank.  

Undeterred, Patterson led a spirited attack against the enemy displaying “great dash”.  

Exactly what role Ewart played in the action is unknown but he must have shown considerable bravery, 
as a letter written by Paterson to Ewart in 1904 confirms: 

“I was so glad you got the DCM but honestly you deserved the VC and I was sorry I was unable to get 
you it. You earned it if anyone did, but I am afraid I was not senior enough in rank to push it further….” 

Ewart was mentioned in Roberts’ Despatch of 4 September 1901 (LG 10 September 1901, p5930) and 
awarded the DCM in the LG 27 September 1901, p6305. 

He returned to civilian employ after the War, joining the Royal Borough of Renfrew as a Sanitary 
Inspector, a position which he held until his death in 1930.  

Sold with a quantity of original photographs and documents, including the original letter from 
Lieutenant Paterson in 1904, confirming his efforts to get Ewart the V.C as well as copied pages from 
QSA rolls and London Gazettes. 
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19 OCTOBER 1900 FAURESMITH 
 

After discussing the Boer attack on the Jagersfontein garrison the “Times History” Vol V, p25 continues: 

“At Fauresmith there stood a smaller garrison, consisting of 117 Seaforth Highlanders, 20 Imperial Yeomanry 
and a Town Guard of 17 men, the whole under Capt A B A Stewart. Closely encircled on 3 sides by hills, 
which are themselves commanded by higher hills, Fauresmith was a difficult place to defend with such a weak 
force. Stewart wisely kept his Highlanders together on a kopje south of the town, while the Yeomanry under 
Lt Richardson held a fort built of stones and sandbags on a low ridge to the north. At 4.15am on October 19 a 
determined attack was made, mainly against the H’landers. All the troops held firm, and by 8:30, having 
inflicted nine casualties, the Boers drew off.” 
 

207. QSA, 4 clasps: CC, Paard, Drief, Witt 5685 Pte J Stewart, 2:Sea Highrs    EF          4.800 – 5.600 
Pte Stewart was one of two Highlanders killed during the Boer attack and is buried in Fauresmith.  
The SAFF Casualty Roll and “In Memoriam” incorrectly states that he and Pte A Pagett were killed on 
16 October 1900, but on the QSA medal roll (WO100/203) he is identified as 5685 Bandsman Josiah 
Stewart. Killed 19.10.1900 Fauresmith. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll and contemporary publications. 

 

25 OCTOBER 1900 FREDERIKSTAD 
 

On 20 October 1900 the combined commandos of De Wet and Liebenberg, numbering some 1500 men with 
two Krupps and two pom-poms, take up positions adjoining General Barton’s camp at Frederikstad (20 km 
north of Potchefstroom). Barton immediately signals for reinforcements and recalls his patrols. The burghers 
press closer, complete the encirclement and sustain a constant long-range fusillade until twilight. 

During the night of 21 October Barton abandons his camp at the railway station, leaving only his hospital, and 
disperses his troops on two hills, virtually splitting his force in two. He places the Royal Welsh Fusiliers with 
five guns on Gun Hill, north-east of the station, the Royall Scots Fusiliers on a long hill to the south-west with 
the rest of his men thinly spread out in between. Barton, under the impression that De Wet is being pursued by 
a British force, resigns himself to taking defensive positions and waits for reinforcements. 

On 23 October the burghers push their ramparts to within 400m of South Hill. De Wet realises that Barton’s 
reinforcements are approaching and on 24 October he and General Liebenberg decide to force the issue. Having 
noticed that the besieged force relies on water from a small dam near the railway bridge, De Wet orders 
Liebenberg and Froneman to furnish 200 volunteers to occupy positions dominating the dam. He is convinced 
that, if the British can be denied water, they will surrender. The intended positions are about 1000m from the 
Boer lines, meaning that the men will be without support and will only be able to fall back safely after dark.  

In the early hours of 25 October only about half of the burghers ordered to occupy the exposed position at the 
railway bridge between Frederikstad and Gun Hill muster. They move out under cover of darkness and, leaving 
their horses about 2km away, they make their way to the bridge where they dig in.  

At daybreak some black attendants lead horses and mules to water. One turns and runs when ordered to 
surrender and is shot down. Barton initially thinks that only a few snipers are involved and sends ten ILH men 
to deal with them. However, when they are repeatedly repulsed, he launches a full-scale two-pronged attack, 
using five companies, against the isolated burghers. Elsewhere De Wet directs his attack at Barton’s main 
positions. Barton comes under fierce fire and is hard pressed until reinforcements led by Colonel H T Hicks 
start arriving from Welverdiend Station, where they have detrained. The burghers near the railway bridge put 
up a stubborn resistance, but with their ammunition running low, they are forced to make a fast retreat over 
open veld towards the river and are mown down by artillery firing from high ground. In the confusion some 
burghers put up white flags while others continue firing. Liebenberg retires towards Klerksdorp while De Wet 
heads back to the Free State.  

The burghers suffer heavily – losing about 80 killed, wounded and captured.  

In retaliation for the alleged abuse of the white flag the British deny a Boer doctor access to the wounded. 
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LOT 208 

208. Pair   DTD/ABO: Veldkornet F.G. Breytenbach VF     25.000 – 40.000 
Frederik (“Fritz”) Gerhardus Breytenbach saw service at Mafeking, Modder River and Magersfontein 
in the initial phases of the war. In July 1900 he met up with Gen Smuts on his way to the Western 
Transvaal and was transferred to the commando of General Liebenberg of Potchefstroom, together with 
a number of old friends. Eager for action, the group of friends soon tired of Liebenberg’s command as 
he seemed to constantly avoid direct confrontation with the enemy.  
His standard instruction when a British column was in sight was: “Let’s go round the back and see what 
we can achieve” and they contemptuously referred to him as “General Round-the-Back”. As a result, a 
group of some sixty “fire-brands” broke away from Liebenberg and formed their own commando, which 
they called the Transvaal Brigade with Fritz Breytenbach elected as Field Cornet. Liebenberg laid a 
charge of desertion with Smuts, but at a subsequent hearing before Smuts and De la Rey they were 
cleared of the charges and officially recognised as a separate commando.  
Breytenbach and his Transvaal Brigade were involved at Frederikstad but in the Boer retreat from the 
station Breytenbach was killed. He was almost 35 years old and left a widow and 6 children between 
the ages of 3 and 12. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “A” & “B”, Official ZAR Casualty Returns, Death Notice and 
published photograph.  
 

209. ABO: Burg. P.F. Brits; with a length of LvW (Wound Riband)  VF          4.200 – 5.600 
Pieter Frederick Brits was 22 years old when he was killed in the action at Frederikstad. He served in 
the Schoonspruit Ward of the Potchefstroom Commando under General Liebenberg and was in 
action at all the early engagements on the Western Front, including Kraaipan, Mafeking and 
Magersfontein. The ABO medal was posthumously claimed in 1921 by his brother, G L Brits, on behalf 
of his mother, Mrs J C Potgieter (she had re-married pre-Boer War after Pieter’s father died). In the 
LvW Application (Vorm “C”) it was stated that Pieter had suffered a bullet wound and a number of 
bayonet wounds to the body. 
A second application for medals of members of the Brits family, including Pieter Brits, was lodged in 
1955 by another brother, Mr O C Brits. It is not clear if the original ABO had been lost, or whether Mr 
O C Brits was unaware of the 1921 issue. This application was turned down as duplicate medals could, 
as per regulation, only be issued to living recipients in the case of theft or other proven causes of loss.  
Sold with copies of the 1921 Vorms “B” & “C”, the 1955 Vorm “B” and relevant correspondence. 
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25-27 OCTOBER 1900 JACOBSDAL SIEGE 
 

“The story of Jacobsdal was one of carelessness and bravery. Here were 45 Cape Town Highlanders, 8 police, 

and a 15-pounder, manned by some Colonial Volunteers. The men were lodged partly under canvas on the 
market square, partly in houses near at hand. In the night of October 25… 70 Boers under Field Cornet Bosman 
crept up the bed of the Riet River which runs through the town and gained some houses commanding the tents 
of the sleeping Volunteers. Opening fire at 3am, they killed 14 and wounded 13 of the 34 men in the tents. 
Those in the buildings held out until a relief party of 54 men arrived from Modder River. On the next day the 
town was evacuated, only to be immediately reoccupied by the Boers.”   Time History, Vol V, p25-6  

 

210. QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: 1006 Pte. H. Pope. Cape Town Highrs.  EF          4.500 – 6.000 
Pte Pope was one of the 14 men killed in the Bosman attack. 
Sold with copied extracts from the QSA roll, “In Memoriam” and the Regimental History. 

 

6 NOVEMBER 1900 BOTHAVILLE / DOORNKRAAL 
 
“All day on the 8th and 9th of November, troops, mostly mounted, had been coming in from the west, and on 
the latter date, to the great delight of everyone, eight of the enemy’s guns were brought in and parked in the 
market square, together with a large number of prisoners, who were handed over to a guard of the troops in 
garrison. These were the outcome of a most successful surprise of a Boer commando carried out near 
Bothaville on the 6th of November. The guns were a varied lot: there was a 12pr. Belonging to U battery and 
lost by them at Sanna’s Post, many months before; there was a 15pr. Which had belonged to the 14th Field 
Battery; two Krupp 9prs. In splendid condition; a Vickers-Maxim, or pom-pom; a one-pounder quick-firing 
Krupp, a Maxim with a portable tripod stand, and a large quantity of ammunition. The successful capture of 
all these guns, prisoners, ammunition and wagons was largely due to our old friend, Major Lean, of the 5 th 
M.I., and after a good deal of questioning (for, like all good soldiers, he was reluctant to talk about his own 
achievements), the story of the fight was extracted from him. 
It seems that Le Gallais’ force of Mounted troops, mostly Mounted Infantry, with U Battery, R.H.A., were 
near Bothaville, when intelligence was received of the presence of a Boer laager in the neighbourhood; so 
Major Lean with a few men of his own corps, all dismounted, went out one night to reconnoitre. They had to 
ford the river, the water reaching up to their waists, and then went on for some distance, until Major Lean 
observed some horses hobbled close to them: thinking this very curious, he went on a little further, and then 
saw, behind an ant heap, what looked like the head and shoulders of a man: without an instant’s hesitation he 
dashed forward and yelled to the man, “ Hands up!” 
To his astonishment several other men rose and put up their hands, and he discovered that he had inadvertently 
held up an entire Boer picket. Handing over the prisoners to his men, he and his party went on cautiously, and 
on coming to the summit of a rise in the ground saw the whole Boer laager at their feet.  
The party was discovered, and a heavy fire opened on them at once; but the thirty men of the Mounted Infantry 
spread out under cover and devoted themselves to preventing the Boers from inspanning their oxen into the 
guns and wagons. Word had been sent back to Colonel Le Gallais, who came up rapidly and joined in, U battery 
opening fire on the Boer guns at a range of 400 yards, but from the other side of a ridge, firing by indirect 
laying. The Boers answered the fire from their guns, and an artillery duel was in progress for some little time. 
A message had been sent back to General Knox, who, however, was out of reach, and also to Colonel De Lisle, 
who was some eight miles away; and the latter with his men came up rapidly, travelling the whole distance 
without drawing rein.  
They moved so as to envelope the flanks, but on their approach the enemy fled, leaving a large number of 
killed and wounded, and a considerable number of prisoners (114) twenty-eight of whom were dressed in the 
blue uniform of the Staats Artillerie. Unfortunately our loss had been severe, the gallant and dashing Le Gallais, 
Lieut.-Colonel Ross of the Durham Light Infantry, and two other officers having been mortally wounded, and 
seven officers severely wounded, while eight men were killed, and twenty-six wounded; but the success was 
great, and the rout of the Boers complete. They left the whole of their guns, wagons and Cape carts, and fled 
on their horses, some not even waiting to saddle up first. The prisoners said that De Wet and Steyn had both 
been with the laager, but that they had fled directly the firing commenced.”  
“Two Years on Trek” by LtCol du Moulin, p237-9 
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LOT 211 

211. Three     DCM (Edw VII): unnamed as presumably issued (see vendor’s note) VF+  25.000 – 40.000 
ABO: Artlst D.F. Botes; Africa General Service medal  
1902-56, clasp Somaliland 1902-04: 38 Serjt. D.F. Botes. Som. Bur. C. 

 

This African General Service medal is not re-impressed as is often encountered with medals named to 
the Somaliland Burgher Corps. 
David Frederick Botes enlisted in the ZAR State Artillery in 1898 (Muster No 657) and was in action at 
Magersfontein and Paardeberg. At Bothaville he was one of the 28 “blue uniformed” gunners who were 
taken prisoner. He was sent to Ceylon (PoW No 15073) and held in the Urugasmanhandija Camp where 
he signed the Oath of Allegiance to the British Crown on 2 July 1902 and returned to the Transvaal. 
Early in 1903 he volunteered for service in the Somali Burgher Contingent against the “Mad Mullah” in 
Somaliland. This small mixed force of Boer, Colonial and British Volunteers was commanded by 
Captain W. Bonham. The Recommendation for the award of the DCM to three members of the Somali 
Burgher Corps as, submitted to King Edward VII, was worded as follows: 
“It is further most humbly submitted to your Majesty that Silver Medals for Distinguished Conduct in 
the Field be conferred upon the undermentioned soldiers of the Boer Contingent in recognition of their 
gallant conduct during the operations in Somaliland. – Sergeant D.F. Botes, Corporal S.J. Herbst, 
Trooper C.J. Dwyer (sic). War Office July 1903”. 
These awards were duly gazetted on 7 August 1903. A year later, Captain Bonham’s recommendation 
report dated 3 May 1903 for the award of the DCM to these three men September 1904 was published 
in the London Gazette. He had reported as follows:  
“Serjeant Botes has always been the first to volunteer for any hard work or arduous duty; has shown fine 
soldierly qualities throughout the campaign. All these men displayed coolness and steadiness in action, 
and performed distinguished service in the affair near Gumburu on 16th April, 1903.” 
In his covering report Major P.A. Kenna, who commanded all the Mounted Troops of the Somaliland 
Field Force, endorsed Captain Bonham’s recommendations and went on to recommend Bonham for the 
award of the D.S.O. 
The “affair near Gumburu on the 16th April” preceded the disastrous action at Gumburu on 17 April 
1903 when a significant British force was surrounded in the thick bush and attacked at close quarters 
and were virtually annihilated by a far superior force of the Mullah’s mounted riflemen.  
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Interestingly Captain Bonham singled out the names of four other men of his Burgher Corps in the 
following manner: 
“All these men have done exceptionally good work throughout the campaign. It is not recommended 
that they should receive any military reward or decoration, but, if the General Officer Commanding 
thinks fit, that their names should be submitted to Lord Milner with a recommendation that their services 
should be rewarded in such manner as may seem good to the Colonial Government, either by assistance 
in re-settlement or employment in Government service.” 
In an article by Don Forsyth on the Somali Burgher Corps Botes is noted as “Served previously in 
Magoto War. Returned from Ceylon & joined SAC”. 
Vendor’s Note: The 3 medals in this group came from 3 different sources. The Somali Burgher Corps 
medal was purchased in 1990 from a local dealer and the ABO in 1992 from a UK dealer. In 1999 I 
obtained the Death Notice for Botes: it revealed that he had been married twice and had fathered 6 sons 
and 6 daughters. Over a period of time I made numerous phone calls to try and trace the DCM. In 2000 
I was unexpectedly contacted by a descendant of Botes: great was the disappointment when he showed 
me an unnamed DCM! He said he found it in a small envelope inscribed “Oupa se ereteken” (Grandpa’s 
decoration) which was among his mother’s effects after her death. However, we agreed on a price and 
I bought it. I subsequently was in contact with Peter Abbott and John Tamplin, but they could not throw 
any further light on the subject.  
Abbott finally wrote in July 2001: “From what you say in your letter it seems that Botes’ group was 
broken up – perhaps distributed (as sometimes happens) among members of the family. There are very 
dangerous Edward VII copy DCMs running around (see attached extract from “British Gallantry 
Awards”) but I would have thought it unlikely that Botes’ descendants would have acquired one. Had 
his whole group been on offer by a dealer I would have been much more suspicious. From the above 
you will see that I am sitting on the fence although, on the balance of probabilities I think that the DCM 
you saw was Botes’ original. But, in this sort of area, one never can be sure” 
It is an original unskimmed DCM: as I have 2 copy DCM’s (as described in “British Gallantry Awards) 
in my collection I am fully conversant with the tell-tale differences.  
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, AGSM Medal Roll, sources as well as correspondence referred 
to above. 
 

 
THE BATTLE OF BOTHAVILLE 
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LOT 212 

212. Seven     DCM (EVII): 56654 B.Sjt. Maj. W. Cook. U. Bty. R.H.A.;  VF     50.000 – 70.000 
QSA, 4 clasps RoK, Paard, Drief, Tvl: 56654 B.S. Major W. Cook. Q.B., R.H.A.; .; 
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 56654 B.S. Major. W. Cook. R.H.A.; 
BWM: Lieut. W. Cook. 37 Cal. Presy. Btn. I.D.F.;  
Cor’11 (unnamed as issued);  
MSM (GVIR): 56654 Sjt. Mjr. W. Cook. (D.C.M.) R.A.  
Army LS&GC (EVII): 56654 Serjt. W. Cook. R.H.A; 

 Contact marks, especially on KSA. 
 William Cook enlisted in the Royal Artillery on 1 September 1886 and was discharged in Mhow, India 

on 28 July 1913. His intended place of residence was stated as “C/o Army School Mistress Mrs Cook, 
14th Hussars, Mhow”. Cook was Battery Sergeant-Major and, therefore the Senior N.C.O. of ‘Q’ Battery 
in the action at Sanna’s Post on 31 March 1900. He was taken prisoner during the latter stages of the 
action and held at Waterval PoW Camp, north of Pretoria. After his release on 6 June 1900 he transferred 
to ‘U’ Battery and was once again the Battery Sergeant Major in the fierce action at Bothaville on 6 
November 1900 where “notwithstanding a hail of bullets from the Boer sharpshooters, the gunners 
coolly unlimbered, opened fire, and continued in action for some hours, while their smoking guns grew 
white with the splashes of lead.” 

 ‘U’ Battery records confirm that B.S. Major Cook was awarded the DCM for the Bothaville action (LG 
27 September 1901, p6308). Cook died at the Royal Hospital in Chelsea on 14 September 1953 having 
been awarded the MSM in 1944.  
Sold with copied extracts from Service Digest of “U” Bty, QSA roll, LG entries, Service Record and 
contemporary records 

 
21-23 NOVEMBER 1900 DE WETSDORP 

 

“Major WG Massey is in command of the garrison consisting of three companies of the Gloucester Regiment, 
one of the Highland Light Infantry, 50 mounted infantry, a few police and other soldiers totalling about 450 
men with two guns and a Maxim. He has positioned his main force on the heights west of De Wetsdorp with a 
smaller force on the eastern side. Chief Cmdt Christiaan R de Wet, with Lategan and Philip Botha, attack from 
three sides on 21 November, taking one defensive post after the other. Approaching from the east on 22 
November, Field Cornet Wessel Wessels surrounds and captures an isolated post on Lonely Hill and the British 
are also soon forced to abandon their post called Crow’s Nest. The Boers can now approach the main eastern 
position along a donga and the Highlanders abandon this strongpoint and fall back to the main position to the 
west. Here, the trenches are overcrowded and efforts to extend their positions are hampered by a shortage of 
picks and shovels. 
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On 23 November a Gloucester trench north of town is taken after some resistance and the burghers can now 
direct plunging fire into the main position. On the eastern side, the Boer Krupp opens fire from Lonely Hill 
and, as the day progresses, the defenders’ supply of water and ammunition becomes critical. At 16:00, a junior 
officer in an isolated gun pit raises the white flag but it is immediately ordered down. Soon afterwards on an 
absurd report that the burghers are murdering the wounded it is raised again and Dewetsdorp, named after his 
father, is captured by Chief Commandant CR de Wet. British losses amount to 14 killed, 52 wounded, 30 
slightly wounded and 384 taken prisoner.”  

“The Anglo-Boer War: a Chronology” by Pieter G Cloete.  
 

213. QSA, 2 clasps CC, Witt: 1657 Pte. T. Hall, 1. High. Lt. Inf.  VF+       2.800 – 3.600 
Pte Hall was wounded on 23 November. He is also shown as entitled to a SA’01 clasp on a 
supplementary roll, dated March 1903. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls and contemporary publications. 
 

25 NOVEMBER 1900 GROENFONTEIN 
 

In his book “With Rimington” Captain L March Philipps, writing from Frankfort, notes on p 206 that his last 
diary entry was for 20 Nov 1900, as “each day’s events became monotonous”.  

However, on p207 he describes an incident that took place a few days later: 
“…we were camped on the river and had a picket on the other side. Two or three Boers crept up the river right 
between our picket and the main body, and then walked straight to the picket as if coming from us and fired 
into it at point-blank range. They mortally wounded one of our men and in the dusk escaped.”  

In the early 1900’s there were 2 farms named Groenfontein in the Frankfort District, both bordering the Vaal 
River. It is not known on which of the two Sgt Webber was killed. 
               
214. QSA, 8 clasps Belm, Mod R, RoK, Paard, Drief, Jhburg, D Hill, Witt:  

Serjt. B.J. Webber, Damant’s Horse 
EF     12.000 – 18.000 

Bertie James Webber was the only Rimington’s Guides casualty recorded during November 1900. It is 
not known where he is buried but he is commemorated on the Boer War Memorial in Grahamstown. 
Sold with copied extracts from “With Rimington”, QSA & Nominal Rolls as well as photos of 
Grahamstown Memorial. 

 

29 NOVEMBER 1900 RHENOSTER KOP 
 

The action at Rhenoster Kop was described in the “Times History” as “the last orthodox pitched battle of the 
sort that had been so common in the early Natal campaigns and in Roberts’ great advance through the territory 
of the republics” 

It was an all-day fight, lasting from five in the morning until after nightfall. Colonel Hickman’s and General 
Plumer’s Brigade of Australians, New Zealanders, the 1st West Riding Regimen and the 1st Royal Munster 
Fusiliers lay all day under a heavy fire and a hot sun. The tenacity of the British caused the Boers to retreat 
gradually, and eventually they evacuated an important and naturally strong position. The Boers, some 500 
strong, were under General Viljoen and Commandants Grobelaar, and Erasmus. So heavy was the Boer fire 
during this severe action that it was not possible to rise out of a perfectly prone position without the risk of 
being shot. Very noticeable was the gallant conduct of the doctors, who came into the firing line to attend the 
wounded. Referring to the action in his despatch of 8th March 1901, Lord Kitchener said “that the seizure of 
this position secured an important centre from which to block several of the most extensively used roads leading 
up from the bush veldt to the high veldt. In this action I had to deplore the loss of Lieutenant Colonel G.E. 
Lloyd, who fell whilst gallantly leading his men.” 

British casualties were 15 Killed, 6 Died of Wounds and 66 wounded.  
Viljoen claimed that 2 Boers were killed and 22 wounded. 
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215. ABO: Burg. S.J. Steyn; with a length of Wound Riband (LvW)   VF          2.200 – 3.000 
The medal is poorly re-suspendered. 
Stephanus Johannes Steyn served in the Fordsburg (Johannesburg) Commando under Ben Viljoen 
from 11 October 1899 till the end of the war. He was in action at Elandslaagte and was 17 years old 
when he was wounded at Colenso on 26 Feb 1900 (wound to the head and a bruised right shoulder). He 
was admitted to the Johannesburg Hospital on 2 March and discharged on 6 March 1900.  
According to Vorm “C” he was again wounded at Rhenoster Kop, suffering 6 bullet wounds in his left 
arm. He laid down arms at Potloodspruit in the Lydenburg District after peace was signed. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “B” & “C”, Boer Casualty returns, extracts from contemporary 
publications dealing with the Rhenosterkop action and an authoritative analysis of the battle as 
published in the Military History Journal of December 2016. 

 
11 DECEMBER 1900 LANCASTER HILL, VRYHEID 

 
The 2nd Battalion Royal Lancaster Regt served in South Africa from December 1899 to May 1902. In October 
1900 they became the garrison at Vryheid with a strength about 900, and were based at what was thence known 
as Lancaster Hill. At about 2am on 11 December some 1200 Boers attacked the hill from the north. The 
defenders fought hard but were nearly overwhelmed and when Lt/Col. Gawne led reinforcements out of the 
town he was mortally wounded. The Boer advance was eventually stopped by heavy defensive fire and the 
barbed wire at the top of the hill. 
British casualties were 8 killed, 20 wounded and 30 taken prisoner. 
On the Boer side it would seem that 2 men were killed, with an unknown number wounded. 

 
BLOCKHOUSE NEAR VRYHEID, 1902 

216. Pair     QSA, 1 clasp Tvl: 4646 Pte. A. Crone.  Rl. Lanc. Regt.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 4646 Pte. A. Crone. Rl. Lanc. Regt. 

VF-       2.500 – 3.500 

Both medals cleaned (fine scratches) and with rim bruises. 
Pte Crone was taken prisoner in the Lancaster Hill skirmish and was released on 4 January 1901. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, KSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls and an article from The Military 
History Journal, December 1996, titled “The Transvaal Outbreak: The Boer attack on Lancaster Hill, 
Vryheid, 11 December 1900”.       
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217. ABO: Sersj. J.C. Welken VF          2.200 – 3.000 
Possibly re-suspendered (loose). 
Johannes Wilkin (medal impressed Welken due to not so legible handwriting on Vorm “B”) served in 
the ZAR State Artillery from 20 Feb 1896 and saw action at the majority of the major engagements in 
Natal and Transvaal (including Dundee, Ladysmith and Spion Kop) until he was wounded and taken 
prisoner at Lancaster Hill. He mentions service with a “Fransen kanon”, i.e. one of the 155 mm Creusot 
“Long Tom” artillery pieces. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, PoW Register and article from The Military History Journal, 
December 1996, titled “The Transvaal Outbreak: The Boer attack on Lancaster Hill, Vryheid, 11 
December 1900”.  
 

13 DECEMBER 1900 ROUXVILLE 
 

Prior to General de Wet crossing the Orange River for the Boers’ Second Invasion of the Cape he sent a small 
unit under Commandant P. H. Kritzinger and Captains W. D. Fouche and Gideon Scheepers in the direction of 
Rouxville with orders to cross the Orange River as soon as the opportunity presented itself. Kritzinger struck 
sharply at the troops trying to bar his path to the Cape Colony. On 13 December 1901 at Koesberg near Zastron 
he ambuscaded and overwhelmed a party of 250 Brabant’s Horse. 

Creswicke Vol VI, p135 refers: “In the Zastron district a party of the 2nd Division of Brabant’s Horse – mostly 
raw recruits – got into difficulties on the 13th. They became detached from the main body, were caught in a 
defile, and 120 of them were taken prisoner. The captain in command was wounded in several places, and the 
Colonials lost eight killed and eighteen wounded, three of whom since died.”  

In “After Pretoria: The Guerilla War”, p232-3 different casualty figures are given: “…3 men were killed, 17 
others wounded and 107 taken prisoner.” 

And some scathing comments: “No detailed information of this humiliating affair has ever been published, but 
it seems to have been the result of raw and untrained men to come into contact with a veteran enemy.” 

 
218. QSA, 3 clasps CC, Witt, Belf: 4229 Tpr. G. Bosman.  Brabants Horse.       EF          4.400 – 5.600 

The Nominal Roll for the 2nd Brabants Horse reveals that the surname Bosman was corrected to 
Bussmann, a name of German origin, but the QSA was issued according to the Medal Roll. 
Bosman/Bussman was one of the “raw recruits” killed in the skirmish. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA medal roll, SAFF Casualty roll, Nominal Roll and accounts of action. 
 

13 DECEMBER 1900 NOOITGEDACHT 
 

“On the farm Nooitgedacht, at the foot of the Magaliesberg range, Major-General RAP Clements, recently 
joined by Colonel Legge, commands about 2000 men and ten field-guns. He has placed pickets in small 
fortified positions forming a 3km perimeter on the high mountains above his camp on both sides of the gorge. 
In the valley, he has positioned his guns and defences in a 3 km radius semicircle around the mouth of the 
gorge, with small pickets on isolated outposts at various distances from his camp. The strongest is on a 
prominence called Yeomanry Hill, some 3 km south-east of the camp. 
General De la Rey’s plan of attack calls for General CF Beyers to clear the British positions on the mountain 
with about 1000 burghers, while De la Rey and Smuts, exercising independent command for the first time, will 
attack the main position with about 700 men. 
The nature of the terrain to be covered makes it difficult to estimate the time needed by the different groups to 
reach their starting points. De la Rey’s plans go slightly awry when his left flank under Commandant 
Badenhorst gains contact with the enemy outposts at about 03:30 – earlier than expected. He immediately 
attacks but draws fire from all sides. Both sides suffer casualties – Colonel Legge is among the first to fall – 
and Badenhorst is repulsed. On the mountain, the sentries are alerted by the shooting and they open fire on 
Commandant Krause’s approaching burghers.  
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At sunrise, Krause, on Beyers’ right, starts the attack against the emplacements on the western mountain and 
his yelling burghers charge forward. Covering each other’s advances with heavy rifle fire, Commandants 
Krause and MP van Staden systematically overrun the positions on the western ridge. They pour fire into the 
retreating troops below and support Commandants Kemp and Marais in their assault on the eastern side of the 
gorge. At about 07:00 the troops there also surrender, and the summit is in Boer hands; the defenders suffering 
97 killed or wounded. Sergeant D D Farmer, 1st Battalion, the Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders, with fifteen 
men, going to the assistance of the embattled pickets on the ridge, come under heavy fire. Two are killed and 
five are wounded, including Lieutenant Sandilands. Without hesitation, Sergeant Farmer goes to his assistance, 
carrying him to safety before returning to the firing line until taken prisoner. For this courageous act, he receives 
the Victoria Cross. 
Directing fire from the ridge, Beyers forces the major part of Clements’ force to flee, enabling De la Rey to 
take the camp. De la Rey and Smuts, however, their line of attack having been altered by Badenhorst’s early 
setback, are not in position to prevent Clements’ retreat. Smuts is too late and Clements, leaving behind most 
of his supplies, reaches Yeomanry Hill under the covering fire of the Yeomanry and Yorkshire Light Infantry.  
Again, the burghers, anxious not to lose out on the looting, are half-hearted in their pursuit of the fleeing British 
and are soon back at the camp to share in the booty. Genl Broadwood’s force, less than 20 km away on the 
northern side of the mountain range, can hear the firing but they are put at ease when a Boer heliographist, 
using captured equipment, signals: All’s well, no assistance needed. The British casualties – the heaviest they 
have suffered since arriving in the Transvaal – include 109 killed, 186 wounded and 368 taken prisoner, while 
the Boers lose 32 killed and 46 wounded. They also take 70 laden wagons, 200 tents, ammunition of all types, 
700 horses and mules, and about 500 head of cattle. When he discovers that one of the wagons is carrying 
liquor, General De la Rey presents it to his prisoners and is astonished when they crowd around him, singing 
For he’s a jolly good fellow.”        
“The Anglo-Boer War: A Chronology” by Pieter G. Cloete.    
     
219. QSA, 4 clasp CC, Jhburg, D Hill, Witt: 4488 Sjt. B.M. Head. Kitchener’s 

Horse 
EF          4.400 – 5.600 

Brian Head was one of the 8 men of the unit killed at Nooitgedacht. He is buried in Krugersdorp.  
Sold with copied pages from QSA, Nominal and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

              
220. Three     QSA, 3 clasps CC, Tvl, Witt:  

32630 Bomb. A. Pinder 8th Batt. R.F.A.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 32630 Bomb. A. Pinder. R.F.A.; 
Army LS&GC medal: RA-32630 2Cl. Mstr. Gnr.A. Pinder. R.G.A. 

VF       2.800 – 3.600 
  

According to the Spink Boer War Sale Catalogue (1999) Pinder was mentioned in despatches for the 
engagement at Nooitgedacht.  
He along with three other Artillerymen, “Rendered excellent service in getting three ammunition 
wagons out of camp. They also ran down by hand three other wagons, all the time under fire.”  
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA rolls. 
 

20 DECEMBER 1900 HOUTKRAAL 
 

“Hertzog, who had occupied Philipstown on December 19, now threw out his feelers to reconnoitre the most 
favourable direction for an advance. Forced by the presence of Settle’s columns at Hanover Road to abandon 
his intention of a direct march to the south, he moved rapidly west, engaged an armoured train at Houtkraal 
(De Aar - Orange River line) and passed some of his men across the line at this point.” 

Times History, Vol V, p128-9. 
            
221. QSA, one clasp DoM: Pte. M. Adams, Maf. Rly Vols  EF-    20.000 – 30.000 

The SA Field Force Casualty Roll, under the heading “Civilians in Military Employment” lists Stoker 
Myles Adams, Cape Government Railways, as “Wounded and died of Wounds: Houtkraal, 20 
December”. On the QSA Roll for the Mafeking Railway Volunteers he is noted as “Killed in action at 
De Aar” and on the QSA roll for the Vryburg Town Guard a marginal note for 152 Private Miles Adams 
reads “Shot in armoured train. Died at De Aar October or November 1900”.  
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He is buried in De Aar. 
The incident was recorded on the Boer side, albeit with a slight discrepancy regarding the date: “Hertzog 
went via Philipstown and on 18 December he crossed the railway line at Houtkraal, north of De Aar. It 
was here where Klaas Havenga “die penkop van alle penkoppe” charged on his horse Harry alongside 
the railway line and tried to shoot the driver of an armoured train with his revolver!”        
Hertzog Series (Booklet 2), Free State Museum Service, 1984 (freely translated from Afrikaans) 
Klaas Havenga, in his attempt to shoot the driver of the armoured train, managed to fatally wound the 
stoker, Myles Adams. The 18-year-old N.C. (Klaas) Havenga was the Secretary of Gen Hertzog. When 
Gen Hertzog became Prime Minister in 1924 Havenga was appointed Minister of Finance, a position he 
filled for 21 years. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll and Hertzog Series booklet. 

 
26 DECEMBER 1900 GROOTVLEI (SOUTH RAND MINE) 

 
After a quiet Christmas based at the Oceana Mine near Grootvlei, Lieutenant-Colonel A. Colville, 1st Battalion, 
Rifle Brigade, proceeded on a farm-clearing expedition, with a small column consisting of six companies of 
the 1st Battalion, a squadron of the 13th Hussars, four guns of 63 Battery, Royal Field Artillery, as well as one 
‘pom-pom’. Colville left ‘F’ Company under the command of Captain Radclyffe, as well as some artillerymen, 
to guard the baggage wagons based at the mine. The Column moved out in the direction of Roodewal, where 
after five miles they became involved in a small skirmish at the first of the target farms. 

During the skirmish, a large party of approximately 450 Boers were spotted heading towards the Oceana Mine 
and a signal was sent to Captain Radclyffe informing him of this development. He at once set about disposing 
his small force in an attempt to protect the baggage, with the pom-pom located near a small hollow. After a 
couple of hours had passed a number of mounted Boers appeared on a ridge a thousand yards away. As 
Radclyffe’s men opened fire the Boers dismounted, pushed forward, and sent out small parties to the left and 
right in an encircling movement against the Rifle Brigade position. Under heavy and accurate fire the pom pom 
was moved down towards the hollow and back towards the compound- of the nine men who assisted in moving 
the pom-pom one was killed and the other eight all wounded. 

Seeing that the enemy were now advancing in considerable force, Radclyffe decided to send the baggage back 
to the Column, whilst attempting to hold the Boers in check for as long as possible. Under cover of heavy Rifle 
Brigade fire from behind the wagons, the native teams began inspanning the oxen. When they were ready to 
move the native teams started off the wagons in the direction of Colville’s column and, as they did so, the small 
Rifle Brigade covering party came under very severe fire and had to retire, as the Boers saw that they were 
losing their target. During this time, Radclyffe and his sections continued their holding action but suffered a 
number of casualties, with their ammunition running out fast. With the baggage now well on its way, Radclyffe, 
who was lying wounded, ordered those in advanced positions who could do so to retire to the compound so as 
to avoid capture.  

No.1 section provided covering fire until their ammunition ran out, at which point the Boers advanced rapidly, 
forcing their surrender, along with the wounded soldiers. Fortunately, at this point, the main column appeared 
on the horizon, forcing the Boers to withdraw, leaving their wounded prisoners behind. For some time, the 
wounded on the ridge were exposed to fire from both the returning column and the Boers, and a corporal was 
seen to make a valiant attempt to carry the wounded Radclyffe to safety. Total losses that day were heavy, with 
13 Officers and men killed, 44 wounded, and 19 taken prisoner. For his gallantry in defending the position, 
Captain Radclyffe was awarded the DSO. 

222. QSA, 3 clasps Tvl, L Nek, SA’01: 6104 Pte. J. Lowe. Rifle Bde.  EF-        2.800 – 3.600 
Date clasp loose on ribbon. 
Pte Lowe was wounded at Grootvlei. 
Sold with copies of QSA & SAFF Casualty roll pages and 2 articles dealing with the incident.  
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29 DECEMBER 1900 HELVETIA 
 

The Boers, under General Ben Viljoen, launched an early morning sortie against a British garrison on the 
strategic crossroads at Helvetia. The British were complacent in their defences, having all but assumed that the 
war was over and that they would soon be redeployed to India after some much needed leave. Most officers on 
site were so nonchalant about their task that they blatantly ignored instructions from their Headquarters and 
did not prepare adequate defence structures or instil any level of discipline amongst their troops. Manning any 
static position is a rather boring task for the majority of the time. The officers felt this boredom and attempted 
to spice their life up by entertaining each other with evening dinner parties using the garrison’s ample liquor 
ration and food for the Christmas and New Year celebrations. The officers had served together for a reasonable 
spell and were known to enjoy the good life from documented accounts of their conduct while stationed in 
Pretoria in the preceding months, which included tennis parties, dancing and socializing with the colonial 
gentry of the day.  
The consequence of all of this is that the British positions (including the artillery piece – the Lady Roberts 
named after Lord Robert’s wife) were easily overcome and surrendered with very little fight at all. 
Of the various emplacements, it was only the King’s Koppie where a Colour Sergeant Johnson took charge 
of his position in the “absence” of his officer in command. He and his men staged a valiant defence which 
prevented a total rout of the British position. Johnson won the Distinguished Conduct Medal for leading this 
brave stand. Johnson opted to keep silent about the ineptness of his officers according to the unwritten warrior 
code. He was not even called as a witness to the resultant court martial in case his evidence was contrary to 
what Kitchener required.  
After the war, the Regiment sent a simple telegram with the words, “We are mighty proud of you!” to Johnson. 
All in all, this was certainly not the mighty King’s Liverpool Regiment’s finest hour. By first light the Boers 
had retreated with almost the entire battalion in tow as prisoners of war. Once again, the festive rations were 
imbibed and Gen Viljoen wrote later in his memoirs that about 30 members of the garrison had to be left behind 
near Dullstroom as they were too drunk to walk. He also recounted how three of the officers had to be woken 
from their beds to be taken captive. 
Now that the actual battle had finished, the political intrigue and cover up began. This is the part that had 
remained “under the carpet” for so many years and Peter Goodship’s research has recently brought to light. 
Kitchener was devastated at a third consecutive loss and demanded that a plausible explanation was established. 
The British government was furious as they had been assured that the war was all but over. “Home by 
Christmas” was the saying of the day, and these defeats were a major embarrassment (especially in the light of 
a looming election). The garrison’s commander, Major Cotton, was summonsed before a court martial for 
surrendering to the Boers. Evidence was led in his defence regarding the fact that he was recovering from a 
serious bout of malaria that saw him carried to Machadodorp on a dhoolie by Indian bearers. This is the Ghandi 
connection as Mahatma Ghandi organised the bearers for the Regiment.  
He was also shot in the head by a bullet early in the fracas and spent most of the battle wandering around in a 
serious state of concussion. The court ignored this crucial evidence and Cotton found himself the sacrificial 
lamb that shouldered the full blame for the incident. Although Cotton bore the full brunt of the political 
hostilities, Kitchener revoked his court martial a few months later with little fanfare or restitution (he remained 
a civilian for the rest of his days). His name was also removed from all official War Office records of hostilities 
and to this day does not appear in any official government records of the Boer War. It is here that Goodship 
surmises that the Arthur Conan Doyle link fits in. Conan Doyle was vociferous in his comment on the war in 
South Africa. He publicly questioned the verdict of the court martial, but to no public acknowledgement. Conan 
Doyle and Kitchener no doubt continued their communication off the record. Both were members of the 
Masonic lodge and were known to frequent similar social gatherings. It appears that some form of amicable 
agreement was reached between them that lead to Cotton’s pardon. Conan Doyle received a knighthood soon 
afterwards and Kitchener was given his promotion to Commander in Chief of the Indian Army. And so, ends 
an intriguing part of history that appears to have been brushed aside to further the bigger picture. 
Official sources state that British losses amounted to 11 killed, 29 wounded and 253 captured, while the 
Burghers suffered “light casualties”. Conan Doyle stated that 50 Liverpool’s were killed but there is evidence 
that he was reporting selectively and was biased towards trying to influence the outcome of Major Cotton’s 
court martial. The SAFF Casualty Roll lists 10 men as killed and 35 wounded. 
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LOT 223 

 
223. Three     DCM (Edw VII): 5025 Pte M. Carney. Liverpool Regt.;  

QSA, 3 clasps: DoL, L Nek, Belf: 5025 Pte M. Carney. Liverpool Regt;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 5025 Pte M. Carney. Liverpool Regt. 

EF-   45.000 – 60.000 

Michael Carney was mentioned for “rendering special and meritorious service” in Lord Roberts’ 
Despatch which was published in the LG of 10/09/1901 (p5939) and his DCM was gazetted on 
27/09/1901. Fortunately, the recommendation for the DCM is recorded in Rudolf, p85: 
“Pte M Carney – During the attack on Helvetia, 29th December 1900, covered by his fire Colour-
Sergeant Johnson while the latter was rebuilding a partially demolished sangar, and otherwise 
displaying great coolness and gallantry” 
Carney attested in the Liverpool Regiment on 10 October 1895. He died on 10 Sept 1909, aged 31, of 
Paraplegia and Pulmonary Tuberculosis. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA Rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll, Soldiers Papers and Rudolf. 
   

224. Pair     QSA, 2 clasps Natal, Belf: 30755 Gnr. T.W. Jones, 6th W.D., R.G.A;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 30755 Gnr. T.W. Jones. R.G.A. 

VF+      2.800 – 3.600 

General Ben Viljoen was extremely pleased with the capture of the 4.7” naval gun “Lady Roberts”, even 
though they had to abandon the cart with the shells when it got stuck in a morass.  
Quoting from p296-7 of “My Reminiscences of the Anglo-Boer War”:  
I will try to give the concluding sentence of my communication as far as I remember it, and also the 
reply to it. I may add that the words “The Lady Roberts” had been chiseled on the naval gun, and that 
many persons had just been expelled from Pretoria and other places as being considered “undesir-
ables.” 
My letter wound up as follows: — “I have been obliged to expel “The Lady Roberts” from Helvetia, this 
lady being an ‘’undesirable” inhabitant of that place. 1 am glad to inform you that she seems quite at 
home in her new surroundings and pleased with the change of company.” 
To which General Smith-Dorrien replied: “As the lady you refer to is not accustomed to sleep in the 
open air, I would recommend you to try flannel next to the skin.” 
Casualties of the “Lady Roberts” were: 1 died of wounds, 3 wounded and 18 taken prisoner. Jones was 
taken prisoner and he and the other 250 odd Helvetia prisoners were released to the British Authorities 
in Middelburg days later for “military reasons”. Viljoen did not have the resources to look after them. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA and SAFF Casualty rolls and various relevant publications. 
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225. ABO: Burger J.M. Kock EF-         2.000 – 3.000 

Jan Mattys Kock successfully applied for an ABO medal in May 1923 and listed, service at Helvetia 
while serving in the Johannesburg Commando. In November 1949 he put in a second (unsuccessful) 
application. However, this time he stated the following in the column headed “Actions” on Vorm “B”: 
“Helvisia on the road from Machadodorp to Lydenburg where the Lady Roberts was taken (Gun)” 
Sold with copied pages from both Vorm “B” applications as well as related correspondence. 

 

30 DECEMBER 1900 NEAR SHERBORNE 
 
Commandant Gideon Scheepers with some 200 men (mainly Cape Rebels) laid an ambush for the “27 Down” 
train in a cutting near Sherborne (between Naauwpoort and Middelburg) on 30 December.  The train had one 
passenger coach with civilians, including women and children, and a number of open trucks. In one of these 
were some 60 Prince Alfred’s Guardsmen and 8 men from Nesbitt’s Horse who were returning home. 
Scheepers’ men opened fire as the engine drew level with them. The boiler was punctured, the train came to a 
standstill and heavy fire was exchanged as the soldiers leapt from the truck. Having a limited amount of 
ammunition, the troops eventually had to surrender with 4 men wounded. The civilians miraculously escaped 
harm. After a shake down Scheepers freed the prisoners and gave their rifles to his own men. The train was 
looted, and the rolling stock was set on fire, but the coach was left for the civilians and wounded. The guard 
was sent off on foot to Sherborne to arrange for an engine to fetch the coach. 
 
226. QSA, 2 clasps CC, Witt: 797 Pte. R. Collis, Pr: Alf: Vol: Gds.  VF+      1.500 – 2.000 

Pte Collis was one of the men taken prisoner after escaping injury in the Sherborne incident. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, SAFF Casualty Roll and 3 accounts of incident. 

 

3 JANUARY 1901 NEAR REITZ 
 

On 3 January 1901, 150 men of the Commander-in-Chief’s Bodyguard under LtCol D Tyrie Laing were sent 
from the farm Plesier to reconnoitre the route to Reitz. At the boundary between the farms Fredericksdale and 
Kromspruit they walked into an ambush set by Gen Philip Botha with 80 men of the Kroonstad Commando. 
According to Grant (Vol IV, p55), the party “was in close formation and without even ground-scouts” and were 
surrounded on three sides by the Boers and subjected to fire. LtCol Laing was wounded in the first volleys but 
maintained control of his men. Later he ordered his men into a donga for some cover, but when Laing was 
killed by a bullet through the heart the defence petered out, the men surrendered and handed over their arms. 
According to the SAFF Casualty Roll, 22 Officers and men were killed, another 7 died of wounds and 27 more 
were wounded. On the Boer side there is a record of one man killed, but the number of wounded is not known. 

227. QSA, 5 clasps: Rhod, RoM, OFS, Tvl, SA’01;  
422 Tpr. A. Romagnoli S. Rhod: Vols 

EF-        5.500 – 7.000 

Archwell Romagnoli initially served in the Southern Rhodesia Volunteers, taking part in the Relief of 
Mafeking. On 31 October 1900 he enlisted at Bulawayo in the Commander-in-Chief’s Bodyguard and 
was severely wounded in that unit’s disastrous engagement at Kromspruit. He was discharged at 
Bulawayo in March 1901 on completion of service. 

Sold with copied pages from medal rolls, nominal roll of the Bodyguard and contemporary as well as 
modern accounts of the action.   
 

5 JANUARY 1901 CYFERFONTEIN / NAAUWPOORT 
 

The Cyferfontein action is also referred to in the ILH History as “Frederikstad” and also “Naauwpoort Nek”.  

The ILH suffered a serious setback on this date when 2 squadrons under Colonel Wools-Sampson set out as 
part of General Babington’s column of some 1600 infantry, cavalry and guns to intercept Generals de la Rey 
and Kemp’s Commandos some 50 km west of Krugersdorp. A number of Boers were noticed on the hills on 
the farm Cyferfontein and Babington ordered Woolls-Sampson to drive them off. The latter set off impetuously 
without sending out advancing scouts and at such a pace that his two horse-drawn pom-poms under Captain 
Brierly could not keep up with him.  
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When he eventually sent out 4 scouts, he still followed them too closely and his party ran into the withering 
fire of more than 700 dismounted Boers concealed in long grass on the hill-top, some 100m away. The left 
squadron under Major Briggs managed to deploy in time, but the right squadron, with the rash Woolls-Sampson 
at their head, galloped straight for the crest. 

Men and horses were mowed down, but those who survived the first volley leapt from their horses and, taking 
whatever cover they could find, returned the fire. After 10 minutes the still-mounted Woolls-Sampson realised 
the hopelessness of the situation and ordered the retirement of his men. Brierly however, on instructions from 
Briggs, only moved the pom-poms to a better location and poured rapid fire into the remounted commando, 
thereby causing the Boers to retire. In this ill-fated charge the ILH lost 18 killed and 32 wounded. In addition, 
of the Imperial Yeomanry attached to the ILH, 7 were killed and 7 wounded. . 

 

228. QSA, 2 clasps: Tvl, SA’01 1235 Tpr. H H Nash Imp: Lt Horse  EF          4.800 – 6.000 
Herbert Nash attested in the ILH at Cape Town on 29 October 1900 and was killed in action at 
Cyferfontein after only 9 weeks’ active service. 

Sold with copied pages from QSA and Nominal rolls as well as the Regimental History. 

7-8 JANUARY 1901 MACHADODORP & BELFAST 
 

The night of January 7th exhibited every circumstance of vileness which is prejudicial to defence. It was 
intensely dark; a fine cold rain fell persistently, and a piercing easterly gale, which deadened the ears of sentries, 
did nothing to dissipate the driving mist which blinded their eyes. With everything in their favour, the various 
Boer detachments gathered, and at midnight each hurled itself upon its appointed victim.  

Machadodorp, the headquarters of Reeves’s section of the line, was attacked by Viljoen’s Lydenburgers from 
the north, and on the other side by the Ermelo men, under Smuts. The garrison consisted of the 2nd Royal Irish 
Fusiliers, with guns and cavalry, disposed on three heights, Rocky Hill, Natal Hill, and Signal Hill, all of which 
were separately engaged by the enemy and stoutly defended. On the first-named where a remarkable combat 
in which ninety-three men of the Fusiliers and six artillerymen withstood and finally repulsed the onset of 
nearly seven times as many burghers. Natal Hill and Signal Hill though closely beset, were in little danger from 
smaller commandos, and by 3am on the 8th the whole attack, decisively defeated, was withdrawn. Belfast, the 
key of the line, and Smith-Dorrien’s Headquarters had a far more severe trial. Monument Hill, to the north-
east of Belfast, and about one and a half miles from it, was crowned by a fort containing a company of the 
Royal Irish Regiment.  

The first and heaviest stroke fell upon Monument Hill. Nowhere were the fog and drizzle thicker than here, so 
dense, indeed, that not only did the sentries fail to detect the approach of an enemy, but the Boers themselves, 
about 500 Johannesburgers and Boksburgers under Muller, saw nothing until they were through the outlying 
posts, which, in consequence, fell into their hands. They then broke through the entanglement… and rushed 
upon the fort calling upon the garrison to surrender. The soldiers, unable to stop them with their rifles, answered 
with defiant shouts as they met them at the parapet, and a fierce melee ensued in which bayonets and butts of 
rifles were freely used, some even fighting with their fists, whilst others wrestled upon the ground… Amongst 
so much valour as was displayed… the most conspicuous was shown by Private J. Barry (No. 3733). Seeing 
the regimental Maxim gun surrounded by the enemy, this brave soldier burst into the group and proceeded to 
smash the lock in order to render the trophy useless; and this, in spite of threats, he persisted in doing, until one 
of the Boers, less chivalrous than the rest, shot him dead.  

For half an hour the struggle continued before the garrison, having lost 38 of its number, was overpowered.  

Official History, Vol IV, p35-8     

229. ABO: Burger T.G.N. Steenkamp; with a length of Wound Riband (LvW) EF-        2.200 – 3.400 
Theunis G N Steenkamp served for the duration of the war in Ward II of the Ermelo Commando. He 
received a gunshot wound to the leg in the attack on the “Machadodorp Forts”. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “B” and “C”. 
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230. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Witt, Belf, SA’01: 5808 Dmr. C. Abbott, 1st Rl. Irish Regt VF-        3.200 – 4.400 
Edge bruising. 
Drummer Abbott was severely wounded in the Monument Hill attack. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA and SAFF Casualty rolls and various relevant publications. 

 

8 JANUARY 1901 ATTACK ON CONVOY NEAR BREEDTS NEK 
 

Early in January Lieut Gen French’s columns (Babington, Paget, Plumer and Clements) were patrolling the 
Magaliesberg and Hekpoort Valley. Brig Gen Gordon’s column patrol area was south of Breedts Nek (the 
Boers chief passage through the mountains). On the 8th Beyers fell in with a convoy for Gordon coming from 
Krugersdorp. The Boers were repulsed with loss.   
Official History, Vol IV p129. 

In a 1903 publication of Beyers and Kemp, it is noted that the incident took place at a plantation on the farm 
Rietfontein and because “the British took position in the trees” Beyers was unsuccessful. 
          
231. QSA, 5 clasps CC, Drief, Jhburg, D Hill, Belf: 8634 Pte. J. Pilfold, Scots Gds. VF+       2.800 – 4.000 

Pte John Pilfold enlisted in the 1st Battalion Scots Guards in June 1890. He was noted in the LG of 20 
August 1901 (p5196) “For good service during Boer attack on convoy to Krugersdorp, 8th January 
1901” and was mentioned in Roberts’ Despatch of 4 September 1901 (LG 10 September 1901, p5937).  
He was also entitled to a KSA. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA and KSA rolls, London Gazettes and relevant publications. 

 
12 JANUARY 1901 VLAKFONTEIN 

 
Some 300 Boers attacked a supply convoy moving from Vlakfontein to their camp at Rhenosterkop, east of 
Pretoria. The escort under Captain F Thomas consisted of 20 of his own men (NSW Citizen’s Bushmen) and 
53 men from the West Riding Mounted Infantry.  

After a four-hour engagement, in which the Bushmen lost one man with another mortally wounded and the 
West Ridings one man killed, the party surrendered.  
At the Court of Enquiry, it emerged that most of the West Ridings had just been discharged from hospital, had 
been drinking and had few rifles and little ammunition. The defence of the convoy fell on the Bushmen and 
the West Ridings surrendered of their own volition once they ran out of bullets.  
The Boers overran the West Riding positions and the Bushmen had to surrender also.  
“Shoot Straight, you Bastards” by Bleszynski, p223.           

232. QSA 5 clasps RoK, Paard, Drief, Tvl, SA’01:  
5373 Pte. W. Jackson, W. Riding Regt. 

VF-        3.400 – 4.600 

Rim nicks. Date clasp loose on ribbon; late issue. 
Pte Jackson was severely wounded in the Vlakfontein debacle. 
In “Australia’s Boer War” by Craig Wilcox (p162) a different version of the incident is given in which 
Captain Thomas is blamed for the surrender:  
“The first drive to be conducted, as Kitchener intended, burned its way across the eastern Transvaal from 
the end of January 1901 to the middle of April. It was a response to a month of raids by Botha and 
Viljoen on railway stations, outposts, and convoys, including the seizure near Bronkhorstspruit station 
of thirteen wagons, a thousand sheep, and £1000 in soldiers’ pay after the leader of the convoy’s escort, 
Captain James Francis Thomas of the New South Wales Citizen Bushmen, had surrendered without 
good reason to a smaller number of Boers.”  
Sold with copied pages from QSA Rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll and relevant publications. 
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17 JANUARY 1901 NEAR LICHTENBURG 
 

Captain Wilson, with 50 men, was sent out to try to recover a mail cart taken by the enemy. Major Paget 
obtained permission to leave Lichtenburg to visit a farm where he had a squadron, and overtook Captain 
Wilson’s party. As no trace of the mail cart could be found, Captain Wilson decided to return, but Major Paget 
said that he wanted to surround a farm. He took 12 men, and Captain Wilson followed in support.  

The enemy attacked in force, and, in retiring, Major Paget and several others were captured.  

In addition, 3 men were killed and 2 were wounded. 

SA Surrenders (WO108-372). 
 

233. QSA, 2 clasps CC, Tvl: 13592 Tpr. C.A. St. Leger, 73rd Coy. 19th Imp. Yeo. VF          4.000 – 5.500 
Rim bump.           
Charles Archibald St Leger, serving in the Gun Section, 73rd Coy Imperial Yeomanry, was killed in the 
farm skirmish near Lichtenburg and is buried in Lichtenburg.  
There is no trace on the QSA roll of any entitlement to the SA’01 clasp. 
Sold with copied extracts from WO108-372, QSA roll and “In Memoriam”. 

 
25 JANUARY 1901 MIDDELFONTEIN 

 
LtCol G C Cunningham was ordered by French to leave a garrison at Rustenburg and to move south through 
Olifant’s Nek, there to take position in order to prevent De la Rey from moving eastward. Crossing the Nek on 
23 January, Cunningham gained touch with the enemy (600 men under Commandant Potgieter) at 
Middelfontin, 7 miles from the summit of the pass.  

After some intense fighting the Boers were forced to retreat. Cunningham, unfortunately, chose a position for 
his camp in a valley dominated on every side by rocky hills.  

The next day De la Rey appeared on the scene with another 500 men and started an attack at 04h00 before 
dawn. This was kept up the whole of the day with the British subjected to rifle fire from all sides till darkness 
fell. Cunningham lost 54 killed and wounded during the 2 days’ fighting and could only extricate his force on 
25 January with a further loss of 2 killed and 7 wounded when a relief column was sent by Babington from 
Ventersdorp.     

Times History, Vol V, p112.  
   

234. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Jhburg, D Hill, Witt 25410 Tpr. B. Schumann, Roberts 
Horse 

EF          4.000 – 5.500 

Captain Kuhlmann, who commanded the men of Roberts Horse still in the field at that time, gave details 
in a letter dated Feb 4th 1901 (“J H Kuhlmann Collection” of Boer War letters” in the South African 
Library in Cape Town) of the fighting at Middelfontein and the demise of Trooper Schumann: 
“…I got the gunners to lay their guns, then gave the order to my best officer to advance with the 40 men. 
They went cheerfully, but every man knew what to expect. One man remarked ‘Oh Lord, make us 
thankful for what we are about to receive.’ Well they started, got across the drift & then charged at a 
dead gallop to get under the kopje. They got within 500 yards of it when the storm burst. I expected 
every saddle emptied but strange to say there was only one.  
This poor fellow was shot thro the lung, eye and rt arm and killed instantly. The remainder galloped 
on for about 50 yds & then fell, rather than dismount, from their horses & lay flat…” 
Trooper Schumann is buried in Krugersdorp. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Rolls, contemporary accounts and the Kuhlmann letter. 
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29 JANUARY 1901 TABAKSBERG 
 

De Wet was travelling at a great pace; but he was driving before him large flocks and herds, the food supplies 
for his intended campaign, and lingering to let these gain an offing, he allowed Knox to come up with his rear-
guard on the Tabaksberg, forty miles north of Thabanchu, on January 29th. The position was immensely strong, 
and Knox, sending Pilcher against the front, and Crewe with only 600 rifles and three field guns around the 
Boer right flank, no less than ten miles distant to the eastward, found his divided forces, which would have 
been fully employed even if acting together, almost over-matched. Pilcher, attacking doggedly, made ground 
with difficulty all day against a delaying action, which was dangerous from the accuracy of the shrapnel burst 
by De Wet’s artillerymen.  
By the evening, with a loss of fifteen killed and wounded, including two officers, he had sent the Boer rear-
guard after its main body, and occupied its ground. Crewe, isolated to the eastward, fared more hardly. His 
appearance on the flank endangered the enemy’s line of retreat, but he was too weak to push his advantage, 
and could barely withstand the resistance which his threatening position brought against him. Indeed, only the 
fine conduct of his troops, especially of the Kaffrarian Rifles, preserved him from destruction, for he was 
outnumbered by three to one, and it was vital to De Wet to disable him.  

In a fierce attack made in the afternoon the Boers got so nearly home that they actually surrounded and captured 
in his lines a Vickers-Maxim gun which had jammed. Crewe was then practically surrounded; but seizing 
commanding ground in the midst of the enemy he concealed his transport below it, and entrenched himself 
successfully, beating off another attack delivered during the night. Altogether his casualties numbered thirty-
five, making fifty in both columns. The enemy lost about the same number, but they had Crewe’ gun, and had 
kept their southward road open.    
“Official History”, Vol IV p76-7. 

 

235. Pair     QSA, 6 clasps CC, TugH, RoL, Wep, D Hill, Witt:  
Lieut. L. Johnstone. Jo’burg M.R.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: Lieut. L. Johnstone. Jo’burg M.R. 

EF-        5.000 – 7.000 

The naming on both medals is impressed.      
The original catalogue entry in City Coins’ Sale No 52, Lot 277 read: Johnstone saw extensive Boer 
War service. As Sergeant in the Border Horse he is shown as entitled to bars CC, Tvl, Witt. He also 
served as S.Sgt. Maj in Bethune’s Mtd. Inf. (entitled to bars Natal, RoL, TugH, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02 on 
Main Roll and two Supplementary Rolls). He was then commissioned, serving as a Lieutenant in the 
Kaffrarian Rifles and Brabant’s Horse and finally as Captain in the Johannesburg Mtd Rifles (bars 
Wep, Belf, Witt, CC). Having battle bars for the Natal Campaign, excluded him from the Natal bar. It 
seems possible that there was an issue error with the Diamond Hill and Belfast bars. Further verification 
required. This pair of medals was originally bought in July 1953 by Don Forsyth for £3/10/-. 
Lionel Johnstone, who also served under the surname of Jackson, seems to have been a devious character 
but a brave man. The various QSA medal rolls on which his name appears show that he is not entitled 
to the Wepener clasp (cancelled on Border Horse roll), the Diamond Hill clasp (Transvaal clasp on 
Border Horse and Johannesburg Mtd Rifles rolls) or the Relief of Ladysmith clasp (on none of the QSA 
rolls). However, he was promoted from Column Serjeant-Major to Lieutenant in the Border Horse for 
distinguished gallantry in the field (Army Order 287, Pretoria, 23 February 1901): 
At Thabaksberg on 29th Jan. 1901: “Rode, on two occasions, to the advanced firing-line under a heavy 
fire – on the first occasion to find out exactly the position of affairs with Captain Brock’s pom-pom; on 
the second occasion, with Lieutenant Mowatt, to bring in a wounded man. On this occasion his horse 
was shot. He also volunteered to take out a team of horses to bring in the pom-pom, and eventually 
started with the team for that purpose. He rendered great assistance in steady retirement of men when 
attacked by overwhelming number of Boers, whose advance was covered by a hail of bullets from the 
Thabaksberg slopes”. 
Johnstone’s KSA was only issued in May 1909. 
Worthy of further research! 
Sold with copied pages from various QSA rolls and the KSA roll, the Army Order and nominal rolls of 
Bethune’s Mounted Infantry. 
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236. QSA, 2 clasps CC, OFS: Pte H.C. Mc Lachlan. Border Horse  EF-        1.800 – 2.400 
Harry Campbell McLachlan attested in the Border Horse on 22 November 1900 and was severely 
wounded in the Tabaksberg action. He was discharged on completion of six months service (22 May 
1901). He was entitled to a SA’01 clasp: issued in March 1906 but not affixed to the medal. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, Nominal and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

 
6 FEBRUARY 1901 LAKE CHRISSIE 

 
On the evening of 5 February Maj-Gen Smith – Dorrien’s column camped on the farm Bothwell on the northern 
edge of Lake Chrissie. Cmdt-Gen Louis Botha’s main aim at the time was to cripple the advance of Smith-
Dorrien into the Eastern Transvaal and he decided on a night attack to achieve this and, at the same time, carry 
off welcome supplies of food, weapons and ammunition. 

The British camp was well situated but surprise reigned when some 2000 Boers attacked in pitch darkness just 
before 03h00 on 6 February. A tremendous fusillade broke out, followed by a rush of galloping hooves through 
the crowded camp. The horses of the 5th Lancers and ILH had stampeded, throwing the camp into turmoil. The 
burghers achieved initial success in the wake of the stampeding horses and cut up some of the West Yorks 
pickets but could not gain a foothold on the slopes and were not able to open direct fire on the main camp 
situated on a plateau. At 04h30, under cover of the thick morning mist, Botha ordered them to retreat.  

The Boer commando suffered about eighty casualties, including Field Cornet Spruyt of the Heidelberg 
Commando, and the British seventy-five. About 300 horses of the British force were killed or stampeded: this 
definitely delayed the British advance and gave the Boer commandos time to re-group. 

 
237. QSA, 5 clasps TugH, OFS, RoL, Tvl, L Nek: 5064  

Pte. A. Middleton, W. Yorkshire Regt. 
VF+      4.800 – 6.000 

Light cleaning scratches.        
Pte Middleton (Muddleton on SAFF Casualty Roll) was wounded at Hussar Hill on 18 February 1900. 
Just under a year later he was killed in the Lake Chrissie night attack. He was entitled to a SA’01 clasp. 

Sold with copied pages from the QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls and “In Memoriam”. 
 

238. KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 2983 Serjt W.T. Lintott, W. York. Regt. VF+       3.500 – 5.000 
L/Cpl Lintott was Mentioned and Promoted Serjeant (LG 20 August 1901, p5491) 
“For marked gallantry during Boer attack on camp at Lake Chrissie, 6 February 1901”  
Full details of what he did were subsequently given in the VC Citation for Sgt W.B. Traynor (LG 17 
September 1901, p6101): “During the night attack on Bothwell Camp on 6 February 1901, Sergeant 
Traynor jumped out of a trench and ran out under extremely heavy fire to the assistance of a wounded 
man. While running out he was severely wounded and being unable to carry the man by himself he called 
for assistance. Lance-Corporal Lintott at once came to him and between them they carried the wounded 
soldier into shelter….” 
Lintott was granted a DCM on the same LG page. He received a QSA with clasps OFS, Tvl & L Nek. 
Sold with copied extracts from LG, QSA & KSA rolls and contemporary accounts of the battle. 
 

12 FEBRUARY 1901 HAMELFONTEIN & PHILIPSTOWN 
 

Plumer made contact with De Wet at 11 am on 12 Feb, a little to the north of Hamelfontein.  

This was a critical meeting, for all De Wet’s hopes of penetrating into the interior of Cape Colony depended 
on his being neither delayed nor deflected at this moment. Plumer’s, on the other side, had to keep the invaders 
from the vitals of the colony by turning them westward. The enemy’s left, in short, was the strategical flank, 
and Plumer, though he fully recognised this was fortunately served by subordinates able to anticipate his orders 
before they could be conveyed across the field. It happened that the enemy was first struck into by a 
reconnoitring squadron of the Imperial Light Horse., commanded by Captain G. T. M. Bridges, R.A.  
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Had this party bungled in its tactics infinite harm might have resulted; but the situation was as clear to Bridges 
as to his chief. He instantly sprang towards the proper flank and, establishing himself in a defensive position, 
successfully clung to De Wet and warned him away from the east until Jeffreys’ column, coming up, finally 
barred the south and east, and bent the hostile fine of advance in the required direction. After a sharp skirmish, 
in which six of Plumer’s men were wounded, the Boers drew off towards Philipstown, whence another part of 
the Boer vanguard was beaten off by the small garrison, opportunely supported by Henniker’s Coldstream 
Guards, after eleven hours’ fighting.   “Official History” Vol IV, p79. 

 
LOT 239 

 

239. Six     DCM (VR): Trpr Sopp, Imp.Yeo.;  EF      45.000 – 60.000 
QSA, 4 clasps CC, Rhod, OFS, SA’01: 12040 Cpl. W. Sopp 65th Coy. 17th Impl. Yeo.;  
1914-15 Trio: 777 Pte. W. Sopp. Bucks. Yeo.;  
Melton Mowbray Tribute Medal: Corporal W. Sopp 7th Com. IY                         
(Last without suspender as presented – Hibbard A16)     

 The award of Sopp’s DCM (Supplement to the LG, 25 March 1901, p2103) read “…for gallantry at 
Phillipstown, on same occasion as Captain Tivey”. Maj Gen Settle’s endorsement of LtCol Crabbe’s 
recommendation for the award of the DCM provides more detail:  
“Trooper Sopp displayed great courage in running the gauntlet under a very heavy fire, and getting his 
message through obviated the necessity of Captain Tivey leaving the town which he probably could not 
have done without heavy loss”. 
However, a vivid account of Sopp’s heroic effort, written in a style reminiscent of a Victorian novel, 
was given by Sharrad H Gilbert (who also served in the 65th Company, I Y) in the chapter headed “The 
Defence of the Jail” of his book “Rhodesia – and After”. 
“Those in the jail watch the hill eagerly. What will they do? What can they do? They are but sixty strong. 
But soon it is seen that some attempt is to be made from the hill. A party commence to make their way 
to the relief across the plain westward of the town. But this is madness. From the jail it can be seen that 
that side is seamed with dongas bristling with Boers, but evidently unknown to the Australian Captain. 
If they come that way they will be cut off to a man, but a short mile away, the men who have come to 
save them are riding to annihilation, all unwitting. And those upon the walls are forced to watch them, 
hand-tied, helpless. There seems no means. To ride through that zone of fire is suicide— is courting 
instant death; even was there the man to attempt it. But such a man is found. Trooper William Sopp 
volunteers to make the attempt, and the offer is accepted. No time is lost. Descending to the yard, Lieut. 
Munn’s own horse is saddled, with every ounce of useless weight discarded. Then — a cheery word or 
two, the gate flung wide, and urging his horse with voice and heel, Sopp takes Death by the hand, and 
makes his dash. For several moments the men above draw their breath, expecting instantly to see the 
fall of horse and rider. And the Boers themselves seem paralysed by his audacity, for twenty yards is 
gained before they fire. 
But not for long.  
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Scores of rifles are swiftly emptied on horse and man. For many hundred yards they ride through 
showers of lead. The fire on the jail perceptibly slackens, for every rifle seems turned on that flying 
horseman, who moment by moment grows less as the distance widens. He leaves the road and striking 
across the veldt, shapes a beeline for the Bushmen’s hill. A horse with outstretched head and straining 
limbs, the rider sitting tight but still, riding to win. A horse and rider, faint seen through rising dust. A 
little dark patch scudding o’er an ocean of veldt. On, smaller, till a speck crawling up the far rise, and 
then – “Hurrah! He’s got through,” — broke from the men. And with a better heart, into the baffled 
Boers they pour their hail of lead, for they know the Bushmen are saved. And shortly from the hill a 
black speck comes, and reaching the plain, makes townwards. It is a horseman riding easily, for he has 
not yet been noticed by the Boers. What is it? — men ask. Surely no one man is so mad. Ah! The Boers 
have seen him and he is riding under fire, for there is now no lagging in his pace. Nearer, till through 
the glasses he takes shape, and one says with a gasp — “’Tis Sopp coming back!’  
Nearer the flying horseman. This is a different task. To ride into the fire of a hundred rifles is not the 
same as flying from them. “Pour in your fire! Draw their attention! “shouts Lieut. Munn. And the men 
strive their best. Nearer the horseman. In the still moments ‘tween the firing the beat of the hoofs can be 
heard.  “Keep up the fire into that donga. There’s where the mischief lies “And for the next few seconds 
the donga becomes a warm corner indeed for its sheltering occupants. 300 yards away, and the horse 
still on its feet. The crackle of shots is like fresh thorns on a fierce campfire.” 
“To the gate!” ‘Tis the last order given. Two hundred yards, —one hundred, and from the road fly little 
spurts of sand, thick as the first coming of big raindrops on still water. Back fly the gates. There is a 
sound of splintering glass, as every unbroken pane in the windows of the jail falls shivered by the storm 
of bullets. And with a clatter and a cheer from the men Trooper Sopp gallops into the yard — without a 
scratch on horse or man. ‘Trooper’ for that day only. For from that date henceforward he is ‘Corporal’ 
Sopp — promoted by the Commander- in-Chief for his deed.  And, recommended by the Australian 
Captain, his name appears in ‘orders’.  
As mentioned by Gilbert Sopp was promoted to Corporal as additional reward for his gallantry. Sopp 
was in a group of almost 50 “north-country” soldiers whose DCM’s were presented in April 1902 by 
Maj Gen Thynne at the Cavalry Barracks in York. His address, as given in a newspaper report was ‘The 
Stables, Newport Lodge, Melton Mowbray’. He died from pneumonia in January 1928. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll, London Gazette, “Rhodesia and After” and numerous 
documents from WO108/137. 

 
240. QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01:  

8238 Pte. J.H. Gibb, 31st Coy. 9th Impl. Yeo. 
VF+       2.000 – 3.000 

Pte Gibb was slightly wounded at Hamelfontein. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls and relevant publications.  

    
241. ABO: Z.J.A. de Beer VF+       1.800 – 2.600 

Zacharias de Beer was a “Bitter-einder” who served for the full duration of the war, mainly in the 
Frankfort Commando under Commandant Alexander Ross.  
He was in action at Spion Kop and took part in Gen de Wet’s invasion of the Cape Colony. (Tabaksberg, 
29 Jan 1901, and Hamelfontein, 12 Feb 1901). 
Sold with copy of Vorm “B”. 
 

15 FEBRUARY 1901 HOUT KRAAL 
 
Knox took his own troops towards Hout Kraal, where an armoured train and a small column composed of a 
company of the 3rd Grenadier Guards, two guns and 150 mounted troops under Colonel E. Crabbe had already 
arrived, expecting to be joined by another under Henniker, which was on the march from Philipstown. These 
bodies had been hastily formed at De Aar by Sir H. Settle for the express purpose of clinging to De Wet until 
the regular columns should arrive. At 4.30am on the 15th, before either Knox or Henniker appeared on the 
scene, Crabbe discovered the Boers in the act of crossing the railway four miles north of Hout Kraal. 
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De Wet had destroyed the track on either side of the crossing, and the armoured train, which promptly steamed 
towards the spot, could only shell the rear portion of the convoy, whilst Crabbe was too weak to do more than 
follow in observation. About noon he was joined by Plumer, whose march in pursuit of the commandos would 
have been rendered intolerable by the morasses had not these exhausting obstacles held so many derelict Boer 
wagons as to cheer his men with evidence that the enemy’s case was worse than their own.  
More than twenty wagons, for the most part laden with flour and ammunition, lay embedded in the mud, to be 
joined soon by as many of Plumer’s. The night’s scurry from Wolve Kuil and Plumer had indeed reduced the 
Boers to an abject plight. It confirmed the suspicion which had already arisen in the minds of the majority of 
the burghers that their trusted leader’s sole triumph in Cape Colony was to be that over the floods of the Orange 
River, a victory which that uncertain stream might yet avenge.  
They were now without reserve ammunition or the certainty of supply; horses and men were failing as rapidly 
as their adversaries were increasing around them.  

“Official History”, Vol IV, p80-1. 
       
242. ABO Burger G.J. Fourie  VF          1.800 – 2.600 

Gert Fourie served in the Bethulie Commando and specifically mentioned on his Vorm “B” application 
that he saw action at Stormberg, Waterwerk (Sanna’s Post) and Houtkraal Station. 
He was subsequently taken prisoner in an isolated incident at Meyerskraal on 13 Dec 1901 and sent to 
St Helena as PoW No 26952. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, PoW Register and contemporary accounts of event. 

 

18 FEBRUARY 1901 HARTEBEESTFONTEIN 
 
At the beginning of February 1901 Lord Methuen’s column (5th and 10th Imperial Yeomanry, Royal North 
Lancashires as well as New South Wales and Victorian Imperial Bushmen) left Taung and advanced eastward 
towards Klerksdorp. On 17 February he obtained information that that a large Boer force made up from the 
Wolmaransstad, Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom Commandos had concentrated at Hartebeestfontein across the 
direct Klerksdorp road. When Methuen approached the Boer position on 18 February it turned out to be far 
stronger than anticipated from maps and intelligence. In addition, he found that General de la Rey had come 
down from the north and taken overall command of some 1300 men. 

However, Methuen with barely 900 men, decided to attack. The defile, through which the British had to 
advance, was dominated by numerous rocky ravines and ridges and the Boers were able to pour an enfilading 
fire on the column. The 5th IY attacked the Boers on the right in the morning while the 10th IY and the Victorians 
attacked the Boer left. The Royal North Lancashires were brought in mid-morning and their extra firepower, 
despite heavy losses, caused the Boers to retreat during the afternoon. The Boers left 18 dead on the field while 
the British losses amounted to 15 killed and 34 wounded. This spirited action opened the road to Klerksdorp 
which Lord Methuen entered the next day without further opposition.  

 
243. QSA, 3 clasps CC, Tvl, Witt: 6013 Pte H.H. Brown, 39th Coy. 10th Imp. Yeo. EF-         2.000 – 3.000 

Pte Brown was slightly wounded in the Hartebeestfontein skirmish. He was also entitled to a SA’01 
clasp which was issued separately.   
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls and relevant British and Australian 
publications. 

        
244. ABO: Burger P.J. Dauth EF          4.000 – 6.000 

Petrus Jacobus Dauth served in the Lichtenburg Commando from the beginning of the war. He saw 
early service at Mafeking and Kimberley and was killed at Hartebeestfontein at the age of 24. When his 
mother applied for his ABO in March 1922, she stated that he was killed on 18 February 1902. The 
official ZAR Casualty Record Card however errs by one day, listing the date as 19 February 1901. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm”B”, ZAR Casualty Card & relevant British and Australian 
publications. 
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26 FEBRUARY 1901 KLIPKRAAL NEAR RICHMOND 
 

Captain Strong and some 70 men of Kitchener’s Fighting Scouts were on reconnaissance duty in the Richmond 
district and were caught in an ambush by a 200 strong Boer commando while passing through a defile on the 
farm Klipkraal. Eventually, with 4 of his party killed and 7 wounded, Captain Strong surrendered. The 
subsequent Court of Enquiry found that the party was captured owing to the absence of proper precautions on 
approaching the defile, the result of want of military training and knowledge.    SA Surrenders WO 108/372. 
         
245. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, TVL: 860 Tpr. S.C. Wallach, Kitchener’s F.S. VF         2.200 – 3.000 

edge knocks  
Siegwart Charles Wallach, an American with trade given as Blacksmith, enlisted in Kitchener’s Fighting 
Scouts in Durban on 12 Jan 1901. Six weeks later he was severely wounded and taken prisoner at 
Klipkraal. Also entitled to SA’01 clasp. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, Nominal and Casualty Rolls as well as the relevant extract from WO 
108/372 “SA Surrenders”. 

 
28 FEBRUARY- 
1 MARCH 1901 

DE WET CROSSES ORANGE RIVER 

 
General Christiaan de Wet with some 1500 burghers crossed the Orange River on 10 February 1901 and 
invaded the Cape Colony for the second time. His attempt to gather support from Cape sympathisers was not 
a success and he lost 200 burghers as PoWs as well as guns, ammunition and wagons. He had to get back into 
the Free State, but the swollen Orange River was a big hindrance. Eventually, on 28 Feb 1901 he and his 
commando succeeded in crossing the river at Leliefontein, close to Colesberg (this was the fifteenth drift that 
they had tried). The next day, after their exhausting journey, some 35 of his men were taken prisoner. 
      
246. ABO Veldkornet J J du T Wessels. EF-        2.800 – 4.000 

Josias Wessels served in the Heilbron Commando under Commandant Stenekamp and General de Wet. 
He saw extensive war service in Natal (Ladysmith and Spionkop); Transvaal (Olifantsnek); Orange Free 
State (Bethlehem, Tabaksberg) and Cape Colony (Philipstown) before he was taken PoW on 1 March 
1901, probably while resting after crossing the Orange River under De Wet. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, PoW Register and extract from Official History detailing events. 

 
3 MARCH 1901 PEARSTON 

 
The village of Pearston (45km north-west of Somerset East) was garrisoned by 25 men of Nesbitt’s Horse and 
a small Town Guard (white and coloured men). At dawn on 3 March Commandants Kritzinger and Lötter 
attacked and completely surprised the garrison. 22 men from Nesbitt’s Horse fled to Somerset East, leaving 
the Town Guard in badly positioned trenches and schanzes. They eventually surrendered and had to look on 
while the Boers helped themselves liberally to supplies (including liquor). Two stores, whose owners were 
connected to the military, were completely looted. Apart from prisoners, the Boers took 80 horses, 60 rifles 
and thousands of rounds of ammunition while 20 local men joined the Rebel commando. 

    
247. QSA, no clasp: Pte. F. Somers, Pearston Tn Gd   EF-        2.800 – 3.600 

A marginal note on the QSA Roll reads: “The Pearston Town Guard was called out for permanent duty 
on 27 January 1901 in view of the proximity of the enemy. They defended the town against the attack 
of Kritzinger’s and Lötter’s Commando on 3 March 1901 to whom they surrendered, and the Town 
Guard has not since been reformed”. The Roll contains 25 names, but 11 of them (including that of Lt 
D May, the C/O who signed the Roll) are annotated “Issue of medal not approved”.  This may be 
connected to the surrender of the Town Guard. Of the remaining 14 medals issued, 6 were unclaimed 
and returned to Woolwich. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll and MA Thesis by R J Constantine dealing with the Guerrilla 
War in the Cape Colony. 
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3 MARCH 1901 LICHTENBURG 
 
The town of Lichtenburg and the district surrounding it furnished two Boer commandos, under Commandant 
H C W Vermaas and Commandant J G Celliers respectively. The town was occupied by the British for a few 
days in June 1900 and then on a permanent basis from late November 1900. It became an important supply 
depot and the British garrison of 620 men comprised infantry, artillery and Yeomanry, specifically the 10 th 
Company, 3rd Battalion, IY, and two companies of Paget’s Horse, or the 19th Battalion, IY. 

On 3 March 1901, Lichtenburg was attacked in a three-pronged assault on the town by an estimated 300 Boers. 
From the west, Commandant Vermaas assailed the fortified British redoubt in the market square, while the 
second and third attacks from the east and west were directed against the British pickets on the edge of the 
town. After facing determined resistance for 24 hours, the Boers were forced to withdraw, General de la Rey 
coming to the assistance of Vermaas. 

An Imperial Yeomanry man recounts the action as the Boers rushed the British trenches: ‘How those pickets 
did fight! The picket trenches never contained more than 7 men, and in one trench only two were left, the others 
being killed or wounded. When relief arrived, a sergeant was just saying to one comrade “Fix bayonets, we’ll 
keep the ... back”. The defenders lost 21 men killed and died of wounds (two of them Yeomanry men), and 24 
wounded. The Boers lost fourteen men killed and forty wounded. 

  
248. Pair     QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 5551 Pte. A. McGuire, North’d. Fus.;  

KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 5551 Pte. A. McGuire, North’d Fus.  
VF         3.200 – 4.400 

 Pte McGuire was severely wounded in the attack on Lichtenburg. Just under a year later, on 25 Feb 
1902, he was slightly wounded in the Yzerspruit/Elandslaagte convoy attack near Klerksdorp. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, Nominal and SAFF Casualty Rolls.  

    
249. ABO: Burger A.J. le Roux.; With original embellished Wound Riband (LvW) VF+      2.000 – 3.000 

The medal was obtained from a grandson and was suspended from the Wound Riband as “incorrectly” 
worn by the recipient. Andries le Roux indicated on his Vorms “B” & “C” that he had served with 
Western Transvaal Commandos. Seeing that he listed Commandant Vermaas as one of the officers under 
whom he had served puts him in the Lichtenburg Commando, at least for the first phases.  
He saw action at Mafeking, Magersfontein, Twee Rivieren/Paardeberg, the attack on Lichtenburg and 
the capture of Lord Methuen at Tweebosch and was wounded twice: in an unspecified action on 16 
January 1901 at Wonderfontein in the Lichtenburg District (fracture left leg) and during the attack on 
Lichtenburg (bullet wound in hip). 
Sold with copies of Vorm “B” and “C” and extracts from related research.  
          

250. QSA, 4 clasps Belm, ModR, OFS, Tvl: 
637 1st Cl. Armr.Sjt. J.A. Hitchins. North’d. Fus.  

EF          4.800 – 6.400 

Armourer Sergeant Hitchins (Army Ordnance Corps, attached Northumberland Fusiliers) was killed 
during the defence of Lichtenburg. He is also entitled to a SA’01 clasp. 

Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls and a copy of the Lichtenburg defence plan. 
 

5-6 MARCH 1901 ABERDEEN 
 

Captains G.J. Scheepers and W.D. Fouche returned to the Midlands at the end of February, and on the 5th March 
attacked Aberdeen for the third time. The 14 martial-law prisoners in the jail were released and promptly joined 
the commando. The available horses were commandeered, but before the situation could develop any further, 
the commando was driven from the town by a counterattack by its Town Guard. On the 6th a British column, 
guided by locals, went in pursuit of Scheepers and Fouche.  

It came under attack however and, according to the SAFF Casualty roll, 3 British soldiers were killed/died of 
wounds and 12 wounded. 
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251. QSA, 5 clasps CC, Rhod, OFS, Tvl, SA’01:  
15403 Cpl. G.  Benson, 75th Coy. 18th Imp.Yeo. 

EF          5.000 – 7.000 

Date clasp loose on ribbon. 
Cpl Benson was dangerously wounded on the 6th and died of his wounds 4 days later. The incident is 
vividly described in “Rhodesia- and After” by Sharrad H Gilbert on pages 171 and 324: 
“We were captured at half-past nine in the morning, having been under their fire for just three hours, 
and it was near ten o’clock when a force was sent out to our relief…..composed of a Lieutenant and 
twenty men of the 75th Sharpshooters, under the command of a Captain of Dragoons. This party, riding 
at a gallop nearly the whole way, tried to outflank the Boers who were cutting us off from the town by 
making westward, but were headed back by a volley from a number of the enemy concealed in the bush. 
Again they were headed from the other side by the hot fire and the Captain eventually found himself 
upon the northern slope of a kopje, under a heavy fire from a ridge but two hundred yards to the north 
of him, and two cross-fires from the bush on his right and left flanks.”  
“The story of the 75th is more tragic. When, as related in the chapter above referred to, the Captain of 
Dragoons found himself under a heavy crossfire, the only men with him were Lieut. Edlmann and six 
men of the 75th. Lance-Cpl. Benson had fallen, mortally wounded, as they were headed off from the 
plain onto the fatal kopje. Cover there was none—or next to none. Each man dismounted and flinging 
his rein over the nearest stone or bush, threw himself down and opened a hopeless fire on the ridge from 
which the raking bullets were coming. Capt. Anstice shouted “Blaze away at them, boys “and they 
needed no telling.  
Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll, “In Memoriam”, “Rhodesia and After”, Attestation Papers 
and related publications. 

 
252. ABO: Burger J.G. v.d. Watt    EF-        2.200 – 3.400 

Johannes George van der Watt, a Cape Rebel, is incorrectly listed in the Forsyth roll as serving in Comdt 
Lategan’s commando. According to his Vorm “B” medal application he joined Comdt Scheepers’ Cdo 
in the Aberdeen District on 21 January 1901, with later service under Commandants van Heerden and 
Fouche. He laid down arms at Aberdeen under Comdt Fouche early in June 1902.  
He stated on Vorm “B” that he took part in the attack on Aberdeen on 5 March 1901. 
There is a possibility that he is the Burger van der Watt known as “Jan Aar”. Worthy of further research! 
Sold with copies of Vorm “B” and extracts from related research. 

 

22 MARCH 1901 HARTBEESTFONTEIN 
 
On 22 March 1901 General Babington, acting on observations of a sentry the previous evening, ordered Col 
Briggs and 3 squadrons of the ILH with a pom-pom to Kafferskraal, 25 km west of Hartbeestfontein, to find 
out whether De la Rey’s laager is in the vicinity. Reaching the farm Geduld at the halfway mark at 9.30 am, an 
advance troop under Lt Dryden was attacked by some 200 Boers. They took refuge in a kraal and vigorously 
returned the enemy fire.  

Shortly afterwards Col Briggs brought the pom-pom into action, causing the Boers to temporarily fall back. 

Having confirmed the presence of De la Rey’s commando, Briggs ordered the ILH to retire to Hartbeestfontein. 
De la Rey’s men attacked on horseback, firing from the saddle and a running battle developed with Smuts’ 
men joining in. The three ILH squadrons were subjected to heavy fire but fought their way back with the pom-
pom working at maximum capacity. Individual troops and squadrons alternated as rear-guard and they reached 
base camp at about 2 pm. 

The British casualties were heavy: 2 officers and 4 men killed, and 3 officers and 15 men wounded. Years after 
the war General Smuts, who was shot through the leg at close quarters in an effort to capture the pom-pom, 
spoke at a banquet in honour of Col Briggs when he relinquished command of the Transvaal Volunteers.  

He said, inter alia: “The rear-guard action fought by the ILH, supported by a Maxim-Nordenveldt, at 
Hartebeestfontein was the most brilliant one I had seen fought by either side during the entire campaign. Both 
General de la Rey and myself were determined to capture the pom-pom, as well as the ILH”.  
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253. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl:  15791 Pte. D. Paterson. Impl: Yeomanry EF-        4.800 – 6.000 
David Paterson was one of the men from the 20th Battalion IY who were attached to the Imperial 
Light Horse.  He was killed in the Hartebeestfontein action. 
Sold with copied pages from ILH & IY medal rolls and “In Memoriam”. 

254. QSA, 5 clasps Tug H, RoL, Tvl, L Nek, SA’01:  EF-        2.200 – 3.400 
640 Pte W G Erskine Impl: Lt Infy
William Erskine earned the battle clasps on the QSA while serving with the ILI in Natal between 
15 Nov 1899 and 16 Nov 1900. A week later he enlisted in the Imperial Light Horse and was 
later dangerously wounded in the Hartebeestfontein action. 
He was discharged as “Medically unfit” on 18 July 1901.
Sold with copied pages from ILH & ILI medal and nominal rolls & SAFF Casualty Register.

255. Pair     BSA Co Medal for Rhodesia 1896: Troopr. T Emmery B.S.A. Police;  EF-       7.000 – 10.000 
QSA, 3 clasps: Rhod, RoM, Tvl 852 Tpr T H Emery S: Rhod: Vols:
Thomas Emery’s initial Boer War service was in “C” Troop, Western Division of the 
Southern Rhodesian Volunteers. He joined the ILH in Cape Town on 7 Nov 1900 and was severely 
wounded in the Hartebeestfontein action.
He was discharged on 20 May 1901. 
He also saw service with the Frontier Light Horse: a QSA with clasp CC was issued from this unit 
but subsequently recovered and his QSA was finally issued in1908 off the SRV roll.
Sold with copied pages from ILH, SRV & FLH medal rolls, ILH nominal roll & SAFF Casualty Register.

256. Three     QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl and SA’01:  VF+      5.500 – 7.000 
14506 S-S. Major W.F. Loveland Impl: Yeomanry;
BWM & AVM: Lieut. W.F. Loveland
Walter Frederick Loveland came to England from British Columbia early in 1900 to join the 
Imperial Yeomanry. He was severely wounded during the Hartbeesfontein attack while attached to the 
Imperial Light Horse and was subsequently mentioned and promoted to Sergeant by the 
Commander-in -Chief: ‘Although wounded in five places, continued to fire until the Boers galloped 
over him’ (London Gazette 9.7.1901 p4557). 
He was also Mentioned in Despatches by Lord Roberts (London Gazette 10.9.1901 p5966). 
During WWI Loveland served in France as an Officer in the Canadian Forestry Corps.
Sold with copied pages from Attestation Papers, QSA Roll pages and LG entries. Official correction 
to rank on QSA. 

257. QSA, 3 clasps Natal, RoM, Tvl: Lieut. A.R. Halling, Imp: Lt. Horse. EF          6.000 – 8.000 
Arthur Halling had one year’s pre-war service with the Cape Town Highlanders. He then served 
as Lieutenant in the Colonial Scouts from 14 Dec 1899 and resigned on 21 March 1900. The next day 
he enlisted in the 1st ILH at Pietermaritzburg as Trooper No 770 and was commissioned on 24 
January 1901. He was mortally wounded in the action of 22 March and died of his wounds the next 
day. Captain Normand of “C” Squadron reported the afternoon that “We picked up the wounded, 
among whom was Lt Halling, shot through the spine and in extremis”.
Halling, under the name of “Lt Holbrig (since dead)”, was MiD by Gen Babington with 9 other 
officers as being “Brought to notice for excellent services rendered by them in capture of De la Rey’s 
guns and convoy on 24th March”.
In reality the Mention must have been for the 22nd March, similar to that to SSM Hurst (see LOT 258). 
Sold with copied pages from ILH & Col Scouts medal and nominal rolls & SAFF Casualty Register.
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LOT 258 

 
258. Pair     DCM (Vic): 2828 Sqdn. Sgt. Major A.E. Hurst 5/Drgn. Gds.;  EF-  45.000 – 60.000 

QSA 5 clasps RoM, Elandsl, DoL, Tvl, SA’01: 2828 Sq: S. Major A. Hurst, 5th Dragoon Guards 
Arthur Hurst was in South Africa with his parent unit when the war broke out and saw action at 
Elandslaagte and during the Defence of Ladysmith. He was one of 3 Sergeants “imported” from the 5th 
Dragoon Guards by Major B R M Glossop when Adjutant of the 1st Imperial Light Horse and he earned 
his Relief of Mafeking, Transvaal and SA1901 clasps with his adopted unit. In “The Story of the Imperial 
Light Horse” by Lt G F Gibson it is related that during the action at Cyferfontein on 5 Jan 1901, when 
Colonel Woolls-Sampson was trying to get his men to retire from heavy fire, RSM  Hurst was seen to 
ride down the whole Imperial Light Horse line, waving the men away and yelling “Retire! Retire!” 
Miraculously neither Colonel Wools-Sampson, Major Briggs, Captain Normand nor RSM Hurst, 
although remaining mounted were touched, but their chargers were wounded in many places and their 
saddlery and clothing were pierced by many bullets. 
Hurst displayed much coolness under fire that day, but, as the history of the ILH informs us, he reacted 
a lot more hotly to a visiting member of the Army Service Corps that evening:  
Hurst was yarning to the members of his mess, including a visiting Sergeant-Major of the A.S.C., about 
the day’s experiences; he was particularly sore about the damage to his hat, which had received more 
than its arithmetical quota of attention from the enemy that morning, no less than three bullets having 
torn through it and shot it to rags. His miraculous escape from death concerned him less, knowing the 
workings of the supply side, than the prospect of having to replace the hat at his own expense. Sourly 
regarding his wrecked headgear, he commented fluently upon the parentage, upbringing and morals of 
the “New Hat Department.” The Sergeant-Major from the A.S.C., his branch of the Service involved, 
imprudently intervened: “What would happen if every soldier wanting a new hat merely fired three 
bullets through his old one and then claimed a new one?” At this interjection (and possible innuendo) 
Hurst warmed to his work in real earnestness. Expurgated of his Rabelaisian ornamentation and the 
choicer cuts and thrusts of army lingo and shafts of pious wit (this out of consideration for our more 
gently nurtured readers) his homily on the scale of values, rank and precedence in the army, but nothing 
about ‘hats’ ran:- “Look here, my lad (glaring maliciously). You are talking to the R.S.M. of the I.L.H., 
and a S.M. of the 5th Dragoon Guards, two fighting regiments, FIGHTING regiments. My Colonel, who 
is a just bloke, would choke me off like Hades if he saw me talking with one of your sort. It would break 
his precious heart if he heard that I had talked with a Creator Condemned Grocer, and as for arguing 
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– if he knew that I, a cavalry soldier, had condescended to argue with one, do you know what he’d do? 
Of course, you don’t – pity the ignorant! He’d have me on the peg and reduced to the ranks in a brace 
of shakes. Now, no more ruddy talk from YOU about my hat.” 
Of true fighting spirit, Arthur Hurst was killed in action at Hartebeestfontein. In the London Gazette of 
9 July, 1901 (p4561) RSM Hurst with 2 other men (Pte Langham, 4 th NZ Rgt and Cpl Moy, 6th Imp 
Bushmen) are “Brought to notice by General Babington for their conduct in capture of guns and convoy 
at Vaal Bank on March 23rd and 24th, 1901”. In the “Remarks Column” is stated “Awarded DC medal”. 
Langham and Moy were definitely mentioned and rewarded for this particular action, also known as 
Wildfontein. However, SSM Hurst’s name is out of place when coupled to Vaal Bank as he had been 
killed on 22 March! As the Hartbeesfontein rear-guard action led to General Babington’s success at Vaal 
Bank it seems that he commented on the 3 days’ combined operations (22 to 24 March) in his despatch 
to Kitchener. This is borne out by the particulars and dates in the LG mentions by Babington:  
22nd and 23rd March 1901: Sixteen Officers are mentioned under the reference “General Babington’s 
despatch on capture of Boer guns and convoy at Vaal Bank” 
24 March 1901: Fifteen men (including Hurst) are mentioned under the reference “General Babington’s 
despatch, dated 29th March, on capture of Boer guns and convoy at Vaal Bank.”  
22 March 1901: Only three men are mentioned under the reference “General Babington’s despatch on 
action of Imperial Light Horse.” 
 

Based on the above, it is concluded that Hurst’s DCM must have been awarded for the Hartbeesfontein 
action. It is hoped that Babington’s Despatch(es) will one day be traced to confirm this! 
 

Sold with copied pages from QSA medal roll, LG 9 July 1901, SAFF Casualty Roll, Provenance and 
Regimental history extract. 
       

23 MARCH 1901 NEAR CLOCOLAN 
  

 

Near Clocolan, Orange River Colony, a man sent forward to 
reconnoitre having been dismounted and Boers coming down to take 
him, Corporal White galloped out ¾ mile to him.  

Whilst getting him on his horse he was himself shot through the 
stomach.   

His action, however, kept enemy off, and both were got in later. 

Extract from General C Knox’s special despatch of April 9th, 1901, as 
published in the LG 9 July 1901, p4565. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

259. QSA, 5 clasps RoK, Paard, Jhburg, D Hill, SA’01:  
Cpl. E. White, 2nd Hampshire Regt. 

EF          4.800 – 6.000 

Murray Cosby Jackson, in his book “A Soldier’s Diary” p192-6, gives a detailed eye-witness account of 
the incident. Corporal White was sent to hospital in Bloemfontein and died there on 16 May 1901.  
He was highly thought of in his hometown: in 1903 a 18 ft high cross was subscribed and erected by the 
people of Chawton and the Hampshire Regiment in the churchyard extension at Chawton, Hants. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll, Jackson, LG, “In Memoriam” and images of the Memorial 
Cross. 
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6-7 APRIL 1901 ZEEKOEI RIVER 
 

Captain Bretherton, with 100 men (5th Lancers, Nesbitt’s Horse & 32nd Coy, IY) was ordered to Probart’s Farm 
(Nieuwelanden/Zeekoei River), 16 km north of Aberdeen, to block the mountain passes in the vicinity.  
“Reached farm at 5:20 pm on 6th, in pouring rain. Only an hour of daylight left, in which he built schanzes and 
occupied both sides of the dry riverbed, every officer and man being on duty that night. Attacked in early 
morning by force under Scheepers and Malan. The fire was heaviest against the Lancers’ position, and they, 
under Lieutenant Jones (who was wounded), were compelled to surrender at 8am Captain Bretherton retired 
with the Imperial Yeomanry to a sheep shed, upon which all the enemy’s fire was concentrated, and, after twice 
refusing to surrender, gave in at 11am on the third summons, as the enemy were preparing to use dynamite, 
and were firing in at the open door of the building. Lieutenant Fletcher escaped capture”.  
Boer War Surrenders, WO108-372.   
British losses were 1 man killed, 1 Officer and 5 men wounded and 2 Officers and 76 men surrendering. The 
Boers also took the waggons, supplies, 50 civilian coats and all the horses. 

    
260. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 5429 Pte E. Gatfield, 5th Lancers VF-        4.500 – 6.000 

edge knocks. 
Pte Gatfield was one of the 5 men wounded in the Boer attack. He died of his wounds at Aberdeen on 
15 April and is buried in the Dutch Reformed Church Section of the Aberdeen Cemetery. His name was 
not found on the supplementary QSA rolls for the SA’01 clasp. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, “In Memoriam”, WO108-372 and various accounts of the action.  

          
261. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, SA’01: 9050 Pte. R.L. Ince, 32nd Coy 2nd Impl. Yeo.  VF-        2.400 – 3.600 

edge knocks.  
Pte Ince was slightly wounded in the attack and subsequently taken prisoner. He was most probably 
relieved of his rifle and ammunition and then set free to walk back to Aberdeen. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty rolls, WO108-372 and various accounts of the 
action. 

 
10 APRIL 1901 RIETSPRUIT 

 
A detachment of 150 mounted men and a pom-pom under LtCol Monro set off on 10 April from Dewetsdorp 
in pursuit of a Boer commando. After a 3 hour chase the enemy was found, outspanned near some farm 
buildings and protected by a large donga in front of them. However, the surrounding kopjes were within rifle 
range and were speedily occupied by Monro’s men. A hot fight ensued with a large party of Boers in the donga 
and a smaller number in the farm buildings, but when the British charged the donga from both flanks, 53 
burghers surrendered. The Boers in the farm buildings kept up their fire in spite of the capitulation of their 
comrades before their eyes.  

Monro, seeing Boers approaching on the horizon, decided to try negotiation to make a speedy end to the 
skirmish and he sent in Lt Shott of Bethunes Mtd Infy (who had earlier initiated the assault on the donga) 
unarmed and with only a white handkerchief to the farmhouses. Shott eventually persuaded the defenders to 
yield and Monro returned to Dewetsdorp with the Boer convoy and 83 prisoners.      

Official History, Vol IV, p162. 

(Dates of 9 and 11 April are attributed to the incident in contemporary sources). 
 
262. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 1158 Tpr: G.E. Duffy. Bethune’s M.I. VF+       4.500 – 6.000 

George Edward Duffy enlisted in Bethune’s Mounted Infantry on 22 June 1900. He was killed in action 
in the Rietspruit skirmish and is buried in Dewetsdorp. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and Nominal Rolls, “In Memoriam” as well as various contemporary 
accounts of the action. 
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12 APRIL 1901 RUIGTESPRUIT 
 
After the successful Rietspruit action LtCol Monro set out again 2 nights later towards Ventershoek.  In the 
Ruigtespruit vicinity the party became entangled in difficult country, and owed its escape with but seven 
casualties largely to its being mistaken for friends by the Boers, who were met with in considerable strength.  
Official History, Vol IV, p163. 
  
263. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, SA’01: 1287 Tpr. W. Blake. Bethune’s M.I. . VF          2.400 – 3.600 

Edge knock at 10 o’clock.         
William Blake enlisted in Bethune’s Mounted Infantry on 26 March 1901 and just seventeen days later 
he was severely wounded in the Rietspruit skirmish. He took his discharge on 30 June 1901. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA medal rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll and other details. 

 

21 APRIL 1901 NELSKOP, CALVINIA 
 
On 21 April 1901 Commandant Manie Maritz with 10 mounted men surprised a 15-man patrol of the Western 
Province Mounted Rifles who were on their way to the farm Nelskop, some 40 km south of Brandvlei in the 
direction of Calvinia. After a short skirmish the majority of the WPMR men remounted and made for a nearby 
hill, Swartkop. Maritz and five men charged in parallel and ascended Swartkop on the opposite side as the 
British. As Maritz dismounted near the summit, he received a flesh wound in the arm. One of his men helped 
him to get up and as he started a charge up-hill he received two further light wounds in the arm and back. He 
again got up and stormed the WPMR men. At this stage he was joined by the rest of his party and after a short 
exchange of fire the WPMR party surrendered.  
The British losses were two men killed, Lt Tidmarsh and 2 men wounded, and 9 men taken prisoner. 
The Boers gained 13 horses and 13 rifles with ammunition. Maritz was the only casualty on the Boer side, and 
he was nursed on a nearby farm T’Boop by the owner’s wife, Mrs Hessie Nel. Later in the war the farm was 
to become a hospital for wounded Boer rebels. 
Translated from Memoirs of Commandant Manie Maritz. 
     
264. QSA, 1 clasps CC: 561 Tpr. A.L. Sprigg. W. Prov. M.R. EF          4.500 – 6.000 

No trace on QSA roll of issue of SA’01 clasp. 
Trooper Arthur Sprigg was one of the two men killed in the skirmish. He was a near relative of Sir 
Gordon Sprigg, the Prime Minister of the Cape Colony. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll, “In Memoriam” and Afrikaans accounts of action. 

 

22 APRIL 1901 REEBOKFONTEIN 
BETWEEN CYFERKUIL AND KLERKSDORP 

 
On 22 April 22 two hundred men of the 8th M.I. were escorting a supply convoy from Cyferkuil to Klerksdorp 
when it was attacked on Reebokfontein Farm by 700 of De la Rey’s burghers. During the fight Lieutenant 
Percy Goodwyn, who was in command of the left flank guard, saw sixty Boers making for a kopje which 
commanded the position from which the British guns were firing. Gathering ten of his men, he raced the enemy 
for the top of the hill. As the East Lancashires galloped for the kopje, Corporal Connery received five wounds, 
and his horse was hit twice, but still he rode on. Both sides arrived simultaneously, and, although overwhelmed 
by numbers, Goodwyn and his men maintained their position long enough for the guns to withdraw.  
The Boers massed 180 men against the little band, who were eventually rushed with the loss of two killed, 
three wounded and the remainder taken prisoners, but not before Private Burrows had collected rifle bolts from 
the casualties and thrown them away to prevent the enemy getting them. For gallantry on this occasion, 
Lieutenant Goodwyn was awarded the DSO and Corporal Connery and Private Burrows were Mentioned in 
Despatches and received Special Promotion from Lord Kitchener for Distinguished Conduct in the Field. 
Red Roses on the Veldt, p277.  
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265. QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01: 5569 Pte. R. Wardley, E. Lanc. Regt. EF          4.500 – 6.000 
Pte Wardley was severely wounded in De la Rey’s attack. He was hospitalized in Johannesburg and died 
there on 24 April. He is buried in the Braamfontein Cemetery 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as “In Memoriam”. 

 

28 APRIL 1901 DEFENCE OF THE MAGISTRACY: MAHLABATINI 
 
One of the most serious conflicts in which the Natal Police took part in was the defence of the magistracy at 
Mahlabatini on 28 April 1901. About a score of the police under Sgt Locke were brigaded at Dundee and 
received orders to entrain for Zululand. From the Tugela they rode up to Melmoth, where a standing camp was 
pitched for some weeks until further orders were received for them to go on a four days’ patrol to Mahlabatini. 
A camp was established outside the courthouse and every morning before dawn a four-man patrol was sent 
along the road towards Emtonjeneni. This patrol went out as usual on the day of the attack. As the men were 
riding past a mealie patch, about two miles from the camp, a shot was fired, and one of the patrol galloped back 
to camp reporting the incident.  
The whole force quickly moved out under Sergeant Locke, with Mr. Wheelwright, the magistrate, and Colonel 
Bottomley. They rode quickly down the road, made a thorough search of the mealie patch. Finding nothing 
they went along the veldt towards the Emtonjeneni store, about three miles away, until they came to where the 
road divides with the main track passing to the left, and a path going straight on through some wattle trees.  
The magistrate, with four men, went to the left, galloping to the top of a ridge, where they came under a hail 
of bullets. The sun was just rising, showing the troopers up very clearly on the skyline, and providing an 
excellent target for the Boers, who were concealed in the trees. On hearing shots, the advance party of the men 
who had gone along the path got into skirmishing order, and entered the trees, where they were ambushed. 
They were shot down to a man, every one of them receiving two or more wounds.  
The remainder of the troop hastily opened out, and arrived on the scene at a gallop, just as a Boer named Van 
Niekerk, more courageous than the others, came out of the trees to demand the surrender of the whole troop. 
This was refused, so he instantly fired, hitting one of the horses; but he in return received a bullet fired by 
Trooper J. Smith. The police dismounted and took cover, spreading well out and firing at the slightest 
movement of the enemy. After some hours the Boers were driven off and the dead and wounded troopers were 
placed in a police wagon. Sergeant Locke had been very badly injured within an hour of the opening of 
hostilities. He was found lying on the ground with his head on his saddle, and Van Niekerk, also badly 
wounded, being near him. Sergeant Locke was with difficulty lifted on to the wagon, which went slowly 
towards the camp, but as the jolting was so bad a stretcher was improvised. No natives had been seen about all 
day, but fortunately at this moment a party of thirty of them in full war paint appeared. They were told to carry 
the stretcher in which Sergeant Locke was lying, but they were in a violent frame of mind. 
Killed: Sergeant Collett (seven wounds in one leg), Troopers Cameron, Salmond and Nelson. 
Mortally wounded: Sergeant Locke and Trooper Aldwinkle. 
Wounded: Trooper Smith. 
Sergeant Locke died the same evening and Trooper Aldwinkle about a month later. Trooper Smith recovered 
and became a warder at the central gaol at Pietermaritzburg. 

The defence had been maintained by 3 non-commissioned officers and 19 troopers of the Natal Police. It was 
afterwards discovered that the enemy had numbered about 150 (some reports suggest 400), and the little British 
force killed nine of them. The rest went back, and, thinking they had been opposed by a regiment, shot their 
native spies, who had told them that there were only a few men of the police there. When they discovered how 
many troopers there really were at Mahlabatini they sent along a disconcerting message to the effect that they 
would pay a visit to the camp on the first moonlight night and wipe out every man there. 
In “The Nongqai” – the official police magazine – a photograph of the survivors appeared along with a brief 
account of the action which read as follows: “The Magistracy, Mahlabatini, Zululand, was attacked by a large 
force of Boers at 5am yesterday. The defence was maintained by a detachment of the Natal Police Field Force, 
comprising 3 N.C.O’s, 19 men and 2 civil servants. The fighting lasted 6 hours, and resulted in the defeat and 
repulse of the Boers, who numbered 400 strong (according to computation of prisoners captured). 
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LOT 266 

                 
266. Five     DCM (VR): Sjt. J.H. Evans Dist. Police;  

QSA, 2 clasps Natal, Tvl: Sub.-Insptr. J.H. Evans. Natal Police;  
1914-15 Star: Capt. J.H.T. Evans. Lan. Fus.;  
BWM & AVM: Capt. J.H.T. Evans. 

EF-   45.000 – 60.000 

 The DCM is one of the few known examples with the naming engraved and not impressed. 
 Sergeant James Herbert Thomas Evans was promoted to Sub-Inspector and was granted a DCM (LG 26 

July 1901, p4950) for the part he played in the defence of the Magistracy. He was not mentioned in a 
despatch and, in addition, the Submission to the King incorrectly referred to his unit as “District Police”. 
Judging from entries in the NP Headquarter’s Order Book, Evans continued to serve in Zululand until 
at least the end of the war. He was awarded the QSA with the clasps ‘Natal’ and ‘Transvaal’, the latter 
indicating his service in those parts of the Vryheid district that bordered on Zululand.  
Evans is one of many Natal Policemen who should have been awarded the KSA. 
He retired from the NP in 1904 and evidently returned to Britain. When World War I broke out he 
attested as a Private in the 12th Battalion, Royal Fusiliers and the next day he was commissioned as 
Lieutenant, 13th Battalion Lancashire Fusiliers. He served at Gallipoli till early August 1915, when he 
was wounded by a shell fragment (broken fibula) and returned home. After recovery he served in France, 
where he developed Neurasthenia: this resulted in two periods of hospitalisation in England, although 
he recovered sufficiently to serve in the trenches for the duration of the war. On completing his service, 
he stayed with his sister in Sussex where he eventually died after a long and painful illness.  
Sold with copies of QSA roll, London Gazette pages, Service Papers and associated research. 

 
267. QSA, 3 clasps TugH, RoL, Tvl: 2339 Tpr. J. Aldwinckle. Natal Police EF-        4.500 – 6.000 

Official correction to first part of surname.     
Trooper Aldwinckle was in the advance party that were ambushed when they entered the trees and was 
dangerously wounded by a bullet shattering his right shoulder. He and the two other wounded men had 
to lie in the Court Room without dressings, drugs or medicines. The District Surgeon at Nongoma, 30 
miles to the North, reached them at 7 pm, by which time one of the men had already died. Three days 
later a Surgeon and Nursing Sister arrived from Maritzburg to amputate Aldwinckle’s arm and shoulder. 
This did not save him:  he died of his wounds on 24 May. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, Natal Police record, “In Memoriam”, Nonquai and associated 
research. 
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28-29 APRIL 1901 NEAR PAARDEBERG DRIFT 
 
“The convoy got safely across, and we camped at a pan of water in the flats. About an hour after camping, 
some of the officers, among whom was the captain of the New Zealand squadron, said they were anxious to 
see Cronje’s last stand, and whether, if permission was granted by Major Paris, I would go with them. I agreed, 
and shortly after saw Major Paris, who said he would allow them to go, providing I went in command. I agreed, 
and we started about 2pm. One captain of the 4th Scottish Rifles, staff officer to Major Paris, also accompanied 
us. We reached the memorable camp of General Cronje about an hour later, and after placing a couple of 
lookouts on points of vantage, I allowed the party to scatter and look for curios. We were about sixty-five all 
told, chiefly New Zealanders, scouts, and some Royal Welsh Fusiliers, who were attached to me under 
Lieutenant Holroyd. After spending about half an hour, I gave orders to return- the column had meanwhile 
gone on—and after some little difficulty got the party collected, and we started back through the river, when I 
at once extended the men and sent out the necessary scouts. When almost opposite Kitchener’s Kop (so called, 
being the position held by Lord Kitchener during the shelling of Cronje’s camp and trenches along the river 
banks), firing was reported on our left, and shortly after I noticed two of four men, New Zealanders, I had sent 
forward on our left point coming on at a gallop…”  
‘A Fight to a Finish” by Major C G Dennison. 
“Were with a patrol of about 60 men. Hearing that the left flank was being attacked, Captain Dennison rode 
out to it. About 60 of the enemy cut them off, and they eventually surrendered.” 
“SA Surrenders” (WO108-372). 
According to the SAFF Casualty Roll one man was killed and Captain Dennison and 4 men (one of them 
severely wounded) were taken prisoner. One of the prisoners, a New Zealander, 2634 Tpr Frank Perham 
covered the incident and his early release by the Boers in a book “The Kimberley Flying Column”. 
 
268. QSA, 5 clasps: CC, TugH, RoL, Tvl, OFS:  

5307 Pte. C. Dickens. R. Welsh Fus. 
VF          1.800 – 2.600 

Pte Dickens was severely wounded but not taken away with Captain Dennison. Also entitled to KSA. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, SA Surrenders, SAFF Casualty Roll and contemporary 
publications. 
 

13 MAY 1901 DOORNHOEK 
 

“To continue the survey of the operations in the Cape, the first point scored was by the invaders, for Malan’s 
commando succeeded upon May 13th in overwhelming a strong patrol of the Midland Mounted Rifles, the local 
colonial corps, to the south of Maraisburg. Six killed, eleven wounded, and forty-one prisoners were the fruits 
of his little victory, which furnished him also with a fresh supply of rifles and ammunition”. 
Arthur Conan.Doyle’s “The Great Boer War” 1902 edition. 

This skirmish took place on the farm Doornhoek. In the SAFF Casualty Roll the men taken prisoner are not 
recorded, and 3 names of wounded are listed under Komgha Mounted Volunteers. 
 

269. Three     QSA, 1 clasp CC: Tpr. R. Marshall, Midland M.R.;  
BWM & AVM (Bil): Pte. R. Marshall. 2nd. S.A.I.  

EF-        3.500 – 5.000 

Robert Marshall was severely wounded in the skirmish at Doornhoek. Although this was recorded under 
Komgha Mounted Volunteers, his QSA was issued off the roll of the Midlands Mounted Rifles. During 
WWI he enlisted in the 2nd SA Infantry at East London on 10 August 1915 with an entry “2 bullet 
wounds 1901” on his Medical History Form. After the Senussi Campaign in Egypt (Jan – March 1916) 
his unit disembarked at Marseilles on 20 April 1916. Three months later, on 18 July 1916, Marshall was 
killed at Delville Wood. On that day an estimated 600 German guns blasted the Wood and its occupants 
for eight hours with high-explosive shells: at times the rate of shelling reached seven per second and it 
is estimated that more than 200 000 shells fell in an area of less than a square mile. Like so many of his 
comrades Marshall has no known grave, but his name is recorded on the Thiepval Memorial. 
Sold with copied QSA & SAFF Casualty roll pages and WWI service card and files. 
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23 MAY 1901 NAROEGAS 
 

“Yesterday at Naroegas 2½ hours north this Patrol of 60 Border Scouts were attacked at 9am by 94 Rebels. 
Engagement lasted until 3pm when enemy retired and ceased firing… Rebel losses 15 dead counted. 5 known 
to be wounded. Commandant Jan Nel severely (wounded and) left behind. One Jacobs rebel from Kakamas 
brought in. Others left behind. Jooste of Kakamas also prisoner. Many rebel horses killed. 1 saddle, 2 horses, 
arms and ammunition (explosive) brought in. Explosive ammunition freely used by rebels. Our losses one man 
wounded. By accident 7 horses killed. Officers and men of Border Scouts fought with great bravery.” 
Telegram: Acting Resident Magistrate, Kenhardt, to Lex (Law Department) Cape Town, 24/05/1901. 
“Shortly after he (Conroy) took command, he decided to attack Kenhardt.  While he was making ready for this 
with about 170 men al Dwaalgees, 12 miles north-west of Kenhardt, he learnt that an English patrol was waiting 
for him at Naroegas on the Keimoes road. P. Gresse and Christiaan Emmenis went to investigate and observed 
about six saddled horses on the farm. Without further scouting of the terrain, Conroy sent 28 horsemen to catch 
the ‘kakies’. While they were riding unsuspiciously in the ‘sandloop’ (sandy riverbed) to the farm they were 
unexpectedly put under a murderous crossfire from the ridges by the Basters of Captain Ramsbottom and 
Lieutenant McCloud. Those who could sought shelter behind meagre rocks and bushes outside the ‘sandloop’, 
where they had to endure the accurate fire of the Border Scouts for the whole day in the scorching heat.  
Only when it became dark could Henry Wickens risk taking a report to Conroy at Dwaalgees. Reinforcements 
were hastily sent to the scene of the disaster, but the coloureds had already left the ridges and were on their 
way to Kenhardt. Almost all the horses fell in the battle. A number of burghers (Emmenis and Willem Walton) 
were dead. Jacobus Bonthuys and Kootjie Knouwds were seriously wounded but escaped with the help of 
friends and could join the commando later. H L Jacobs who was wounded in the foot and A.C. Jooste who 
surrendered to the enemy were taken as prisoners to Kenhardt. The claim that wounded Boers were killed with 
stones after the battle cannot be substantiated.” 
Translated extract from History of Kenhardt compiled by W A Burger in 1952. 
   
270. Pair     QSA, 1 clasp CC: 344 Tpr. R. van der Colff. Orpen’s Horse;  

KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 539 Serjt. R. van der Colff. Border Scouts 
VF         3.000 – 4.500 

 Robert van der Colff enlisted in Orpen’s Horse on 11 May 1900. On 31 January 1901 he transferred to 
the Border Scouts. His involvement in the Naroegas skirmish is confirmed in a lengthy Afrikaans 
account of the action by Jesse Strauss. He mentions, inter alia, “Robert van de Colff stood up on the flats 
of his feet while firing at the Boers”. Van der Colff was subsequently mentioned in despatches by 
Kitchener (LG 29 July 1902, p4857): one can speculate that this was coupled to the fight with Conroy. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA medal rolsl, LG 29 July 1902, extracts from Stirling and 
further details on the Naroegas action. 
           

271. ABO: Burger W.C.V. Nel; with a short length of Wound Riband (LvW) EF          2.400 – 3.600 
T & D Shearing notes in the “Rebel Record” that Willem C.V. Nel, a Cape Rebel from 
Kakamas/Kenhardt, joined Conroy’s Commando during March 1900 and re-joined during February 
1901. Nel, on his Vorm “B”, only states service from April 1901 to the end of the war. He suffered 
multiple wounds in the “Narugas” action: bullet wounds in left shoulder, left ear and right arm. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms”B” and “C” as well as the Strauss account of the skirmish. 
 

23 MAY 1901 RIETFONTEIN / WITPOORTJIE 
 
Nothing of importance occurred during the rest of May except an attack on a Potchefstroom – Ventersdorp 
convoy on the 23rd. The attack, which was twice repeated, was of a determined nature, and the convoy was 
surrounded and all but taken as it came within sight of Ventersdorp. The Boers were kept off, however, by the 
stubborn defence of the escort, under Major P. Palmes (Royal North Lancashire) and Captain E. C. Purchas 
(South Wales Borderers), and by a gun which the Commandant at Ventersdorp, Major J. H. du B. Travers 
(South Wales Borderers), took out from the village with what men he had - some twenty in all - and the convoy 
barely escaped with the loss of six killed and thirty-one wounded amongst the escort. 
“History of the War in South Africa 1899-1902” Vol IV, p183. 
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272. ABO: Burg. W.J. Snyman; with a length of Lint voor Wonden (LvW) EF          2.200 – 3.400 
Willem Johannes Snijman served in the Potchefstroom Commando, Ward Upper Schoonspruit, seeing 
early action at Mafeking and Magersfontein. He received four bullet wounds in the Rietfontein action: 
hip, buttocks, arm and leg and was awarded the Wound Riband. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “B” & “C” and extract of map showing the approximate location 
of incident relative to Ventersdorp. 

     
273. Three     QSA, 4 clasps Tvl, CC, OFS, SA’01:  

22093 Pte. E. Smith. 26th Coy. Imp. Yeo.;  
BWM & AVM: M2-113172 Sjt. E. Smith. A.S.C. 

VF+       2.400 – 3.600 

 Clasps in order listed. 
Sergeant Ernest Smith was dangerously wounded at Witpoortjie. He was discharged on 4 August 1901 
with impaired breathing and partial loss of use of left arm. He recalled the incident as follows: 
“Next morning, we were ordered to take a convoy to Ventersdorp a distance of 32 miles (two days 
march). We had a rather stiff time on the 22nd, we being in the saddle 15 hours at a stretch, we camp at 
7:30 first half way through our journey.  
On the march next morning at 2-30 was made despatch rider, sighted or rather heard the enemy about 3 
o’clock prepared for action of course we received one volley but as luck would have it, we all escaped, 
but second volley, I caught it, sat in saddle for two or three minutes, then received order wheel and 
gallop but could not keep my saddle, and of course fell, lay there until 3 o’clock afternoon, when Lieut 
Bankes, came and fetched me and was told that we were going to run for it. The Boers had fired the 
veldt, and we had to go through it. The artillery found the range, and then the word was given to charge, 
and a charge it was for about 10 miles. The rattle of rifle and big guns was terrible, and what with the 
pain from my wound, and the noise I wished I could die.  
Well after a terrible fight of 6 hours we got through and entered Ventersdorp, but not before we had lost 
two waggons of food, clothing etc, which we had to burn. I shall never forget the R.A.M.C. orderlies 
pushing me through a window on a stretcher and the doctor coming to see me put in bed and tell Mr 
Bankes that I could not live. I cannot write more am done for.” 
Sold with copied service papers and handwritten diary in Army Book 136, covering the voyage to South 
Africa and his service in the war up to when he was wounded. 

 

27 MAY 1901 OSPOORT 
 

In the last week of May 1901, the 9th Lancers were operating in a sweep south-east of Edenburg and they were 
ambushed on 27 May. “A” and “D” Squadrons were farm clearing, and as “A” would eventually have to get 
over the neck in the hills overlooking Ospoort, the emergency squadron (“C”) was sent to support them. While 
the clearing was going on Lieut Stirling was sent with his troop to occupy the neck, covered by the pom-pom.  
The three advanced points were allowed to go right through the neck and the remainder of the troop to get right 
underneath the kopjes, some already having dismounted, when there was a shout of “Hands up!” followed by 
heavy firing, as Stirling shouted “Files about!”. The men all took what little cover they could find, while 
reinforcements were sent up on both flanks. The pom-pom getting to work effectually cleared the kopjes, and 
Lieut Kincaid-Smith, who had been sent up to the right, saw some 200 Boers going away north, besides a 
certain number leaving the different parts of the kopjes. The casualties all belonged to “C” Squadron: 1 man 
was killed, 4 were wounded and subsequently died of wounds and 3 were wounded.            
“Diary of the 9th Lancers”, p215. 

 
274. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, SA’01: 4528 Pte C. Baker, 9th Lancers  EF          4.200 – 5.600 

Pte Charles Baker died of his wounds, either the same day, according to the QSA roll, or the next day, 
according to “in Memoriam”.  
He is buried in Edenburg. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll and quoted sources. 

Auct on
POSTAL MEDAL

71
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29 MAY 1901 VLAKFONTEIN 
 
During the guerrilla phase of the War, while Lord Methuen pursued General Koos de la Rey in the southern 
part of the Western Transvaal, General Jan Kemp, based at Tafelkop near the Koster/ Lichtenburg road, was 
active in the Swartruggens area. This threatened Brigadier General H.G. Dixon who was encamped at 
Naauwpoort in the Magaliesberg.  

On 26 May 1901 Dixon set out with a force of some 450 men to clear farms and search for hidden guns and 
ammunition west of Naauwpoort on the farm Waterval near Vlakfontein, in the vicinity of present-day Derby. 
Dixon’s force marched in 3 columns led by Major Chance R.A. on the left, Colonel Wylly in the centre and 
Lt. Colonel Duff on the right. General Jan Kemp, laagered at Waterval northeast of Krugersdorp, initially had 
400 burghers, including his scouts, some members of the Staatsartillerie (without their guns) and men from the 
Krugersdorp, Pretoria and the Rustenburg commandos. They had buried some of their remaining guns to have 
artillery available when required, but also to provide unhampered mobility to commandos. 

On 29 May Dixon’s men set out to recover these guns. Their search revealed no guns, but a large cache of 
ammunition was discovered. In this search the British came under sniper fire on Duff’s Ridge and the heavy 
fire from Kemp’s burghers. When the British attempted to arrange their defence, Kemp’s men under cover of 
the smoke from a fire they had started, charged Chance’s rear-guard Yeomanry with (now) 500 burghers.  

The Yeomanry suffered heavy casualties and the Boers overran the 2 guns of the 28th battery.   

Dixon ordered Duff to reinforce Chance, who had returned to the scene of action with men of the 1st Derbyshire 
Regiment. On Chance’s Ridge the Derbys, and what remained of the Yeomanry, charged the Boers with fixed 
bayonets. The Boers galloped off and the British retrieved their guns. The British suffered heavy casualties (6 
officers and 51 other ranks dead) while only 7 burghers died in the battle and 2 later from wounds. Kemp’s 
new strategy of lightning strikes behind a smoke screen had been effective. 
         
275. QSA, 5 clasps CC, Tug H, OFS, RoL, Tvl:  

83117 Gnr: R. Collins, 28th Bty R.F.A.  
VF+       2.600 – 3.400 

Pawnbroker’s mark on obverse.  
Collins was mentioned and promoted Bombardier in the London Gazette of 15 November 1901 (p7384): 
“At Vlakfontein on 29th May 1901, though wounded in the shoulder, continued to fire his gun, and when 
the cartridges were ignited by a bullet went to the limber for more, though the enemy were within a few 
yards.” 
Sold with copied pages medal rolls, LG entry, attestation papers and accounts of the battle. 
 

1 JUNE 1901 DEFENCE OF WILLOWMORE 
 
At 4am on 1 June 1901 Commandant Gideon Scheepers with 100 men, mainly Cape Rebels, attacked 
Willowmore from the east, north and south-west. By 5.45 am at least 7 of the outlying defensive posts, manned 
by the Willowmore Native Contingent, were overrun with six of the defenders and one rebel killed. However, 
the defenders in the town itself rallied: Capt Curry with the Willowmore Railway Contingent checked the 
attack from the east and the Town Guard succeeded in retaking 5 of the posts.  
At 7.30 am Lt van der Hoven of the Town Guard led a small party of the Native Contingent down the riverbed 
to a position commanding the other two posts. The Boers started faltering at the determined resistance and by 
11 am Scheepers and his men had retreated towards Aberdeen Road. 
Gideon Scheepers: Shearing 
 
276. QSA, no clasp: 13 Cpl. G. Smith, Willowmore TG (e/k) VF         1.400 – 2.000 

Cpl George Smith is noted on the QSA roll as having taken part in the defence of Willowmore.  
Sold with an original photo of Cpl Smith and copied pages from the QSA Roll and “Commandant Gideon 
Scheepers and the Search for his Grave” by Taffy and David Shearing. 
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THE REMAINS OF THE FORT USED BY WILLOWMORE TOWN GUARD 

1-2 JUNE 1901 ROOIBERG / PIENAAR’S RIVER 
 
Due to the reported southward advance of Gen Beyers’ Commando from the Waterberg district in May 1901, 
Lt Col Grenfell tasked two columns (the one under Lt Col A E Wilson at Naboomspruit and the other under 
Maj H McMicking at Nylstroom) with the protection of the railway line to Pretoria.  Wilson’s column (540 
strong, including 300 Kitchener’s Fighting Scouts) acted on intelligence reports about Boer commandos in the 
Warm Baths vicinity and moved down to Roodeberg to round them up. On 1 June two of Wilson’s squadrons 
had a sharp engagement with 500 Boers under Commandants Uys and Pretorius. Both sides suffered significant 
losses but in retreating the Boers came within reach of the rest of Wilson’s column. 

“He fell upon them heavily on the 2nd, and after a stubborn combat which continued all day, utterly routed 
them, killing and wounding many and taking forty prisoners, with loss to his own force of only eleven.”  “The 
History of the War in South Africa”, Vol IV, p441: 

The incident is not mentioned in the Times History of the War but is fully covered in “After Pretoria: The 
Guerilla War” Vol II, p608-610, albeit with highly inflated numbers of Boer casualties.  

The SAFF Casualty Roll has a combined listing over the 2 days’ skirmishing “near Pienaar’s River” of 8 men 
from KFS as KiA or DoW with a further 23 men wounded. 
 
277. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl:  678 Tpr. H.M. Silver, Kitchener’s F.S. EF          4.000 – 5.000 

Tpr Silver was severely wounded on 2 June 1901 and died of his wounds at Pretoria on 13 July 1901. 
He is buried in Pretoria. The medal is skimmed and officially re-impressed “upside down”, but there is 
no entry on the main QSA roll to account for this. On the secondary QSA roll, Silver’s entitlement to 
the SA’01 clasp is noted with a date of 17-10-06 in the margin. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty rolls, & contemporary incident accounts.  

        
278. ABO: Korpl. J.S. Wasserzug  VF-        1.800 – 2.600 

Medal plugged at 12h00 and re-suspendered. 
Corporal Joseph Samuel Wasserzug, a 39-year-old Jewish member of the Pretoria Commando, was 
one of the 40 Boers taken prisoner at Roodeberg on 2 June 1901 (PoW No 20666). He served from 11 
October 1899, seeing initial action at Biggarsberg and Laings Nek and subsequently in Northern 
Transvaal. He saw out the rest of the war on Bermuda. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, PoW register and sources cited above. 

Auct on
POSTAL MEDAL

71
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2 JUNE 1901 DEFENCE OF JAMESTOWN 
 

The “First Occupation of Jamestown” took place on 18 November 1899. On the previous day the 30-strong 
garrison of Cape Police under Inspector Halse received notice to quit Jamestown and proceed to Dordrecht. 
There was no Town Guard at the time and the Boers under General Olivier, flushed as they were with their 
capture of Aliwal North, met with no opposition in taking Jamestown. In due course the Boers withdrew from 
that part of the Cape Colony, and British rule returned to Jamestown. Then, on 2 June 1901, a Boer Commando 
under General Kritzinger, “boldly charging the cordon, surprised the small and somnolent garrison of 
Jamestown.”  
“History of the War in South Africa” by Grant, Vol IV, p79. 
By this time there was a Jamestown Town Guard, 40 strong, and they manned the trenches on the perimeter of 
the town. A koppie about 1000 yards from the town was defended by 16 men of the Dordrecht District 
Volunteer Guard and 11 more of the DDVG held a trench near the road to Aliwal North. The Boer forces 
numbered some 500 men and the defenders of the koppie were the first to surrender after 4 of them were killed. 
The total action lasted some 3 hours. The Boers only had one casualty: a young chap who had donned the 
greatcoat of one of the British casualties and was mistakenly shot by his own people. 

 

279. QSA, no clasp: 7 Pte P Labuscagne, Jamestown M T G  VF         1.600 – 2.200 
It is not known why the word “Mounted” was entered in a different hand between “Jamestown” and 
“Town Guard” on the QSA Roll. A possible explanation is that they were a mix of town and district 
men, hence the hybrid between a TG and a DMT! 
The QSA is re-suspendered. (Ex Spink Auction 2 February 1984). 
Sold with a copied page from the QSA roll. 

 

6 JUNE 1901 RUIGTEVLEI 
 

On 6 June 1901 the Commandant van Reenen and his Cape Rebel Commando decided to spend the night on 
the farm Ruigtevlei, south of Steynsburg. It was bitterly cold and apparently guards were not posted. Shortly after 
midnight they were totally surprised by an attack of the 17th Lancers (the “Death and Glory Boys”) under LtCol 
W P Wyndham. The leading squadrons, led by Captain D’A Legard, rushed the farm buildings which sheltered 
the bulk of the commando and captured 23 prisoners (although the official Boer PoW Register lists only 16 names 
and a Boer source puts the total at 18 and states their names). A number of the Rebels, who chose to sleep in a 
nearby poplar-grove, managed to escape. In the action one Boer Rebel, Jan Kruger, was killed with a bullet 
through the heart. Capt Legard was seriously wounded (and subsequently MiD for good service at Ruigtevlei) and 
two Lancers (Lanham & Turner) were mortally wounded. The captured rebels had to walk to Steynsburg, where 
they were put in gaol. During the following week the Rebels were tried by a Military Court: all of them were 
found guilty of High Treason under arms, while a number of them were also found guilty on a 2nd charge: the 
murder of Pte Lanham. One of these men, P W Klopper, was shortly afterwards moved to Burgersdorp gaol where 
his death sentence was ratified on 19 July 1901 and he was hanged on 20 July 1901. On the same day the 
Steynsburg prisoners were marched to the Market Square where they were informed that all remaining death 
sentences had been commuted to penal servitude for life on Bermuda.    

 
280. ABO: Burg. S.W.C. van Biljon  VF          2.200 – 3.200 

Suspender poorly attached.  
Van Biljon, Sarel Willem Christian: Waterval, Steynsburg. Van Reenen’s Commando. Captured on 
07/06/1901 at Ruigtevlei, Steynsburg. PoW 20766. Sentenced to death on 14/06/1901 commuted to Penal 
Servitude for life on Bermuda for murder and High Treason under arms. Royal Commission reduced 
sentence to 3 years in November 1902.  Returned to the Cape Colony in February 1903 on SS “Sunda” and 
lodged in Tokai Gaol as prisoner no 342 on 1602/1903. Partial amnesty granted 26/03/1903. 
“The Rebel Record” by Taffy and David Shearing. 
On Vorm “B” Van Biljon stated that he had joined on 10 January 1901 and also saw service in a number 
of smaller skirmishes. The PoW register notes that he was 29 years old when captured.  
Sold with copies of Vorm “B” and relevant pages from PoW Register, Shearing & contemporary 
publications. 
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6 JUNE 1901 GRASPAN (NEAR REITZ) 
 
On the evening of 5 June Colonel Elliott was informed that a Boer convoy was about 15 miles away from his 
own convoy and he detached Major Sladen, the Commander of the 6th Mounted Infantry with a force of 200 
and some Australians to intercept it. The convoy of 120 wagons and carts was duly captured at dawn on 6 June, 
but the majority of prisoners were women and children with only about 100 armed Boers as guards.  
What should have been a routine, albeit large, capture was rapidly altered by a thundering counterattack by de 
Wet and De la Rey who had been informed about it over breakfast. Fighting raged amongst the captured wagons 
and Sladen’s advance line was driven back to a cluster of native huts in a kraal.  

 
THE CAPTURE OF DE WET’S CONVOY 

The fight lasted for four hours and ascendancy swung backwards and forwards between British and Boer. 
Sladen held off the counterattack until relieved by De Lisle in the afternoon but casualties had been heavy on 
both sides: 26 British and 17 Boers killed, 25 British and 20 Boers wounded.  
The brutal hand-to-hand fighting at Graspan gave rise to accusations of atrocities on both sides. The Boers 
claimed that the British had fired on unarmed women and children in the wagons and the British accused the 
Boers of murdering prisoners. 
281. Four     Afghanistan, no clasp: 2nd Lieut. J.R.F. Sladen. 2/15th Foot;  VF    13.000 – 20.000 

IGS 1854-95, two clasps Burma 1885-7, Burma 1887-89: Lieut. J.R.F. Sladen E. York. R.;  
QSA, three clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: Lt. Col. F.R.R. Sladen, 2nd E. Yorkshire Regt.;  
KSA, two clasps SA’01, SA’02: Lt. Col. J.R.F. Sladen. E. York. R.  
The last two with minor official corrections, also some edge bruising and slight contact wear. 
The QSA roll yields no explanation for incorrect initials. 
Colonel John Ramsey Frederick Sladen was awarded the Brevet of Lieutenant-Colonel and Mentioned 
in Despatches for his capture of De Wet’s convoy at Graspan near Reitz where by (his) courage and 
example prevented the desperate attack of the Boers from succeeding (LG 2 July 1901, p4401 and 20 
August 1901, p5484). Earlier in the War he had served on General Gatacre’s Staff and was part of the 
General’s small party which headed the night march to Stormberg, which debacle he survived. 
Sold with copied pages from medal rolls, LG entries and accounts of battle. 

Auct on
POSTAL MEDAL

71
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282. QSA, 5 clasps CC, Paard, Drief, Jhburg, Belf:  
6091 Cpl J McLeod, Gordon Highlrs. 

EF          4.500 – 6.000 

Cpl. McLeod, serving in the Mtd Infantry, died of wounds received in the Graspan attack and is buried 
in Reitz. He is also entitled to the SA’01 clasp. 
Sold with copied pages from medal roll, SAFF Casualty Roll and “In Memoriam”. 
 

10 JUNE 1901 LEEUWKOP 
 

“The Inspector General wishes to place on record the very commendable piece of work performed   by sections 
of A, B and D Troops of the Reserve Depot under the orders of Captain Scriven on the 10th, 11th and 12th Inst. 

This force had been detailed to sieze and occupy Leeuwkop and neighbouring koppies (8 miles NW of the 
Dynamite Factory) during the night and then to demonstrate against the enemy northward to cover Capt Adye’s 
troop during its work of entrenching itself on Leeuwkop. 

These duties were most ably carried out. On each of the three days Capt Scriven’s parties, working over a wide 
area, but in perfect combination, were engaged with the enemy, always with success. They captured wagons 
and cattle… The enemy were in superior numbers, at about 2 to 1.  

In this work the following Officers, NCO’s and men especially distinguished themselves: Lieutenants 
MacNaughton and Bourne No 198 Reserve Depot Trooper H Lord (wounded)…” 

SA Constabulary Circular Memo No 44. 
 
283. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02: 198 Tpr. H. Lord. S.A.C.     VF+       2.400 – 3.200 

Date clasps added. 
Herbert Lord saw later service as 3rd Class Trooper No B955 in “B” Division (Northern Transvaal) from 
which roll the two date clasps were issued. According to the SAFF Casualty Roll, he was severely 
wounded in the incident on 10 June 1901. 

Sold with copied pages from QSA Rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll and SAC Memo. 
 

12 JUNE 1901 WILMANSRUST 
 
On this date the left wing of the 5th Victorian Mounted Rifles (Squadrons E, F, G, and H) encamped at 
Wilmansrust farm, between Middelburg and Ermelo. This location was noted later as being dominated by three 
nearby koppies (hills) and not easy to defend. The security of the encampment was entrusted to four widely 
spaced outposts. This was “in accordance with Indian Cavalry practice” as the camp C/O, Major Morris of the 
RFA had recently arrived in South Africa from India. No standing patrols were ordered between outposts and 
there was no inner picket line. 

Trouble hit at 7.45pm when Gen Muller and some 150 men, guided by the farm owner, sneaked past the sentries 
without being challenged. Inexcusably, the VMR men did not have their rifles at hand, confusion reigned 
supreme and panic quickly spread. The whole camp was over-run in minutes.  

The price was reportedly 22 KiA (including a Boer “hensopper” summarily executed), 42 WiA and the 
remainder either briefly captured or escaped the scene. The 5thVMR captives were abandoned as the Burghers 
made off with the very considerable spoils, including food, ammunition and the two pom-poms. 

Unfortunately, the defeat at Wilmansrust caused Gen Beatson to describe the 5th VMR; the “Fateful Fifth”, in 
terms which included “wasters… In my opinion they are a lot of white-livered curs”. This resulted in rebellious 
conduct by several rank-and-file: subsequent Court Martial sentenced 4 men to be shot, later reduced to 10 
years hard labour and finally quashed by Kitchener.  

The inevitable Court of Enquiry on the action itself found the camp commander, Maj. Morris, responsible for 
the defeat.  Gen. Beatson was later transferred back to India after only serving six months of his secondment. 
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THE MISHAP TO THE VICTORIANS 

284. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 1297 Serjt. W. Martinson.  Victorian M.R. VF+      3.000 – 4.000 
Willie Martinson, born 1861, was a cook in Melbourne when he enlisted in the Left Wing on 5 th 
Victorian Mounted Rifles. He was slightly wounded at Wilmansrust and sailed for home on 13 Oct 1901.  

He was entitled to a SA’01 clasp, but this was returned unclaimed on 13 September 1913. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & Muster rolls and SAFF Casualty Roll.  

 
285. ABO: Burger T.A. Jacobs   EF          2.000 – 3.000 

According to his medal application Vorm “B”, Thomas Arnoldus Jacobs served in the Pretoria Police 
under Generals Muller and Ben Viljoen. In the column detailing actions in which he took part, he listed: 
“Battle of Wilmansrust where General Muller captured 500 Australians and 2 bomb-Maxims on 12 June 
1901”. He was also previously in action against Australians, viz at Rhenosterkop (29 Nov 1900) where 
the Queensland Imperial Bushmen formed part of General Paget’s Brigade. 
Sold with copy of Vorm “B”.   

 
286. QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01: Capt. J.C. Watson R.F.A.  EF        9.000 – 12.000 

South Africa 1901 clasp loose on ribbon. 
John Capron Watson entered the Royal Field Artillery in 1886 and was promoted to Captain in 1897. 
He went to South Africa in December 1899 in charge of a special ammunition column but on his old 
unit, the 9th Battery, RFA being ordered to the war in January 1900 he re-joined it and served with it 
until his death in the Wilmansrust disaster on 12 June 1901.  
According to Special Report No 23 in WO 108/372 “SA Surrenders” Major Morris was talking to his 
Staff Officer, Captain Watson, when the Boer attack commenced.  
Captain Watson charged the Boers, killed one man with his revolver, and was then shot dead.   
Sold with copied pages from the QSA roll, Special Report 23 and a wealth of accounts dealing with the 
battle. 

Auct on
POSTAL MEDAL

71
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25 JUNE 1901 DEFENCE OF RICHMOND 
 
On 25 June 1901, the small town of Richmond, defended by a detachment of the 4th Battalion North 
Staffordshire Regt and the Richmond Town Guard, was attacked by a superior Boer force under Gen Wynand 
Malan and Commandant Smith. A number of small forts on kopjes overlooking the town were overrun.  

The Boer tactics were to keep a continuous fire on the loopholes of a fort while a number of them stormed the 
fort and were safe below the loopholes that were too highly positioned. They then threatened to toss in 
dynamite, leading to the surrender of the defenders. Eventually only the heavily fortified jail and the so-called 
“Flag Hill Fort” remained unconquered. At dusk word reached Malan that a strong British force was nearing 
Richmond and in the evening the Boers withdrew. British losses were 6 killed and 8 wounded, while on the 
Boer side there were only a number of wounded burghers. 

 

VEGKOP BOER WAR FORT RICHMOND 

287. QSA no clasp: Pte. W.P. Cressey, Richmond T.G.   EF          1.800 – 2.400 
The QSA medal roll confirms that Pte Cressey was a defender of Richmond in the Malan/Smith attack. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, publications describing the attack from the Boer and British 
sides. 
 

26 JUNE 1901 BRUGSPRUIT 
 
At 9pm on 26 June Gen Ben Viljoen’s commando attempted to cross the railway line near Brugspruit by 
simultaneously attacking the blockhouses at Kilo 370½ and Kilo 372. The attack on the Kilo 370½ blockhouse, 
which was defended by 14 men of “The Buffs”, was repulsed after a hotly contested half-hour engagement. 
However, the Kilo 372 blockhouse, garrisoned by 7 men of “The Buffs”, was taken by the Boers. Viljoen, in 
his memoirs, states that his Field Cornet Myburgh was killed by a shot that went off as the surrendering soldiers 
threw out their rifles. Viljoen proceeded to pass across his main body, guns and convoy under a heavy fire. The 
operation was barely half completed when an armoured train appeared on the scene. 

Turning on its searchlights, it wreaked havoc among the Boers with shrapnel and Maxim bullets, thereby ending 
the crossing attempt. Eventually Viljoen, with half of the commando, ended up north of the line and his 2 
Commandants south of the line with the other half of the commando. 
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288. QSA, 4 clasps RoK, Paard, Drief, Tvl: 2995 Pte R. Bendell, E Kent Regt VF         1.800 – 2.600 

In the Regimental History “With ‘The Buffs’ in South Africa”, p96 Pte Bendell is mentioned as one of 7 
“men mentioned as deserving of recognition in the affair of the 26th”.  
Unfortunately, no further details are given. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA rolls as well as from a number of contemporary publications. 

 

3 JULY 1901 ELANDSKLOOF 
 
On 2 July 1901 Colonel Benson received information at Machadodorp that detachments of the Lydenburg and 
Middelburg Commandos were in laager on the farm Vlakfontein, some 11km north-west of the town. His 
column left Machadodorp in the early hours of 3 July, but the track followed turned out to be longer and more 
difficult than anticipated and he only arrived at about 8:00, too late for a surprise attack. The Boers were seen 
moving northwards towards Elandskloof and for the next 7 hours pursuit and search operations were carried 
out. At about 15:00 two detachments of F Squadron, Scottish Horse were sent ahead to search two adjoining 
valleys. One detachment of 26 men under Major Murray was suddenly attacked by some 60 Boers but held 
their own for some 45 minutes until relieved by E Squadron, Scottish Horse. In this sharp and very close fight 
British losses were 3 men killed and 9 wounded. On the Boer side 4 men were definitely killed with another 3 
men as possible. Lt English won the Victoria Cross for running between his men’s positions under heavy fire 
at point blank range, supplying them with more ammunition. 
                           
289. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  

31681 Tpr. J.S. McColl, Scottish Horse 
VF          2.400 – 3.200 

John Stewart McColl, a Groom from Camperdown-Warracknabeal, Victoria, Australia was severely 
wounded at Elandskloof. He recovered from the wound, returned home and was discharged at 
Melbourne on 14 September 1901. However, fighting must have been in his genes, because he re-
enlisted in his old unit on 28 October 1901 (new number 33506) and returned to South Africa. He was 
finally discharged on 19 May 1902 and stayed on in the Transvaal: his QSA was sent to an address in 
Troyeville, Johannesburg in September 1909. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty roll pages, accounts of the action and a 4-page 
detailed analysis titled “The Other Vlakfontein. An action in the Anglo-Boer War, 3 July 1901”. 

  
4 JULY 1901 NABOOMSPRUIT 

 
The 107 Down train left Naboomspruit for Pietersburg at 3:15pm on 4 July, carrying an escort of 29 (of which 
22 were Gordon Highlanders under Lt A A D Best), in an open truck.  On reaching Kilo 176½ it was derailed 
by an explosion of a Boer dynamite mine which destroyed 10 inches of rail.  The train immediately came under 
heavy fire from the 150 Boers manning the ambush. Lt Best and 13 of his men as well as the guard of the train 
were killed and 8 of the Gordons were wounded after putting up a valiant fight. 
On 10 August Lord Kitchener cabled His Majesty, the King:  
As Colonel-in-Chief of the Gordon Highlanders Your Majesty may be pleased to know that Commandant de 
Villiers who was present and who has just surrendered, informs me that at the attack on the train on 4 th July 
at Naboomspruit the guard of Gordon Highlanders under Lt Best behaved with the utmost gallantry. After the 
train had been captured by 150 Boers the last four men, although completely surrounded and with no cover, 
continued to fire till three were killed and the fourth wounded. On Boers asking the survivor the reason they 
had not surrendered, he replied: “Why, man, we are the Gordon Highlanders”. 

      

290. Pair     India Medal, 3 clasps Relief of Chitral, Punjab Frontier 97-98,  VF+      5.500 – 7.500 
Tihrah 97-98: 4680 Pte J Anderson, 1st Bn Gord Highrs (wire loops joining clasps);  
QSA, 3 clasps Belfast, Laing’s Nek, Defence of Ladysmith: 4680 Pte J Anderson, Gordon Highrs. 
Pte Anderson was severely wounded in the ambush on 4 July 1901. There is no mention of a clasp SA’01 
on the QSA medal roll. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & India medal rolls, SAFF Casualty roll and the hand-written official 
report on the action. 
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12 JULY 1901 ONBEDACHT 
 
During July 1901 Cmdts Scheepers and Schalk Pypers had made their base in the most rugged part of the 
Camdeboo Mountains. One camp was on the farm Langfontein and the other on Middelplaas. (It was known 
from an intercepted letter that Scheepers at this stage had 240 men with him, of whom 40 were Free Staters, 
the rest being Cape rebels.) Frequent raids were being made from these two camps by small Boer patrols on 
the neighbouring farmers whom they compelled to bring wagonloads of grain and lucerne to the laagers. Then, 
on 12 July Gen French came to Graaff-Reinet and mobilised four columns under Sir Charles P Crewe, G 
Wyndham, Col Beauchamp Doran and Scobell as well as the Cape Mounted Riflemen to try to trap Scheepers. 
They surprised a body of Boers at Onbedacht in the Camdeboo (50 km west of Graaff-Reinet), but Scheepers 
and Pypers, who were at Middelplaas with the Rebel Commando, managed to elude French’s net and escaped 
via Morgenzon, fleeing southwards. 29 of Scheepers’ men were captured and were brought into Graaff-Reinet. 
Six were OFS men and were sent to PoW camps. The remaining captured rebels were tried, found guilty of 
High Treason under arms and other war crimes and sentenced to death. Twelve of them were executed while 
the sentences of the rest were subsequently commuted to life imprisonment on Bermuda. 
(T & D Shearing: “Commandant Gideon Scheepers and the Search for his Grave”) 

 

BOERS CAPTURED AT ONBEDACHT 

291. ABO: Burger C.J. Kemp; BWM: Pte. C. J. Kemp, Graaff Reinet Cdo.     EF-         3.200 – 4.600 
Charles Jacobus Kemp served in Comdt Scheepers’ Commando and was one of the men captured at 
Onbedacht. He is No 16 on the photo above. There are discrepancies about his length of commando 
service. On Vorm “B” Kemp stated that he joined on 3 June 1901 and was captured on 20 June 1901.  
Lt Col S. W. Pyper, when he signed the Vorm “B” noted that Kemp was unlucky to be captured as he 
was on commando for only a short while prior. The PoW Register records him as PoW No 24821 but 
no dates are given.  
In “The Rebel Record” by T & D Shearing, his entry reads: Kemp, Charles (Sarel) Jacobus. Bankplaats, 
Aberdeen. Joined Scheepers’ commando on 12-7-1901. He was rebel for one day as he was captured at 
Onbedacht on 13-7-1901. PoW No 24821. Sentenced to death in Graaff-Reinet on 6-7-1901(this should 
read 30-7-1901), commuted to PS life on Bermuda for Htarms. RC reduced sentence to 3 years. Returned 
to Tokai Gaol, and was held there until amnesty was granted during March 1903. 
As a “Smuts man” Kemp joined the Graaff Reinet Commando for service in German South West Africa 
on 17 January 1915. He could not have seen much active service as he was admitted ill to Upington 
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Hospital on 12 March 1915 with a fractured right tibia & fibula, with condition deemed “the result of 
service”. He spent 3 months in hospital at Upington and Kimberley and was subsequently granted 6 
weeks sick leave in a Rest Camp. He received a 1914-15 trio but, as often happened, the Star and AVM 
were probably given to another family member after his demise. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and WWI Service Card. 

 

14 JULY 1901 MARTINSHOF 
 
A report came in that some Boers, including the Geldenhuijs brothers, had taken shelter in Theron’s stables at 
Martinshoff. A party of newly raised DMT and Town Guard were sent to flush them out. With the group went 
Capt Barry S Moore of the Army Service Corps. The Boers suddenly ran firing from the stables and got away. 
They had hit Sergt Walter Calverly in the buttocks and Cpl CS Biggs in the leg.  
Because noises were still being heard in the shed, Moore began throwing fire balls to give light as the DMT 
men rushed the building. Soon afterwards Johannes Meintjes saw somebody moving along the shed’s open 
side at a crouch. He challenged three times and fired. The man fell. He ran over and found, to his horror, he 
had fatally wounded Capt Moore. The noise was from wounded animals. The Coldstream Guards congratulated 
the DMT on their first attempt at night work, but their morale had taken a heavy blow. 

“Commandant Gideon Scheepers and the Search for his Grave’ by T & D Shearing. 
   

292. QSA, no clasp: 146 Tpr. V. McCusker, Graaff Reinet D.M.T.  EF-        2.000 – 2.800 
Vivian McCusker served in the Town Guard as well as the District Mounted Troops of Graaff-Reinet. 
On the QSA Roll of the Town Guard he is noted as “Took part in night attack, Theron’s Farm, Martin’s 
Halt. Capt. B.S. Moore killed.” 
Tpr. McCusker’s son disposed of the QSA together with a silver vesta case engraved FROM COLONEL 
HENNIKER.: an unusual gift from a high-ranking officer to a Trooper! 
Henniker was Commandant at Graaff-Reinet and read out the death sentence on the Boer Commandant 
Gideon Scheepers. This poses an interesting question: Did Henniker have any say in the composition of 
the firing squad that executed Scheepers and was Trooper McCusker one of the men in the firing squad? 
Sold with the vesta case as well as copied pages from the TG & DMT QSA rolls and relevant sources. 

  
14 JULY 1901 ZUURVLAKTE 

 
On 14 July the Connaught Rangers, under Major Moore, entrenched in a position at Zuurvlakte, between Aliwal 
North and Jamestown, had to withstand a determined attack by the combined commandos of Fouche and 
Myburg. The enemy pressed forward with great boldness but were finally driven off at dusk after many hours’ 
fighting, during which our casualties were seven men killed, three officers and 17 men wounded. 
Kitchener’s Despatch of 8 August 1901. 
The grave of the 21-year-old Boer Field Cornet Japie Olivier is still at its original place on the battlefield where 
he was buried together with the British casualties. Olivier was shot through the spine and immediately 
paralyzed. He was initially nursed in a nearby farmhouse but died a few days later. The Connaught Rangers’ 
casualties were re-interred in Aliwal North. 

 
293. ABO: Burg. D.J. Botha; with a length of Wound Riband (LvW).  EF-        2.200 – 3.400 

Daniel Jacobus Botha was a Cape Rebel from the Dordrecht District. According to the “Cape Rebel 
Record” he joined the invading Boer forces between 2 Dec 1899 and 6 March 1900. He was tried in 
default at Dordrecht on 26 April 1901 and disqualified from voting for 5 years (Class 2 rebel). He re-
joined on 4 July 1901 in Comdt Fouche’s Commando and was wounded ten days later at Zuurvlakte 
(bullet through right shoulder). The Forsyth roll lists ABO medals to 2 Burgers named D J Botha. The 
Daniel J Botha medal has the WWI type naming and suspender, having been issued in mid-1921. The 
other one, to Dirk J Botha of the Middelburg Commando, was issued after June 1942 with WWII type 
naming and suspender. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” as well as relevant pages from Shearing & contemporary 
publications. 
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17 JULY 1901 NEAR CRADOCK 
 

“At Garstland’s Kloof near Waterkloof, in the very mountainous country west of Cradock, Kritzinger sprung 
an unpleasant surprise on Crabbe’s column on July 17. Leaving the guns and transport in Garstland’s Kloof, 
the column had climbed over the mountains on July 16 and sometime after nightfall reached the farm 
Jackalsfontein, which Kritzinger’s men had just left. The Boers had not ridden far, however, and at dawn they 
crept back, shot down two of the pickets and seized a commanding ridge only 700 yards from the column’s 
bivouac. As a result of the heavy Boer fire, most of the column’s horses broke their lines and stampeded down 
the road, where they ran straight into the hands of the enemy. 
All day long the fight continued in extreme heat and with water at a premium. Kritzinger, who had been 
reinforced by Lotter’s commando, called on the column to surrender but the men held their ground. At nightfall 
the men, led by Captain Dick of Grahamstown, fixed bayonets and marched some 25 miles to reach Mortimer 
station, south of Cradock. The column suffered seven casualties in all….”. 
“Prince Alfred’s Guard” by Neil Orpen, p117. 

 
294. QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01:  

30159 Tpr. W. Paul. 105th Coy. Imp. Yeo. 
VF          2.000 – 3.000 

Suspender a bit wobbly, SA ’01 clasp added.     
Private Paul was wounded in the right elbow during the skirmish. This resulted in stiffness and he was 
discharged on 18 November 1901, having been found unfit for further service.  
Sold with copies of QSA & SAFF Casualty Roll pages as well as Service Papers. 
 

17 JULY 1901 DOORNBULT 
 
“On the 17th Hickie’s camp at Doornbult was attacked with some determination by 200 Boers, to drive off 
whom some close fighting was necessary.” 
“Official History” Vol IV, p191. 
              
295. Pair     QSA, no clasp: T. Kelly. C.G.R.;  

QSA, one clasp Tvl: 2188 Tpr. T. Kelly. Imp. Lt.  Horse.  
VF+       3.500 – 5.000 

(double issue to the same recipient) Rim edge knock on second QSA medal 
Vernon Doran (alias Tom Kelly), was born in East Dulwich, London in 1883. He ran away from home 
at the age of 15 and joined the Royal Navy. After deserting at Port Elizabeth in 1901, he attested with 
the Imperial Light Horse under the name of Tom Kelly on 16 May 1901. His original parchment 
certificate of discharge from the I.L.H. (dated 24’h November 1901) is included and indicates service in 
engagements with Col. Hickie, Genl. Dartnell and Lt. Col Briggs. He was MiD by Lord Kitchener and 
promoted Corporal for Distinguished Gallantry in the Field for being the first man (with three others) 
up in charge on a position held by a strong force of enemy at Doornbult, Western Transvaal, on the 17lh 
July 1901 (LG, 15 Nov 1901, p7380). After his discharge from the ILH he joined the Cape Government 
Railways and served as Engine Driver and Locomotive Inspector.  

Sold with various documents, photographs and an account of the Doran/Kelly family.  
 

19 JULY 1901 DOORNBULT 
 
“Near Doornbult on the western railway line, hearing that the line was mined, Cpl Sims (Royal Engineers) took 
Ptes Donohue & Moore (3rd Btn. Welsh Regt) with him and proceeded to the spot on a trolley, and though 
fired on from the bush, removed the mine.”   “Mentions” in London Gazette, 15 November 1901, p7381. 
  

296. Pair     QSA, 2 clasps CC, Tvl: 9724 Pte T. Donohue, Welsh. Regt.;  
KSA 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 9724 Pte T. Donohue, Welsh Regt.  

VF         2.800 – 3.600 

 Edge bruising and contact marks. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & KSA rolls, London Gazette and a map showing Doornbult. 
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22 JULY 1901 TWEEFONTEIN 
 
“…on the other flank, Scobell, quitting Graaff Reinet on the 20th, reached Smithvale next day. He had seen 
little of the enemy, but hearing of a commando, 120 strong, under Lategan, at Tweefontein, twenty-five miles 
to the east, at the junction of the Sneeuw and Voor Sneeuw Berg mountains, he detached the Cape Mounted 
Riflemen, only 90 in number, under Lukin, to attempt to surprise them by night. In spite of the length of the 
march Lukin’s men brilliantly carried out their task. Lategan’s band was completely scattered; many of the 
Boers fell: eleven, including a Field Cornet, with 105 horses, were captured.”   Official History, Vol IV, p232. 

          
297. QSA, 5 clasps CC, Wepener, Tvl, Witt, SA’01:  

3500 Pte. J.M. Hoey. Cape M.R. 
EF          6.000 – 8.000 

British losses at Tweefontein were 1 man killed, 1 slightly wounded and 3 dangerously wounded, 
including Pte Hoey. He died of wounds at Graaff-Reinet on 3 August 1901 and is buried in the Donkin 
Street Cemetery.  
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, SAFF Casualty Roll and relevant research. 
 

23 JULY 1901 BREMERSDORP 
 
Steinaecker’s Horse was raised in June 1900 by 
Major F. von Steinaecker (who had served earlier as 
a lieutenant in the Prussian Army) to operate in 
Zululand and on the Swaziland border of the 
Transvaal.  
In time, Steinaecker’s Horse occupied the entire 
lower veldt to the Olifant’s River, manning over a 
dozen permanent posts. On 22 July 1901 
approximately 100 troopers from Steinaecker’s 
Horse returned from a mission bringing in some 
prisoners, stock and some surrendered Burghers to 
Bremersdorp in Swaziland.  
Following them was a force of Boers under Generals Opperman, Smuts and Grobbelaar, which outnumbered 
Steinaecker’s Horse. Steinaecker’s men quickly abandoned Bremersdorp, but on 23 July 1901, the Boers 
caught up with the unit and began a running battle in which Steinaecker’s Horse lost 4 men killed in action, 
numerous wounded and captured and the loss of their baggage train. 
 
298. QSA, 1 clasp DoL: 659 Tpr. T.H. Moore. Imp. Lt. Horse:  VF+       2.800 – 3.600 

Thomas Moore, a born Irishman, attested in the Imperial Light Horse at Ladysmith on 27 October 1899, 
earning the DoL clasp. He took discharge on 27 March 1900 and on 12 December 1900 enlisted in 
Steinaecker’s Horse. He was wounded in the Bremersdorp incident. The QSA is “as issued” and the Tvl 
& SA’01 clasps authorised for his later service were not attached to the medal. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & Nominal Rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll, Attestation Papers and 
relevant research. 

 

27 JULY 1901 DOORN RIVER 
 
Lace is a historic diamond mine, some 30 km NW of Kroonstad. It was discovered in 1896 and the first mining 
operations were started in 1901. 
On 27 July 1901 Lieutenant G Fraser with 20 Imperial Yeomanry men and 14 native guards were ordered to 
patrol as far as the Mine. On arrival he learnt that Boers had recently been seen in the neighbourhood. Rashly 
searching for them, his party had to retire to a hut near Doorn River (Doringspruit on current maps) on 
encountering a large Boer force. After fighting for 1½ hours Fraser surrendered: their horses were all killed, 
and bullets were penetrating the walls. According to WO 108/372 (SA Surrenders) the natives were shot one 
by one as they left the hut, and a Yeoman was shot whilst lying wounded on the ground. 
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299. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  
28260 Pte F.H. Williams, 85th Coy Imp: Yeo: 

VF          2.500 – 3.500 

Suspender wobbly, SA ’02 added       
Frank Williams was one of the Yeomen taken prisoner. He was not entitled to the SA’02 clasp, but 
nevertheless had one soldered to the SA’01 clasp. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, SAFF Casualty Roll and WO 108/372. 
 

28 JULY 1901 NONDWENI 
 
Early on the morning of 28 July 1901, near N’qutu, a 400+ Boer commando made a determined attack on a 
column consisting mainly of the Natal Volunteer Composite Regiment (130 men) and the 8th Hussars (70 men) 
and accompanied by 3 guns of the 67th Bty, RFA under command of Major Jervis-Edwards. The Boers made 
desperate efforts to capture one of the guns but did not succeed. In the end six men were killed/died of wounds 
and three were wounded. The enemy was driven off with much loss.   
   
300. QSA, 4 clasps OFS, RoL, Tvl, L Nek: 415 Tpr. C.C. Murchie.  Natal M.R. EF-        4.600 – 5.800 

 

Murchie was attached to the Natal Volunteer Composite Regiment when he was killed at Nondweni. An 
eye-witness account of his demise is given in “War with Johnny Boer”, p482-483: 
“Just before the gun was so determinedly attacked, Major Jervis-Edwards (our commander), a sergeant 
of the Hussars and four men left our place to go and see where they could take up another position, but 
as they did not return, Major Henderson came to where we were, and said he was very anxious about 
Edwards, and called for four volunteers to go with him to look for the commander. Sergeant [C.C.] 
Murchie, myself and another young fellow named Lewis stepped out. [One of the lieutenants also seems 
to have volunteered]. The firing at this time was the heaviest of the day. We advanced up the ridge, 
taking what cover we could behind anthills. When we had gone 60 or 70 yards, we saw two Boers on 
top of the ridge, and the lieutenant gave the order to drop. I took one anthill and Murchie another, about 
five yards away. Just as we dropped there were two reports. I thought they had passed between us, and 
turned to Murchie and said, ‘That was close’, when to my horror I saw he had received one of the bullets 
and was lying on his back. I called him by name, asking him where he was hit, but he never spoke, 
groaned or moved. Major Henderson was the only one of us that could see the Boers, so he fired four 
shots at them. The lieutenant and myself got up alongside Murchie and found that the poor fellow was 
shot through the heart, so I took his watch, ring and money, and then we retired, rolling over anthills and 
crawling on our bellies, for the Boers were firing all the time”.  
A SA’01 clasp was authorized in December 1903 but was not attached to the medal. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & Nominal Rolls, SAFF & hand-written Natal FF Casualty Rolls and 
relevant research. 

 

28 JULY 1901 NEAR HARRISMITH 
 
The following is taken from “With the Eighth Division” by Pte E C Moffett: 
“From Harrismith on the 27th a small force of Yeomanry, aided by the Harrismith Light Horse, under Major 
Peacock, left at midnight to operate against Boers about twelve miles away from the town. Early the following 
morning they surprised a Boer patrol hidden in a donga, who fled, leaving their horses, arms, and ammunition 
behind. The main body of the enemy retired, taking up a stronger position. Lieutenant Moore, with a portion 
of the Yeomanry, advanced to attack them, while the remainder of the force was kept as a support. 
Unfortunately the enemy were found to be in much greater numbers than was anticipated, and the attack ended 
disastrously, Lieutenant C. H. Moore and one trooper were killed, seven or eight wounded, and Lieutenant 
Stutfield with thirty-five men, after firing all their ammunition and attempting to break through, were taken 
prisoners. The remainder of Lieutenant Moore’s party got back to Major Peacock’s supports, upon which the 
latter returned to Harrismith. The captured Yeomanry were subsequently released near Fouriesburg”.  
The incident is also covered in depth in WO108/372 (SA Surrenders) and an Afrikaans History of Harrismith. 
According to the latter source the PoWs were sent over the border into Basutoland and returned to Harrismith 
on foot a week later. 
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301. QSA, 3 clasps OFS, Tvl, SA’01: 24369 Tpr: W. Ellis, 34th Coy I.Y. EF-        4.400 – 5.600 
Walter Ellis was the Trooper killed in the skirmish. His QSA was only issued in February 1904 and is 
skimmed and officially re-impressed. 
Sold with copied Attestation Papers, pages from QSA roll and extracts from publications mentioned 
above. 
 

3 AUGUST 1901 WEST OF KROONSTAD RAILWAY 
 
“On 3rd August 1901, a patrol retiring, and Captain Mitchell, 3rd Dragoon Guards, being dismounted, they took 
back a spare horse to him; this being killed, Corporal Taylor again returned to him and assisted him to mount. 
On both occasions the Boers were close and firing heavily, and on the second were galloping to take the 
officer.” 
London Gazette, 15 November 1902, p7382 and Army Order 399 “Promotions for Distinguished Gallantry in 
the Field”. 
 
302. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Jhburg, D Hill, Belf: Sjt. W.J. Taylor. 7/Dn.Gds. VF          2.400 – 3.600 

Engraved naming. Cpl Taylor was promoted Serjeant for assisting Captain Mitchell. He served until the 
end of hostilities and was also awarded a KSA. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, LG and AO399. 

 
13 AUGUST 1901 RUITERS KRAAL / RUYTERSKRAAL  

 
During the first weeks of August 1901 the columns of Gorringe and Crabbe succeed in pushing the Rebel 
commandos of Kritzinger, Van Reenen and Wessels northwards past Venterstad. On 13 August, Gorringe 
clashes with Kritzinger on Rooifontein, between Steynsburg and Venterstad.  
During the follow-up operations  at Ruiters Kraal (Steynsburg district) Sgt Major A Young, Cape Police, 
displayed most conspicuous bravery by galloping alone ahead of his men into 20 Boers who were falling back 
on another position held by the enemy, and shooting one Commandant (Calman Lion-Cachet)  and capturing 
the other (Erasmus).  

Young received the Victoria Cross in Cape Town on 9 August 1902. General P H Kritzinger was eventually 
captured on 16 December 1901 but, unlike Commandants Scheepers and Lotter, was not executed.   

 
303. ABO: Burger P.D. Rousseau.  EF-        3.000 – 5.000 

Pierre Daniel Rousseau was a student at the Victoria College, Stellenbosch when the war broke out and 
he sympathised with the Boer cause. He took up a teaching position in the Molteno district, where he 
joined Kritzinger’s Commando in 1900. He was wounded at Ruiters Kraal and subsequently taken PoW.  
In an Afrikaans publication, “Oomblikke van Spanning” (Stressful Moments), the war memoirs of P J 
du Plessis, Rousseau is quoted on p59 (freely translated):  
“During one of the English ‘drives’ my commandant, Kolman Leon-Cachet, on 13 August got a bullet 
through the head. He was a bold man… In the same action I was severely wounded but rode the whole 
night with my commando…General Kritzinger was almost captured while his secretary, Van Rensburg, 
was taken prisoner. While he was taking off his bandoleers, he dropped the knapsack with money and 
documents in the grass. It contained a fair amount of money, as well as despatches and papers 
concerning all commandos at that time in the Cape Colony. At a later stage Tennant cross-examined me 
to establish the whereabouts of the knapsack. The day after I was wounded Gen Kritzinger joined us 
again. I was in such a bad condition that he ordered Uncle Daantjie van der Heever of Ruigtevlei to 
take me in a light carriage to Venterstad from where the British sent me by ambulance wagon to 
Norvalspont. General Kritzinger told me after the war that a shepherd found the knapsack and that it 
was returned to him (K) by the farm owner with despatches but without the money.” 
After recovering in Norvalspont Hospital, Rousseau was sent to Graaff-Reinet where he was sentenced 
to Death by Hanging for High Treason under Arms and Murder on 16 Jan 1902. This was commuted to 
Penal Servitude for life on St Helena, with the Royal Commission reducing the sentence to 2 years.  
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On St Helena he ran a school for the other PoW’s. He was back in Cape Town on 6 January 1903 and 
was transferred to Tokai Gaol as Prisoner No 265, being granted partial amnesty on 23 March 1903. 
After the war, he held various teaching positions and was promoted to Inspector of Schools. In later 
years he was a Director of the Afrikaans business institutions, Sanlam & Santam.  
He died on 22 November 1954.  
His son, Dr P E Rousseau, applied for his father’s ABO medal in November 1969. After some problems, 
due to the Transvaal Archives initially supplying an incorrect date of his return to South Africa, the 
medal was issued in May 1970. 
Interesting Speculation: If P D Rousseau had been hanged or shot (as were a number of Cape Rebels), 
would South Africa have had anything similar to the SASOL plants and would there have been a town 
called Sasolburg? In the mid-1930’s and the 1940’s his son, Dr P E Rousseau, was at the forefront of 
local Oil-from-Coal extraction technology and he was the first Managing Director of SASOL. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and file correspondence, PoW Register entry as well as extracts 
from “The Rebel Record” by T & D Shearing and related sources. 

 
16 AUGUST 1901 WILGE RIVER 

 
Lord Kitchener in his despatch of 8th September 1901, dealing with operations in the Eastern Transvaal, stated: 

“On 17th August a force of the South African Constabulary and Morley’s Scouts which had been patrolling 
under Captain Wood, SAC, in front of the Constabulary posts to the south of Bronkhorst Spruit Station, 
unexpectedly came upon and attacked a greatly superior Boer force which was halted at Middelburg, 23 miles 
south of the railway.  

The enemy, who were subsequently reported to have numbered 800, were completely surprised by the sudden 
rush of our men. Twenty-three Boers were killed, 11 were taken prisoners, a large number were wounded, and 
all their horses stampeded. Our success, however, was rather short-lived. 

Discovering that the force by which they had been attacked was a small one, the enemy rallied, assumed the 
offensive, and drove our men back after a hand-to-hand fight in the direction of Bronkhorst Spruit. In the 
retirement the Boers were able to recover the 11 prisoners who had been taken from them and to capture 14 
of our men, including Captain Morley of Morley’s Scouts, who was dangerously wounded. Our other casualties 
were 1 man killed and 5 men wounded.” 
 
304. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Wepener, Tvl, Witt: Lieut W. G. Esmonde. S.A.C. EF-        5.600 – 7.200 

Engraved naming.  
Lt Walter Esmonde, son of Sir L H T Esmonde of Co. Wexford, Ireland, initially served as a Private in 
the Cape Mounted Rifles (Siege of Wepener).  
He was commissioned in the SA Constabulary in March 1901 and was MiD with Capt. Wood “For 
gallantry and good service in action on Wilge River on 16th August 1901”. 
London Gazette, 17 January 1902, p384. Date should have been stated as 17th August 1901. 
Sold with copied pages from SAC Officer’s Register, London Gazettes and QSA rolls.  

 
305. QSA, 6 clasps RoK, OFS, Jhburg, D Hill, SA’01, SA’02:  

Lce. Corl. D. Sinnott 12: R: Lancers 
EF-        4.500 – 6.000 

Impressed naming.         
Pte Sinnott transferred from the 12th Lancers to “C” Division, SA Constabulary and was Killed in Action 
(medal rolls) or Died of Wounds (SAFF Casualty Roll) in the Wilge River skirmish.  
He is obviously not entitled to the SA’02 clasp: the two date clasps are attached to the D Hill clasp with 
unofficial rivets. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA rolls (12 L & SAC) and SAFF Casualty Roll. 
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27 AUGUST 1901 ALKMAAR 
 
On 27 August 1901, near Alkmaar, Pte B Knowles and Pte W Galon were part of the garrison of a blockhouse 
consisting of seven men in the vicinity of a train that was derailed and attacked by the enemy. They volunteered 
to go out and defend the train, which they did, and kept the enemy off till support arrived. 
(London Gazette, 3 December 1901, p8548).  
Both men were promoted Corporal by the Commander-in-Chief. 
 
306. KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 3626 Corpl: B. Knowles, Rl: Scots Fus EF-        1.600 – 2.400 

Pte Knowles was wounded at Pieters Hill on 27 Feb 1900 and died of disease at Ermelo on 25 March 
1902. His QSA had 5 clasps: CC, TugH, OFS, RoL & Tvl. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll and London Gazette. 

 

31 AUGUST 1901 NEAR HAMMANSKRAAL 
 
On 27 August General Muller suggested to Captain Oliver “Jack” Hindon that he with his Scout Corps again 
“bag” a troop train on the northern line in order to obtain sorely needed ammunition from the only source 
available to the Boers. Shortly after daybreak on 31 August 1901 Hindon, his 2 I/C Henri Slegtkamp and his 
Scouts ambushed a mixed goods/military/passenger train in a cutting near Hammanskraal, north of Pretoria.  
The Boers were positioned on top of the east side of the cutting and the train was derailed. The first charge was 
triggered by Slegtkamp and the second by Hindon. According to Hindon’s biography, he considered the Boer 
position (safely looking down into the open trucks) so commanding that he called on the troops in the open 
carriages to surrender. The offer was rejected and in the ensuing skirmish Col Vandeleur of the Irish Guards 
and 9 men were killed and 4 Officers and 17 men wounded. Casualties were predominantly from the West 
Riding Regiment but a civilian passenger, Miss Jacoba Page, was slightly wounded. There were no casualties 
on the Boer side. Hindon’s primary object with the ambush was realised. Ammunition was obtained in more 
than ample quantities and, in addition, the Boers made off with dynamite and seldom-tasted delicacies such as 
sugar, coffee, tea, salt and even a case of champagne. The latter was put to good use that evening by the Corps 
to raise a birthday toast to Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands. 
          
307. QSA, 4 clasps CC, TVL, Witt, SA’01:  

4370 Drmr: G.R. Prior, 2nd. Wilts: Regt. 
EF-         4.800 – 6.000 

Drummer Prior was severely wounded near Slaapkrans on 28 July 1900 in the last desperate rearguard 
actions fought by the retreating Boers just before Gen Prinsloo’s surrender, two days later, with more 
than 4000 men. Having recovered from his wound, he moved with his Regiment to the Transvaal, only 
to become a statistic: one of the nine men killed in Hindon’s attack of 31 August 1901. According to “In 
Memoriam”, Prior was KAR (“killed accidentally on railway”) which suggests that the cause of his 
death was the dynamite mine’s explosion and not a Boer bullet after the derailment of the train. 
Sold with copied QSA & KSA roll pages as well as extracts from current and contemporary sources, 
including WO108/372 (Boer War Surrenders, hand-written report on incident, dated 30 Oct 1901, and 
Casualty Records.  

 
5 SEPTEMBER 1901 BOUWER’S HOEK / PAARDEFONTEIN 

 
Col Scobell with a force of ‘A’ and ‘D’ Squadrons, 9th Lancers as well as  Cape Mounted Riflemen was tasked 
with capturing Commandant Lotter’s Rebel Commando of some 120 men. He succeeded in narrowing the 
chase in the first week of September 1901 to an area in the Tandjesberg Mountains, north of the Pearston-
Graaff Reinet road. Armed with information from the FID and guided by local coloured scouts, Scobell, on the 
fifth day of a six-day mission, found his quarry on the farm Paardefontein (one of two farms in Bouwershoek), 
near the hamlet of Petersburg. Believing that Lotter’s men occupied a farm building, Scobell ordered a night 
march in pouring rain and deployed his 1100 men on some ridges overlooking the farm. Actually only 5 of 
Lotter’s men were in the farmhouse: Lotter and the rest of the Rebels had taken shelter from the rain in a nearby 
30-by-15-foot stone sheepkraal, which was partially topped with a corrugated iron roof.  
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At dawn, a squadron of Lancers was sent to investigate the kraal. The commanding officer, Lord Douglas 
Compton dropped his pistol near the entrance. As he dismounted to pick up his weapon, the Boers opened fire. 
Compton escaped, but the six men behind him were mowed down. Immediately, a thousand rifles opened up 
on the fearfully outnumbered Boers in the sheepkraal. After some 45 minutes of the unequal contest, the Boers 
surrendered. They suffered 13 killed (5 who were shot down as they fled from the farmhouse) and 46 wounded, 
while 61 unwounded survivors were hustled into captivity. Scobell’s force lost 9 men killed/died-of-wounds 
with a further 8 men wounded. Lotter and four of his officers were later executed by the British authorities as 
rebellious subjects, guilty of High Treason under arms and Murder.  
As one historian points out, “In losing Lotter, the Boers had lost more than a tenth of the guerrillas in the 
Colony south of the Orange - the British Empire was a bottomless well when it came to replacing lost troops.”
                
308. ABO: Burger J.F. van Eden VF+       2.800 – 3.600 

Johannes van Eden from the farm Weltevreden, Somerset East stated “Burgher and Spy” under Rank on 
his ABO application form and noted service in the Commando’s of Genl Kritzinger and 
Commandant Lötter. He was one of the unwounded Rebels taken prisoner at Paardefontein and was 
sentenced to death on 20 September 1901 in Graaff Reinet for High Treason under arms and murder. 
This was commuted to Penal Servitude for life on Bermuda, but the Royal Commission reduced the 
sentence to 3 years in November 1902. He returned to the Cape Colony on the SS Sunda and was sent 
to Tokai Gaol on 16 Feb 1903 as prisoner no 374. He was granted partial amnesty on 25 March 1903. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, PoW Register and extracts from “The Rebel Record” by T & 
D Shearing. 

 

 
OBVERSE         LOT 309          REVERSE  

         
309. DCM (Edw VII): Pte J.M. Haines, Cape M. R.  VF     30.000 – 40.000 

Some rim bruising. 
Haines was Mentioned in the LG of 3 Dec 1901 “For conspicuous gallantry in the capture of Lotter’s 
Commando near Petersburg, Cape Colony, on 5th September 1901”. The entry also stated that he 
was accordingly “awarded a DCM, War Office Telegram, No 9599, dated 9th October 1901”. 
He served with the Cape Mounted Riflemen for the duration of the war (including Wepener) but 
unfortunately his QSA and KSA became separated from his DCM. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA Rolls, LG Entries as well as extracts from the Regimental 
Diary and articles covering the action. 
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310. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Wep, Tvl, Witt: 3148 Pte H.E. Browne.  Cape Mtd. Rifles VF+       5.600 – 6.800 
Private Browne was dangerously wounded during the capture of the Lotter Commando. He recovered 
sufficiently to serve to the end of the war and also received a KSA, whereabouts unknown. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls and an extract from “The Record of the 
Cape Mounted Riflemen” by Basil Williams.    
 

 
LOT 311 

311. Eight     DCM (Edw VII): Serjt. H.C. Cook. 9th Lancers;  
QSA, 7 clasps Belm, Mod R, RoK, Paard, Jhburg, D Hill, Witt;  
3610 Corpl. H.C. Cook. 9th Lancers;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 3610 Serjt.  H. Cook. 9th Lancers;  
BWM & AVM with MiD: Condr. H.C. Cook. Remt. Dept.;  
Rl Vict.Medal (GeoV): unnamed as issued;  
Army MSM (GeoV, swivel suspender): Sub. Condr. H.C. Cook, I.M.L.;  
Army LS&GC Medal (GeoV): Staff Serjt. H.C. Cook. India Misce List.    

VF+  45.000 – 60.000 

Last medal engraved naming.  
Henry Charles Cook enlisted in the 9th Lancers in 1893. He was Mentioned in the LG of 3 Dec 1901 
“For conspicuous gallantry in the capture of Lotter’s Commando near Petersburg, Cape Colony, 
on 5th September 1901”. The entry also stated that he was accordingly “awarded a DCM, War Office 
Telegram, No 9599, dated 9th October 1901”. 
Cook’s WWI service was with the Indian Army Remount Department and between March 1918 and 
June 1919 he was Mentioned in Despatches 4 times for the Mesopotamia Theatre: twice as Staff Sergeant 
and twice as Sub Conductor. During the Prince of Wales’s 1921-22 India Tour he was Conductor in 
Charge of the Stable Establishment and received the Royal Victorian Medal for services rendered. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA medal rolls and LG Extracts, his Pass Card for the Royal 
Tour and a framed and signed photo of the Prince of Wales. 

 
312. QSA, 8 clasps Bel, Mod Ri, RoK, Paarde, Jhburg,  

D Hill, Witt, SA’01: 3649 Pte A.A. Dodge. 9/Lcs   
VF         5.600 – 6.800 

Engraved naming and South Africa 1901 clasp loose on ribbon. 
Private Dodge died of wounds sustained during the capture of Lotter’s Commando and is buried on the 
site of the action. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, “In Memoriam” and colour photos of kraal and 9th Lancers 
memorial. 
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7 SEPTEMBER 1901 NEAR GRIQUATOWN 
 

On 7 September 1901 a Boer patrol tried to take horses which were being grazed at Bonteheuvel, about six 
miles from Griquatown. Private G Dymond was killed by a shot through the head, but the guard under Sergeant 
T Riley succeeded in bringing all the horses back. 

“The Dukes” by Angus G McKenzie, p45.   
 
313. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 1400 Pte. G. Dymond. D. of E. Own V. R.  EF-        4.500 – 6.000 

Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll and “The Dukes”. 
 

10 SEPTEMBER 1901 WATERVAL 
 
Gen Louis Botha was born in Greytown in1862. In 1884 he took part in an expedition under the leadership of 
Lucas Meyer to reinstate Chief Dinuzulu in Zululand.  

As reward Dinizulu gave them a piece of land, of which Botha’s portion was the farm Waterval, 24 miles north-
west of Vryheid.  

During the war, British troops destroyed Botha’s farmhouse on Waterval with dynamite and photos of the 
damaged house were sent to his wife Annie in Pretoria. The Bothas never returned to Waterval. The LG of 3 
December 1901, p8546, carries a Mention for Lieutenants Nicoll and Wells of the Johannesburg Mounted 
Rifles “For dash and judgement in attack on position at Waterval on 10th September 1901”.  

The Johannesburg Mounted Rifles operated in this vicinity at the time, but it is not known what the Waterval 
attack of 10 September entailed. 

 

 
LOT 314 

314. Six     DSO (Vict);  VF    45.000 – 60.000 
QSA, 6 clasps CC, Tug H, OFS, RoL, Tvl, L Nek: 243Sjt. A.G.B. Nicol. Bethune’s M. I.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: Capt. A.G.B. Nicol, D.S.O. Johannesburg M.R.;  
14-15 Star: Lt. A.G.B. Nicol, S.A.S.C.T. & R.;  
BWM & AVM (Bil): Capt. A.G.B. Nicol 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA rolls, Nominal Roll and London Gazettes. 
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16 SEPTEMBER 1901 ZOETLIEF 
 

 “On the evening of the 15th a column numbering 250 left Vryburg and reached Zoutlief in a storm of wind and 
rain. The next morning the men proceeded to Thanet and found the Boers in strength. A hot engagement then 
ensued. The Boers, who comprised Van Zyl’s and Van der Merwe’s commandos and numbered 400 strong, 
took up a position covering a house which appeared to be their headquarters. They were shelled vigorously, 
but a number of shells failed to explode in consequence of the heavy rain of the previous night. Soon afterwards 
Keeley’s scouts from Maribogo reinforced the British left flank and endeavoured to cut off the enemy’s retreat. 
A company of the Fifth Imperial Yeomanry from Devondale ran the gauntlet of the enemy’s fire in grand style 
while galloping to reach a kopje which it was necessary to hold. The men raced by ones and twos across the 
ground under the enemy’s fire and gained their object with the loss of one killed and ten wounded. A body of 
the enemy who had been fighting in trenches near the farmhouse surrendered on condition of their lives being 
spared. They proved to be 14 well-known and dangerous rebels from the Vryburg district.”  
“The Times”, 2 Oct 1901 
 
315. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS,Tvl: 29743 Pte A. Thompson, 15th Coy I Y EF           4.500 – 6.000 

Pte Thompson was severely wounded in the race to the kopje and died of his wounds in Vryburg on 1 
November 1901. He is buried in the Old Cemetery, Vryburg. 
Also entitled to SA’01 clasp. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll and “In Memoriam” as well as “The Times” report. 

 

17 SEPTEMBER 1901 MODDERFONTEIN 
 
Douglas Haig’s account (from a letter to his sister, Henrietta, 22 September 1901): 
“You will have heard ere this of the terrible losses C Squadron 17th Lancers sustained on Tuesday last. I trained 
the regiment from Stormberg to Tarkastad to head Smuts’ commando which had broken SW from near 
Dordrecht. The Squadron in question under a most capable officer (Sandeman) was holding a position about 
14 miles [22,5km] from Tarkastad to prevent the enemy coming south. I was out with the squadron on the 
previous day (Monday) when it marched from Tarkastad. The weather for several days had been terribly wet. 
However, it cleared for an hour about 3 o’clock and Sandeman lunched with me (off some of those nice tin 
things you sent me from Cabbett) on the fatal koppie on which next day so many poor fellows were killed. I 
got back to Tarkastad at 9pm. Next morning was very foggy. However, his patrols reconnoitred the two passes 
at the exits of which Sandeman had his camp. All was reported clear, but about noon a message was sent to 
Sandeman that the Boers were advancing to attack his camp. A troop moved out at once. The officer in charge 
of it saw some men in khakee [sic] whom he took to be some of Gorringe’s column which was expected north 
of the post. These men levelled their rifles at him when about 200 yards [180m] distant. He shouted to them 
‘Don’t fire. We are the 17th Lancers.’ (These irregular corps often fire at one another by mistake.)  

The Boers, as such they proved to be, opened fire at once and emptied several saddles. Before the troop got 
back to camp the enemy had worked up a donga to the rear of the camp. Again, their khakee [sic] dress assisted 
them. They were now between Sandeman’s squadrons and another squadron which was about three miles 
[4,8km] distant. Seeing khakee [sic] dressed men in rear of camp, they were allowed to approach quite close 
before fire was opened on them. Our men held the position to the last, and not a man surrendered. Out of 130 
men, 29 were killed and 41 wounded. The other men were still fighting when the next squadron came to their 
support and the enemy made off. All the officers were either killed or wounded.” 

The 17th Lancers lost more men killed in action on that day than on any other single day in its long history, 
including even the Charge of the Light Brigade at Balaklava in 1854! 
 
316. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Jhburg, D Hill, Witt: 4656 Pte. J. Naughton, 17/Lcrs EF-        3.000 – 4.500 

Engraved naming.  
Pte Naughton was slightly wounded in the Modderfontein attack. He was also issued with a KSA. 
Sold with copied pages of QSA roll, SAFF Casualty Roll, London Gazette and articles covering the 
action. 
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17 SEPTEMBER 1901 BLOOD RIVER POORT 
 
In August 1901, after a “Krygsraad” by the Boer leaders, a commando under Botha moved southeast toward 
Natal. The cold spring rains made the march difficult for the Boers’ horses, and on 14 September, Botha let his 
1000-man commando camp near Utrecht to permit the horses to recover.  

Meanwhile, Gough’s 24th Mounted Infantry (MI) moved by train from Kroonstad (OFS) to Dundee in Natal. 

After receiving reports that Botha and 700 Boers were nearby, Gough led his MI from Dundee to De Jager’s 
Drift, a ford on the Buffalo River. Dismissing the intelligence reports as ‘exaggerated’ he led three companies 
on a reconnaissance across the river. Through his field glasses, he spotted some 300 Boers who dismounted at 
a farm near Blood River Poort. Leaving Lieut-Col H K Stewart with 450 MI in the rear, Gough moved forward 
into a plain in the early afternoon, planning to surprise the Boers at the farm. 

Unknown to Gough, Botha was moving around his right flank with 700 men. Botha’s mounted attack 
completely swamped Gough’s outnumbered force.  

Lieutenant Llewellyn Price-Davies, KRRC, won the Victoria Cross for valiantly defending the two field 
guns of the 69th Battery, RFA.  

Gough was captured but managed to escape on foot when night fell. On the British side, 4 officers and 19 men 
were killed or mortally wounded, 21 wounded and 240 captured.  

According to Boer policy at this stage of war, when supplies were very hard to get, the captives were stripped 
of their rifles, any useful gear and most of their clothing but were allowed to walk to the nearest British post. 
The Boer “bag” consisted of the two field guns, 180 rifles and a large quantity of small arms ammunition.  

The 200 captured horses turned out to be in poor condition and of little use to the raiders.  

Boer losses were light. 
 
317. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 34225 Gnr. S.A. Furner, 69th Bty. R.F.A.     VF          4.500 – 6.000 

Gunner Furner was the only artilleryman to be killed in the Boer attack: two of his comrades, a gunner 
and a driver, were slightly wounded and the rest taken prisoner. Although Furner must have been entitled 
to a SA1901 clasp, it is not indicated on the relevant QSA roll. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

 
19 SEPTEMBER 1901 VLAKFONTEIN 

 
On 18 September a Boer laager was discovered at Vlakfontein, south of Sannaspos.  A force of about 200 
Officers and men (12th Company, Mounted Infantry and Bedford Mounted Infantry) under Capt H M Tufnell, 
Essex Rgt with 2 guns of “U” Battery, RHA, left Sannaspos to co-operate with a party of 30 SA Constabulary 
in making a raid on the laager. They were surrounded by a superior Boer force, and after fighting creditably 
for four hours they were compelled to surrender.  

One Officer and 5 men were killed, and 24 men wounded while 6 Officers and 85 men were taken prisoners. 
The two guns were captured, a moral gain to the Boers out of all proportion to the actual value but were 
recovered on 2 October. Post-war the incident was considered to be of sufficient importance to be the subject 
of Special Account No 26 in WO 108/372 “SA Surrenders”: this covers the action in minute detail. 

   
318. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  

6150 Cpl. E. Woods. Rl. Warwick Regt. 
EF          1.800 – 2.600 

Cpl Woods was one of the men taken prisoner at Vlakfontein. According to LtCol du Moulin in “Two 
Years on Trek”, who followed the tracks of the guns up to Wepener, the Boers put their prisoners over 
the Basutoland border and dispersed. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & Casualty Rolls and various contemporary accounts. 
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20 SEPTEMBER 1901 QUAGGAFONTEIN 
 

After landing at Port Elizabeth, the second contingent of Lovat’s Scouts entrained for Aliwal North and tasked 
with actively patrolling the border along the Orange River to prevent Boer commandos from entering the Cape 
Colony. During the third week of September 1901 two companies of the contingent were operating about 8km 
apart, each with a 15-pounder gun of the 38th Bty, RFA.  

One company under LtCol the Hon A D Murray had moved to Quaggafontein Farm, 23km south-east of 
Zastron, and Lord Lovat, with the other company, was encamped 6km northwest of Elandskloof. In an attempt 
to join Gen J C Smuts in the Cape Colony, Gen P H Kritzinger’s commando attacked Murray’s camp as the 
moon set on the night of 19 September. The pickets were completely surprised, and the Boers were in the 
encampment before a shot was fired. They poured two volleys into the officers’ tents, turned and raked the 
other ranks’ tents, and then directed their heavy rifle fire into the horse lines. There was chaos and confusion 
in the dark, the screaming of dying men and horses, shooting, and horses galloping. Murray was shot while 
leading a bayonet charge and his adjutant, Capt E O Murray (no relation), was also killed.  

A party of 35 men made their way, under cover of darkness, to Lord Lovat’s camp. The Boers remained in the 
camp for about an hour, collecting food, clothing and ammunition and, when they departed, they took the gun 
and the wounded with them. Lord Lovat, on hearing the firing, stood to arms and, at dawn on the 20 th September 
reached Quaggafontein. The dead were brought away and buried at Elandskloof. Col A Thorneycroft and his 
Mounted Infantry arrived at the scene and set off in pursuit of Kritzinger. The next day, he recovered the gun 
and 10000 rounds of small arms ammunition and succeeded in killing two Boers and taking twenty prisoners. 
The Quaggafontein action cost the British 54 casualties, of whom 18 were killed and 36 wounded.  

 
319. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, SA’01: 36771 Pte. A. Sharp, Lovat’s Scouts VF          2.000 – 3.000 

Pte Sharp was slightly wounded in the Quaggafontein action. However, he was invalided home on 12 
November 1901: it is possible that he later developed complications with the wound. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls and various accounts of the action. 

 
320. Pair     QSA, 6 clasps RoK, Paard, Drief, Jhburg, D Hill, Witt:  

83100 Gnr. W. McGuire, R.F.A.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, ’02: 83100 Gnr. W. McGuire, R.F.A. 

EF-      3.000 – 4.200 

William McGuire attested in the Royal Artillery in January 1891 and served in India between Dec 1892 
and Dec 1898 (India Medal 1895, clasp Punjab Frontier 1897-8). After another period at home he served 
in the Boer War from Nov 1899, initially with the 9th Divisional Ammunition Column, from July 1900 
with the 38th Bty, RFA and from Feb 1902 with the 68th Bty, RFA. He was slightly wounded in the 
Quaggafontein action in which the 38th Battery lost 7 killed and 5 wounded. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, KSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls, McGuire’s attestation papers and 
various accounts of the action. 

 
21 SEPTEMBER 1901 GANNAHOEK 

 
 “They reached Gannahoek, following the tracks of mounted horses, and Smuts nearly surprised a column of 
Bedford and Winterberg DMT and a section of Nesbitt’s Horse resting in a sheltered spot. Capt Welshman, out 
scouting on a hill, spotted the Boers creeping into position and fired a warning shot. Lieutenant SA Callaghan 
made up for his tardiness when he took up a position on a hill and drove the Boers back. Trooper AC Bates 
was killed in the first volley, but Tprs Allan and P Nel, who was wounded in three places, showed exceptional 
pluck and saved the patrol that was in a tight corner.  
Lieutenant Callaghan received a mention in despatches for ‘coolness and good disposition in repulsing the 
enemy at Gannahoek’. Tpr Nel’s citation read ‘although wounded in three places, he still fought and rendered 
valuable service’. Reitz described it more casually in “Commando”, saying that they rode up the gorge and 
saw an English foraging party going off. Ben Coetzee killed a member of the troop, a local farmer called 
Brown, and the rest of the patrol raced off.” 
“General Jan Smuts and his Long Ride” by T & D Shearing, p65 
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321. QSA, 2 clasps CC, SA’01: Tpr. A.C. Bates, Nesbitt’s H.  EF          4.500 – 6.000 
The original QSA issued to Alfred Charles Bates was returned to Woolwich in January 1909. It was re-
issued in July 1927 with contemporary small-font naming and a fixed suspender. Although Reitz 
mentions Brown as the local farmer who was killed, that surname is nowhere to be found in the SAFF 
Casualty Rolls and local newspapers. Reitz wrote up his memoirs while in Madagascar after the war, so 
this kind of error is understandable. Bates is buried in Cradock. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll and relevant pages from Shearing and 
Reitz.    
    

322. Pair     QSA, 3 clasps CC, SA’01, SA’02:  
Lieut. S.A. Callaghan. Nesbitt’s Horse;  
KSA, no clasp: Lieut. S.A. Callaghan. Nesbitt’s H.  

EF-        4.200 – 5.600 

Sidney Callaghan served in the Fort Beaufort Troop of Nesbitt’s Horse. He was mentioned (LG, 17 
January 1902, p375): “By coolness and good dispositions, repulsed enemy’s attack at Ganna Hoek, 
Cape Colony, September 21st, 1901”. 
On the Supplementary QSA Roll for Nesbitt’s Horse (August 1903) he was originally listed as entitled 
to the clasps SA’01 and SA’02 but not entitled to the KSA and his QSA was issued accordingly with 
the 2 date clasps. The matter was re-opened in April 1907, when it was established that his dates of 
service did entitle him to the King’s SA Medal. This was duly issued to him without clasps, but he never 
bothered to transfer the date clasps from the QSA to the KSA.  
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA Rolls as well as relevant pages from Shearing, Reitz and the 
LG of 17 January 1902, p375 reporting his MiD. 

 
26 SEPTEMBER 1901 FORT PROSPECT 

 
On 26 September 1901, Fort Prospect, which was garrisoned by 35 men of the Dorset Mounted Infantry and 
51 of the Durham Artillery Militia under Captain Rowley of the Dorsets, was attacked by 500 of Botha’s Boers, 
at 4.30am, under cover of a mist in the donga. 

“The Boers’ made a very severe attack on the north and west of my position, the brunt of the attack fell on two 
sangars held by the Durham Company of Artillery; the Boers broke through the wire and got to within 20 yards 
of these sangars, but they both gallantly held their own and I, with the aid of the Maxim, was able to repulse 
this attack. By 6.30am the Boers drew off from this flank. They then commenced a very severe attack on the 
rear of my post, but by 10am it was repulsed. About this time a party of Zululand Native Police, gallantly led 
by Serjeant Gumbi, broke through and reinforced me; he brought with him 13 men and had marched 4 miles 
from his own post to reinforce me. The Boers now had completely surrounded the camp but contented 
themselves by keeping up a heavy fire chiefly directed on the Maxim Fort. This fire was kept up all day, 
gradually lessening towards evening, when the Boers drew off about 6pm.” 

“My casualties were one killed and eight wounded, which, considering the severity of the fire, is very little. I 
consider it was owing to the excellent cover afforded by the forts and trenches, as we were subjected to very 
heavy firing for 13 hours. I estimate the strength of the Boers at from 500 to 600 men, and they belonged to 
the Ermelo or Carolina commandos. The casualties of the Boers are unknown, but two dead were buried at 
Polgeiter’s Farm. The prisoners who were taken at Itala say that the Boers own to having 60 killed and wounded 
in the attack on Fort Prospect. I picked up 30 dead horses next morning, also 2 rifles and 20 saddles. I cannot 
close the report without mentioning the gallantry displayed by all ranks, especially by the Durham Company 
of Militia Artillery.” 

Captain Rowley’s Report on the Defence of Fort Prospect: LG 3 December 1901, p8557. 
              
323. QSA, 2 clasps Natal, Tvl: 771 Gnr. P. Sullivan, Durham R.G.A.  VF          2.400 – 3.600 

Also entitled to SA’01 clasp Gunner Sullivan was slightly wounded in the attack on Fort Prospect. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 
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LOT 324 

324. Three     DCM (Edw VII): 2196 C. Serjt.-Maj. W. Young. Dorset Regt. M.I.; EF-    45.000 – 60.000 
QSA, 6 clasps CC, TugH, OFS, RoL, Tvl, L Nek: 2196 Pte. W. Young. Dorset Rgt.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 2196 Serjt. W. Young. Dorset Regt. 
When William Young enlisted in February 1886 he was noted as standing 5 ft 3½ ins tall: “Under 
standard height but likely to grow”. His stature did not prevent him from being an excellent soldier: 
heading the list of four men of the Dorset Mounted Infantry specially mentioned in Captain Rowley’s 
report was 2196 Company Serjeant-Major W. Young, who ‘greatly aided me in the defence.’ 

When he was discharged as “medically unfit” in March 1903 he stood 2¼ inches taller… 
Sold with copied pages from QSA/KSA rolls & London Gazette as well as his Service Papers. 

 
26 SEPTEMBER 1901 FORT ITALA 

 
“The post at Fort Itala is defended by about 300 mounted infantrymen commanded by Major Chapman. Its 
defences consist of trenches between 50 and 100 metres apart, commanding a clear field of fire up to a range 
of about 600 metres, with a detached post, defended by about 80 men, on the summit of the steep Mount Itala, 
about two kilometres away.  

Just after midnight General Chris Botha starts his attack, but the defenders, forewarned by Zulu scouts, are 
alert and opens a heavy fusillade. The Boers soon surround and overwhelm the small party on the mountain. 
The main assault on the British camp at the fort starts at about 02:00, with Chris Botha attacking from the side 
of the mountain, Opperman from the south-east and Potgieter and Scholtz from the north. In bright moonlight, 
the defenders are able to use their guns to good effect and at 04:00 the attack peters out.  

At dawn the Boers renew their attack and as the light improves, life becomes impossible for the gun crews and 
they cease firing. Firing continues all day long, but Chris Botha is unable to persuade his men to charge across 
the open ground dominated by the defenders’ rifles. At 19:00, with ammunition running out on both sides, the 
Boers retire. Botha reports that he has suffered a loss of 18 killed, including both Potgieter and Scholtz, and 40 
wounded, including Opperman. The British have lost about 81 killed and wounded, including Chapman and 
his second in command Captain Butler who are both wounded. Chapman, almost out of ammunition and with 
no prospect of being reinforced, quietly evacuates his post and retires to Nkandhla.” 

“The Anglo-Boer War: A Chronology” by Pieter G Cloete.    
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LOT 325 

325. Seven     DSO (VR); MC (Geo V);   VF     60.000 – 90.000 
QSA, 5 clasps TugH, OFS, RoL, Tvl, L Nek: Lieut. R.C. Trousdale. S. Lanc. Regt.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: Lieut R.C. Trousdale D.S.O. S. Lan. Rgt. (engraved);  
1914-15 Star: Capt. R.C. Trousdale. D.S.O. S. Lan. R.;  
BWM & AVM (with MiD Oakleaf): Major R.C. Trousdale 
Minor contact marks, mounted as worn. 
Major Robert Cecil Trousdale, D.S.O., was born in 1876 and educated at Clifton College. He entered 
the South Lancashire Regiment as a Second Lieutenant in March 1897 and advanced to Lieutenant in 
1899. During the Boer War he served with the Mounted Infantry, was present at most of the early actions 
in Natal and was Mentioned in Lord Roberts’ despatch under those ‘who have rendered special and 
meritorious service’.  
LG 10 September 1901, p5953  
In September 1901 he took part in the operations on the Zululand Frontier and was mentioned in Lord 
Kitchener’s despatch among those involved with the Defence of Itala, 26 September 1901:  
‘South Lancashire Regt. (1st Battn), Lieutenant R.C. Trousdale; for the plucky way he worked the 
machine gun after both the men with him had been killed.’  
LG 17 January 1902, p374 
As a result of his bravery he was awarded the Distinguished Service Order. He retired from the service 
as Captain in 1912 and re-joined the army on the outbreak of the Great War. His subsequent 
distinguished service in France and Belgium from January 1915 to November 1918 was recognized by 
being Mentioned in Despatches twice and the award of the Military Cross.  
LG 1 January 1919 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA Rolls, WWI MIC, Summary of all relevant London Gazette 
entries as well as miscellaneous research. 

 
326. QSA, 5 clasps TugH, OFS, RoL, Tvl, L Nek: 4326 Pte. C. Mitchell, Lanc. 

Fus.  
EF          4.000 – 6.000 

Charles Mitchell was the only man of the Lancashire Fusiliers to be killed in the Defence of Fort Itala. 
His SA’01 clasp was authorised in July 1903 but was returned “Unclaimed” to Woolwich in April 1908. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, “In Memoriam” and a related medal sale catalogue. 
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327. QSA, 2 clasps TugH, RoL: 5531 Pte. J. Fallon. S. Lanc. Regt.  VF-        3.000 – 4.000 
Edge bruising, especially on reverse, and re-suspendered. Also entitled to SA’01 clasp 
Private Fallon was wounded, left for dead and stripped of all clothing by the Boers. His horrifying 
experiences over the days following the battle are recorded in Red Roses on the Veldt, p282-3  
“Colour-Sergent Duffy has written an interesting account of the aftermath of the Itala engagement: ‘We 
collected our wounded, a number of which we had to leave at Jim London’s farm, and retired on 
N’Kandhla. Of the few horses remaining scarcely any were fit, and after everything was more or less 
ship-shape, we commenced patrolling the country in mule-wagons (most humiliating). On returning 
from one of these jaunts, three days after the Itala fight, we were astonished to see two figures on top of 
the ridge, near N’Kandhla, our base. One was a Zulu and the other a white man. We advanced to collect 
them and found the latter to be Private Fallon, who had been struck off as dead. He had been on top of 
the hill with Lieut. Kane and was so badly wounded that the Boers, thinking he was dead, had stripped 
off all his clothing. On recovering consciousness, and with wounds still unattended to, Fallon had 
wandered about naked until he was met by the humane Zulu, who gave him all the clothing he possessed 
– an Army jersey, and that had seen better days. Fallon’s appearance was indescribable. He was severely 
wounded and had been lying naked and without food during three cold nights and scorching hot days. 
Undoubtedly, he would have died from exposure and privation but for the friendly Zulu, who guided 
and assisted the emaciated derelict to N’Kandhla, sixteen miles distant from the Zulu’s kraal. 
Shortly afterwards I also collected a Boer memento in the form of a bullet, and in company with Fallon 
and other casualties we were evacuated by ox-wagons to Etshowe [Eshowe]. The journey will live long 
in the memory of any who shared it. It was a nightmare. At Etshowe there was a civilian doctor but no 
hospital, beds, dressings or medical comforts and, regardless of our wounded condition, we were bedded 
down on wooden ‘bedboards’ infected with ‘jiggers’.  
Next morning the journey was continued in the cumbersome old ox-wagons. The roadway, if such it 
may be called, was narrow and precipitous and we were forced off the beaten track by a column of 
advancing troops. The G.O.C. caught sight of us and on seeing our plight he halted his column and gave 
us the right of way. We travelled all day until we reached an hospital train and here, we were 
accommodated comfortably, even though medical treatment was primitive and many essentials were 
lacking. We had two days and nights on the train until eventually we reached Pinetown, about seven 
miles from Durban. Here a hutted hospital had been established and we received the best of attention, 
the doctors and nurses being unsparing in their efforts to make us comfortable. Fallon, who had severed 
an artery in his shoulder, had a nasty time and finally had to have his arm amputated.  
On recovery, he was sent to England and I, then being marked fit, re-joined the battalion in Zululand.  
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, SAFF Casualty Roll and “Red Roses on the Veldt”.  

       
328. Pair     DTD & ABO: Kommandant J.S.F. Blignaut  EF-   24.000 – 36.000 
 

DTD skimmed and officially re-impressed. 
Johan S F Blignaut was the eldest son of Burger Pieter G 
Blignaut, who was Killed in action at Elandslaagte on 21 
October 1899. He enlisted in the ZAR State Artillery on 5 
January 1888 and resigned on 31 Dec 1890. He then joined the 
Police (ZARP) and served as Sergeant. When Swaziland was 
put under ZAR administration in March 1895, he was 
appointed 2nd Lieutenant in the Swaziland Police and later 
promoted to Lieutenant. When the war broke out, he went to 
the front with the Swaziland Commando, rank unknown.  
Full details of his earlier war activities are not known, but on 
his Vorm “B” mention is made of service at Dundee, Colenso 
and the Tugela. It is, however, recorded that on 20 May 1900 
Commandant Blignaut’s commando was responsible for the 
Scheepers Nek debacle in which Captain Goff (3rd Dragoon 
Guards) was killed. 
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At Blood River Poort (17 September 1901) he and General Opperman (Bankkop 4 Jan 1902) charged the gun 
emplacements and was personally involved in the capture of the two field guns. 
At Fort Itala his luck changed for the worst: he recklessly stormed the sangars and was killed when trying to 
turn the barrel of either a gun or the Maxim by hand. His widow applied for his Boer War awards in September 
1940. The Vorm “A” recommendation for the DTD was signed by Colonel G C A van Dam who wrote “Killed 
in action Itala Zululand. I personally buried him”. As occasionally happened when stocks were depleted and 
new strikings were not yet delivered by the Mint, the DTD was named using a skimmed (probably faultily 
named) disc. The ABO is “normal” and when the two awards are aligned on top of each other the naming 
details match. What is unusual, however, is that the DTD was fitted with a swivel suspender. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “A” & “B”, Boer Casualty return as well as a transcript of “H C van Wyk 
Memoirs” with eye-witness account of Blignaut’s involvement at Blood River Poort and Fort Itala. 
     

329. Six     DCM (Edw VII): 10694 Gnr. W.G. Ball. 42nd. Bty. R.F.A.;  VF    50.000 – 70.000 
 QSA, 5 clasps Talana, DoL, OFS, Tvl, L Nek: 10694 Gnr. W.G. Ball, 69:B, R.F.A.;  

KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 10694 Bomb.W.G. Ball. R.F.A.;  
1914 Star: 10694 Sjt. W.G. Ball R.F.A.;  
BWM & AVM: 10694 Sjt. W.G. Ball. R.A. 
Light contact marks.  
When the Ball DCM group was offered as part of the Matthew Taylor Collection in the Christie Sale of 
2 November 1983 it was noted that all silver medal suspension claws have been re-affixed, edge bruise 
to KSA. The re-affixing, however, is not obvious and was not mentioned in Dixon’s Summer 1986 
Catalogue from which the group was purchased. William Gibson Ball served as Gunner with the 69th 
Battery, RFA in the Fort Itala action, and was mentioned (surname given as Bull) in Driver Bradley’s 
VC recommendation: 
“During the action at Itala, Zululand, on the 26th September, 1901, Major Chapman called for volunteers 
to carry ammunition up the hill; to do this a space of about 150 yards swept by a heavy crossfire had to 
be crossed. Driver Lancashire and Gunner Bull at once came forward and started, but half-way across 
Driver Lancashire fell wounded. Driver Bradley and Gunner Rabb without a moment’s hesitation ran 
out and caught Driver Lancashire up, and Gunner Rabb carried him under cover, the ground being swept 
by bullets the whole time. Driver Bradley then, with the aid of Gunner Boddy, succeeded in getting the 
ammunition up the hill.” 
Ball was mentioned for conspicuous gallantry in the Defence of Fort Itala and promoted Bombardier 
(LG 17 January 1902, p382) and was also awarded a DCM. Late in 1901 he transferred to the 42nd 
Battery, RFA. On 7 November 1914 he started his WWI service with the 44th Battery, RFA and 
transferred at a later stage to the 121st Battery, RA.  
Sold with copied pages from QSA& KSA rolls, London Gazette and Official VC Correspondence from 
WO 32/7473 as well as miscellaneous research. 

 

30 SEPTEMBER 1901 MOEDWIL 
 

On the afternoon of 29 September 1901, Col R G Kekewich halted on Moedwil Farm, 25km west of 
Rustenburg, near a drift across the Selons River. There he made preparations for a bivouac site. The column of 
930 men was composed mostly of infantry, mounted infantry, artillery and Yeomanry (the 27 th and 48th Coys, 
7th Bn, Imperial Yeomanry). De la Rey ordered his subordinate, Gen J Kemp, to attack the bivouac site. A 
patrol of Yeomanry alerted the British troops about a party of burghers advancing towards their camp. General 
Kemp, with 280 men, had sent out two outflanking wings to surround the British camp, while the main thrust, 
in the centre, attacked from Selons River. With a group of orderlies, cooks and batmen, Maj C N Watts soon 
realised that his own quarter was in little danger and swung around to attack the Boer left along the banks of 
the river, with support from the infantry, mounted infantry and the Yeomanry. The Boer line along this flank 
was enfiladed and the burghers were forced to retire after sustaining losses amounting to eleven killed, 35 
wounded, and ten taken prisoner.  
The British lost 61 killed or mortally wounded – there were twelve Imperial Yeomanry fatalities amongst them 
– and 158 wounded, including Kekewich himself. Having lost 327 horses and hundreds of draught animals, 
Kekewich moved to Magatos Nek near Rustenburg to be refitted. 
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330. Pair     QSA, 6 clasps CC, TugH, OFS, RoL, Tvl, L Nek:  
Capt. A. Rattray. Scottish H.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: Capt. A. Rattray. Scot. Horse 

VF         6.000 – 8.000 

Both medals impressed naming. 
Andrew Rattray was the fifth son of John Rattray, Broom of Dalreoch, Dunning, Perthshire and one of 
three brothers that served in the Boer War. He enlisted in Thorneycroft’s Mounted Infantry in October 
1899 and was slightly wounded at Colenso on 15 December 1899. After discharge he served from 
October 1900 in the Commander-in-Chief’s Bodyguard with the rank of Squadron- Sergeant-Major and 
finally with the 1st Scottish Horse as Lieutenant (July 1901) and Captain (April 1902). He was slightly 
wounded at Moedwil and mentioned for gallantry on the same occasion. (LG 3 December 1901, p8547).  
His QSA was issued in June 1905 off the roll of Thorneycroft’s Mounted Infantry in the rank of Private. 
As recorded on the relevant roll, he returned the medal and it was officially re-named and re-issued in 
October 1905 with the rank as Captain and the unit as Scottish Horse. He resigned his commission after 
the war, thereafter, spending some time in the Argentine, and finally settled in Kenya, where he became 
a renowned hunter. On his farm outside Nairobi, he domesticated zebra, which he sent all over the world 
to zoos; he also fought a leopard to death with his bare hands. With one hand he clutched the leopard’s 
throat, and the other he thrust into the beast’s mouth in an effort to suffocate him.  
This he managed to do but he was severely mauled in the process. His devoted native servants carried 
him over two hundred miles to Nairobi, where he received lengthy, but successful, medical treatment.  
Andrew became the white hunter to Lord Furness, shipping magnate and colliery owner. The Viscount’s 
young daughter, The Hon Averill Furness, fell in love with the fifty-year old hunter, and they were 
secretly married. Lord Furness was furious and disinherited her.  
It was said that that he sent a message that the couple could “go to hell”.  
Soon afterwards a message was dropped from a plane saying, “We have gone to heaven”. 
The couple lived together in the bush until Andrew suddenly became ill and died. He was fifty-one: his 
wife was twenty-four. The story goes that Averill subsequently secluded herself alone in the bush and 
drank herself to an early death. The incident is recorded in detail by Gloria Vanderbilt in her book 
Double Exposure. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA& KSA rolls, London Gazette, Vanderbilt book and miscellaneous 
research. 

              
331. QSA, 2 clasps Tvl, SA’01: 24597 Serjt P L Solbe. 27th. Coy. Imp. Yeo. VF          4.800 – 6.000 

Rim bruises. 
Sergeant Solbé was killed in the Moedwil attack and is buried there. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as “In Memoriam”. 

 
1 OCTOBER 1901 PRUISSEN 

 
According to WO 108-372 (SA Surrenders) Vet Surgeon Anderson and 42 Cattle Rangers were on the farm 
Pruizen with 2 forts north and south of the farmhouse. At daylight Capt Anderson and some Government 
Inspectors in the house heard horses galloping and immediately the house was surrounded. The enemy worked 
round the hills and eventually rushed the fort on north of farm. Section Leader Barnes in fort south of farm 
had heard that Boers were approaching Pruizen but omitted to warn other posts. 2 rangers were killed and 8 
wounded before surrendering to the Boers. 

An Afrikaans publication by S J Lee records that Gen Beyers attacked a British camp on the farm Pruizen, 
south of Potgietersrus and forced 51men to surrender. The burghers also carried off thousands of cattle, sheep 
and goats as well as 63 horses. However, the cattle and other livestock were found to be diseased and were set 
free. Of Beyers’ men the courageous Lt du Toit of the Soutpansberg Police and 2 other men were killed. Some 
sources mention 2 other men as killed and 3 wounded. 
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332. ABO: Luitenant C J du Toit F             2.400 – 3.600 
Lt du Toit’s medal was claimed by his widow in the early 1940’s and she listed his unit as General 
Beyers’ Commando. The medal is re-suspendered, and the naming is partially erased but sufficiently 
legible for positive identification.  
The Boer Casualty records have 2 entries for Du Toit. In one (dated 22 April 1902) he is listed as a 
Lieutenant, State Artillery, killed in unknown action, and in the other (dated 7 October 1901) as 
Lieutenant in the Northern Border Police, stationed at Fort Hendrina. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, Boer casualty roll (2 entries) and printed sources mentioned.  

 
17 OCTOBER 1901 NEAR HOPEFIELD 

 
On this date Major Capper’s column (12th Lancers and Colonial Light Horse) had a short but sharp engagement 
with Commandant J J Smith’s Rebel Commando at Wilgebosch Drift near Hopefield.  

The dense high shrubs and trees as well as the difficult terrain on the riverbank gave excellent cover to the 
Rebels who suffered no casualties. British losses were 3 men killed and 4 wounded. Four men were taken 
prisoner, but after being relieved of their horses, rifles and ammunition they were released. 
 
333. QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01: 4701 Pte A. Smith. 12th Lancers      VF+       4.800 – 6.000 

Impressed naming. Pte Smith was severely wounded in the skirmish and was probably invalided to 
England as he saw no service in 1902. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls and Afrikaans account of the skirmish from 
“Die Kaapse Rebelle van die Hantam-Karoo” by Eben Nel. 

 
18 OCTOBER 1901 LELIEFONTEIN 

 
Scott’s Railway Guards were involved in protecting the Orange River-Kimberley railway line and assisted the 
Royal Engineers in repairing damaged bridges, culverts and lines.  

That section of the railway was prone to attacks by roving bands of Boers, bent on disrupting rail traffic, and 
SRG had much dangerous patrol work to undertake.  

They often had skirmishes involving loss, such as on 18 October 1901 at Leliefontein, south-east of Vryburg, 
when Trooper Gunther was severely wounded and Tpr Morrison was severely wounded. 

 
334. Pair     QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 9112 Tpr: G. Morrison. Roberts Horse;  

KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 9112 Tpr: G. Morrison.  Scott’s Rly: Gds: 
VF+      2.600 – 3.400 

Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA Rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll and “The Colonials in South 
Africa” by Stirling. 

 

21 OCTOBER 1901 POERSEPLAAT 
 
“After Pretoria: The Guerrilla War” p844: 

 “Colonel Dawkins about the same time was busy carrying out a series of raids on the Boer laagers, clearing 
the country immediately to the west of the railway and near Nylstroom.  
On his expeditions in the space of a fortnight he secured 97 prisoners and 237 rifles. Among the prisoners were 
three field cornets, a Boer captain, an adjutant and the former landdrost of Pretoria.  
He returned to Nylstroom on October 25.” 
On a genealogical site for C E Schutte, the Landdrost mentioned above, it is noted: He was captured at 
Poerseplaat on 21 October 1901 with 55 Boers who were fleeing from the British with their cattle. 
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335. ABO: Lgr. Komdt A.J.P. Rautenbach  EF-        2.800 – 3.600 
On his Vorm “B” Laager Kommandant Alwyn Rautenbach stated that he had served in the Waterberg 

Commando under Genl Beyers but he is noted as being in the Heidelberg Cdo on the PoW 
Register (No 24139). He was 57 years old at the time of capture and he, as well as his 15 year 
old son, was sent to India. The rank on the medal is potentially misleading: it is not military, but 
is the Boer term used for the Commissariat Officer of a commando. 

Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, PoW Register and page from “After Pretoria”. 
 

24 OCTOBER 1901 KLEINFONTEIN 
 
Two British columns under Methuen and Von Donop had left Zeerust on 17 October 1901 in order to sweep 
the surrounding country, the one working in the direction of Elands River and the other towards Rustenburg.  

On 24 October, during the march back to Zeerust, the column under Colonel von Donop, was surprised by De 
la Rey at Kleinfontein, 6km west of Groot Marico. The column, accompanied by a procession of 100 wagons, 
was marching along a bad road. Patrols were working on either flank; but Yeomanry scouts were powerless. 

At 7 am, some Boers having showed themselves on high ground to the front, the advance-guard guns halted 
and opened fire. Then, without a moment’s warning, some 500 Boers under Kemp, Steenekamp, Oosthuizen 
and other leaders charged down from the heights on the left in three ordered lines, struck the centre of the mule-
convoy, shot down numbers of the native drivers and threw the whole into confusion.  

While some Boers endeavoured to drive off the wagons, the rest whirled away to their right and fell upon the 
rear-guard, consisting of two guns of the 4th Battery, a company of the 1st Northumberland Fusiliers and a 
company of the 5th Yeomanry.  

The troops, resisting with bravery, received severe punishment. Both gun detachments were cut, the Fusiliers 
lost half their number in killed and wounded; the Yeomanry a quarter of their number and half their horses, 
and the guns for a considerable time were in Boer hands; but, the teams having been shot down, there was no 
means of removing them.  

Meanwhile the column was cut in two, and fully two hours elapsed before von Donop was able to get back to 
the relief of the rear-guard. Then the Boers, who had succeeded in driving away 12 wagons with supplies and 
in burning one limber, were beaten off.  

The British losses were 38 killed or died of wounds, 46 wounded and six missing in action.  
The Boers lost 20 men killed and 31 wounded.   

 
336. KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 1548 Serjt: J. Miller, North’d Fus.  VF-        2.000 – 3.000 

Contact markings. 
Sgt. Miller was Mentioned (LG 17 Jan 1902, p379) for the action at Kleinfontein: “Collected men and 
took them to hold an important position.  Has several times done most excellent service in action.” 
He is also mentioned by name “for exceptional gallantry on this occasion” in a footnote on p385 of the 
“Times History” Vol V. Miller received a QSA with clasps Belm, ModRi, OFS & Tvl. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA Rolls, London Gazette and Times History. 

 
337. QSA, 4 clasps Belm, ModR, OFS, Tvl:  3878 Pte. J. Gallon.  North’d. Fus.   EF          4.800 – 6.000 

Pte Gallon was killed at Kleinfontein and is buried in Zeerust. He was also entitled to a SA’01 clasp, but 
this was only issued in 1903 and not attached to the QSA. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Rolls and SAFF Casualty Roll. 
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LOT 338 

338. Six     MBE (2nd Type) Civil;  VF+ 50.000 – 70.000 
DCM (Victoria): 104 Sergt: R. Rowland. Bechuanaland Rifles;  
QSA, 3 clasps OFS, DoM, Tvl: 104 Serjt: R. Rowland. Bechuanaland R.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 104 Sjt: R. Rowland. Bech’ld Rifles;  
Coronation Medal 1902 (Bronze): Unnamed as issued;  
Jubilee Medal 1935: Privately named Richard Rowland, Esq. D.C.M., J.P. 
Richard Rowland’s first recognition for Gallantry was during the Defence of Mafeking when he 
commanded the Barolongs during the Boer attack of 12 May 1900. He was mentioned by Col. Baden-
Powell in the Mafeking Garrison General Orders, as published in the Mafeking Mail of 22 May 1900: 

“Corporal R. Rowland (30 men), Bechuanaland Rifles (wounded), in charge of Natives. Assisted the 
Barolongs materially in the defence of their Stadt, especially at the Western end in the evening, when, 
with a small party, he successfully contested the exit of the Boers till ordered to retire being wounded 
himself, and losing one killed and one wounded of his party.” 
Following the Relief of Mafeking the Bechuanaland Rifles saw service in the Cape Colony and the 
Western Transvaal. In early 1901 a squadron was in Lord Methuen’s column and they were in action in 
a running fight of almost 24 hours duration south of Wolmaransstad against the local Commando. 
Rowland was slightly wounded on this occasion, and it is quite possible that the MiD (London Gazette, 
16 April 1901, p2609) for Rowland and his C/O, Captain Cowan, was for this event. 
After the Kleinfontein action, Rowland was mentioned by Col von Donop (LG 17 Jan 1902, p379): 
“For marked gallantry in collecting men and carrying messages under heavy fire. Has been twice 
previously mentioned.” 
The award of the DCM to Sgt Rowland was published in the LG of 28 Jan. 1902, p582. 
In 1902 Rowland was one of the 5 NCO’s and men of the Bechuanaland Rifles chosen to form part of 
the Coronation Contingent. In the official motivation for his inclusion it was stated that he had enrolled 
in the unit on 18 July 1899, that he had rendered good service since the outbreak of hostilities and that 
he had earned a DCM. After the war, Rowland settled in Kanye, Bechuanaland.  
An entry in the “Historical Dictionary of Botswana” p296 covers his later life: 
“ROWLAND, RICHARD MONTSHIWA (1879-1945). Early trader and confidant of 
BaNgwaketse diKgosi. From Mafikeng, Rowland was of mixed (“coloured”) descent but could 
pass for white. He moved to Kanye in 1912 as a trader. Alongside his many trading ventures, 
he acquired a mining concession and ran the Moshaneng asbestos mine until his death. Kgosi 
Seepapitso II used Rowland to reorganize local commerce and to increase local cattle prices. 
Rowland was also crucial to Seepapitso’s road and dam-building schemes.  
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Always close to local diKgosi, he became an adviser and aide to Bathoen II, and also hired 
Johnny Masire (father of future president Quett Masire) as his store manager. During the 1930s 
depression, he raised much money for poor relief. Rowland was very popular among the 
BaNgwaketse, and upon his death they demanded that he be buried locally.”  
By 1935 he was a Justice of the Peace and awarded a 1935 Jubilee Medal, with him noted on 
the roll as Trader of Kanye-Bangwaketsi Reserve, Bechuanaland Protectorate. 
His final award was in the 1938 New Year’s Honours (Suppl LG 1 January 1938, p13) when he was 
appointed MBE (Civil) as follows: 
Richard Rowland, Esq., J.P., of Kanye, Bechuanaland Protectorate. For public services. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and KSA rolls, all relevant LG entries, pages from Mafeking Mail and 
various publications relating to the Kleinfontein action. 
Provenance: Lot 53, Spink Boer War Sale 20/21 October 1999.   

30 OCTOBER 1901 BEESTEKRAAL 
 
Towards the end of October 1901 Colonel Kekewich decided to deal with a number of Boer laagers within the 
confluences of the Hex, Elands and Crocodile Rivers. His Intelligence Service reported that the largest laager 
was at Beestekraal, some 25 miles north-east of Rustenburg, and at 8pm on the 29th he despatched LtCol C E 
Duff with all his mounted men with orders to surprise Beestekraal at dawn, he himself following shortly after 
with the infantry and baggage. Duff reached his objective at daylight on the 30th. A Boer piquet posted on a 
kopje on the west of the Crocodile River sighted Duff and fired on him.  

Duff sent a squadron to the kopje and with the rest of his men captured the drifts over the Crocodile, thereby 
enabling him to take the farmhouse on the eastern bank of the Crocodile with ease. Meanwhile the squadron 
on the left had surrounded the kopje, where a commando of 70 men, in spite of the vigilance of its piquet, was 
completely surprised while cooking breakfast and captured! Duff took 78 prisoners (with the loss of only 2 
men, both Scottish Horse, severely wounded) and burned the farm buildings and contents. 
 
339. ABO: Korpl. H.J. Joubert EF        2.000 – 3.200 

Hendrik Joubert, 19 years old, served as Corporal of Ward 3, Krugersdorp Commando, when he was 
taken prisoner at Beestekraal. Prior to that he had seen extensive action from the beginning of hostilities, 
viz at Dundee, Colenso, Spioenkop, Ladysmith, Fourteen Streams, Donkerhoek (Diamond Hill), 
Dalmanutha, Nooitgedacht, etc. He was sent to Bermuda (PoW No 24818) and only came home in 
November 1902. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, PoW Register, contemporary accounts of action and map 
showing location of Beestekraal. 

 
30 OCTOBER 1901 BAKENLAAGTE 

 

On October 30th, 1901, the Boers overwhelmed the rear-guard of Colonel Benson’s column near Bakenlaagte, 
killing Colonel Benson himself. The heroic stand of the rear-guard places Bakenlaagte among the glorious 
memories of British arms. The orders were “to stop and hold the ridge or else they’d lose the guns,” in the 
forlorn hope of checking the Boers until the guns could be taken away by reinforcements. The defenders of the 
hill were almost annihilated. All the officers present were killed or wounded. Of 40 Yorkshiremen only 5 were 
unhurt, 79 Scottish Horse only six, 32 gunners only 3 and of 20 60th Rifles only 3.  

“In spite of the gallant efforts of the Mounted Infantry Company & a squadron of the Scottish Horse, which 
promptly formed up on the flanks of the guns, the ridge fell into the enemy’s hands, with the exception of a 
portion which a party of the Mounted Infantry held till dark. The company’s losses were 4 Officers & nine men 
killed, 1 Officer & 9 men wounded, testimony to the severity of the fighting & the splendid tenacity of the men 
of the M.I. Battalion”. 

Our Regiments in South Africa’ by J. Stirling. 
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THE FIGHT AT BRAKENLAAGTE: BOER CHARGING 

BY JOHN CHARLTON 

340. QSA, 3 clasps RoM, OFS, Tvl: 2562 Tpr. H. Burrell. B.S.A. Police VF+       5.000 – 6.500 
Trooper Hugh Burrell served in the Bechuanaland Protectorate Division of the BSAP between 11 
October 1899 and 19 July 1901 and enlisted in the 2nd Scottish Horse at Green Point on 16 September 
1901. He was wounded some 6 weeks later in the Battle of Bakenlaagte and was finally discharged on 
15 April 1902.  
His KSA, issued off the roll of the 2nd Scottish Horse, was sent to his mother residing in England on 29 
January 1908. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA, KSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

     
341. ABO: Kommandant D J J Breytenbach  EF         4.000 – 6.000 

At the outbreak of the war Breytenbach was Field Cornet of Ward 1, Bethal.  
He was promoted to Commandant of the Bethal Commando after the Battle of Talana and saw 
extensive service during the Siege of Ladysmith.  
He then was in the Boer withdrawal to the Eastern Transvaal, including the actions at Dalmanutha in 
August 1900.  
He lost an arm at Bakenlaagte but towards the end of the year he was back in the field.  
However, at Vaalkop on 5 January 1902, he and 10 of his men were surprised and captured by the 13th 
Hussars under Colonel Smithson. Captain Tremayne was subsequently promoted to Major “for 
singlehanded capture of Commandant Breytenbach”.  
Tongue in cheek: should this have read “capture of singlehanded Commandant Breytenbach”? 
Although Commandant Breytenbach was entitled to the DTD and Wound Riband, he only applied for 
an ABO medal in 1942, when he was 80 years old. He died in 1948. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, PoW Register, London Gazette and contemporary publications. 
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342. QSA, 5 clasps CC, Drief, Jhburg, D Hill, Belf:  
64556 B.S.Maj. G.E. Glastonbury. 85th Bty. R.F.A. 

VF         5.000 – 7.000 

 Slight edge nicks              
 George Edward Glastonburry served as Sergeant with the 85th Bty, RFA till 14 March 1900 when he 

transferred as Bty Sgt Major to the 84th Bty. He was mentioned in Roberts’ Despatch of 4 September 
1901 (LG 10 September 1901, p5932) and granted a DCM in the LG of 27 September 1901, p6308.  
In the preamble it was noted that the awards were for service up to 29 November 1900: the DCM could 
thus have been for service with either of the two Batteries. 

 Glastonbury was killed at Bakenlaagte. An unknown NCO of the Scottish Horse recounted the incident 
in “A Military History of Perthshire”, p43-4:  
“The guns now fired three shots, of which the last two were case and at a range of about fifty yards. 
They then ceased fire and could never fire again, for all the gunners were killed or wounded in the first 
three minutes whilst they served the guns.  
There were a great many antheaps near the guns, but no shelter whatever for the gunners.  
The Boers were only about twenty yards off and looked to me like two rows of infantry in extended 
order, covering an enveloping front of about 1200 yards.  
I heard Major Guinness (84th Bty, RFA) call out to his sergeant-major to fetch up the gun teams which 
were just behind the ridge.  
There were no gunners left to handle up the limbers and sending for the teams of horses when no man 
dared even show his head above an ant-heap was a most desperate attempt.  
As soon as the teams came up the Boers concentrated such a fire upon them that I saw all the horses fall 
in an instant like corn cut with a scythe, and the artillery sergeant-maior who was leading the first team 
was shot through the head and all the drivers wounded or killed.” 
He is buried in the Primrose Cemetery, Germiston. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Roll, SAFF Casualty Roll, LG entries, the source qoted and a sketch 
from “The Graphic” depicting the Gallant Defence of the Guns. 

 
343. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 2647 Pte. F. Clark. K.R.R.C.  VF          4.400 – 5.600 

Pronounced rim bruising. 
Pte Clark was wounded at Bakenlaagte while attached to the 25th Mounted Infantry. He died of his 
wounds on 4 December 1901 but, strangely enough, there is no record of where he is buried. 
Sold with copied pages from SAFF Casualty Roll, “In Memoriam” and Stirling. 
 

344. KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 32778 Corpl. H. Cooke, R.F.A.   VF-        2.000 – 3.000 
Lacquered 
Acting Bombardier Harry Cooke served in the 84th Bty, RFA.  

He was promoted Corporal by the Commander-in-Chief. (LG, 25 April 1902, p2779):  
“At Bakenlaagte… seeing the men and horses at the gun shot down, on his own initiative, unlimbered 
the wagon which was about 100 yards in rear and with the help of the other men mentioned took the 
limber up, but before they reached the gun, they and all their horses were shot down.” 
Four drivers, one of whom was Bombardier, were mentioned with Cooke.  
Cooke is listed in the SAFF Casualty Roll as “severely wounded” and received a QSA with 3 clasps 
Modder River, Paardeberg & Johannesburg. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA rolls and London Gazette. 
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LOT 345 

345. Three     DCM (Edw VII): 4496 Pte. A. Lewis. E. Kent Regt.;  
QSA, 3 clasps CC, Drief, Tvl: 4496 Pte. A. Lewis. E. Kent Regt.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 4496 Pte. W. Lewis. E. Kent Regt.   

VF     45.000 – 60.000 

Mounted as worn, note initial on KSA    
Pte Lewis was mentioned (no details given) in Kitchener’s final despatch of 23 June 1902 (LG 29 July 
1902, p4843) and was granted a DCM in the LG of 31 October 1902, p6900. Fortunately, many years 
later, it came to light that his DCM was for the distribution of desperately needed ammunition at 
Bakenlaagte. The October 1933 issue of “The Dragon” (The Buffs’ Regimental Magazine) carried an 
article about the Action at Bakenlaagte in which Pte. Lewis’s bravery was mentioned: “It was Private 
Lewis who so distinguished himself that day when as ammunition carrier to his company, he raced up 
and down the line distributing ammunition over and over again and to this day people say: ‘Old Lewis 
was like a cat – had nine lives.’ Although recommended for the DCM very strongly - it was not awarded 
him.”.  Lewis was quick to respond: 
9 Wickham Lane, Welling, Kent.  October 8th, 1933 
Dear Sir, 
I am taking the pleasure of writing to you to let you know that as I have received The Dragon for this 
month and was reading down the story of the South African War about the Battle of Bakenlaagte when 
I saw that my name was mentioned in it as having assisted to carry ammunition along the firing line. I 
am very pleased to say that I am still alive, as it was said that I had nine lives, like a cat, and was 
recommended for the D.C.M. but did not get it. I am pleased to let you know that I did receive the 
D.C.M. and also had a watch presented to me by the officers of the Regiment. I also received a silver-
mounted pipe from Queen Alexandra. So, I thought it would be best to let you know, as I thought you 
would like to. So, I must say that I felt quite proud of myself to see my name mentioned in the book. 
Please give my best respects to all, Sir. 
I remain, Yours truly, G. LEWIS. (No. 4496.) 
The wrong initial on the KSA is per erroneous entry on KSA roll. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & KSA rolls, London Gazettes, “The Dragon” and Regimental 
History. 
  

346. QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01: 29111 Tpr. G. Duns. Scottish Horse VF          4.800 – 6.000 
George Duns, a 22-year-old Architect/Surveyor, enlisted in the Scottish Horse on 20 February 1901. 
The unit suffered extensive casualties at Bakenlaagte: out of a total of 79 officers and men   engaged on 
the ridge by the guns 33 were killed or died of wounds and 40 were wounded. Duns was one of the men 
killed. He is interred in the Primrose cemetery, Germiston. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & Nominal Rolls and “In Memoriam” as well as service papers and 
related research. 
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8 NOVEMBER 1901 DEFENCE OF PIQUETBERG 
 

During the first week of November 1901 the Rebel General Manie Maritz steadily advanced along the West 
Coast in the direction of Malmesbury while the British columns in the area were disorganised.  

“In short, the road to Cape Town was practically open and a blow which, successful or not, might have roused 
all rebel Cape Colony, seemed about to fall. But at this critical moment Maritz, instead of rushing across 
Malmesbury, lingered on the Great Berg River to attend to a side issue.”  
Official History, Vol IV, p360. 

Because he was in urgent need of arms and horses to equip a number of his new Cape Rebel recruits, he sent 
Commandant Jan Theron with some 300 men to attack Piquetberg at 4:20 am on 8 November 1901. The town 
was defended by Major A F Pilson with 86 officers of the Town Guard & District Mounted Troops as well as 
the Western Province Mounted Rifles behind well-planned and well-constructed fortifications and wire 
entanglements. After maintaining fire for the whole day, Theron fell back southwards to Moorreesburg. 
Conflicting numbers of casualties were reported: the SAFF Casualty Roll records 2 killed and 4 wounded on 
the British side whereas one Boer source mentions 7 Boers wounded and another source adds 3 Boers killed. 

  
347. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 1155 Tpr. A. Panting. W. Prov. M. R. VF+       2.000 – 3.000 

Panting was slightly wounded during the Boer attack: recorded on SAFF Casualty Roll with date given 
as 7 November. The QSA Roll notes that the clasps SA’01 and SA’02 clasps were returned in 1907 as 
Panting could not be traced at the address given.  
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll and source quoted above. 

    
348. QSA, no clasp: Pte. D. Tolken. Piquetberg D.M.T. VF         3.000 – 4.000 

Rim nicks. 
Tolken was slightly wounded during the Boer attack: recorded on SAFF Casualty Roll with date given 
as 7 November. 22 medals to unit: 5 returned unclaimed in 1909. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll and source quoted above. 

 
13 NOVEMBER 1901 BRAKSPRUIT 

 
Towards the end of 1901 Lt-Col W B Hickie, with a force of mounted troops and infantry totalling about 870 
men, was engaged in covering the construction of blockhouses on the Schoonspruit. On 13 November 1901, 
Hickie lost heavily at the farm, Brakspruit, 32km north-east of Klerksdorp, when two squadrons of Imperial 
Yeomanry (drawn from the 103rd and 107th Coys, 2nd Bn, and the 107th Coy, 6th Bn, IY), whom he had sent 
forward to reconnoitre, were destroyed.  

Ten men were killed or mortally wounded, eleven were wounded, and 64 were taken prisoner. In this action, 
the Boers lost four men killed and eight wounded.      
                
349. QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01:  

26693 Pte. J.N. Aitchison. 107th Coy. Imp. Yeo. 
EF          4.600 – 5.800 

Pte Aitchison was killed in the Brakspruit skirmish and is buried in Ottosdal. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls, “In Memoriam” and various contemporary 
accounts of incident. 
 

14 NOVEMBER 1901 TWEEFONTEIN 
 

At the conclusion of the November “drive” in the central Orange River Colony, the columns under LtCol Byng 
(SA Light Horse) and Lt Col Wilson (2nd Kithchener’s FS) were boldly attacked in the rear on Tweefontein, a 
few miles south of Heilbron, by some 400 Boers under the personal command of Genl de Wet. Although the 
British were hampered by an unwieldy mass of captured cattle and vehicles, the rearguard (KFS) succeeded 
after two hours in repulsing the Boer Commando.  
The British losses, all KFS, were 2 killed and 12 wounded. The Boers reputedly left 8 dead on the field. 
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350. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  
25737 Tpr. C.G. Ohlsson. P. of W. L. H. 

EF-        2.000 – 3.000 

Trooper Ohlson served in the Prince of Wales Light Horse for 7½ months (31 December 1900 to 13 July 
1901) before enlisting in 2/Kitchener’s Fighting Scouts. He was severely wounded at Tweefontein. 
The medal is named in a slightly smaller font: indicating that it is the one issued “on payment” in 
January 1921 as indicated on the relevant medal rolls. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA rolls, SAFF casualty roll, attention papers and contemporary 
publications detailing the action. 

 
15 NOVEMBER 1901 BRANDEKRAAL  

 
In November 1901 LtCol Callwell with a column of 350 was given the task of trying to mop up the Boer 
commandos that were causing problems in the Sutherland district.  

On 14 November he was on the track of Commandant Japie Neser, driving him northwards. Neser was joined 
by Commandant Jaap van Deventer and 20 men and on the 15th they decided to attack Callwell’s encampment 
from a hill overlooking the homestead at the farm Brandekraal. Callwell’s force, mainly 5th Lancers, who 
thought they only had to flush out a few rebels, were completely overwhelmed and got out of the situation with 
difficulty. Van Deventer chased them along the road to Sutherland and Neser unsuccessfully tried to cut them 
off. British losses were 2 killed and 4 wounded. 

 
351. QSA, 4 clasps Elandsl, DoL, OFS, Tvl: 3158 Corpl. T. Trill, 5/Lcrs. EF          6.000 – 8.000 

Trill took part in the famous charge at Elandslaagte on 21 October 1899. As the Boers mounted their 
horses and started to retreat, the 5th Lancers charged them three times as darkness was setting in. Many 
Boers were cut down and two field guns were captured. At Brandekraal he was one of the 2 men killed.  
The main QSA roll confirms the medal “as issued”: it is not known why the clasps CC and SA’01 to 
which he was entitled were not authorised on the supplementary rolls. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll and publications dealing with action. 

 
20 NOVEMBER 1901 UGIE  

 
Early on the morning of 20 November 1901 Veldkornet Wynand Bezuidenhout and some 50 Cape Rebels 
moved along the lower slopes of Gatberg through the O’Dairn farm near Ugie, a town in the Eastern Cape at 
the southern foot of the Drakensberg. Capt Herbert Elliot with a number of white officers and 300 black soldiers 
of the East Griqualand Field Force (Native Contingent) and Qumbu Native Reserves were positioned in a 
defensive position at Gatberg Nek, alerted of the Rebels’ movements by Elliot’s black spies. 

Bezuidenhout’s Commando walked into the ambush at about 7h00 when they were met with a sharp barrage 
of Martini Henry and Snider rifle fire. After a short but intense skirmish the Rebels withdrew in a disorderly 
fashion, being driven up the mountainside. In the process they had to abandon 40 of their horses and pack 
animals and left behind the bodies of four young men (2 aged 19, one aged 17 and one only 15 years old). 

On the British side, Captain H W D Elliot and 6 black soldiers were killed. Captains Baxter and Everett were 
severely wounded and Captain Burmeister received a slight wound. The number of wounded black soldiers 
was not recorded. Captain Elliott’s father was Major Sir H G Elliott, Chief Magistrate of Tembuland and a 
former Crimean War officer. 
 
352. QSA, no clasp: Capt. H.H. Peverett, Qumbu N. R  EF-        5.000 – 7.000 

The QSA is named Capt. H. H. Peverett, and not H. H. P. Everett.: his entry on the QSA roll for the 
Qumbu Native Reserves (7 medals to unit) was misspelt but he did not have the naming corrected. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls and a 14-page article on the Gatberg 
skirmish that was published in Scientia Militaria. 
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28 NOVEMBER –  
5 DECEMBER 1901 

SIEGE OF TONTELBOSCHKOLK 

 

The farm Tontelboschkolk, some 80 km north-east of Calvinia, was used by the British as a remount- and grain 
depot. It was garrisoned by 90 men of the Western Province Mounted Rifles and more than 100 Bushmanland 
Borderers (a coloured unit), dispersed in six small forts, with the British officers quartered in the four 
farmhouses on the property. 
It was surrounded on 28 November 1901 by Cape Rebels under Malan, Maritz, Van Deventer and Lategan. 
Vice, the Intelligence Officer at Calvinia reported to Col du Cane at Clanwilliam on 1 Dec 1901: “TBK was 
heavily attacked on morning of 28th at 2 am by a force of enemy estimated 600 strong. They have succeeded in 
getting possession of the houses & outbuildings& have consequently cut off the water. They kept up a heavy 
fire all that day & during the night again attempted to take our position, but were easily driven back, & our 
men succeeded in getting a limited supply of water from the dam. Friday the firing continued throughout the 
whole day, but not so heavy as on the previous day, water was also got into the forts that evening. Yesterday 
‘Saturday’ continuous fire was heard till about 11 am when runner was too far off to hear…” 

Although the Boers captured some 400 horses and mules, the main object of the attack, they could not take the 
depot. They retreated on 5 December and the British withdrew the garrison shortly afterwards. 
    
353. ABO: Burger R. Liebenberg  EF          2.400 – 3.600 

Roelof Liebenberg joined Comdt Hans Pypers’ Commando in October 1900: this implies that he was 
still a teenager when he was wounded at Tontelboschkolk on the evening of 1 Dec 1901. 
Eben Nel in “Die Kaapse Rebelle van die Hantam-Karoo” describes the incident (freely translated): 
“…That evening the enemy sent 3 men to the dam/pool to fetch water. They were under the impression 
that there were no Boers, but all three were shot. When they heard the shots Hans Pypers with Stoffel 
Snyman and Roelf Liebenberg went outside and stood next to the house… Against the light of the setting 
sun Pypers noticed somebody moving from one fort to another. He fired a shot at the person, which 
resulted in a volley from the forts to the house. One shot ricochet from the wall and hit Liebenberg in 
the shoulder. They immediately took Liebenberg inside where one of the Burgers, using a razor, made 
a cross-shaped incision over the wound and, using his hands, “popped” out the bullet.” 
When Liebenberg applied for his ABO Medal in 1931, he noted that he was wounded at 
Tontelboschkolk, but did not apply for a Wound Riband. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, pages from contemporary publications describing the “Siege” 
as well as Eben Nel’s lengthy account of the action. 

    
354. QSA, 1 clasp CC: Lt R N. Woolf, W. Prov. M. R. EF-         4.000 – 6.000 

Engraved naming. 
Reginald Nunes Woolf: Trooper, Western Provinces Mounted Rifles. 11/01/1901 – 11/04/1901; 
Lieutenant 18/05/1901 – 31/12/ 1901. He is listed in Lord Kitchener’s Mentions: ‘For good service in 
the defence of Tontelbosch Kop: November 25 to December 3 1901’ (LG 25 April 1902, p2769). His 
unit is incorrectly noted as ‘Bushmanland Borderers’ instead of ‘Western Province Mounted Rifles’.  
A late issue of a SA’01 clasp (March 1908) was not attached to the QSA. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA roll, London Gazette and various publications dealing with the action. 
 

30 NOVEMBER 1901 VICTORIA SPRUIT 
 
Towards the end of November 1901 Rimington received information that a Boer Council of War was convened 
by De Wet and he decided to move with all troops within reach to the scene of the “Krygsraad”. The fighting 
force moved rapidly but two convoys under Major Bennett of the NSWMR lagged behind. At dawn on the 30th 
November the convoys were attacked on 3 sides by some 500 men under De Wet. A hot fight raged round a 
commanding hill which was charged by a troop of the Inniskillings under Lieut Oliver.  
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Oliver was killed and the troop driven off, but a squadron of New South Wales MR retook the position. At this 
point Rimington and the main body arrived and easily dispersed the Boer force.  
 
355. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02: 4389 Pte F.J. Blakeman, 6th Dragoons EF          5.400 – 6.800 

Private Blakeman was severely wounded at Victoria Spruit and died from enteric at Heilbron at the age 
of 20 on 29 March 1902. According to a newspaper report his wounds healed “but left his right leg 
temporarily useless so that he was unable to ride. He would have been invalided home, but so eager was 
he to re-join his column that he prevailed upon the authorities to let him remain in South Africa so that 
he could re-join at the earliest moment. They found him work to do in the hospital stores and there he 
contracted the fever that proved fatal to him”.  
Blakeman is buried in Heilbron and is commemorated on the 6th Inniskilling Dragoons and Royal 
Inniskilling Fusiliers memorial at Enniskillen and also the memorial to men from Birmingham who fell 
in the Boer War. 
Sold with original newspaper clipping and photo of Blakeman in full dress uniform of the “Skins” as 
well as copied pages from the QSA roll and contemporary accounts of the Victoria Spruit action. 
 

9 DECEMBER 1901 LEEUWENDRIFT 
 

“Covering the egregious siege of Tontelboschkolk was Louw, Maritz’s former confederate, and Doran, 
surprising him on his last day’s march towards the post, scattered the commando and took nine prisoners.” 
“Official History”, Vol V, Grant p363. 
Eben Nel in “Die Kaapse Rebelle van die Hantam-Karoo” covers the incident in great detail. The Boers were 
blissfully unaware of the proximity of Doran’s column. Some 30 horses were grazing in the wheat fields with 
a number of youngsters, the majority unarmed, were looking after them. At approximately 10 am, when Louw 
and his mounted men were about to leave on patrol, the British charged. The Boers managed to charge through 
the British line and escaped but had to leave the horse-guards and some 30 horses behind. 
Vice, the Intelligence Agent at Calvinia, reported on 18 December 1901: “…At Leeuwendrift Johannes Loubser 
of Wilgenbosch, a Calvinia Rebel, was dangerously wounded on 9th by Col Doran’s Column. He will probably 
not recover. 7 prisoners were also captured….” 
The 14-year-old Loubser did not survive and died on 17 December. However, he managed to make a 
declaration under oath on 16 December, detailing what happened when the 8 horse guards, riding bareback, 
tried to evade capture. He was forced off his horse by an “Engilsman” and stood unarmed with raised hands. 
His captor robbed him of his knife and other items and then shot him. As he lay on the ground, he heard the 
man re-loading, but was not shot again. The next afternoon he managed to start walking, looking for help.  
He reached De Puts on 12 December and on 14 December managed to send a messenger to Mr van der Merwe 
of Brandwacht who was the member of the Legislative Assembly for Calvinia. Van der Merwe sent a carriage 
to bring Loubser to Brandwacht and took his declaration, which is still in the Calvinia Museum.  
       
356. ABO: Burger J.W.S. Nel  EF          3.000 – 4.500 

Jacob Willem Stephanus Nel, a Cape Rebel of the farm Klipbankshoek, Calvinia, was one of the horse 
guards in Commandant A Louw’s Commando taken prisoner. The group were taken to Sutherland 
and thence to Matjesfontein where they stood trial in a Military Court on 24 January 1902.  Nel was 
sentenced to Penal Servitude for 7 years for High Treason under arms, but the Royal Commission 
reduced the sentence to 2 years, and he was granted partial amnesty during March 1903. Due to 
carelessness at the Mint when the medal was named the numeral 6 instead of G was used in the rank. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” as well as Eben Nel’s lengthy account of the action. 
 

13 DECEMBER 1901 BOSMANSHOEK 
 
On 12 December 1901 Gen Bruce Hamilton received information about a Boer laager 25 miles north-east of 
Bethal. Hurrying through the night with the columns of Rawlinson, he burst at dawn (unlucky Friday the 13th 
for the Boers!) upon the encampment and sent its occupants flying over the veld. A six miles gallop in pursuit 
rewarded the soldiers with 86 Boer prisoners and one of the guns lost at Bakenlaagte.  
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357. ABO:  Sjt J.M.J. van Rensburg EF          2.800 – 4.000 
According to the Muster Roll, Van Rensburg enlisted in the ZAR State Artillery in 1896. He saw Boer 
War service at Mafeking, Modder River, Donkerhoek (Diamond Hill), Dalmanutha and Belfast prior to 
being taken PoW at Bosmanshoek. Seeing that on the official PoW Register he was the only one among 
the 86 Bosmanshoek prisoners designated “Artillerist”, one can speculate that he was involved with the 
training of a Burgher team to operate the captured British gun. He was sent to St Helena (PoW No 
27416) and returned home in September 1902. 
In the early 1920’s his address was “Police Barracks, Pretoria.” 
Sold with copy of Vorm “B” and copied extracts from PoW Register and “Official History”, Vol IV. 
 

15 DECEMBER 1901 ZEEKOEGAT CARNARVON DISTRICT 
 

Cpl Dawson and Tpr Meyer of the Carnarvon DMT rode out to Zeekoegat in the district, unaware that 40 Boer 
Rebels under Comdt J C Naude had off-saddled there. Shots were exchanged, Dawson was mortally wounded, 
and Meyer was captured. Both men were stripped, although Meyer was allowed to keep his boots. The farm-
owner, Mr van Heerden, arrived and was asked by Dawson to pray for him as he was dying. Dawson’s ring 
was given to Meyer to hand over to a friend. After the Boers left, Van Heerden took Dawson’s body to 
Carnarvon for burial. 
    
358. QSA, no clasp: 9 Corpl. E. G. Dawson. Carnarvon D.M.T. VF+      4.800 – 6.000 

Sold with copied pages from QSA roll and “In Memoriam” as well as contemporary details of incident. 
 

16 DECEMBER 1901 CAPTURE OF GENERAL KRITZINGER 
 

General Kritzinger invaded the Cape Colony for a third time on 15 December 1901 by crossing the Orange 
River at Sand Drift. At 6 am on 16 December Doran surprised him and his small commando at breakfast and 
chased them westwards with Bentick’s Column joining Doran’s Column in a day-long operation of pursuit 
with firing from the saddle. At 6pm Kritzinger’s progress was halted by the railway line between Franschman’s 
Kop and Hanover Road Sidings. Kritzinger’s men managed to keep up a heavy fire on the adjoining 
blockhouses and their pursuers while the wires were being cut with the majority of the men succeeding in 
forcing a crossing. Kritzinger himself was foremost in the action, exposing himself recklessly and returning 
three times to rescue wounded men. On the last occasion he himself was severely wounded through the left 
arm and lungs. He managed to cross the line on his horse but when he reached his men it was realised that the 
severity of his wounds necessitated medical treatment, help from a British ambulance was requested and 
Kritzinger surrendered. 
                
359. ABO: Burger D.E. Botha EF          2.800 – 3.600 

According to his Vorm “B” application made in January 1942, David Edward Botha, a Cape Rebel 
from the farm Rietvlei, Cradock District joined General Kritzinger’s Commando on 5 May 1901. 
Kritzinger’s second invasion of the Cape only took place on 19 May 1901 and it can safely be assumed 
that Botha’s recollection of actual dates, 40 years after the event, was not all that precise. 
Botha was one of the Kritzinger men who evaded capture when the railway line was crossed. 
He was sentenced to 1 year’s imprisonment with hard labour for High Treason under arms in Cradock 
on 7 June 1902, but the Royal Commission subsequently released him. 
Sold with copy of Vorm “B” and copied extracts from the “Rebel Record” by T&D Shearing as well as 
contemporary reports on incident. 
  

18 DECEMBER 1901 TIGER KLOOF SPRUIT / LANGBERG 
 
On this date De Wet, with a force of some 700 men, made an uncharacteristic major mistake. At Tiger Kloof 
Spruit, some 30km from Bethlehem on the road to Harrismith, he laid an ambush for a British force that he 
believed to be between 600 and 700 strong, accompanying a convoy with provisions. The British column (1st 
and 2nd Imperial Light Horseand some Yeomanry) under command of Gen Dartnell left Bethlehem at 08:00 on 
18 December: some 1200 men, unencumbered by transport but with two field guns (79 Bty, RFA) and two 
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pom-poms. Dartnell, furthermore, had been fore warned about De Wet’s plans by a traitor from his commando. 
De Wet had posted half of his men on a spur overlooking the Tigerkloof Spruit, while the remainder were 
concealed in the ravines at the eastern end of the Langberg. The men on the spur were to make a frontal attack 
on the British as they neared the spruit while the rest were to attack the rear. The signal for the simultaneous 
attack was to be a shot from De Wet’s only pom-pom. De Wet fired his signal shot at 11:00 but only the 2nd 
ILH, forming the advance guard, were charged from the spur by 200 men. The attack was repulsed by the ILH, 
who promptly occupied the spur only 3 men wounded. The Boers then turned their attention to the rest of the 
column, in the middle of which were the Yeomanry and artillery and to the 1st ILH, the latter having occupied 
a rise to the rear, three kilometres distant. The Boers were beaten off, retired to the Langberg, and then were 
seen retiring south-eastwards towards the hills and ravines 10km away.  
The British casualties totalled 19, of whom, according to the Times History of the War in South Africa, 
Dartnell’s losses were one man killed and 14 men wounded.  
The Boer losses, according to Three Years’ War, were four killed and five wounded.  
For gallantry on this occasion Surgeon Captain T J Crean of the 1st ILH was later awarded the Victoria Cross. 
At 15:00 Dartnell moved on, reaching Elands River Bridge 25 kms away the following day. 
                
360. ABO: Kpl. J.G. Roos   VF          2.200 – 3.400 

Some edge knocks. 
A Boer Corporalship usually consisted of between 15 and 20 Burghers. Corporal Johannes Roos applied 
for his ABO medal in December 1952, mentioning service in the Bethlehem Commando for the full 
duration of the war. He was in action, inter alia, at Modderspruit (Nicholson’s Nek, 30 October 1899), 
Ladysmith and Colesberg. Some fifty years after the events his memory for dates was not all that clear.  
He mentioned in a letter on the file that he was wounded twice: Graspan 7 June 1900 and Langberg 18 
December 1900. The actual dates were Graspan 6 June 1901 and Langberg 18 December 1901. 
Unfortunately, he did not disclose the nature of his wounds. 
Sold with copied extracts from ABO file and contemporary accounts of skirmish. 

 
19 DECEMBER 1901 ELANDSPRUIT 

 
In December 1901, when news reached Kitchener that the ZAR Government had crossed the railway into the 
Roos Senekal district, he sent Col Urmston from Belfast to co-operate with Col Parkin an attempt to capture 
the Government party. The British hoped to surprise the enemy at Windhoek, west of Dullstroom, but Gen 
Chris Muller interposed at the right moment and attacked Col Park on the 19th at Elandspruit. The Boers were 
repulsed after several hours fighting, in which the British had 37 casualties and the Boers 25. The ZAR 
Government escaped under cover of the action. 
According to “Oorlogsherinneringe”, the Memoirs of General Muller, p154-56, it was a night attack with the 
sole purpose to kill the maximum number of troops, horses and oxen. Storming the British Camp was ruled out 
as being much too dangerous. Muller’s Commandant Groenewald and his men were positioned on the high 
ground on the east, Trichard and his men from Middelburg Commando on the high ground on the west (looking 
down into the British camp) while the Boer Vickers-Maxim was positioned to the south.  

However, when Muller/Groenewald started firing, Trichard’s men charged the camp. Being dark, 
Muller/Groenewald did not realise it and they kept on firing. The next morning, they found out that 9 
Middelburg men were killed, the majority probably through “friendly fire”. 

 
361. QSA, 2 clasps RoL, Belf: 3521 Pte. H. Hulmes. Manch. Regt                EF          4.800 – 5.600 

Pte Hulmes (Holmes on SAFF Casualty Roll and “In Memoriam”) was wounded in the attack and died 
the next day. The SA’01 clasp awarded on the supplementary QSA roll was returned to Woolwich in 
April 1908. 
Provenance: Hayward Gazette Aug 1973 p21 £17.50. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll, SAFF Casualty Roll, “In Memoriam” and accounts of action 
as well as a colour photo of the marble memorial at the site. 
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20 DECEMBER 1901 NEAR DOORN RIVER 
 

A convoy of 50 waggons left Clanwilliam on 19 December with supplies for Calvinia. They were escorted by 
the columns of LtCol P G Wyndham and LtCol E M S Crabbe, each with 2 guns of the 88th Bty RFA. On 20 
December, as the convoy started the descent to the Doorn River on the farm Elizabethfontein, they were shot 
at by men from the Theron and Smith Rebel Commandos. The convoy hurried to the river, unaware that an 
ambush had been set up there by men under the two Rebel Commandants Pypers. As the first waggons crossed 
the river the Rebels caused consternation with concentrated rifle fire but before the British guns could be 
brought into action, the Rebels retreated in a north-westerly direction. On the Boer side 4 men were slightly 
wounded. The British had 3 men killed, 4 subsequently died of wounds and 5 were wounded. 
 
362. Pair     QSA, 3 clasps RoK, Paard, Tvl: 4391 Pte W.H. Barker, 16th Lancers;  

KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 4391 Corp. H. Barker, 16th Lancers 
EF         4.000 – 5.500 

Barker was severely wounded in the Doorn River ambush. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA, KSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as accounts of skirmish from 
Boer and British sources.   

 

20 DECEMBER 1901 TAFELKOP 
 
In this action, a large Boer force, disguised as British infantry, infiltrated a smaller British force composed of 
2 guns and 55 men under Colonel Damant, protected by 40 men of the 91st Company Imperial Yeomanry.  

In the action that followed, the artillery horses and limbers were saved but at a cost – out of the 95 men of the 
column, Damant’s Horse and 39th Battery RHA lost 43 killed and wounded including Lt Col Damant himself 
who was wounded in four places. In this truly heroic action, 91st Company Imperial Yeomanry had 32 hit out 
of 40, and, in the words of Lord Kitchener, “sacrificed itself almost to a man to save Damant’s guns”.  For his 
gallantry Shoeing-Smith Ind, R.H.A. was awarded a Victoria Cross. 

The following particulars were obtained from those engaged by the correspondent of the Central News: 

The columns under Colonel Damant and Colonel Rimington left Frankfort on the 19th inst. and proceeded in 
the direction of Vrede. The force trekked all night through a most severe thunderstorm, during which three of 
our men were struck by lightning and killed. At daybreak the transport waggons were laagered and were left 
behind in charge of a small escort, while Damant with two guns of the 39 th Battery, and one pom-pom and 
ninety-five men all told, rushed forward. The little force deviated on the left flank, where a number of Boers 
had been located. On reaching a ridge Colonel Damant observed a party of seventy men dressed in British 
uniform busily engaged driving cattle in his direction. The strangers were at first taken to be a part of 
Rimington’s column which had gone out on the right flank. The mistake was soon discovered, however, and 
almost immediately another body of the enemy was located further to the left of the British laager. 

Our guns were speedily unlimbered, and quickly came into action. We had only been able to fire two shots 
when the Boers in charge of the cattle abandoned them and galloped boldly forward towards the British 
position. The enemy opened a galling fire on the gunners at a range of two hundred yards, and simultaneously 
another party of 150 Boers who had remained carefully concealed in ambush in the long grass at the foot of 
the ridge enfiladed the position. A large number of the gallant defenders fell at the first few volleys, but the 
survivors fought tenaciously, and the enemy were only able to rush and capture the position after all the men 
on the ridge had been either killed or wounded except three.  
 
Previous to this, however, some of the gallant gunners and the escort had succeeded in getting away the limbers 
of the guns, notwithstanding the heavy fire. The only gunner who had escaped the bullets then effectually 
destroyed the breechblocks of the guns and rendered them utterly useless to the enemy. Out of a total force of 
95 in action we had 75 killed and wounded, the 91st Yeomanry losing one officer and 14 men were killed and 
one officer and 16 men wounded. The Boers, who were under Commandants Wessels, Alexander Ross, and M. 
Botha – the latter the son of the Commandant-General – also lost heavily. They had Commandant Van der 
Merwe and 30 men killed. Three of the Boer dead were buried by our men, and the remainder were carried 
away. 
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363. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, SA’01:  
21687 Sjt. E.C. McKechnie. 91st Coy. Imp. Yeo. 

EF          5.000 – 7.000 

Ernest Cecil McKechnie, in civil life a Clerk from Plymouth, attested for service in the Sharpshooters 
on 21 January 1901. He must have been an efficient soldier who was promoted to Sergeant in less than 
a year. He was killed at Tafelkop shortly after his 22nd birthday and was posthumously mentioned in 
the LG of 25 April 1902 (p2775) with 7 other men from the 91st Coy, of whom 4 were also killed: 
“Specially noted from the 91st Company, Imperial Yeomanry, which was escort to the guns in the same 
action and sacrificed itself almost to a man”. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll, LG entry, “In Memoriam” as well as Service Papers. 

       
364. Pair     DTD/ABO: Komdt. A. Ross.; with a length of Wound riband (LvW)  VF+ 25.000 – 35.000 

Alexander Ross was born in Aberdeen in the Eastern Cape in May 1854.  
His father had been born in Cape Town in 1813 and later married in Beaufort West in 1833 and this was 
where the young Alexander was baptised in October 1854.  

He moved to the Orange Free State and became a stock farmer. His first wife was a Rossouw who died 
after 2 years. When he re-married it was to another Boer girl, Hester Kruger.  
He served in Natal in October 1899 as Burgher but was soon promoted to Acting Fieldcomet and 
subsequently as Commandant of the Vrede Commando.  
He went with Gen de Wet to north of the Magaliesberg, took part in the actions at Frederikstad and 
Bothaville and again accompanied Genl de Wet on the abortive sortie into the Cape Colony.  
He operated in the Free State during the last 9 months of the war and was wounded twice (left buttock 
and left shoulder). 
On 14 Dec 1901 Ross captured a British patrol of 14 men with all their equipment. The British decided 
to use his wife to get Ross to surrender. She played along and under armed escort took letters from Lord 
Kitchener and Col Rimington to him. Kitchener offered Ross a free pass to any destination, free 
schooling for his children and an amount in cash if he and his men surrendered. Ross’ answer was: 

“While my Government stands firm, I will be faithful and will not be moved. If my Government 
capitulates, so will I. I will then be just as faithful to my new Government”.  
A few days later Col Damant invited her to dinner. During the course of the conversation Damant 
jokingly asked her not to tell her husband that he had a new rifle to use on Ross. Mrs Ross replied that 
her husband had a new Mauser. 
40 years later Alexander Ross recalled: “On 20 December Col Damant bit the dust with 5 wounds, 
notwithstanding his new rifle, and lost all his guns.” 
After the Boer War Ross served in the Repatriation Council and acted as Livestock Inspector. He died 
in Frankfort at the age of 89. In his application for the DTD, Commandant Ross claimed the Decoration 
on the strength of his performance at two actions: 
1901 Action at Damplaats: Fieldcomet Strydom and 11 men were taken prisoner by the enemy and 
subsequently released by my Commando. 40 of the enemy captured; 17 killed and wounded. 
1901 Action at Rietspruit: Captured from enemy (Col Damant) 1 Bomb-Maxim, 2 Armstrong cannon 
and 4 Maxims. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “A”, “B” and “C” as well as copied pages from relevant data 
sources. 
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22 DECEMBER 1901 BETWEEN CALVINIA & CLANWILLIAM 
 

A convoy of 50 waggons left Clanwilliam on 19 December to furnish Calvinia with supplies, escorted by the 
columns of LtCol Wyndham and LtCol Crabbe, each with 2 guns of the 88th Bty RFA. 

On 20 December, as the convoy started the descent to the Doorn River on the farm Elizabethfontein, they were 
shot at by men from the Theron and Smith Rebel Commandos. The convoy hurried to the river, unaware that 
an ambush had been set up there by men under the two Rebel Commandants Pypers. As the first waggons 
crossed the river the Rebels caused consternation with concentrated rifle fire but before the British guns could 
be brought into action, the Rebels retreated in a north-westerly direction. On the Boer side 4 men were slightly 
wounded. The British had 3 men killed, 4 subsequently died of wounds and 5 were wounded. 
 
365. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Belf: 4479 Pte. S. Lyons, 16th Lancers  VF+       4.800 – 5.600 

Rim bruise on reverse edge. 
Pte Lyons was killed in the Rebel attack and is buried at St Johns Church, Clanwilliam. He was also 
entitled to a SA’01 clasp. 

Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll, SAFF Casualty Roll and “In Memoriam” as well as Service 
Papers and a photo of his Grave Marker. 
 

23 DECEMBER 1901 FISH RIVER STATION 
 
A marginal note on the QSA roll page opposite the name of Ganger A Ferrier, Cape Government Railways: 
“Patrolling line within zone of fire, also special services rendered upon the occasion of the attack by boers on 
Fish River Station on 23/12/01 for which he was publicly presented with a silver watch (with suitable 
inscription) on the 21st March /02” 

The incident is not mentioned in any of the standard Boer War reference works. However, Rodney Constantine, 
whose MA Thesis covered the Guerrilla War in the Cape, is of the opinion that the attack was carried out by a 
small Rebel Commando under Lieut G Bester, who subsequently moved 15 miles NNW and attacked Conway 
Station on the night of 28 December. 

Worthy of further research! 

 
FISH RIVER STATION  

LATE 1890’S 
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366. QSA, no clasp: A. Ferrier.  C.G.R. VF          2.400 – 3.600 
Some minute rust specks 
Sold with copies of QSA roll page and correspondence with Rodney Constantine 
 

25 DECEMBER 1901 TWEEFONTEIN / KRISMISKOP / GROENKOP 

Groenkop/Krismiskop is a prominent 
hill, north of Tweefontein, 20 km from 
the village of Kestell in the Free State. 
On the east the base is broad and the 
ascent gentle. The hill, at a height of 
some 75 m, is reduced to a plateau 
about 230 m in diameter, in the midst 
of which is a rocky knoll some 6m 
higher still. On all sides except the east 
this plateau drops sharply, particularly 
on the western side. 
 

On 24 December, the Infantry withdrew and the British force on Groenkop mainly consisted of the 11th 
Battalion, Imperial Yeomanry (34th, 35th, 36th and 53rd Companies) with a Pom-Pom and one gun of the 79th 
Battery, RFA. The withdrawal of the infantry to Tradouw was observed by the Boer General de Wet from an 
excellent observation point some 60 m higher than Groenkop. This gave him a birds-eye view of the British 
camp and enabled him to easily observe all the selected sites of the British pickets. 

The night of 24 December was moonlit, but the shadows of passing clouds and a light veil of mist shrouded 
the march of the Boer force and not long after 1 am on the morning of the 25th the Boers were massed at the 
north-western foot of Groenkop. Leaving the horses and pom-pom with some 100 men at the foot of the hill, 
De Wet’s Burghers silently, on stockinged feet, start to climb the hill. At 02:00, after a brief rest just below the 
summit, De Wet shouts, “Burghers! Storm!”, and they swarm over the crest, overwhelming the sleeping 
pickets. They take the higher positions and unleash murderous fire on the tented camp. The surprise is complete. 
Several soldiers are hit in their tents. The horses stampede and about a third of the British soldiers flee down 
the hill in their night-clothes. 

Some officers vainly try to establish some resistance, but within a few minutes it is all over. The burghers, 
barefoot and dressed in rags, loot with enthusiasm – thoroughly enjoying their Christmas fare. At least 57 
British soldiers are killed (the bodies of 25 blacks are later found on the battlefield), 84 are wounded and some 
200 soldiers (including the wounded) fall into De Wet’s hands. On the Boer side 14 men are killed and 30 are 
wounded. Two soldiers of a patrol sent from Rundle’s camp to investigate, are also captured and Rundle’s 
contribution to the battle is a few shells falling among the wagons as they are removed by the victors. Contrary 
to their custom, De Wet takes the unwounded prisoners with him to put them across the Basutoland border a 
few days later. 

“Monuments & Battlefields” by J L Smail, p35 and “The Anglo-Boer War: a Chronology” by P Cloete, p287. 
  
367. QSA, 3 Clasps CC, Tvl, Witt: 77078 Dvr. B. Mitchell, R.F.A.  VF          2.600 – 3.600 

Mitchell served with No 4 Local Ammunition Column as well as with the 1 Pr Maxims (Pom-Poms). 
He was severely wounded at Tweefontein: on the SAFF Casualty roll his unit is listed as “I” Section 
Pom-Pom RFA. 
The RFA Issue Register confirms the issue of the 3-clasp QSA in June 1905: there is no record of him 
being awarded a SA’01 clasp.  
Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll, Issue Register and SAFF Casualty Roll. 
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368. ABO: Burger J.W.T. Wessels EF-        2.400 – 3.600 
Johannes Wessels was 17 when he joined the Heilbron Commando in November 1899 and he saw 
early action, inter alia, at Colesberg, Rensburg Siding, Lindley and Sannas Post (“Waterwerke”). He 
was subsequently wounded at Groenkop (“arm afgeskiet”: fractured arm) but did not apply for the 
Wound Riband.  He recovered from his wound, only to be taken prisoner together with 7 other Burghers 
at Bezuidenhoutsdrift (roughly midway between Vrede and Reitz in the Free State) on 5 March 1902. 
He was sent to India on 2 May 1902 as PoW No 31329 and held out on signing the Oath of Allegiance 
till October 1902 and could only then return home. 
Sold with copies of Vorm “B” and page from PoW Register. 

 
369. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Tvl, Witt, SA’01:4236. Pte. E.A. Hawker. Gren. Gds. VF+      4.800 – 6.000 

Naming boldly engraved. Rim knocks        
Ernest Albert Hawker joined the Grenadier Guards in February 1893. After initial Home service, he 
served in Gibraltar between July 1898 and October 1899. He returned to England and then left for South 
Africa, probably in March 1900. He was killed in De Wet’s night attack and is buried in Harrismith. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll and SAFF Casualty Roll. 

  
370. QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01: Pte. G. Johnson., 62nd Coy. Imp. Yeo. EF          4.500 – 5.500 

Date clasp loose on ribbon.         
The naming of this medal is an unusual case: No regimental number on medal, Memorial Tablet, SAFF 
Casualty Roll and “In Memoriam”. QSA roll confirms it as 33717. Pte Johnson was wounded during the 
attack and died of his wounds the next day at Elands River Bridge. He is buried in Harrismith. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll, SAFF Casualty Roll and “In Memoriam”.  

 
371. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl:  

21070 Corpl. H.S. Akehurst. 53rd Coy. Imp. Yeo. 
EF          4.800 – 6.000 

The longest sustained resistance (about half an hour) came from the fifty or so men of the 53rd Company 
who continued to fight from two stone sangars below the Southern edge of the plateau while the rest of 
the camp was largely in Boer hands. Akehurst was one of the 13 men of the 53rd Coy that were killed.  
He is buried in Harrismith. The SA’01 clasp (issued October 1904) was not fitted to the medal. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll, “In Memoriam” and SAFF Casualty Roll. 

                       
372. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  

33696 Pte. C.A. Monk. 35th Coy. Imp. Yeo. 
VF+       2.000 – 3.000 

Pte Monk was slighty wounded in the Tweefontein attack. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll and SAFF Casualty Roll. 
 

373. QSA, 4 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01:  
24394 Pte. E.J. Campbell. 34th Coy. Imp.Yeo. 

VF+      4.800 – 6.000 

SA’01 clasp privately fitted.       
Edward John Campbell was one of the men taken prisoner and released in the incident near Harrismith 
on 28 July 1901 (see LOT 301). He was killed in the Groenkop attack and is buried in Harrismith. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll, SAFF Casualty Roll, “In Memoriam” and his Service Papers. 

 
27 DECEMBER 1901 TONTELBOSCHKOLK  

 

On 25 Dec 19 01 Capt Bertram of the WPMR decided to re-occupy Tontelboschkolk. Leaving Sutherland late 
evening with 80 men, he relied on night marches to evade the Rebels. He was not aware that the Boer 
commandos were busy harvesting wheat on the farm, and, as his column crossed the Fish River at daybreak on 
the 27th December, they were spotted by sentries. The Boers had excellent cover in the farmhouses, kraals and 
the forts and easily succeeded in “convincing” Bertram to retreat with 5 of his men wounded. 
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374. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 792 Tpr. T. Billingham, W. Prov. M. R. .  EF-        2.400 – 3.600 
Trooper Billingham was one of the 5 men wounded in the above-mentioned incident.  

Sold with copied page from QSA roll and Afrikaans account of action. 
 

 
THE AREA AROUND SUTHERLAND IN THE WESTERN CAPE 

 
30 DECEMBER 1901 ZOUTPANDRIFT 

 
Stirling’s “The Colonials in South Africa” p261, in the section dealing with Kitchener’s Fighting Scouts, 
incorrectly states “On the 20th December 3 men were killed and Lieutenant J Sampson and 6 men were wounded 
at Zoutpans Drift”. The incident actually took place on 30 December and is, strangely enough, not covered in 
the standard Boer War sources. However, according to the “mentions” obtained by 3 men (LG 25 April 1902, 
p2770, 2777 and 2778) the Scouts held a ridge against a much superior force of the enemy for over half-an-
hour. When Lieutenant Sampson was wounded, he was bandaged by Corporal E P Berlyn under very heavy 
fire. Berlyn then carried Sampson under cover, being twice wounded in doing so, and continued to give 
directions as to the wounded men. 

           
375. QSA, 2 clasps OFS, Tvl: 1632 Tpr. W. Chapman.  Kitchener’s F.S. VF         4.500 – 6.000 

Walter Chapman enlisted in the Imperial Light Infantry on 20 November 1900, serving until his 
discharge on 19 August 1901.  
Some 3 weeks later, on 9 September 1901, he enlisted in Kitchener’s Fighting Scouts.  
He was one of the three men killed in the Zoutpandrift skirmish and is buried on the farm Rietfontein. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & Nominal Rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll, “In Memoriam”, Stirling 
and London Gazette. 
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4 JANUARY 1902 BANKKOP / ONVERWACHT  
 
Onverwacht is a farm in the present-day Mpumalanga, 30 km south-east of Ermelo. The advance guard of Brig-
Gen H.C.O. Plumer’s column under Maj J.M. Vallentin, Somersetshire Light Infantry, halted on the farm on 4 
January 1902 and then saw a party of burghers moving north-east.  
During the pursuit, as far as Bankkop to the north-east, a commando of some 400 burghers attacked and a 
desperate hand-to-hand fight ensued, the British being saved by the arrival of reinforcements. However, they 
lost 19 killed, including Major Vallentin, 36 wounded and some 50 captured. Boer losses included Veg-
Generaal J D Opperman who was killed.  

Both Vallentin and Opperman’s medals feature on the memorial (see illustration below as well as LOTS 378 
and 379 on the following pages).  

In the Times History, this action is known as that of Bankkop. 

 
A MEMORIAL TO THE FALLEN 

BOTH BOER AND BRIT 
UNVEILED ON SITE 4 FEBRUARY 2002 

 
376. ABO: Sjt. M.W.D. Pretorius   VF+      2.400 – 3.600 

According to the ZAR State Artillery Muster Roll, Marthinus W.D. Pretorius joined on 2 September 
1893 and took his discharge on 17 August 1896.  
He served in the Standerton Commando for the duration of the Boer War.  
On his Vorm “B” medal application he stated his rank as it probably was when he left the Artillery, viz. 
“Wachtmeester”, i.e. Sergeant, Field Telegraphy.  

He specifically noted Bankkop as one of the actions at which he was a participant.  
Sold with copied pages from Vorm ‘B” and Muster Roll. 

          
377. Pair     QSA, 3 clasps CC, Paard, Jhburg:  

5166 Pte. J. Padwick, 2. Hampshire Regt.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 5166 Corpl. J. Padwick, Hampshire Regt 

EF         5.400 – 6.600 

 Padwick was killed at Bankkop, serving in the Company of the Hampshires forming part of the 27th 
Mounted Infantry. He is buried in Ermelo.  
The Hampshires’ losses in the skirmish amounted to 7 killed and 5 wounded.  
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & KSA Rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll, “In Memoriam”, Stirling and 
contemporary accounts of action. 

Auct on
POSTAL MEDAL
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LOT 378 

 
378. Three     IGS54-95, 1 clasp Burma 1885-7:  VF+  50.000 – 70.000 

Lieutt. J.M. Vallentin 2nd Bn. Som. L.I. (officially corrected);  
QSA, 6 clasps CC, Elandsl, DoL, OFS, Jhburg, D Hill: Maj J.M Vallentin, Som. L.I.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: Major. J.M. Vallentin. Som.L.I. 
(KSA medal Officially impressed late issue: 24 June 1949)        
Brevet-Major John Maximilian Vallentin, Somersetshire Light Infantry, was killed in the Bankkop 
action. He was the son of Sir J Vallentin, was born in February 1865, and educated at Haileybury. He 
entered the Somersetshire Light Infantry February 1885, was promoted Captain June 1892, and Brevet-
Major November 1900. In August 1888 he married Helen Mary, daughter of Col. Carnegy.  
He served in the Burmese Expedition of 1886-87 with the 2nd battalion of his regiment and received the 
medal with clasp. He graduated at the Staff College in 1897, and before the outbreak of the war in South 
Africa was brigade-major at Ladysmith, Natal. On the re-distribution of the brigades of the Natal Field 
Force after the arrival of Sir George White, Major Vallentin was appointed brigade-major to Lieut.-Gen. 
Sir Ian Hamilton.  At the battle of Elandslaagte, Major Vallentin behaved with gallantry in rallying the 
flank attack during the most critical phase. He served throughout the siege of Ladysmith until January 
1900 when he had a severe attack of enteric. When convalescent, he elected to return to his chief, Sir I 
Hamilton, and joined him at Bloemfontein just after his appointment to the command of a division.  
After the occupation of Heidelberg, Major Vallentin was appointed Commissioner of that town. In the 
autumn of 1900, he was sent out with one of Roberts’ Proclamations to a commando in his 
neighbourhood and lived with the Boers for a week while the object of his visit was under discussion. 
Vallentin served as Major in the South African Constabulary between 22 October 1900 and 29 August 
1901. He then returned to his old Regiment and saw extensive service until he met his death while 
pursuing with about fifty men some Boers under Generals Opperman and Christian Botha, who were 
several hundred strong. His party suffered severely, but General Opperman, who held chief command 
over a group of commandoes as well as the personal leadership of the Swaziland Commando, was killed.  
Major Vallentin was mentioned in despatches by White on 2 Dec. 1899 (LG 8 February 1901, p918) 
and again in the despatch of 23 March 1900 (LG 8 February 1901, p930); also in the despatches by 
Kitchener of 28 July 1901 (LG 20 August 1901, p5482 : In command of Heidelberg Volunteers rendered 
good service on 24th May, 1901”) and of  8 August 1901 (LG 15 November 1901, p7376: “For gallantry 
in action on 23rd July, 1901”). He is buried in Ermelo. 
Sold with an extensive research file, including all relevant medal roll entries and LG entries. 
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LOT 379 

 
379. A split family Pair                                            Both DTD and ABO medals EF 60.000 – 90.000 
 DTD: Generaal J.D. Opperman  

with original box of issue 
 

General Jacobus Daniel (Koot) Opperman was born in Cradock on 16 January 1861. 
  

In 1873 he moved to the Harrismith area with his family. He served in the 1884 expedition against 
Usibepu, where he met Louis Botha, a future comrade-in-arms. He married Anna Catharina Badenhorst 
and had three children. 
 

In 1893 he was appointed Lieut in the Transvaal Police (ZARPS) and posted to Swaziland. He served 
in the Boer War with the Swaziland Burghers, initially at Colenso and at Pieters Hill, where he was 
carried from a trench after being concussed by a lyddite shell. He also fought at Barberton, Vryheid and 
Piet Retief and was wounded at Fort Itala in September 1901.  
 

A most competent soldier; he was mainly responsible for the British defeat at Scheepers Nek and the 
capture of two guns at Blood River Poort in September 1901 as well as for the routing of Bethune’s 
Mounted Infantry. In the attack on Major Valentin of Plumer’s Column at Onverwacht on 4 January 
1902 he was shot in the forehead within 20 metres of the enemy as he urged his men forward.  
 

His body lay on the field and his adjutant, M W Coetzer, and Willem Collins battled to load the 120kg 
body onto a horse. By then, the British columns were arriving at the top of the ridge and the Boers now 
became subjected to artillery fire. In spite of all their efforts, they failed to recover the General’s body 
which was left on the field. Today he is buried in Vryheid cemetery.  

 ABO: Burg. P.J. Grobler  
with original box of issue 

 

Petrus Johannes Grobler (Kassie) was born 1873. He was called up October 1899 and joined the Carolina 
Commando under General David Joubert and Veldkornet A de Lange. He took part in actions at Tugela, 
Colenso, Estcourt and Botha’s Pass.  
On 18 September 1901, during the guerrilla stage of the war, Kassie was one of 49 men captured at 
Pelloes and sent to Shahjahanpur in India as PoW. After the war Petrus Grobler married Anna Catharina, 
the widow of General J.D. Opperman in Newcastle. They had one son. 
Sold with copied documents and prints of hand-coloured photographs of Opperman and his wife. 
The two medals came from family members, who unfortunately were unaware that the awards were 
named and split them incorrectly.  
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10 JANUARY 1902 VANT’S DRIFT (NEAR DUNDEE) 
 
Lt Wilson and 25 men of the Natal Volunteer Composite Regiment left Vant’s Drift for Nqutu with two 
wagons. He put out 8 men about 1000 yards in front, but no flankers or rear-guard. The party was attacked on 
the left by about 70 Boers and was eventually compelled to abandon the wagons and retire to Rorke’s Drift.  
One man was wounded in the incident and subsequently died, while 4 men were captured without firing a 
shot.The Court of Enquiry considered that some attempt to keep off the enemy by firing should have been 
made and that Lt Wilson’s dispositions were faulty. The General Officer Commanding concurred and 
considered the attempt at self-defence made by those captured was “singularly feeble”. However, the 4 men 
were exonerated.   WO108/372: South African Surrenders. 
 
380. KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02:  184 Tpr. T.W. Martin Natal V.C.R. VF+       1.200 – 1.800 

Martin was one of the unfortunate four that surrendered. His parent unit was the Natal Carbineers (Tpr, 
No 800) and he received a QSA with clasps DoL, OFS, Tvl and L Nek off the NC roll. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & KSA roll, SAFF Casualty Roll and WO108/372. 

 

13 JANUARY 1902 DOORNFONTEIN 
 
“Lieutenant-Colonel Sitwell, operating in the Kimberley district, has, during the month of January, covered the 
passage of two convoys into Griquatown. On the first occasion he met with a somewhat stubborn resistance at 
Doornfontein, about midway between Campbell and Griquatown, where on the afternoon of the 13th January 
he was opposed by De Villiers, who, with 400 rebels, held an entrenched position on a ridge completely 
commanding- the line of advance. The enemy maintained their ground with great determination, although the 
22nd Battalion Mounted Infantry succeeded in establishing themselves within a comparatively short distance of 
their defences, but at 6.40pm, on the arrival of a small detachment of the Royal Munster Fusiliers the position 
was carried by a well-executed bayonet charge. Our losses in this engagement were 1 Officer and 5 men killed, 
and 6 men wounded. The enemy removed their killed and wounded but are reported to have 5 of the former 
and 30 to 40 of the latter. 50 Boer horses were found to have been killed in rear of their position, and 18 others 
were captured.”   Kitchener’s Despatch of 8 February 1902 (London Gazette, 25 March 1902). 
   
381. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 5755 Pte. J. Moate, Munster Fus.   EF          4.200 – 5.400 

Private Moate was killed in the bayonet charge and is buried in the West End Cemetery in Kimberley. 
He is also entitled to an OFS clasp and a KSA. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & KSA roll, SAFF Casualty Roll and London Gazette. 
 

21 JANUARY 1902 TREURFONTEIN 
 

“It happened that a party of Boers had been reported at Treurfontein, some twenty miles to the south-east (of 
Lichtenburg). On January 21st Lieut.-Colonel K. Chesney was despatched to engage them with 200 men. But 
the supposed small band proved to be a strong commando, under General Celliers, who, after demolishing 
Chesney’s advance-guard squadron, proceeded to outflank and hustle the rest back towards Lichtenburg. 
Within six miles of the town the detachment, which had lost more than a third of its strength, was fortunately 
met by Lord Methuen, who had heard of the affair, sallied out to the rescue with 500 men and three guns.”     
Official History, Grant p406-7. 

WO100/372 (SA Surrenders) adds an interesting observation: “The Yeomanry appear to have lost all cohesion, 
and retired in a disorganized state through the British South African Police”. It also notes British losses as 10 
men killed and 25 wounded. 
          
382. QSA, 4 clasps CC, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02: 1350 Tpr. C.D. Ledger. B.S.A. Police. EF-        4.800 – 6.000 

Trooper Ledger was killed in the Boer attack and is buried on Treurfontein in the same grave as Trooper 
J E Jones (also BSAP). 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls, SA Surrenders and a photo of the grave 
marker. 
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29 JANUARY 1902 SWEETHOME, ORC 
 

The “Particulars” for Sgt Edward Haynes’ Mention in Despatches: London Gazette of 18 July 1902, p4601: 
“For gallantry under heavy fire at close range, on 29th January, 1902, at Sweethome, Orange River Colony”. 

Fortunately, Major General Charles E Knox gave a more detailed account of the event when he forwarded 
Haynes’ name “for good service” (WO108/141). “For running out from a place of safety to restrain some of 
the enemy from firing on the late Pte Tucker, 2/Royal West Kent Regt. Who, not having heard or understood 
an order to hands-up, had fired at a party of Boers who had surrounded Major Lawless, R.A.M.C. Sergt. Haynes 
was heavily fired at at a range of considerably under 50 yards.” 

Sweethome is a farm some 15 km north of the village of Hertzogville. 
 

 
LOT 383 

 
383. Seven     DCM (Edw VII): 10445 Serjt. E. Haynes. R.A.M.C.;  

QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 10445 Corl. E. Haynes. R.A.M.C.;  
KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 10445 Serjt. E. Haynes. R.A.M.C.;  
1914 Star with Clasp: 10445 S. Mjr. E. Haynes. R.A.M.C.;  
WM & AVM: QM & Lt. E Haynes;  

VF+  45.000 – 60.000 
 

LS & GC Medal (Army) Geo V (Swivel suspender): 10445 Q.M.Sjt. E. Haynes. R.A.M.C. 
Some contact marking.                
Sold with copied extracts from WO documents, WWI MIC and London Gazette. 

2 FEBRUARY 1902 NEAR FRASERBURG 
 
Colonel E M S Crabbe, with his column of some 500 men, was ordered to move in advance and clear the way 
for Major Crofton’s convoy of 100 donkey wagons that left the railhead at Beaufort West on 30 January 1902 
with supplies for Fraserburg. It was very difficult country and, with the donkeys moving at a very indifferent 
pace, Crabbe soon outdistanced them. On 1 Feb he easily beat off an attack by Commandants Smith and Van 
Reenen some 40 km east of Fraserburg and camped for the night on the farm Rietfontein.  

Shortly after advancing towards Fraserburg on the 2nd, he found himself in a hornet’s nest. Gen Malan with 
some 800 Boers surrounded them and Crabbe had to dig in. After some hard fighting, in which according to 
the Times History, “the 104th IY particularly distinguished themselves”, Crabbe camped at the farm Waterval. 
11 of his men had been wounded and another 11 were taken prisoner. 

 
384. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 23540 Tpr. H.S. Remington. 104th Coy. Imp. Yeo.       VF         2.400 – 3.600 

Trooper Henry Remington was slightly wounded in the above skirmish. According to the main QSA roll 
for the 104th Company, a medal with one clasp CC was authorised on 24 August 1901, and a few medals 
are shown as issued with the single clasp. A supplementary roll, signed on 15 November 1902 increased 
Remington’s entitlement to include the OFS, Tvl, SA’01 & SA’02 clasps. These, however, were never 
fitted to the QSA. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & SAFF Casualty Roll as well as accounts of skirmish. 
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4-5 FEBRUARY 1902 UITSPANFONTEIN 
 
February 1902 opened with Malan’s 800 men harassing Crabbe’s column.   

Crabbe was clearing the way for Major Crofton’s convoy of 100 donkey wagons, transporting supplies from 
the railhead at Beaufort West, through the dry Karoo to Fraserburg.  

The encounter lasted several days and ended on 5 February when Malan attacked the entrenched convoy on 
Uitspanfontein. 

Crofton, after fighting valiantly, lost his life and the convoy was looted and set alight 
       

385. ABO: Burger N.J.S. Viljoen  VF          2.200 – 3.000 
Slight rim damage at 7 o’clock 
Nicolaas Viljoen, a farmer from the Victoria West District, joined the Rebel Boer Forces late in 1900. 
He served under Commandant Smith, who in turn answered to General Wynand Malan and specifically 
mentioned on his Vorm “B” that he saw action in the Uitspanfontein skirmish.  
He laid down arms in Hope Town on 7 June 1902, surrendering 1 horse, 1 mule, a saddle and a bridle. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, “The Rebel Record” and published accounts of skirmish. 

 
386. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 3307 Pte J Falkingham, W. York. Regt. .  EF-        2.000 – 3.000 

Pte Falkingham was slightly wounded in the Uitspanfontein incident. According to the QSA roll he was 
originally credited and issued with a clasp Belfast This was returned in May 1904 and the lugs of the 
CC clasp show signs of the removal.  
The KSA roll lists him, but with the endorsement “No medal. Forfeited under Sec XVIII, Army Act”. 
Worthy of further research! 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA, KSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls and contemporary accounts of 
skirmish. 
 

5 FEBRUARY 1902 GRUISFONTEIN 
 
The action at Gruisfontein, when the whole of Commandant Sarel Albert’s commando was captured, was 
reported on and published in the London Gazette as follows in Lord Kitchener’s despatch of 8 February 1902: 

“During Major Leader’s advance he came upon and captured a Boer picket, from which he ascertained that 
General De la Rey had already moved his camp, but that Commandant Sarel Alberts’ laager was for that night 
at Gruisfontein, which he reached just before daybreak. 

Our men charged the enemy’s laager with great dash, the Scottish Horse taking the main share of the attack, 
and as most of the Boer horses had been stampeded by the fire of Major Leader’s pom pom, the gallantry of 
the attacking force was rewarded by an unusually large measure of success: 7 Boers were killed, 132 prisoners 
taken, 11 of whom were wounded, together with 130 rifles, 2800 rounds of ammunition, and a large number 
of horses, mules, cattle, and waggons were taken.  

Our casualties were 2 officers (Cpt I M’Kenzie and Lt W Tanner) and 6 men wounded, all belonging to the 
Scottish Horse”. 

        
387. ABO: Korpl. D.D. Fourie VF          2.000 – 3.000 

Daniel Fourie served in the Rustenburg Commando and was taken prisoner (PoW No 28845) in the 
Gruisfontein skirmish. He died in 1905 and his widow applied for his ABO medal in 1921.  
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, pages from PoW Register and Official History of the War in 
SA. 
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8 FEBRUARY 1902 AUGE WYST 
 
Recommendations sent by Maj Gen Baden-Powell to Gen Lord Kitchener, dated 4th August 1902. 

For Gallantry Badges: “C” Division SAC. Captain Cornwall, 293 Sgt WR Pedley. 

“On 8th February 1902 Capt. Cornwall went with ten NCO’s and men to bring in a wagon etc. on Auge Wyst. 
While doing so he was attacked by a force of Boers. Captain Cornwall and Sgt. Pedley advanced to a good 
position, which they held against the Boers in order to cover the retreat of the wagon and their party.  

They were eventually cut off and surrounded by the enemy but made a good attempt to dash through them. 
Captain Cornwall’s horse was hit and Sgt. Pedley returned and took him up on his horse under heavy fire.  

This horse was then shot and both Officers were then captured”. 

War Office Records refer.  
   
388. Pair     QSA, 4 clasps Belm, ModR, Drief, Tvl:  

1293 2nd Cl.Serjt. W.R. Pedley. S.A.C.;  
KSA: 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 1293 Serjt. W.R. Pedley. S.A.C. 

VF         4.000 – 6.000 

Contact marks. 
William Pedley earned the clasps on the QSA for 8 months’ service with the Coldstream Guards in 
South Africa in 1899-1900. He returned to the UK in mid-1900 and applied for a transfer to the SA 
Constabulary in London on 30 January 1901. His return to the UK must have been for medical reasons 
to have qualified him for a KSA which required 18 months’ service. 
Pedley’s 5 clasp QSA was issued off the SAC roll on 2 Dec 1904. However, the Paard clasp was returned 
to Woolwich in 1905, presumably because it did not feature on the QSA roll for the Coldstream Guards 
(unofficial rivets between 2nd and 3rd clasps). 
He was mentioned in the London Gazette of 25 April 1902, p 2779:  

“For gallantry at Auge Wyst on 8th February 1902” and awarded a DCM in the London Gazette of 31 
October 1902, p6908. Pedley’s DCM was received by the District Commandant, “C” Division, SAC in 
Ermelo on 30 January 1903 “for presentation to him by the O/C 13 Troop on the first suitable opportunity 
on parade”.  
His DCM’s present whereabouts, as well as that of his SAC Gallantry Badge is not known. 
Sold with a copy of Pedley’s complete SAC File as well as copied extracts from QSA rolls, London 
Gazettes and other documents. 

 
8 FEBRUARY 1902 JAKKALSFONTEIN 

  
389. KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: Lieut E. D. Shipman, Bech’ld Rifles EF          2.600 – 3.400 

Ernest Darcy Shipman was mentioned in Kitchener’s Despatch of 8 March 1902 (LG 25 April 1902, 
p2769): “At Jakalsfontein on 8 Feb 1902 attacked a laager with his troop and held them till 
reinforcements arrived”.  
There were two Lieutenants with the surname Shipman (brothers) in the Bechuanaland Rifles. However, 
Colin Walker in the “Mafeking Siege Register” confirms E D Shipman as the one who was MiD.  
His QSA with clasps DoM, OFS & Tvl was returned to Woolwich in March 1908, making the KSA his 
sole medal entitlement. 
Sold with copied extracts from Walker, medal rolls and London Gazette.  
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8 FEBRUARY 1902 VAN TONDERSHOEK / VLAKFONTEIN  
(MARTIN LEAKE VICTORIA CROSS ACTION) 

 

 

The commanding officer of ‘C’ Division of the SAC was Major J Fair (21st Lancers). The ‘C’ Division manned 
a line of police posts which stretched between the Johannesburg-Natal and the Pretoria-Delagoa Bay railway 
lines. In February 1902 these posts extended from Brugspruit on the Delagoa railway to Waterval on the Natal 
railway, with an extension to Villiersdorp (today Villiers). The area west of the line was the so-called ‘protected 
area’ and was supposedly clear of Boers. Intelligence reports, probably from local African inhabitants, 
persistently indicated that a Boer force had encroached into the protected area.  

When the Commander-in-Chief, General Lord Kitchener, ordered the line of SAC posts to be moved further 
eastward, Major Fair ordered a reconnaissance preparatory to making such a move. The party consisted of 150 
men drawn from three troops of ‘C’ Division under the command of Captain A E Capell. They assembled at 
the farmhouse on Syferfontein (or Cyferfontein) that had been taken over by the SAC as a fortified post, and 
set off 04h00 on 8 February 1902. They proceeded northeast towards the neighbouring farm, Vlakfontein and 
from there headed towards Van Tondershoek.  

The intelligence proved to be accurate: the Boers were hidden in a hollow next to a perennial stream, a short 
distance from the Van Tondershoek farmhouse. The Boers were General Piet Viljoen’s men. After suffering 
severe losses from a number of British raids, Viljoen decided to move into the protected area. 

Commandant Joachim Prinsloo with 200 men made the first incursion into the area, followed on 24 January 
by another 400 men of the Pretoria, Germiston and Heidelberg commandos. Capell’s men seem to have rather 
injudiciously opened fire on the laager, but his 150 men were greatly outnumbered. Indications are that the 
Boers lay hidden until the last possible moment and when it became obvious that their lair had been detected, 
they returned fire and attempted to outflank the policemen on both sides. 

What followed was an orderly retirement back to base at Syferfontein. There were experienced fighters on both 
sides and a running fight took them back over Vlakfontein. There, the left and right flank guards were fiercely 
attacked by the Boers and found themselves unable to join the rest of Captain Capell’s men, who got away 
safely. Capell managed to get most of the left flank away, but eight men, a sergeant, an officer and the medical 
officer, Captain Martin-Leake, were unable to find a way to escape. They were engaging some Boers at a 
distance of 1 600 yards and seemed to be secure until a group of Boers crept up a small donga and opened fire 
from a flank. All eight men were quickly killed or wounded.  
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Captain Martin-Leake attended to a number of the men, dressing their wounds and controlling bleeding, 
apparently oblivious to the heavy close-range fire. When Lieut. Abraham was wounded, suffering a mortal 
injury, Martin-Leake ran over to make him more comfortable and ease his pain. It was here that the doctor was 
shot three times, being wounded in the right hand and left thigh. The Boers overran the little group but were 
not inclined to take prisoners. They left them where they lay, expressing regret that they had shot the doctor, 
and disappeared back the way they had come. The dead and wounded lay where they had fallen for some hours. 
Help arrived, probably after dark, bringing stretchers, blankets, bandages and water. Men, when severely 
wounded, quickly develop a raging thirst and lying for hours in the hot sun must have been agonising. There 
was at first a limited amount of water, but Martin-Leake refused to take his share until all the others had been 
served. The right flank was under the command of Lieutenant Swinburne, who apparently had 24 men with 
him. A message from Capell did not reach him, the orderly entrusted with its delivery having been shot, but 
Swinburne’s force managed to hold the Boers off until nightfall, when they made their way back to 
Syferfontein. The dead and wounded were brought back to Syferfontein, where the dead were buried. In about 
1965, the remains were reinterred in the Garden of Remembrance in Standerton Cemetery.  
Martin-Leake returned to service as a Lieutenant during the Great War and was awarded a BAR to his Victoria 
Cross for his Gallantry in November 1914 being one of only three recipients to have been awarded the coveted 
Decoration on two occasions. The Boers did not pursue the SAC patrol. Their hiding place had been discovered 
and they moved away to the north-west, where the same men were involved in a number of encounters with 
the British up to the end of the war. Martin-Leake was taken to hospital in Heidelberg. His wounds healed 
easily, but the ulnar nerve had been severed, causing the hand to be paralysed. This was a disaster for a man 
wishing to become a surgeon, but an operation in England by Sir Victor Horsley was partially successful, 
although leaving him with a permanent loss of flexibility. The Victoria Cross was conferred on Martin-Leake 
by King Edward VII at Windsor Castle on 2 June 1902.   

     
390. QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 568 Corpl G Robinson. S.A.C.  EF          5.000 – 7.000 

George Robinson enlisted in the SA Constabulary on 4 February 1901. On 1 May 1901 he was promoted 
from 3rd Class Trooper to Corporal with a further promotion to 2nd Class Sergeant on 1 December 1901. 
He proved himself an efficient soldier, as evident from the entry on his “Record of Conduct and Service”: 
“Displayed great pluck at Kaffirspruit 199 when surrounded by Boers in a kraal which he loopholed and 
with 8 men held for six hours till relieved. The wall was not high enough to protect the horses which 
were all shot.” He was killed in the Vlakfontein Victoria Cross action on 8 February 1902 and is buried 
in Standerton. He was entitled to the SA’01 and SA’02 clasps. 
Sold with a copy of Robinson’s complete SAC File as well as copied extracts from QSA rolls and “In 
Memoriam”. 
 

12 FEBRUARY 1902 BLESBOKLAAGTE / KLIP RIVER 
 
The 28th Battn Mtd Infy (3 companies of Warwickshire, Lancashire Fusiliers and Derbyshire Regiments) under 
Major Dowell were led in an ambush on Blesboklaagte near Klip River Station (west of Heidelberg). The 250 
strong Boer force under Generals Alberts and Grobler heavily attacked the left flank, held by the Lancashire 
Fusiliers under Captain Challoner.  
After about an hour’s fighting and losing a good many men wounded, the latter began to withdraw to their 
horses, about two miles away. However, they were galloped down and nearly all captured by the Boers, 
Captains Challenor and Le Marchant being wounded. The Derbyshire Company on their right held their 
position until the Warwickshire Company retired through them. They then retired, some of both companies 
being captured. The battalion had only just arrived from Malta and had no experience of either South Africa or 
of Boer tactics. 1 Officer and 11 men were killed, 6 Officers and 36 men were wounded and 6 Officers and 87 
men (including the wounded) were taken prisoner.  
WO 108/372 “South African Surrenders”refers. 
The Boers lost 5 men killed and a number of men wounded. 
In his unpublished memoirs Veldkornet Kamffer of the Heidelberg Commando noted: “Andrew Brink and I 
then asked the wounded officers why they had not surrendered. They replied that they had been told that the 
Boers fought under a black flag and that there was no use in surrendering as they would be shot in any event.” 
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391. QSA, 3 clasps OFS, Tvl, SA’02: 7009 Pte. C.F. McMann, Lancs: Fus. EF-        4.500 – 6.000 
Naming officially re-impressed.                                                                   
Charles Frederick McMann attested on 24 November 1898 at Manchester, aged 18 years. He served in 
the 28th Battalion Mounted Infantry, was killed at Blesboklaagte and is interred at the Macauvlei 
Cemetery. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll, and various publications dealing with the incident.  

 

20 FEBRUARY 1902 NOOITGEDACHT (BOTHASBERG) 
 
The action at Nooitgedacht was a mopping up operation by the Columns of Col Park and Lt Cols Williams and 
Urmston to try and net Commandant Trichardt’s Middelburg Commando that was known to be in Bothasberg, 
some 40 km north-west of Belfast. Two Australian units, 2nd NSW Mtd Rifles and 3rd NSW Imp Bushmen, 
which were part of Williams’ Column, played the major role by taking 120 of the 163 Boers captured. A report 
published in “The War with Johnny Boer” by Chamberlain & Droogleever”, p553-555, gives an excellent 
rendering of the Australians’ assault and unarming of the Boers.  
However, not all surrendered meekly: “One giant, who while his comrades were surrendering all around him, 
had fired the last cartridge from his magazine at an officer a few yards away, fortunately without hitting him, 
let his rifle fall to the ground, then folded his arms and stood waiting. ‘Hands up!’ roared the officer past 
whose ear the bullet had swished. ‘I will never hands up to a Britisher’, was the reply but as he was now 
unarmed and helpless he was speedily a prisoner with the others”. 
The Official History comments: “Trichardt himself escaped, but for hours his followers were hunted….the 
victims as much of their own negligence as of their enemy’s dash, for… the British had been undetected by so 
much as a single scout or sentry.” 

     
392. ABO: Burger P.S. Grobler   VF+      2.200 – 3.000 

Three Burghers named Paul Stephanus Grobler of the Middelburg Commando were captured in the 
above action: aged 52, 29 and 15 as per PoW Register and all three of them later applied for ABO 
medals. The medal on offer is the one with file reference 431/11758 and was issued in 1942 with a 
WWII type suspender and small WWII type naming. The other 2 medals were issued in 1922 with WWI 
type naming and suspender.  
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” for all three Burghers P S Grobler, PoW Register as well as 
“The War with Johnny Boer” and the Official History, including a map showing location of Bothasberg 
and Nooitgedacht. 

 
24 FEBRUARY 1902 HARRISMITH DRIVE 

 

During the night of 23/24 February General de Wet with some 600 men (including President Steyn and other 
Government members) managed to break through the British cordon near Harrismith, breaching that part of 
the line held by the 7th New Zealand Mounted Infantry. Both sides suffered heavy losses. De Wet left 14 dead 
on the field and carried away 20 wounded, while the New Zealanders, who had shown fine tenacity, had 23 
killed and 43 wounded.  
           
393. QSA, 5 clasps TugH, OFS, RoL, Tvl, L Nek:  

31618 Bomb. C.F. Clarke, 4th M. B., R.G.A. 
EF-       3.400 – 4.600 

 Gunner Charles Clarke, serving in “V” Section, pom poms, was one of three men mentioned and 
promoted to corporals:  
“In Harrismith district on 24th February 1902, when enemy attempted to break through line of drive, 
kept pom pom in action after all the rest of the detachment had been killed or wounded, till the Boers 
were within a few yards, then withdrew it to another position under heavy fire.” LG 18 July 1902, p4597. 

 Clarke received a KSA, also impressed to 4th Mountain Battery, RGA. 
 Sold with copied extracts from QSA & KSA Rolls, LG and various contemporary publications dealing 

with the incident. 
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25 FEBRUARY 1902 YZERSPRUIT / ELANDSLAAGTE 
 
On 24 February 1902, a convoy heading for Klerksdorp bivouacked on the farm, Elandslaagte, between the 
Yzer and Jagd Spruits, 25km south-west of Klerksdorp. The convoy was escorted by 230 Imperial Yeomanry 
of the 5th Bn, 9th Bn and 10th Bn as well as regular soldiers, mounted infantry and artillery.  

Early the following morning, the march resumed, with both the advance guard and the rear guard, including 
Yeomanry and infantry, covering the movement. Some 3km further on, 250 Boers under Gen Liebenberg 
attacked the front of the convoy, while Gen J Kemp, with 250 men, attacked its left flank. This assault was 
beaten off with artillery and rifle fire. A second attack was met with the same result.  

A third assault, by Gen J G Celliers with 100 men, came from the rear, the Boers charging through the defensive 
ring of infantry. Some of Celliers’ men then attacked on the right flank, while Kemp renewed his attack. This 
broke the outer defensive ring and, shortly afterwards, resistance collapsed on every side.  

The wagons were stampeded towards the Jagd Spruit, where they became stuck in the muddy waters of the 
stream and were captured. Some mounted infantry escaped to Klerksdorp, where the alarm was raised, and 
reinforcements gathered. They hurried to the scene, but, on arrival, confronted by Kemp and his men, they 
could only report back that the disaster had been complete.  

British losses were 73 men killed or mortally wounded, 110 wounded, 270 taken prisoner. Thirty-two men of 
the Imperial Yeomanry lost their lives. Of greater importance for the Boers was the capture of 156 wagons, 
1500 mules, four artillery pieces, 2000 rifles and half-a-million rounds of ammunition. The Boer casualties 
were twelve dead and 42 wounded.  

 
394. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  

17357 Dvr. W.H. Morgan. 4th Bty. R.F.A. 
EF-        4.400 – 5.200 

Unofficial rivets between Tvl & SA’01 clasps       
Driver William Henry Morgan was initially noted as Missing in Action, but he was later declared Dead. 
He has no known place of burial. 

Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll, SAFF Casualty Roll, “In Memoriam”, Regimental Diary and 
various publications dealing with the incident.  

   
395. Pair     QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 7063 Pte. W. Griffiths, North’d Fus.; 

KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 7063 Pte. W. Griffiths, North’d Fus.  
VF         5.200 – 6.400 

KSA with some rim nicks. 
Pte Griffiths was killed in the Elandslaagte ambush and is buried in Klerksdorp. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & KSA Rolls, “In Memoriam” and publications about incident.  
 

7 MARCH 1902 TWEEBOSCH / DE KLIPDRIFT 
 
On 7 March De la Rey ambushed Methuen’s column at Tweebosch on the Little Harts River. The British force 
numbered 1250, including nearly 1000 mounted men and four guns. Methuen’s force was largely made up of 
green troops; these panicked and fled or surrendered.  

Only the British regulars in the column fought stubbornly in the combat which lasted from dawn until 9:30 am. 
The British lost 200 killed and wounded, plus 600 men and all four guns captured. After being wounded twice 
and suffering a broken leg when his horse fell on him, Methuen was captured. He was the only general taken 
prisoner by the Boers during the war.  

De la Rey sent the wounded Methuen to a British hospital in his own carriage under a flag of truce, despite 
demands from his own troops to execute him. Upon hearing news of the disaster, a badly shaken Kitchener 
retired to his bedroom for two days and refused to eat. 
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LORD METHUEN RALLYING HIS FORCES AT TWEEBOSCH 

BY C.M SHELDON 

396. QSA, 4 clasps DoK, RoM, OFS, Tvl:  
Pte. R.F. Gainsford. Kimberley Town Gd. 

EF-        6.000 – 8.000 

Private Gainsford was issued with a QSA, single clasp DoK, off the KTG Roll. He subsequently served 
with the Kimberley Light Horse, earning the RoM & OFS clasps. On the KLH roll the medal & DoK 
clasp issued from the KTG is mentioned. 
He then served with the Special Cape Police Contingent and was severely wounded at De Klipdrift. The 
relevant QSA roll credits him with CC and Tvl clasps but having a DoK clasp already issued cancelled 
the CC clasp. He received a clutch of 3 clasps, RoM/OFS/Tvl, which was fixed to the DoK clasp with 
unofficial rivets. A search through Cape Police rolls did not yield any mention of entitlement to either 
date clasps or a KSA. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

 
397. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  

29746 Corpl. T. Wilmot. 100th Coy. Imp. Yeo. 
EF-        4.800 – 5.600 

Date clasps loose on ribbon.       
Tom Wilmot, a native of Hawick, Scotland, joined the Imperial Yeomanry on 12 February 1901. He 
was wounded in the De Klipdrift battle and died of his wounds the next day. He is buried in Ottosdal. 
Sold with a newspaper cutting (with photo of Wilmot) reporting his death, an Ogden’s Cigarette Card, 
depicting “Waggon House at Klipdrift used as a temporary hospital” and copied extracts from QSA 
Roll & “In Memoriam”. 

 
398. Pair     QSA, 3 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl: 48956 Gnr. W. Scaife, 4.B,R.F.A.;  

KSA, 2 clasps SA’01, SA’02: 49856 Gnr. W. Scaife. R.F.A.  
VF+      4.000 – 5.000 

 William Scaife was mentioned by Kitchener and promoted Bombardier (LG 18 July 1902, p4602): “At 
Klipdrift, on 7th March, 1902, continued to work his gun after all his detachment had been killed or 
wounded.” His new rank was not reflected on the KSA, authorised in 1904, 2 years after the promotion.  

 Sold with a photo of Scaife and copied extracts from QSA & KSA rolls and LG. 
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11 MARCH 1902 SPION KOP POST / TAROSFONTEIN 
 
“On the night of March 11, 1902, at Spion Kop near Van Wyk’s Rust, about 100 Boers attacked a post held by 
Sergeant Horace Saxby, a former member of Strathcona’s Horse, with some troopers of 1/A Troop. As the 
Boers advanced under the cover of heavy rain and mist about 11pm, Saxby had his men ready and lying down 
at their posts. When the alarm was given, they were able to beat back the first rush. A close-range fire fight 
went on for fifteen minutes, then the attackers retired to the foot of the kopje where the fort stands. Firing 
continued until about 4.30am when the Boers departed, having lost one man killed and two wounded. The 
South African Constabulary had no casualties. Captain Charles Rowe reported that Saxby and his sixteen men 
defended a position that he considered required a garrison of not less than fifty men. He credited Saxby’s 
constant presence, cheeriness, and movement from point to point for much of the success. Saxby and one man 
effectively defended the only road onto the kopje.” 

SAC Journal, Vol 1, No 1, page 6:  made available by the late Mrs. Audrey Portman. 
          
399. Pair     QSA, 1 clasp CC: 559 Tpr. R. Funston. S.A.C.;  VF         2.600 – 3.600 

South African Police Good Service Medal (1st Type: Politie): No. 2837(F) 1/C Sergeant. R. Funston 
Tvl clasp & SAP medal suspender pin slightly bent.  
Funston was 1 of 9 SAC men involved in the above-mentioned incident who were mentioned by 
Kitchener (LG 18 July 1902, p4600): “For good work at Spion Kop Post on 11th March 1902”.  
He was discharged from the SAC on 22 March 1903: it is possible that the clasps CC, SA’01 & SA’02 
that were authorised on 1 September 1903 never reached him due to his address not being known.  
He attested in the Transvaal Police in Johannesburg on 10 November 1904 and was then absorbed in the 
SA Police Force. He was mainly involved with staff duties and retired on pension on 4 March 1926. 
Sold with further information on incident, copies of pages from QSA rolls, LG and Funston’s SA Police 
Record Card. 

 

19 MARCH 1902 GARIES VICINITY 
 
A patrol left Garies on 18 March 1902 and during an engagement at Brandy Wyn’s Kop, Lieutenant Charles 
Darter was killed in the “the Gorge”… after the engagement they encamped in the gorge and buried Lieutenant 
Darter at 12pm. On 19 March 1902 they were nearly surrounded at Rietkloof by the Boers, who failed also to 
occupy Brandy Wyn’s Kop. Captain Montagu led the Cape Police to capture a kopje occupied by the Boers; 
he was successful with no one being hit. The Boers were unable to bottle up the column. The column retired 
from Brandy Wyn’s Kop with the assistance of Lieutenant Maddison, who held the pass in advance of the 
withdrawal. Captain Montagu and his men covered the retreat.  

Sergeant Bidmead was mortally wounded and Corporal Kenney slightly wounded. At a subsequent time, 
Commandant de Villiers told Major Cobbe that he thought the attack on the Kopje one of the smartest things 
he had seen. Garies was reached but Sergeant Bidmead died.  

“O’Okiep” by Brian Kieran, p.46  
 
400. Pair     Cape of Good Hope GSM, 1 clasp Bechuanaland:  

Pte. 489 H. Bismead. C.T. Highdrs.;  
QSA, 1 clasp CC: 489 S.Q.M.Serjt. H. Bidmead. Cape Town Hdrs. 

VF+      5.500 – 7.000 

Medals cleaned.          
Although Bidmead’s QSA was issued off the roll of the Cape Town Highlanders, the Supplementary 
QSA roll of the Namaqualand Border Scouts (dated 7 August 1907) indicates his service with the NBS 
as 1.6.01 to 19.3.02 (his date of death) and states “No” in the column referring to service in any other 
units. The clasps SA’01 & SA’02 issued off this last roll probably never reached Bidmead’s next-of-
kin. He is buried in Garies. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA and SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as Kieran. 
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19 MARCH 1902 NEAR LYDENBURG (“BEN TOR” BLOCKHOUSE) 

“The Campaigns and History of the Royal Irish Regiment from 1684 to 1902”, p360-1: 

The dynamite episode occurred two months later. Among the blockhouses held by the Royal Irish was one, 
named by the troops Ben Tor, which stood on a kopje so thickly covered with big boulders that the sentries 
could not watch all the approaches to it. The building was of stone, roofed with sheets of galvanised iron; and 
on the night of the 18th of March it was held by a non-commissioned officer – Sergeant M’Grath – and nine 
private soldiers. About two o’clock in the morning of the 19th, the two men on sentry outside the blockhouse 
heard sounds which they rightly interpreted to be those of approaching feet.  

While one remained on the lookout, the other crawled into the blockhouse and reported to Sergeant M’Grath, 
who immediately stood to arms and manned his loopholes, but almost before the men were in their places, a 
bomb was hurled on the roof, which unfortunately being flat, not sloping, afforded the missile a secure 
lodgement. In a second there was a tremendous explosion: the blockhouse was wrecked and every man of the 
garrison dangerously or severely wounded, except the sentry outside who escaped all injury.  

After capturing this man the Boers waited for some minutes to see if anyone was still on foot; then, satisfied 
that no resistance was to be expected, they rapidly looted the blockhouse and decamped, fortunately without 
finding the boxes of reserve ammunition hidden under the sheets of galvanized iron which formed the beds of 
the garrison. Beyond stripping some of the wounded, the burghers did their victims no harm, and sent off the 
uninjured soldier to summon medical aid from Lydenburg. 

By dawn a detachment of troops, a doctor, and an ambulance were on the way to Ben Tor, where, says one of 
the officers, “the place was like a shambles – too horrible to describe.” As soon as the wounded men had been 
removed, the blockhouse was rebuilt and greatly strengthened. 

401. QSA, 3 bars CC, Witt, Belf: 6469 Pte T Connors 1st Rl Irish Regt  VF+       2.800 – 3.600 
Pte Connors and 6 of his comrades were severely wounded and an 8th man was dangerously wounded.  
In the SAFF Casualty Roll the event is described as “Explosion, bomb thrown by Boers”.  
Schikkerling, in his published Boer War diary Commando Courageous p370, recalled the event as seen 
from the Boer side: 
March 19th, 1902. Our Field Cornet tells me that Mellema and Jordaan, with John Goodman and one or 
two others, took a blockhouse last night, containing fourteen soldiers.  
The party armed with home-made hand-bombs stole through the wet grass towards the blockhouse.  
The sentry, oblivious of danger, marched round and round, with measured tread. Every time he was on 
the farther side the men crawled a few yards nearer with two heavy bombs. Twice the sentry stared in 
their direction, and they had to flatten themselves against the ground until he appeared reassured.  
A long time passed ere they were against the blockhouse. The sentry became fidgety and told his com-
panions inside he was sure something was approaching; they merely shouted “Rats!”  
A bomb was tied in a grain bag so that it would not hop off the roof. Eventually everything was in 
readiness, and the moment the sentry passed to the farther side of the building, Jordaan jumped up and 
flung the engine. When it struck the roof the inmates immediately seemed to know its deadly errand, and 
one shrieked “Oh God!”, and then came the explosion.  
The terrified sentry shrieked “I surrender! I surrender!”  
He was unscathed, but of the others some were killed and the remainder wounded. The men brought up 
their horses and every scrap of food and clothing was carried off, including a telephone and a telescope. 
Connors recovered from his injuries. He was also awarded a KSA, now separated from his QSA. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA, KSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as sources mentioned. 
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24 MARCH 1902 RHENOSTER VALLEY  
(BETWEEN SUTHERLAND AND FRASERBURG) 

 
There is a brief reference to this skirmish in “The Colonials in South Africa”, p147:  

“On 24 March at Rhenoster Valley a detachment of Marshall’s Horse was badly cut up, losing 7 men killed 
and 1 officer and 7 men wounded.”  

Further details are in Taffy & David Shearing’s booklet “General Jan Smuts and his Long Ride” p182:  

“In faraway Fraserburg (Commandant) Neser ambushed a patrol of Marshall’s Horse at Renostervlei. Jasper 
Rupping told us that his father was sent to Bakoondkraal to fetch fodder and warned Neser he had spotted four 
scouts ahead. They were part of a patrol of Marshall’s Horse who were on the Sutherland-Phisanterivier road, 
climbing up the steep track to Renostervlei. Riding without scouts, they reached the top where Neser and his 
men lay hidden in the renoster veld. They opened fire and nine men were killed and a further eight wounded. 
The survivors regrouped, and the fight continued all day. They fled when it was dark. Neser and his men were 
remounted and rearmed”. 

Neser, in his Memoirs (Christiaan de Wet Annale, No. 7), covers the skirmish against Lt Col Callwell’s Column 
in detail and claims that they took approximately 100 men prisoner. 
 
402. QSA, 1 clasp CC: 21408 Pte C.H. von Plaster, Marshall’s Horse EF          4.400 – 5.600 

Claude Herbert von Plaster was born in in Grahamstown on 24 June 1865. He enlisted in Marshall’s 
Horse at Grahamstown on 28 November 1900 and was one of the unit’s seven casualties at 
Rhenostervlei. The other two men killed served in the Sutherland DMT. 
On the QSA Roll Von Plaster is credited with a later issue of OFS & Tvl clasps, but as is so often the 
case with casualties these were not fitted to the QSA. Strangely enough, there is no trace on the QSA 
roll of the authorisation of SA’01 & SA’02 clasps. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA, Nominal & SAFF Casualty Rolls and publications quoted above. 

 
30 MARCH 1902 BARBERTON (RAILWAY ACCIDENT) 

 
Extract from page 408 of the Regimental History of the Hampshire Regiment. 
“At the end of March, the battalion at last got away from Barberton, moving to Johannesburg on relief by the 
1st Welch. The move was marked by a bad railway accident, 42 men being killed and 38 more injured when a 
driver lost control of his engine on a steep incline near Barberton, the train running off the line at a sharp curve.  

The men behaved admirably; no panic ensued, and all worked splendidly to rescue the wounded and clear the 
line, Sergeant Drover’s coolness and good example being conspicuous.  E Company was hardest hit losing 24 
killed, but the Volunteer Company with 10 killed and 25 wounded had the most casualties. This company was 
at the time under orders to return home, being replaced by a third Volunteer Company, or rather half-company, 
which had left England in March and joined the battalion soon after its arrival at Johannesburg.” 
   
403. QSA, 3clasps Tvl, RoL, L Nek: 4895 Cpl. C. Childs, Hampshire Regt.    VF+      2.400 – 3.200 

Corporal Childs was one of the 34 men of the Hampshires killed in the Railway accident. Two of the 
injured Hampshires subsequently died.  
The QSA is fitted with incorrect clasps: Childs was entitled to Paard, CC & OFS clasps on the QSA.  
He also received a KSA. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & KSA medal rolls, SAFF Casualty Roll, photos of Memorial in 
Barberton and an article on the accident from the SA Military History Journal, June 2000. 
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31 MARCH 1902 BOSCHBULT 
 
Boschbult is 27 kilometres from Ottosdal on the Delareyville road. Two British columns, about 1 800 men 
strong with four field-guns, under Lieutenant-Colonels Cookson and Keir, with Cookson in command, leaves 
camp at 02:00 on 31 March. They move along the Brakspruit with Damant’s Horse and the Canadian Mounted 
Rifles leading. At about 10:00, they pick up the tracks of a party of horsemen and Damant’s Horse follow at a 
stiff pace towards Boschbult with the Canadians waiting for the transport. Suddenly their quarry who has 
reached support, turns around and the British draw fire from the front, as well as from both sides of the spruit. 
Cookson immediately orders his force to form camp at Boschbult’s two homesteads, on the bank of the 
Brakspruit. The British dig in and form a screen of mounted men in a semicircle towards the north. 
General De la Rey’s men are encamped at Roodewal, the neighbouring farm. The burghers, commanded by 
Generals Liebenberg, Kemp, Du Toit and Celliers, are quickly reinforced to a strength of about 2000. At 13:30 
Kemp and Celliers’ horsemen emerge from the thicket on the north bank and advance at a walking pace in an 
extended line. At the same time their artillery, four field-guns and a pom-pom, open up from a scrub-covered 
rise to the south-west. They immediately score hits on the target around the farmhouses, while the British 
artillery make no impression on the thin line of advancing horsemen. The mule drivers panic and in their 
attempts to get away, the mules stampede, causing confusion in the camp and upsetting part of Cookson’s 
mounted screen. Trying to exploit the disarray on the eastern side, Liebenberg, galloping from the Boer field-
guns, crosses the spruit upstream of the British position, swings left and launches a spirited attack from the 
north-east. He is repulsed and falls back northwards to join Kemp and Celliers’ line. At about 15:30 Cookson 
orders his screens to fall back on the main position which has been completely fortified.  
Their retreat signals a general Boer charge in all sectors, but the British resist furiously from their strengthened 
positions. General De la Rey arrives late on the battlefield and assesses the situation. Convinced that little can 
be gained by further charges, he calls off the attack at 17:00 and the burghers disappear. Kitchener sends Lowe’s 
column from Driekuil, but they meet bewildered fleeing stragglers and mule drivers and when they hear the 
firing diminishing, they are convinced that Cookson has been overrun and they return to their camp. 
According to WO 108/372 (SA Surrenders) the British lose 1 Officer and 13 men killed, 8 Officers and 78 men 
wounded, and 3 Officers and 80 men taken prisoner. About 400 horses and mules were killed. The Boers lose 
6 killed with some 15 men wounded. 
Anglo-Boer War: A Chronology by Pieter G. Cloete.     
               
404. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  

31486 Pte. F.H. Terrell. 93rd Coy. Imp. Yeo. 
 

EF-        2.600 – 3.400 

Frederick Henry Terrell was severely wounded at Boschbult. Although his rank is stated as Trooper on 
the QSA Roll, it is impressed as Private on the medal. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & SAFF Casualty Roll and WO108/372. 

 
1 APRIL 1902 LEEUWKOP / BOSCHMANSKOP 

 
“In his despatch of 8th April 1902, Lord Kitchener says that Colonel Lawley sent out Colonel Fanshawe with 
three squadrons of the Queen’s Bays and 30 National Scouts to make a detour preparatory to co-operating with 
his own advance. At 3.15am Fanshawe rounded a farm, where several Boers were captured; he then went on 
and tried to surround a laager, but the enemy were on the alert and he “was received by a very heavy fire, and 
realising that he was in the presence of superior numbers, ordered a gradual retirement upon Leeuwkop. Close 
fighting then went on for several hours. The Bays, who were skilfully handled, retired steadily by alternate 
squadrons, whilst the Boers followed, pressing the withdrawal with the greatest determination and persistence.”  
Leeuwkop was found to be in the enemy’s hands, and Fanshawe had to make for another ridge, “where he 
received the timely support of the 7th Hussars and Colonel Lawley’s guns.” The Boers then fell quickly back.  
“In this affair, although the Bays were capably handled and displayed steadiness and gallantry in face of 
superior numbers, their losses were, I regret to say, heavy. Two squadron-leaders and 10 non-commissioned 
officers and men were killed, and 5 officers and 59 men were wounded.” 
Stirling: British Regiments in South Africa 1899-1902. 
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405. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  
5204 Pte. W.J. Gibson. 2nd Drgn. Gds. 

VF-        2.400 – 3.200 

Rim nicks, one severe.       
Pte Gibson was severely wounded in the action. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls. 

          
406. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02: Capt. R D Herron, 2/ Drgn. Gds. EF          6.000 – 9.000 

Captain Herron, commanding ‘A’ Squadron, was killed during the retreat at the stage when they were 
in sight of Boschmanskop. He was re-interred in Primrose Cemetery, Germiston. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll, “In Memoriam”, Regimental History, contemporary 
newspaper reports on the action and additional research data. 
 

8 APRIL 1902 MAPOGSTAT  
 
“On 8 April 1902 Commandant Nick Groenewald came to me and asked for 50 men to collect mealies near 
Mapog’s old stadt. He also wanted to take the wagon and maxim in case of an attack by the tribesmen. I gave 
my approval. After while I became concerned… Near my camp was a rocky hill and I climbed to the top. This 
enabled me to see their destination, which was about 5 miles away, with my binoculars. Somewhat later I heard 
sounds of the maxim firing and then a man on horseback approached. I realised there must have been problems. 
It was Faan Abrahams and he said Comdt Groenewald had been killed.  
It was a great shock to me: he was my right hand, always faithful and brave. The whole commando mourned 
him. The tribesmen attacked them and after being shot back, they retreated into a cave. Commandant 
Groenewald, fearless as always, charged the cave where a tribesman shot and killed him. His men had major 
problems in retrieving his body.” 
Freely translated from “Oorlogsherinneringe (“War Memoirs”) of General Chris H Muller, p160-1.  
            
407. Pair     DTD/ABO: Asst. V. Kornet P. L. Potgieter EF-  20.000 – 30.000 

Paul Lodewyk Potgieter was born in 1875 in the Alexandria district, Eastern Cape. He joined the 
Boksburg Commando at the outbreak of the war and served up to the end when he laid down arms at 
Middelburg, Transvaal. According to his daughter-in-law he was a Cape Rebel, implying that he never 
took out ZAR citizenship. He saw extensive service, including actions at Dundee, Ladysmith, 
Spioenkop, Helvetia (Capture of the 4.7-inch naval artillery piece nicknamed the Lady Roberts, 29 Dec 
1900) and Hammanskraal (Train ambush where Col Vandeleur, Irish Guards was killed, 31 Aug 1901). 
On his Vorm “A” (DTD recommendation) he specifically mentioned that he brought out the body of 
Commandant Groenewald in the above Mapogstat incident. This is in addition to his claim of rescuing 
wounded Burghers with the help of three other Boers at Helvetia. 
He died in June 1946 and is buried at Delmas. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorms “A” & “B” and relevant pages from Muller Memoirs. 
 

11 APRIL 1902 ROODEWAL / ROOIWAL 
 
On 6 April, Kitchener put Colonel Ian Hamilton in command of another drive to try to trap De La Rey’s 
fighters. The plan was to ‘squeeze’ the Boers against the British mobile columns and a line of blockhouses and 
entrenchments at Klerksdorp. Colonel Robert Kekewich, who was in command of one of Kitchener’s columns, 
dug in on the hillside at Rooiwal on 10 April with about 3000 mounted infantry, supported by 6 field guns and 
2 pom poms. The Boers had scouted the Rooiwal position earlier and found it weakly defended.  
Ignorant of the subsequent British deployment, one of their commandos, under Commandant Potgieter of 
Wolmaransstad and General Kemp, therefore decided to overrun the British position early on the morning of 
11 April, thereby escaping Hamilton’s ‘drive’. Potgieter had around 1,700 men, all mounted riflemen.  
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At about 7:15 am on 11 April they charged the British position on horseback, firing from the saddle. A British 
picket of 40 mounted infantry was overrun, suffering 20 casualties.  
Kekewich’s position was a strong one, but the sight of the charging Boers panicked some of the inexperienced 
British troops and a number of Yeoman units fled the scene of the battle and were not stopped until they were 
a mile away from the fighting. A certain Lieutenant Carlos Hickie managed to stop the stampede with a mixture 
of pleas and threats. In addition, a number of regular British officers on the scene were very critical of the 
‘wild’ shooting of their men. In spite of this, the Boer charge was stopped some 30 metres from the British line 
by artillery and rifle fire.  

Among the dead, sprawled in the grass, was Commandant Potgieter, wearing a distinctive blue shirt. He and 
50 of his men were killed in the charge. The surviving Boers made good their retreat. Boer fire, delivered from 
the saddle, had produced about 50 casualties in the British line.  

Ian Hamilton and Rawlinson arrived on the scene just as the fighting was ending. However, Hamilton delayed 
the pursuit of the Boers as he feared that the retreat was a ruse and that his men would fall into Boer ambushes. 

At about 9:45, or 90 minutes after the Boer charge had been repulsed, Hamilton sent his mounted troops in 
pursuit of the enemy.  
They captured a further 50 Boers and re-captured the artillery lost at Tweebosch. Kitchener had issued orders 
that Boers captured wearing British uniforms were to be shot. However, although a number of wounded Boers 
were indeed wearing khaki, Hamilton ordered that they be spared. 
  
408. ABO: Veldkornet P. E. Kruger  EF          3.000 – 4.000 

Pieter Ernst Kruger served in the Wolmaransstad Commando under Commandant Potgieter and was 
wounded and taken prisoner at Rooiwal. He was sent to Bombay as PoW No 31663 and returned home 
in May 1903. He only claimed his ABO medal in 1941 when he was approaching the age of 77. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B” and PoW Register.    
       

409. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  
6063 Pte. H. Wells. E Kent R.M.I. 

VF+       2.800 – 3.600 

Pte Wells, attached to the Mounted Infantry (21 M.I. according to Casualty Roll and 3 M.I. according 
to QSA Roll) was severely wounded in the Boer charge at Roodewal. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as contemporary accounts of action. 

        
410. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  

985 Tpr. C.T. Cole. S.A. Constabulary. 
VF+      4.400 – 5.600 

Date clasps loose on ribbon. 
Charles Thomas Cole served as “Enrolled Volunteer” in 3rd Middlesex Artillery Volunteer Corps from 
2 September 1896 to 1 November 1899. He enlisted in the SA Constabulary on 5 April 1901 and was 
promoted from 3rd Class Trooper to 2nd Class Trooper on 1 February 1902. He was killed in the Rooiwal 
battle: his name, together with those of the other SAC casualties, were telegraphed from Potchefstroom 
to Johannesburg using ZAR telegraph forms. Cole is buried in Ottosdal. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls as well as a copy of his SAC file.   
 

15 APRIL 1902 O’OKIEP 
 

Extract from Mentions from Col H Cooper, O’okiep to Lt Gen Sir J French, 6 June 1902:  
Engine Driver F. Gee, Conductor Treland, Stoker Olvisson and Assistant Conductor Van Wyk all deserve 
great credit for their pluck in taking a train up the line from Anenous to Brakputs near Klipfontein on the night 
of 15th April in order to bring down the men of the D.E.O.V.R. who were in a position from which they could 
not be removed during daylight due to the enemy's fire. H Cooper Col. Comd. N.F.F. O'okiep 4 June 1902.    
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MAP SHOWING O'OKIEP 

411. QSA, no clasp 570 Pte. F. Gee. Namqlnd T.G.   VF+      4.800 – 6.000 
Pte Gee was listed in Sept 1905 on the Roll of Port Nolloth Town Guard with a marginal note that the 
medal had been issued off the roll of Namaqualand Town Guard.  
As such he would probably have received a bronze Cape Copper Company Medal. 
Sold with copied pages from QSA Rolls, London Gazettes and Kieran book. 
 

16 APRIL 1902 SCHWEIZER-RENEKE 
 

One of the last successful night raids was undertaken by elements of 5 columns, commanded by Col Rochfort, 
Royal Horse Artillery. By this stage of the war it had been learned that preparations for a raid should start well 
after dusk to prevent Boer scouts from observing and reporting on it. Rochfort then started at 6:30 pm on 15 
April, rode some 44 miles mostly through bush country and entered Schweizer-Reneke (one of De la Rey’s 
chief bases in the Western Transvaal) before daybreak on 16 April 1902. The surprise was complete: according 
to the PoW Register 61 burghers, including a brother of De la Rey, were captured (not 57 as mentioned in 
official accounts).  
“A History of the British Cavalry, 1816 to 1919” Vol IV, by the Marquess of Anglesey. 
       
412. ABO: Burger J.C. Reyneke  VF+       2.200 – 3.000 

Jacobus Reyneke, a clerk in the Christiana Magistrates Office, joined the Bloemhof Commando under 
Commandant Tollie de Beer, and saw action at Modder River, Magersfontein, Honingnestkloof and 
Rooiwal. He was one of the men captured at Schweizer Reneke. At some stage he was Acting Magistrate 
at Christiana (reflected in the PoW Register). He was held in Umbilo Camp, and not sent overseas. 
Sold with copied pages from Vorm “B”, PoW Register and extract from source quoted above. 
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20 APRIL 1902 OLIVIER’S FARM / MOOLMANSPRUIT 
 

“During the night of 20 April practically the last action of any importance took place at Moolman’s Spruit, 
near Brindisi, Brandwater Basin. A force of Imperial Yeomanry of the 1st Battalion, together with about forty 
mounted South Staffords, under the command of Major Perceval, R.A., was ambushed by a large force of 
Boers, and suffered heavy loss. The force left at night, with the object of attacking a farm in which a small 
party of Boers was reported to be sleeping. The enemy, however, had evidently received information of the 
intention…and had taken steps to considerably reinforce their numbers...  

A tremendous fire was opened on the advancing troops who were endeavouring to take possession of the 
outbuildings round the farm. These, however, had been loopholed and the whole position barricaded and made 
well-nigh impregnable. Under these circumstances, the order was given to retire.  

Had it not been for the fact that a large number of the Boer horses had been shot, Major Perceval's force would 
in all probability have been annihilated…Casualties were heavy and included Captain Sir Thomas Fowler, 
who was killed, Captain Blackwood mortally wounded, and who died before reaching camp, Lieutenant Rawes 
severely wounded, Captain Thain and Lieutenant Leonard slightly wounded, four rank and file killed, twelve 
wounded, and twenty-eight missing. This fight is remarkable as being not only the last severe engagement of 
the Eighth Division, but also the final action of any importance in the campaign.”  
Moffett - "With the Eighth Division” p214  

According to the SAFF Casualty Roll the British losses amounted to 8 killed or died of wounds and 17 
wounded. On the Boer side 2 Burghers were killed while a daughter of Andries Olivier, the owner of the farm, 
lost her hand when a rifle which she was loading for the men inside the house accidentally exploded. 
        
413. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  

21330 Tpr. C.O. Thomas. 1st Coy. Imp. Yeo. 
EF-        4.400 – 5.600 

Charles Oswald Thomas was killed in the Moolmanspruit ambush and is buried in Ficksburg. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA roll, “In Memoriam” and other accounts of action. 
 

26-28 APRIL 1902 STEINKOPF 
 

During April 1902, the main Boer body besieging O’Okiep was at Steinkopf: a very strong position, so well 
masked by hills and natural defences that it was impossible to ascertain the Boer strength. In addition, all 
attempts at getting on their flanks proved fruitless. On 26 April 1902 Lt Col Caldwell made a reconnaissance 
towards the Boer positions. They were too weak to attack - four men were wounded.  

Again, on 28 April 1902, 2 companies of the East Surreys managed to advance to within 400 yards of the Boer 
positions and a company of DEOVR occupied a position from the koppies above Steinkopf.  

The British lost 4 killed and 3 wounded.  
         
414. ABO: Burger G.H.J. van Vuuren  EF-        2.200 – 3.000 

After joining up on 11 October 1899 Gert van Vuuren saw action at Modderspruit (20 October 1899), 
Colenso, Pieters Hill and Spioenkop and subsequently in the Boers eastwards retreat at Donkerhoek 
(Diamond Hill). He did not mention on Vorm “B” what Commando he initially joined. However, at 
some stage after mid-1900, when ZAR State Attorney Jan Smuts was commissioned, he joined the 
latter’s Commando (Smuts signed his Vorm “B” on 2 places).  
He specifically mentions being present at the Steinkopf engagements. 
Sold with copy of Vorm “B” and two photos of recipient in 1956 supplied by his granddaughter. 

 

6 MAY 1902 HOLKRANS MASSACRE 
 

Louis Botha’s Commandos, desperate for food, began raiding local Zulus’ cattle and crops. The abaQulusi 
community threatened to retaliate and this occurred in the early hours of 6 May 1902 when Chief Sikhobobo 
with some 300 men surprised Field Cornet “Jan Mes” Potgieter’s Vryheid Commando, killing 56 of the 75 
burghers and recovering 380 head of cattle. 52 of Sikhobobo’s impi were killed.   
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415. ABO: Burger F.B. Pratt. EF          3.000 – 4.500 
Francis Barry Pratt served in Ward 1, Vryheid Commando under Field Cornet Potgieter and Genl Cheere 
Emmett. On his Vorm “B” application he mentions being in action at Vryheid (Storming of Forts, 
Lancaster Hill 11 Dec 1900), Spieshoek (Blood River Poort) and Fort Itala, but, strangely enough, makes 
no mention of the Holkrans Massacre, of which he was a survivor.  
At an inquest in June 1902 another survivor, the 16-year-old Daniel Coetze stated:  
“When the shouting began, I and another man named Frantz Pratt ran down to a spruit as the Zulus got 
between us and the rest of the party. Some Zulus followed us and threw assegais at us, but we fired at 
them and drove them back, but could not re-join our party, so we went and hid about 500 yards off down 
a donga. In the morning, about 7 o’clock, the Utrecht Commando came and found us”. 
Francis Pratt was one of the bearers when the 56 burghers were re-interred on 20 January 1905.  
He was also present on 6 May 1947 when a monument commemorating the slain burghers was unveiled 
at Vryheid. He died in July 1976, aged 93. 
Sold with original programme of 1905 ceremony, press-cutting covering 1947 ceremony (photo of Pratt 
in group) as well as copied pages from Vorm “B”, Coetze statement and related data. 

    
416. ABO:  Veldkornet J.A. Potgieter. EF-        4.000 – 6.000 

Johannes (“Jan Mes”) Adam Potgieter was the Field Cornet of Ward 1 of the Vryheid Commando.  
 

He had seen extensive war service and was in action, among others, at Talana, Platrand (Wagon Hill), 
Spionkop, Scheepers Nek (where he was wounded) and Spieshoek (Blood River Poort) before he was 
killed at Holkrans.  
 

His awards were claimed posthumously by his wartime commanding officer, General Cheere Emmett 
on behalf of his family. The whereabouts of his DTD is not known. 
 

 

Sold with copied pages from Vorms”A”, “B” & “C” and numerous related articles and programmes. 
 

6-7 MAY 1902 NIGHT ATTACK ON LAAGER 
     
417. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02:  

27525 S. Serjt. Maj.W. Evans. 53rd Coy. I. Y. . 
VF          2.200 – 3.000 

11th Imperial Yeomanry: Serjeant-Major Evans:  
 “For good service on 7th May, 1902, in night surprise of Meintjes’ laager.”  
London Gazette 18 July 1902, p4603. 
In the Boer PoW Rolls it is noted that S W V Meintjes, age 33, of the Vrede Field Cornetcy was captured 
on 6 May 1902 and he is described as an “Adjutant” in the marginal notes. This incident took place 
during one of the very last “drives” in the North Eastern Free State, 3½ weeks before the end of the war.  
Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll and London Gazette. 

 

15-17 MAY &  
29-31 MAY 1902 

BOER PEACE DELIBERATIONS: 
VEREENIGING 

 

After numerous Boer/British meetings and correspondence concerning peace negotiations during April 1902, 
it was finally agreed that the various Boer commandoes would elect 30 delegates each to represent the South 
African Republic and the Orange Free State. It was decided that these delegates would meet at Vereeniging on 
Thursday 15 May 1902. After lengthy deliberations, the 60 delegates appointed a 5-man Commission (Botha, 
De Wet, De la Rey, Smuts and Hertzog) to further confer with Kitchener and Milner. This Conference took 
place in Pretoria from 19 - 28 May when “Articles to terminate the present hostilities” were agreed on.  

These were put to the Vereeniging Delegates for final discussion on 29 May and put to the vote at 2pm on 31 
May 1902. The motion to accept the British Peace Conditions was adopted by 54 votes to 6. 
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THE PLACE OF MEETING OF THE BOER DELEGATES AT VEREENIGING 

 
418. DTD: Komdt. A.J. Bester EF      16.000 – 20.000 

Commandant Andries Jacobus Bester (Bloemfontein) was one of the 6 Delegates who voted against 
ending the war. He held strong views about the matter and is minuted as having said: “I have been 
delegated by a commando of 800 men, and although General de Wet clearly explained our position to 
them, these 800 men declared that they would not submit to England. My commando has been taking 
part in the war since the commencement, and we have sacrificed everything already that was dear to us, 
all for our national existence and independence. Eight months ago, my commando was in very bad 
circumstances. We were badly supplied with horses and clothing, but now we are furnished with all we 
want, almost as well as when we commenced the war. Every burgher has at least two horses, and some 
have five, and they are all full of courage. Where they get the courage from is a riddle to me, because 
dark days have passed over them”.    

The Peace Negotiations by Kestell & Van Velden p191. 
There were 2 Kommandants named AJ Bester in the Orange Free State Delegation: from Bloemfontein 
and Bethlehem. The Bethlehem Bester did not claim a DTD and/or ABO. The DTD and ABO of 
Commandant Andries Jacobus Bester (Bloemfontein) was claimed by his widow in January 1922. 
Sold with copies of Vorms “A” & “B” as well as copied extracts from Kestell & Van Velden. 
 

30 MAY 1902 BUFFELSDOORN 
 

As the war was coming to an end, Lord Kitchener moved part of “A” Division, South African Constabulary 
from Grenfell’s column back to their former area of operations in the Gatsrand to clear that district while the 
peace talks continued.  
On May 30, 1902, 250 men from “A” Division, including 16/A and 18/A Troops, were in action under Captain 
Fowler near Buffelsdoorn in the Gatsrand. After coming on a fresh spoor, the advance guard came under fire 
from some kopjes around a homestead at Deelkraal. Fowler attempted to surround the place, but the two wings 
of the encircling force mistook each other for the enemy. While the two wings exchanged fire, the Boers got 
through the cordon and slipped away. Trooper Edwin Woods was killed in the action. Lieutenant Ernest 
Tredennick and Trooper Percy Devereaux were mortally wounded. Both died at Buffelsdoorn the following 
day, the day the war ended.  
“No Colours, No Drums”, Jim Wallace p180.     
      
419. QSA, 5 clasps CC, OFS, Tvl, SA’01, SA’02: 1808 Tpr. E.A. Woods, S.A.C. VF+       5.000 – 7.000 

Date clasps loose on ribbon. 
Trooper Edwin Archibald Woods was a Canadian. He is buried in Olen Park Cemetery, Potchefstroom. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA Roll, “In Memoriam” and Wallace. 
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31 MAY 1902 SIGNING OF PEACE TREATY, PRETORIA 
  

 

 
The Peace Treaty that ended the Anglo-Boer War was signed at Melrose House, the residence of Mr George 
Heys, in Maré Street, Pretoria, between 11pm and midnight on 31 May 1902. On p207 of “The Peace 
Negotiations between Boer and Briton in South Africa” by Kestell and Van Velden the following is recorded:  

“When this had been done, Lord Kitchener and Lord Milner entered. The two Representatives of the British 
Government sat at the head of the table next to each other at the south side of the apartment.  

On the left of Lord Milner sat:  
Acting President S W Burger, State Secretary F W Reitz,  
Commandant General Louis Botha, General J H de la Rey, Mr J C Krogh, and General L J Meyer.  

On Lord Kitchener's right sat:  
Acting President C R de Wet, General C H Olivier, General J B M Hertzog,  
and Acting Government Secretary Mr W J C Brebner.” 
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LOT 421 

420. DTD: Komdt. C.H. Olivier  EF-    24.000 – 36.000 
  

Cornelis Hermanus Olivier was born in 1851 in the 
Graaff-Reinet district. He farmed in the Free State in the 
1880’s and 90’s and was elected to the Orange Free State 
Legislature in 1893. During the first phases of the Boer 
War he was in action in Natal and later at Colesberg (rank 
not known). He was wounded in the left arm in the 
Roodepoort skirmish near Heilbron (28 May 1900) and 
awarded the Wound Riband. 

According to the Official History, Vol III, p476 
Commandant Cornelius Olivier operated in the Central 
Free State in September 1900. By July 1901 General C. 
H. Olivier was appointed as a member of the Free State 
Executive Council in the place of Gen. Andries P Cronje 
who had been captured on 11 July 1901 in Reitz together 
with most of the government members and officials. It 
was in his capacity as member of the Executive Council 
that Olivier attended the peace discussions in Klerksdorp 
in April and Vereeniging in May 1902, and that he was 
one of the Free State signatories to the Peace Treaty. 

When he completed his Vorms “A”, “B” and “C” he 
correctly stated his rank as General. But, on Vorm “A”, 
this was downgraded to Kommandant by the Medal 
Advisory Board (no change made on Vorms “B” and 
“C”) and the DTD was issued accordingly. It is not 
known what rank is on the ABO, which has, 
unfortunately, been separated from the DTD. 

Sold with copies of Vorms “A”, “B” & “C” and a biography in Afrikaans. 
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LOT 421 

 
421. Three: QSA, three clasps, CC, OFS, Tvl:  

Sir A. Milner. G.C.B., G.C.M.G. High Commissioner.;  
Jubilee 1897;  
United States of America, Distinguished Service Medal (Army),  
bronze and enamel, the rim officially numbered ‘672’  

VF+  80.000–120.000 

  Minor contact wear.                                                                             
When the group was sold at Spink's Boer War Centenary Sale (Oct 1899) it was noted that “No figure 
looms larger over the Boer War than Alfred George Milner, the 1st Viscount Milner of St. James's 
London and Cape Town, KG, GCB, GCMG. His extraordinary career embodies the origins of the 
struggle, the course of the War itself, including being one of two British signatories to the Peace Treaty, 
and the reconstruction of South Africa after peace through to the creation of the Union in 1910”. 
After the War Milner went to great lengths in his efforts to also be issued with a KSA. King Edward 
expressed the opinion that he could have a no clasp KSA "if by any means he could be brought within 
the conditions which govern its award", but the Army Council decided in 1906 that "having regard to 
the stringency of the conditions" he was not entitled to receive it. 
He was appointed Secretary of State for War in April 1918 and presided over the Army Council for the 
remainder of WWI. After the "Khaki Election" (Dec 1918) he was appointed Colonial Secretary, in 
which capacity he attended the Paris Peace Conference in 1919. He was one of the signatories of the 
Treaty of Versailles. 

The American award was, inter alia, for the part played by Milner at Versailles: this time he successfully 
pulled strings to get it. In the Churchill Papers at Cambridge there is a letter (dated 30 April 1919) from 
Lord Milner to Lord Stamfordham asking him to get the King to agree to Milner's acceptance of the 
United States Distinguished Service Medal despite the Foreign Office regulation that Ministers of the 
Crown cannot accept foreign decorations. Milner argued that military co-operation with the United 
States during the war was an exceptional case. The letter had the desired effect and he could add a third 
medal to the pair he already had. 
Sold with an original land grant signed by Milner in 1897, Cigarette Cards and a celluloid pinback 
badge as well as copied extracts from the QSA Roll, London Gazettes and official correspondence 
concerning Milner’s claim to a KSA. 
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2 JUNE 1902 MOLTENO 
    
422. QSA, 2 clasps CC, SA’02: 7952 Pte. J. Travis. Gren. Gds.  VF          2.800 – 3.600 

On the night of 2 June 1902 while on sentry duty at Molteno, Travis was shot in the arm by the enemy 
and, according to his Medical History Form, both forearm bones (radius and ulna) were fractured He 
received a pension of 1/6 per day, which was reduced to 9d per day after 12 months. He was obviously 
shot by a Cape Rebel who was not aware that the War had ended. 
Sold with copied extracts from QSA & SAFF Casualty Rolls and various Soldier’s Papers. 
 

 
CASUALTY ROLL 
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ALPHABETICAL SURNAME INDEX 

LOT SURNAME 
230 Abbott, C  
221 Adams, M  
101 Adams, W T  
15 Adkins, C 
107 Ainsworth, J  
349 Aitchison, J N  
371 Akehurst, H S  
267 Aldwinckle, J  
290 Anderson, J  
119 Andrews, F L  
99 Appelgryn, A C  
71 Austen, W H  
54 Badenhorst, A J H  
274 Baker, C  
329 Ball, W G  
362 Barker, W H  
2 Barnes, S 

321 Bates, A C  
64 Beattie, J  
288 Bendell, R  
251 Benson, G  
418 Bester, A J  
374 Billingham, T  
400 Bismead, H  
178 Blagden, L C  
263 Blake, W  
355 Blakeman, F J  
328 Blignaut, J S F  
7 Blignaut, P G 

52 Bodill, W T  
1 Booth, R 

62 Booysen, S F  
167 Boshoff, H A  
218 Bosman, G  
211 Botes, D F  
359 Botha, D E  

LOT SURNAME 
293 Botha, D J  
92 Boyce, J  
115 Bradshaw, J F H  
341 Breytenbach, D J J  
208 Breytenbach, F G  
30 Brinkhurst, E 
209 Brits, P F  
98 Bronkhorst, J M  
172 Brophy, E  
128 Brown, F R  
243 Brown, H H  
310 Browne, H E  
184 Buchanan, C J  
189 Burkinshaw, H  
340 Burrell, H  
322 Callaghan, S A  
373 Campbell, E J  
223 Carney, M  
163 Chapman, A  
375 Chapman, W  
403 Childs, C  
343 Clark, F  
393 Clarke, C F  
11 Cloete, B 
410 Cole, C T  
275 Collins, R  
226 Collis, R  
401 Connors, T  
110 Conradi, A E  
19 Cook, A J 
311 Cook, H C  
212 Cook, W  
344 Cooke, H  
100 Cooper, W  
147 Corbett, W J  
131 Cornille, O  

LOT SURNAME 
102 Craig, D  
287 Cressey, W P  
216 Crone, A  
169 Daniels, C  
244 Dauth, P J  
358 Dawson, E G  
241 de Beer, Z J A  
116 de Bruyn, W J  
82 de Kock, P L  
143 De Sconde, P C  
179 Devereux, D  
268 Dickens, C  
312 Dodge, A A  
58 Doman, N J  
296 Donohue, T  
118 Downard, R E  
103 Downing, W  
191 du Plessis, C H  
332 du Toit, C J  
262 Duffy, G E  
117 Dunning, W G  
346 Duns, G  
38 Duvenage, J A 
313 Dymond, G  
146 Eady, G J H  
166 Eatley/Eatly, A G  
301 Ellis, W  
255 Emery, T H  
254 Erskine, W G  
304 Esmonde, W G  
69 Eustace, J  
186 Evans, A F  
127 Evans, H  
266 Evans, J H  
417 Evans, W  
206 Ewart, J W  
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LOT SURNAME 
49 Ewer, W 
141 Eyton, W B  
386 Falkingham, J  
327 Fallon, J  
195 Farrar, J P  
182 Feast, R W  
51 Feegan, H J  
84 Ferguson, W  
366 Ferrier, A  
177 Fosbrook, W  
77 Foster, A  
387 Fourie, D D  
242 Fourie, G J  
94 Fox, G H  
42 Fraser, D 
44 Fraser, G 
23 Frost, F 
399 Funston, R  
317 Furner, S A  
396 Gainsford, R F  
337 Gallon, J  
260 Gatfield, E  
411 Gee, F  
130 Geeringh, J J H  
142 George, C L  
240 Gibb, J H  
405 Gibson, W J  
342 Glastonbury, G E  
39 Godfrey, T 
152 Greene, T  
395 Griffiths, W  
199 Grobler, N J  
392 Grobler, P S  
309 Haines, J M  
79 Haines, W  
213 Hall, T  
257 Halling, A R  

LOT SURNAME 
6 Hamel, H 

188 Hammond, A  
83 Harris, J  
173 Harwen, J H  
369 Hawker, E A  
383 Haynes, E  
219 Head, B M  
56 Hempseed, S 
406 Herron, R D  
40 Hibberd, L 
31 Hirst, J 
250 Hitchins, J A  
149 Hockin, F D  
50 Hodgeson, J  
297 Hoey, J M  
63 Hulley, P R  
361 Hulmes, H  
112 Hunter, P D  
258 Hurst, A E  
135 Huysman, N K  
202 Iisager, N S  
261 Ince, R L  
204 Ingoldsby, T  
134 Jackson, O  
232 Jackson, W  
26 Jacobs, D H 
285 Jacobs, T A  
75 Jefferies, J H  
157 Jefferies, W  
370 Johnson, G  
235 Johnstone, L  
68 Jolliffe, J  
224 Jones, T W  
96 Jones, W  
339 Joubert, H J  
72 Kearns, J  
45 Kelly, B J  

LOT SURNAME 
295 Kelly, T  
291 Kemp, C J  
129 Kennedy, J  
174 Kennington, J  
170 King, E R 
74 Kingsley, F  
306 Knowles, B  
225 Kock, J M  
408 Kruger, P E  
279 Labuscagne, P  
198 Latham, G  
249 le Roux, A J  
382 Ledger, C D  
345 Lewis, A  
37 Lewis, G 
353 Liebenberg, R  
238 Lintott, W T  
106 Logan, G  
283 Lord, H  
46 Louw, M J  
256 Loveland, W F  
60 Loveridge, M  
222 Lowe, J  
53 Lucas, E W  
365 Lyons, S  
136 MacDonald, C  
197 MacMillan, R W  
35 Madden, J 
138 Marais, F D  
164 Mare, F J  
269 Marshall, R  
380 Martin, T W  
284 Martinson, W  
85 Mason, W  
153 Mates, J  
36 Maund, F 
32 Mc’Neill, A 
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LOT SURNAME 
145 McBeath, J H  
289 McColl, J S  
292 McCuster, V  
187 McDermott, T  
176 McDonald, T  
192 McDonald, W  
20 McDonnell, A J 
150 McDonnell, J  
154 McGregor, J  
248 McGuire, A  
320 McGuire, W  
122 McIntyre, A C  
363 McKechnie, E C  
55 McKinnon, D 
236 McLachlan, H C  
148 McLaren, J  
282 McLeod, J  
391 McMann, C F  
165 McNeill, J  
41 Meintjies, S W 
8 Mellors, D H 

13 Melville, H K 
237 Middleton, A  
12 Miles, C 
57 Milford, A 
111 Milford, H  
336 Miller, J  
109 Miller, J J  
421 Milner, A  
367 Mitchell, B  
326 Mitchell, C  
381 Moate, J  
194 Moir, R  
48 Moloney, J C  
372 Monk, C A  
126 Moolman, H J  
298 Moore, T H  

LOT SURNAME 
159 Morgan, T  
394 Morgan, W H  
334 Morrison, G  
108 Mostert, J F W  
300 Murchie, C C  
91 Murphy, J  
228 Nash, H H  
316 Naughton, J  
356 Nel, J W S  
271 Nel, W C V  
16 Newman, F 
314 Nicol, A G B  
125 Nolan, P  
67 Norman, E H  
86 Nugent, W  
105 O’Keefe, W P  
18 O’Loghlen, P 
140 Oberholtzer, D A  
93 Oberholzer, S J  
350 Ohlsson, C G  
420 Olivier, C H 
379 Opperman, J D  
377 Padwick, J  
347 Panting, A  
21 Parker, A 
203 Parker, E  
104 Parris, R  
76 Parry, J  
253 Paterson, D  
205 Paterson, E  
294 Paul, W  
133 Peacock, T  
88 Pearson, J  
43 Peat, J 
388 Pedley, W R  
14 Peterson, J B 
352 Peverett, H H  

LOT SURNAME 
231 Pilford, J  
220 Pinder, A  
210 Pope, H  
416 Potgieter, J A  
407 Potgieter, P L  
415 Pratt, F B  
160 Preller, M H O  
5 Pretorius, H G 

376 Pretorius, M W D  
307 Prior, G R  
29 Pritchard, M J 
24 Punt, W 
80 Randall, H  
330 Rattray, A  
335 Rautenbach, A J P  
144 Reams, J  
121 Reid, E  
384 Remington, H S  
412 Reyneke, J C  
132 Roberts, G P  
390 Robinson, G  
151 Robinson, H J  
175 Rogers, F J  
227 Romagnoli, A  
360 Roos, J G  
364 Ross, A  
303 Rousseau, P D  
338 Rowland, R  
89 Rowland, W E  
73 Ryall, C  
70 Savage, W L  
398 Scaife, W  
137 Schlebusch, J A  
234 Schumann, B  
201 Schweikardt, K  
22 Scully, B 
168 Seymour, L I  
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LOT SURNAME 
319 Sharp, A  
389 Shipman, E D  
277 Silver, H M  
81 Simms, W  
120 Simons, F  
97 Singleton, T G  
305 Sinnott, D  
190 Sladdin, W M  
281 Sladen, J R F  
113 Slement, W  
333 Smith, A  
273 Smith, E  
276 Smith, G  
158 Smith, J  
272 Snyman, W J  
331 Solbe, P L  
247 Somers, F  
239 Sopp, W  
264 Sprigg, A L  
233 St Leger, C A  
229 Steenkamp, T G H  
95 Stevens, F H  
207 Stewart, J  
215 Steyn, S J  
193 Strange, A S  
323 Sullivan, P  
302 Taylor, W J  
404 Terrell, F H  
413 Thomas, C O  
315 Thompson, A  
28 Tobin, S 
124 Todd, V D  
348 Tolken, D  
9 Torrance, A 

185 Trainor, J  
422 Travis, J  
351 Trill, T  

LOT SURNAME 
325 Trousdale, R C  
155 Urquhart, J  
378 Vallentin, J M  
78 van Biljon, P  
280 van Biljon, S W C  
200 van den Berg, C P  
270 van der Colff, R  
252 van der Watt, J G 
33 van Deventer, P G 
308 van Eden, J F   
156 van Jaarsveld, A A  
357 van Rensburg, J J  
414 van Vuuren, G H J  
161 van Vuuren, H J  
181 Veltman, G H  
87 Venter, P J S  
3 Vermass, H C W 

66 Viljoen, C J S  
385 Viljoen, N J S  
59 Viviers, J H  
402 von Plaster, C H  
17 Wale, E 
65 Walker, M W  
162 Walker, R  
61 Wallace, H  
245 Wallach, S C  
47 Walsh, M  
4 Walsh, N J 

265 Wardley, R  
183 Wares, J  
278 Wasserzug, J S  
286 Watson, J C  
123 Way, A S  
214 Webber, B J  
171 Webster, A B  
34 Weir, J 
217 Welken, J C  

LOT SURNAME 
139 Wellock, W  
409 Wells, H  
246 Wessels, J  
368 Wessels, J W T  
114 Wheeler, G  
259 White, E  
90 Williams, F  
299 Williams, F H  
397 Wilmot, T  
27 Wilson, W 
318 Woods, E  
419 Woods, E A  
354 Woolf, R N  
180 Wright, J  
196 Wyatt, F W  
25 Yallup, W 
10 Yonge, G 
324 Young, W  
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LIST OF SOUTH AFRICAN UNITS 
 
This appendix lists South African units for which medals were issued.  Bold typeface indicates units 
represented in this catalogue.   
 
TG stands for Town Guard, DMT for District Mounted Troop and DMC for District Mounted Corps. 

 
Aberdeen TG and DMT 
Adelaide TG and DMT 
Albany TG and DMT 
Alexandria TG and DMT 
Alice TG 
Alicedale TG 
Aliwal North TG and DMT 
Ashburner's Light Horse 
 
Baca Contingent 
Barberton TG 
Barkly East TG 
Barkly West TG 
Beaufort West TG and DMT 
Bechuanaland Rifles 
Beddy's Scouts 
Bedford TG and DMT 
Bethulie TG 
Bethune's Mounted Infantry 
Bluecliff and Glenconnor TG 
Border Horse 
Border Mounted Rifles 
Border Scouts 
Boshof TG 
Brabant's Horse 
Brandfort TG 
British South Africa Police 
Britstown TG 
Burghersdorp TG and DMT 
Bushmanland Borderers 
Bushveldt Carabineers 
 
Cala Mounted Native Levies and Xalanga 

Border Scouts 
Cala TG 
Caledon DMT 
Campbell TG 
Camperdown and District Rifle Association 
Canadian Scouts 
Cape Colonial Defence Force 
Cape Colonial Forces 
Cape Colonial Ordnance Department 
Cape Colonial Pay Department 
Cape Colony Cyclist Corps 
Cape Garrison Artillery 
Cape Government Railways 
Cape Infantry 

Cape Medical Staff Corps 
Cape Mounted Rifles 
Cape Police 
Cape Railway Sharpshooters 
Cape Town Highlanders 
Carnarvon DMT and TG 
Cathcart TG and DMT 
Cathcart Special Mounted Police 
Cattle Ranger's Corps 
Ceres TG 
Christiana DMT 
Clanwilliam Convoy Guard 
Clanwilliam TG 
Clarke's Light Horse 
Colesberg TG and DMT 
Colonial Defence Force 
Colonial Light Horse 
Colonial Officials 
Colonial Scouts 
Commander-in-Chief's Body Guard 
Composite Cyclist Corps 
Cookhouse TG 
Cradock TG 
Criminal Investigation Department 
Cullinan's Horse 
Cyphergat TG 
 
Damant's Horse 
Daniel’s Kuil TG 
Darling TG 
De Aar TG 
De Beers' Maxim Battery 
Dennison's Scouts 
Duke of Edinburgh’s Own Volunteer Rifles 
Diamond Fields Artillery 
Diamond Fields Horse 
District Mounted Police 
Dordrecht District Volunteer Guard 
Dordrecht TG 
Douglas TG 
Driscoll's Scouts 
Dundee Rifle Association 
Dundee TG 
Durban Light Infantry 
Durban Road TG 
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East Griqualand Field Force 
East Griqualand Mounted Rifles 
East Griqualand Mounted Volunteers 
East London DMT 
Eastern Province Horse 
Edenburg TG 
Elliot Border Scouts 
Elsie's River DMT 
 
Farmer's Guard (Burgher Police) 
Fauresmith TG 
Field Intelligence Department 
Fingo Levies 
First City Volunteers 
Fort Beaufort TG and DMT 
Fraserburg TG and DMT 
Fraserburg Road TG and DMT 
Fraserburg Scouts 
French's Scouts 
Frontier Light Horse 
Frontier Mounted Rifles 
 
George TG 
Glen Grey Native Levy 
Gorringe's Flying Column 
GPO Staff 
Graaff Reinet DMT and  TG 
Grahamstown TG 
Grahamstown Volunteers 
Green River DMT 
Griquatown Defence Corps 
 
Hannay's Scouts 
Hanover TG 
Harrismith Volunteer Light Horse 
Hay DMT 
Herbert Mounted Rifles 
Herschel Mounted Volunteers 
Herschel Native Police 
Hex River DMT 
Highland Rifle Association 
Hopetown TG 
Hopefield DMT 
Houw Hoek DMT 
Howick Rifle Association 
Humansdorp Colonial Defence Force 
Humansdorp TG and DMT 
 
Imperial Bearer Corps 
Imperial Hospital Corps 
Imperial Irregular Corps Depot Staff 
Imperial Light Horse 
Imperial Light Infantry 
Imperial Military Railways 

Imperial Yeomanry Scouts 
Indwe TG and DMT 
Intelligence Department 
 
Jagersfontein TG 
Jamestown MTG 
Jansenville TG and DMT 
Johannesburg District Mounted Police 
Johannesburg Mounted Rifles 
 
Kaffrarian Rifles 
Karkloof Rifle Association 
Keeley's Scouts 
Kei Road Colonial Defence Force 
Keimoes TG 
Kenhardt TG 
Kimberley Horse 
Kimberley Light Horse 
Kimberley TG 
Kimberley Volunteer Regiment 
King William’s Town TG and DMT 
Kitchener's Fighting Scouts 
Kitchener's Horse 
Klerksdorp TG 
Klipdam TG and DMT 
Knysna TG and DMT 
Koffyfontein Defence Force 
Kokstad TG 
Komgha TG and DMT 
Kruisfontein Native Scouts 
Krom River DMT 
KurumanDefence Force 
Kuruman Scouts 
Kuruman TG 
 
Ladismith TG, Reserve TG and DMT 
Lady Grey TG 
Ladybrand TG 
Ladysmith TG 
Laingsburg TG and DMT 
Lidgetton Rifle Association 
Loch's Horse 
Loxton's Horse 
Lydenburg Mounted Police 
 
Mafeking Cadet Corps 
Mafeking TG and DMT 
Mafeking Railway Volunteers 
Malmesbury Defence Corps 
Malmesbury TG and DMT 
Malmesbury Police Force 
Malton District Rifle Association 
Maraisburg  TG 
Maritzani Mounted Rifles 
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Maritzburg Ambulance Corps 
Marshall's Horse 
Matatiele European Reserves 
Matatiele Native Contingent 
Matjiesfontein DMT 
Melmoth Rifle Association 
Menne's Scouts 
Middelburg TG and DMT 
Middleton TG 
Midland Mounted Rifles 
Military Mounted Police 
Modder River DMT 
Molteno TG 
Montagu TG and DMT 
Montmorency's Scouts 
Mosita Squadron DMT 
Mossel Bay TG and DMT 
Mount Currie Reserves 
Mtshwati Rifle Association 
Murray's Horse and Scouts 
 
Naauwpoort TG and DMT 
Namaqualand Border Scouts 
Namaqualand TG 
Natal Carbineers 
Natal Field Artillery 
Natal Government Railways 
Natal Government Railways Bridge Guards 
Natal Guides 
Natal Mounted Infantry 
Natal Mounted Rifles 
Natal Naval Volunteers 
Natal Police 
Natal Royal Rifles 
Natal Transport 
Natal Volunteer Ambulance Corps 
Natal Volunteer Composite Regiment 
Natal Volunteer Hotchkiss Detachment 
Natal Volunteer Indian Ambulance Corps 
Natal Volunteer Medical Corps 
Natal Volunteer Staff 
Natal Volunteer Transport Service 
Natal Volunteer Veterinary Corps 
National Scouts 
Native Labour Corps 
Nesbitt's Horse 
New England Mounted Rifles 
New Hanover Rifle Association 
Newcastle TG 
Nottingham Road Rifle Association 
 
O'okiep Volunteers 
Orange River Colony Provincial Police 
Orange River Scouts and Neylan’s 

Orange River Colony Volunteers 
Orpen's Horse 
Oudtshoorn TG and DMT 
Oudtshoorn Volunteer Rifles 
 
Paarl TG and DMT 
Pearston TG 
Peddie DMT 
Peninsula Horse 
Petrusville TG 
Pietersburg Light Horse 
Pietersburg TG 
Piquetberg DMT and TG 
Piquetberg Road TG 
Port Alfred Imperial Mounted Rifles 
Port Elizabeth TG and DMT 
Port Nolloth TG 
Post Office Corps 
Potchefstroom TG 
Pretoria Volunteer Guard 
Prieska TG 
Prince Albert TG and DMT 
Prince Albert Road TG and DMT 
Prince Alfred's Guard Mounted Infantry 
Prince Alfred's Own Cape Artillery 
Prince Alfred's Volunteer Guard 
Prince of Wales’ Light Horse 
Protectorate Regiment 
 
Queenstown TG and DMT 
Queenstown Mounted Infantry 
Queenstown Rifle Volunteers 
Qumbu Native Reserves 
 
Railway Pioneer Regiment 
Rand Rifles 
Rhodesian Field Force 
Rhodesia Regiment 
Richmond TG 
Rimington's Guides 
Riversdale TG and DMT 
Roberts' Horse 
Robertson TG and DMT 
Rosmead TG 
Ross’ Machine Gun Battery 
Rundle's Scouts 
 
Sandflats TG and DMT 
Scottish Cyclist Company 
Somerset East TG 
South Metropolitan Gas Company Res 
Stellenbosch TG 
Steytleville TG 
Sutherland TG 
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Sandflats TG and DMT 
Scott's Railway Guards 
Scottish Horse 
Settle's Scouts 
Sir Lowry's Pass DMT 
Somerset East TG and DMT 
South African Constabulary 
South African Light Horse 
South African Mounted Irregular Forces 
Southern Province Cycle Corps 
Southern Rhodesia Volunteer Reserve Force 
Southern Rhodesian Volunteers 
Special Police Contingent 
Springbokfontein TG 
Standerton Mounted Police 
Steinaecker's Horse 
Stellenbosch DMT 
Steynsburg TG 
Steytlerville TG and DMT 
Stockenstroom DMC 
Struben's Scouts 
Stutterheim DMT 
Sutherland TG and DMT 
Swellendam Railway Guard 
Swellendam TG and DMT 
 
Tarkastad TG 
Tembu Levies 
East Griqualand Field Force 
Tembuland Field Force 
Tembuland Mounted Rifle Club 
Thorneycroft's Mounted Infantry 
Touws River TG 
Transkei Mounted Rifles 
Transkeian Scouts 
Tsolo Native Contingent 
Tsomo Mounted Rifle Club 
Tucker's Scouts 
 
 
 

Uitenhage TG and DMT 
Uitenhage Volunteer Rifles 
Umlaas Road Rifle Association 
Umvoti Mounted Rifles 
Umzimkulu Reserve 
Uniondale DMT 
Upington TG 
Upper Tugela Rifle Association 
Utrecht-Vryheid Mounted Police 
 
Vallentin's Heidelberg Volunteers 
Veldrift TG 
Victoria East DMT 
Victoria West District Mounted Police 
Victoria West Mounted Scouts 
Victoria West TG 
Vryburg TG 
 
Warren's Mounted Infantry 
Warren's Scouts 
Warrenton TG and DMT 
Wartburg Rifle Association 
Warwick's Scouts 
Weil’s Transport 
Wellington TG and DMT 
Western Light Horse 
Western Province Mounted Rifles 
Weston Rifle Association 
Wilgefontein Rifle Association 
Willowmore TG and DMT 
Willowmore Railway Contingent 
Windsorton and Wedberg TG and DMT 
Winterburg Mounted Rifles 
Wodehouse Border Guard 
Wodehouse Yeomanry 
Worcester TG and DMT 
 
Xalanga Mounted Rifles 
 
Zeerust TG 
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INDEX 

A 

Aberdeen · 152, 153, 157, 164, 172, 206 
Abrahamskraal · 72, 98, 111, 118 
Alcobaça · 123, 124 
Aliwal North · 72, 79, 82, 85, 166, 173, 185 
Alkmaar · 179 
Alleman Nek · 99 
Armoured train 

Mosquito · 10, 11 
Auge Wyst · 217 

B 

Bakenkop · 71 
Bakenlaagte · 195, 196, 197, 198, 202 
Balfour · 125 
Bankkop · 190, 211, 212 
Barberton · 105, 122, 124, 125, 213, 225 
Basutoland · 81, 107, 176, 184, 208 
Beestekraal · 195 
Belfast · 92, 99, 113, 114, 116, 118, 143, 146, 203, 

204, 216, 220 
Belmont · 23, 24, 26, 181 
Belmont (Kuruman) · 42 
Bergendal · 118 
Bethlehem · 63, 103, 104, 151, 203, 204, 232 
Biddulphsberg · 94, 95, 96 
Blaauwberg · 90, 91 
Black Week · 31, 35, 42, 55 
Blesboklaagte · 219, 220 
Bloemfontein · 9, 58, 60, 63, 71, 72, 75, 76, 80, 

102, 156, 212, 232 
Blood River Poort · 184, 190, 213, 231 
Bonteheuvel · 182 
Boschbult · 226 
Boschmanskop · 226, 227 
Boshof · 81, 83 
Boshoff · 81, 84, 101 
Bosmanshoek · 202, 203 
Bothasberg · 220 
Bothaville · 131, 132, 134, 206 

Bouwer’s Hoek · 179 
Brakspruit · 199, 226 
Brandekraal · 200 
Brandfort · 62, 63, 73, 74, 75, 77 
Brandvlei · 158 
Brandwater Basin · 107, 109, 230 
Breedts Nek · 144 
Bremersdorp · 175 
Brindisi · 230 
Brugspruit · 170, 218 
Brynbella · 25 
Buffelsdoorn · 232 

C 

Calvinia · 158, 201, 202, 205, 207 
Chieveley · 22, 47 
Cingolo · 59, 60 
Clanwilliam · 201, 205, 207 
Clocolan · 156 
Colenso · 9, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 42, 45, 53, 64, 68, 

118, 136, 189, 191, 195, 213, 230 
Colesberg · 43, 44, 57, 58, 72, 97, 111, 151, 204, 

209, 236 
Cradock · 63, 103, 124, 174, 186, 203, 213 
Cyferfontein · 142, 143, 155, 218 
Cyferkuil · 158 

D 

Dalmanutha · 45, 72, 113, 114, 118, 124, 195, 196, 
203 

De Klipdrift · 12, 221, 222 
De Wetsdorp · 134 
Delagoa Bay · 101, 113, 218 
Diamond Hill · 43, 100, 146, 195, 203, 230 
Diyatalawa Camp · 56 
Donkerhoek · 43, 100, 101, 195, 203, 230 
Doorn River · 175, 205, 207 
Doornbult · 174 
Doornfontein · 214 
Doornhoek · 161 
Doornkop · 94, 113 
Dordrecht · 41, 59, 71, 166, 173, 183 
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Draghoender · 91 
Driefontein · 63, 72, 92, 98, 111, 118 
Dullstroom · 140, 204 
Dundee · 14, 17, 19, 23, 38, 88, 126, 137, 159, 

184, 189, 195, 214, 227 
Durban · 38, 50, 54, 104, 151, 189 

E 

Edenburg · 80, 163, 247 
Elands River · 112, 113, 193, 204, 209 
Elandskloof · 171, 185 
Elandslaagte · 15, 16, 23, 68, 81, 83, 124, 136, 

152, 155, 189, 200, 212 
Elandslaagte (Transvaal) · 221 
Elandspruit · 204 
Elizabethfontein · 205, 207 
Enslin · 26 
Estcourt · 17, 25, 213 
Etshowe · 189 

F 

Farquhar’s Farm · 19 
Fauresmith · 56, 129 
Fish River Station · 207 
Florida · 94 
Fort Itala · 187, 188, 190, 213, 231 
Fort Prospect · 186 
Fort Tuli · 16 
Fouriesburg · 79, 109, 176 
Fourteen Streams · 75, 83, 84, 195 
Fraserburg · 215, 216, 225 
Frederikstad · 110, 129, 130, 142, 206 
Frere Bridge · 72, 73 

G 

Gannahoek · 185 
Garies · 223 
Gatsrand · 121, 232 
Geluk · 114 
Graaff-Reinet · 172, 173, 175, 177, 236 
Graskop · 43 
Graspan · 26, 167, 168, 204 
Griqualand · 25, 26, 43, 200 

Griquatown · 182, 214 
Groenfontein · 135 
Groenkop · 208, 209 
Grootvlei · 139 
Gruisfontein · 216 

H 

Hamelfontein · 147, 149 
Hammanskraal · 179, 227 
Hammonia · 91 
Hanover Road Sidings · 203 
Harrismith · 68, 69, 176, 203, 209, 213, 220 
Hartebeestfontein · 108, 150, 153, 154, 156 
Heidelberg · 102, 103, 147, 212, 218, 219 
Heilbron · 43, 90, 97, 151, 199, 202, 209, 236 
Helpmekaar · 17, 89, 116 
Helvetia · 140, 141, 142, 227 
Hertzogville · 215 
Hlangwane · 35, 59, 64 
Holkrans · 230, 231 
Hopefield · 192 
Hout Kraal · 149 
Houtkraal · 138, 139, 150 
Hussar Hill · 59, 60, 147 

J 

Jacobsdal · 33, 59, 131 
Jagersfontein · 129 
Jakkalsfontein · 217 
Jameson Raid · 94 
Jamestown · 166, 173 
Jammersberg Drift · 81, 111 
Jasfontein · 43 
Johannesburg · 53, 54, 56, 59, 68, 69, 72, 85, 87, 

91, 94, 97, 101, 121, 124, 136, 142, 146, 159, 
171, 181, 197, 218, 223, 225, 228 

K 

Kalmberg · 12, 85 
Karee Siding · 75 
Kenhardt · 91, 162 
Kestell · 208, 232, 233 
Kheis · 91, 92 
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Kimberley · 12, 17, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 31, 33, 43, 
55, 56, 60, 63, 81, 85, 87, 101, 108, 109, 150, 
161, 173, 192, 214, 222 
Carter’s Ridge · 25, 26 
Dronfield · 17, 18 
Otto's Kopje · 22, 25 

Kitchener’s Kopje · 62, 63 
Kleinfontein · 193, 194, 195 
Klerksdorp · 63, 109, 129, 150, 152, 158, 199, 221, 

227, 236 
Klip Drift · 60 
Klip River · 121, 124, 219 
Klipkraal · 151 
Koedoesberg Drift · 55, 56 
Komati Poort · 113, 123 
Kraaipan · 10, 12, 16, 43, 86, 130 
Krismiskop · 208 
Kroonstad · 31, 54, 87, 90, 92, 98, 99, 142, 175, 

177, 184 
Kuilfontein · 71 
Kuruman · 42, 43, 85 

L 

Labuschagne’s Nek · 41, 71 
Ladybrand · 58, 75, 95, 101 
Ladysmith · 9, 15, 17, 19, 22, 28, 30, 33, 45, 46, 

47, 51, 54, 55, 64, 65, 68, 101, 104, 118, 124, 
137, 146, 151, 155, 175, 195, 196, 204, 212, 227 
Newcastle Road · 28 
Platrand · 45, 47, 231 
Surprise Hill · 30 
Wagon Hill · 45, 46, 231 

Lake Chrissie · 126, 127, 128, 147 
Lancaster Hill · 136, 137, 231 
Langberg · 203, 204 
Leeu Spruit · 102 
Leeuwendrift · 202 
Leeuwkop · 168, 226 
Leliefontein · 103, 151, 192 
Lichtenburg · 12, 43, 145, 150, 152, 164, 214 
Lindley · 90, 92, 93, 94, 118, 209 
Lombard’s Kop · 19, 22, 30 
Lourenco Marques · 85, 123 
Lydenburg · 47, 92, 99, 114, 121, 136, 142, 171, 

224 

M 

Machadodorp · 115, 140, 142, 143, 171 
Mafeking · 9, 10, 11, 13, 27, 33, 40, 61, 63, 75, 86, 

87, 130, 138, 142, 150, 152, 155, 163, 194, 195, 
203, 217 
Cannon Kopje · 20, 21 
Game Tree Fort · 40 

Mafeteng · 81 
Magersfontein · 9, 12, 31, 32, 33, 42, 55, 61, 63, 

81, 98, 108, 130, 132, 152, 163, 229 
Mahlabatini · 159 
Malmesbury · 199 
Mapogstat · 227 
Maraisburg · 161 
Maritzani · 87 
Martinshof · 173 
Matjesfontein · 202 
Meyerskraal · 150 
Middelburg · 101, 113, 141, 142, 168, 171, 173, 

178, 204, 220, 227 
Middelfontein · 145 
Modder River · 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 55, 60, 61, 63, 

75, 76, 130, 131, 181, 197, 203, 229 
Modderfontein · 183 
Moedwil · 190, 191 
Molteno · 28, 64, 177, 238 
Monte Christo · 59 
Monument Hill · 143, 144 
Moolmanspruit · 230 
Morgenzon · 172 
Mostertshoek · 80, 118 

N 

Naauwpoort · 107, 109, 142, 164 
Naboomspruit · 165, 171 
Naroegas · 162 
Nelshoogte · 122 
Nelskop · 158 
Nicholson’s Nek · 19, 54, 204 
Nkandhla · 187 
Nooitgedacht · 19, 124, 137, 138, 195, 220 
Nqutu · 88, 214 
Nylstroom · 165, 192 
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O 

O'okiep · 228, 248 
Onbedacht · 172 
Onverwacht · 211, 213 
Ospoort · 163 
Ottosdal · 199, 222, 226, 228 

P 

Paardeberg · 26, 31, 32, 60, 61, 62, 63, 80, 98, 132, 
152, 181, 197 

Paardeberg Drift · 161 
Paardefontein · 179, 180 
Pappasnek · 71 
Pearston · 151, 179 
Penhoek · 41 
Philipstown · 138, 139, 148, 149, 151 
Phokwane · 43 
Pienaar’s River · 165 
Pieter’s Hill · 65, 68, 179, 213, 230 
Pietermaritzburg · 15, 46, 104, 122, 154, 159 
Pietersburg · 171 
Piquetberg · 199 
Poerseplaat · 192 
Pontdrif · 17, 68, 69 
Poplar Grove · 72 
Potchefstroom · 27, 61, 87, 103, 109, 110, 129, 

130, 150, 162, 163, 228, 232 
Potfontein · 56 
Pretoria · 19, 22, 30, 37, 47, 51, 52, 53, 60, 63, 68, 

69, 72, 75, 78, 83, 84, 85, 89, 90, 92, 97, 99, 
100, 101, 102, 113, 118, 123, 124, 134, 137, 
140, 141, 144, 146, 164, 165, 169, 179, 182, 
192, 193, 203, 218, 231, 233 

Pruissen · 191 

Q 

Quagga Poort · 97 
Quaggafontein · 120, 185 

R 

Railway Hill · 65 
Ramathlabama · 75 

Reddersburg · 80 
Reebokfontein · 158 
Reitz · 142, 167, 168, 185, 186, 209, 233, 236 
Rensburg Siding · 39, 58, 111, 209 
Retief’s Nek · 107, 108 
Rhenoster Kop · 135, 136 
Rhenoster Valley · 225 
Richmond · 151, 170 
Rietfontein · 17, 22, 54 
Rietfontein (CC) · 215 
Rietfontein (Transvaal) · 86, 104, 144, 163, 210 
Rietspruit · 157, 158, 206 
Robinson's Drift · 47 
Robinson’s Drift · 47 
Roodepoort · 90, 91, 94, 236 
Roodewal · 97, 98, 139, 226, 227, 228 
Rooiberg · 165 
Rooidam · 12, 84, 85 
Rooiwal · 98, 118, 227, 228, 229 
Rouxville · 103, 118, 137 
Ruigtespruit · 158 
Ruigtevlei · 166, 177 
Ruiters Kraal · 177 
Rustenburg · 75, 113, 145, 164, 190, 193, 195, 216 
Ruyterskraal · 177 

S 

Sand River · 101 
Sanna’s Post · 75, 76, 77, 79, 80, 131, 134, 150 
Scheepers Nek · 88, 89, 189, 213, 231 
Schoonspruit · 130, 163, 199 
Schweizer-Reneke · 229 
Senekal · 94, 101, 103, 204 
Sherborne · 142 
Skietberg · 43 
Slaapkranz · 109 
Slabberts Nek · 107, 108 
Slingersfontein · 56, 57 
Spion Kop · 30, 45, 47, 49, 51, 52, 53, 54, 64, 68, 

89, 137, 149, 195, 223, 227, 230 
Spion Kop Post · 223 
Spitz Kop · 90 
Springfontein · 56 
Steinkopf · 230 
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Stormberg · 9, 28, 29, 42, 64, 79, 103, 118, 150, 
167, 183 

Suffolk Hill · 44, 97 
Sunday’s River · 83 
Sunnyside · 42 
Surrender Hill · 95 
Sutherland · 90, 200, 202, 209, 225 
Sweethome · 215 
Syferfontein · 218, 219 

T 

Tabaksberg · 77, 146, 147, 149, 151 
Tafelkop · 75, 164, 205, 206 
Talana · 14, 15, 22, 23, 38, 45, 101, 115, 190, 196, 

231 
Tarosfontein · 223 
Tevreden · 126, 127, 128 
Thaba’Nchu · 76 
Thabanyama · 49, 51 
Three Tree Hill · 48 
Tiger Kloof Spruit · 203 
Tontelboschkolk · 201, 202, 209 
Treurfontein · 214 
Twee Rivieren · 27, 33, 152 
Tweebosch · 152, 221, 228 
Tweefontein · 175, 199, 200, 208, 209 
Twin Peaks · 52 
Twyfelaar · 113 

U 

Ugie · 200 
Uitspanfontein · 216 
Units 

Australia 
Victorian Mounted Rifles · 169 

Boer 
Bethal · 196 
Bethlehem · 204 
Bethulie · 150 
Beyers’ · 192 
Bloemhof · 33, 229 
Boksburg · 227 
Boshof · 17, 24 
Carolina · 52, 68, 213 

Coleberg · 72 
Ermelo · 143 
Ficksburg · 111 
Fordsburg · 68, 136 
Fouche’s · 173 
Frankfurt · 149 
Germiston · 218 
Harrismith · 45 
Heidelberg · 45, 147, 193, 218 
Heilbron · 43, 151, 209 
Hollander Corps · 81 
Johannesburg · 16, 68, 69, 124, 142 
Klerksdorp · 63 
Kroonstad · 31, 54, 142 
Krugersdorp · 25, 83, 124, 195 
Ladybrand · 58, 95, 101 
Lategan’s · 153 
Lichtenburg · 12, 43, 150, 152 
Litchenburg · 12 
Lydenburg · 47, 99 
Middelburg · 101, 171, 173, 204, 220 
Potchefstroom · 27, 61, 87, 130, 150, 163 
Pretoria · 30, 52, 84, 97, 124, 165, 218 
Pretoria Police · 169 
Pypers’ · 201 
Rustenburg · 216 
Scheepers’ · 153, 172 
Staatsartillerie · 63, 86, 98, 125, 132, 137, 164, 

189, 203, 211 
Standerton · 101, 211 
Van Reenen’s · 166 
Vrede · 206 
Vryheid · 230, 231 
Wakkerstroom · 15, 38 
Winburg · 63 
Wolmaranstad · 63, 228 
ZAR Police · 43, 45, 56, 72, 118 
Zoutpansberg · 16, 17 

Imperial 
2nd Dragoon Guards · 227 
5th Dragoon Guards · 111, 155 
5th Lancers · 15, 45, 147, 157, 200 
6th Dragoon Guards · 86 
6th Dragoons · 39, 85, 127, 128, 202 
7th Dragoon Guards · 177 
9th Lancers · 23, 24, 74, 163, 179, 181 
10th Hussars · 75, 76, 128 
12th Lancers · 178, 192 
16th Lancers · 73, 205, 207 
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17th Lancers · 183 
18th Hussars · 28, 115, 121 
20th Hussars · 128 
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders · 27, 33, 56, 

91 
Army Post Office Corps · 98 
City Imperial Volunteers · 100 
Devonshire Regiment · 47 
Dorset Regiment · 99, 187 
Durham Light Infantry · 54, 77 
Durham RGA · 186 
East Kent Regiment · 171, 198, 228 
East Lancashire Regiment · 159 
East Surrey Regiment · 67 
East Yorkshire Regiment · 167 
Essex Regiment · 56, 116 
Gloucester Regiment · 17, 19, 62, 72, 110, 135 
Gordon Highlanders · 16, 56, 94, 119, 125, 168, 

171 
Grenadier Guards · 95, 96, 209, 236 
Hampshire Regiment · 156, 211, 225 
Highland Light Infantry · 32, 108, 135 
King’s Own Scottish Borderers · 59, 75 
King’s Royal Rifle Corps · 197 
Lancashire Fusiliers · 49, 188, 220 
Liverpool Regiment · 22, 114, 115, 141 
Loch’s Horse · 90 
Lovat’s Scouts · 185 
Manchester Regiment · 45, 46, 204 
Middlesex Regiment · 54 
Northumberland Fusiliers · 26, 28, 80, 152, 193, 

221 
Oxfordshire Light Infantry · 60 
RFA · 29, 164, 169, 185, 197, 208 

4th Battery · 221, 222 
8th Battery · 138 
14th Battery · 37 
42nd Battery · 190 
66th Battery · 37, 38 
69th Battery · 184 
73rd Battery · 49 
76th Battery · 62 
77th Battery · 29 
84th Battery · 197 
85th Battery · 197 

RGA 
4th Mountain Battery · 220 
6th WD · 141 
10th Mountain Battery · 19 

RHA · 105 
Q Battery · 76, 79, 134 
U Battery · 76, 134 

Rifle Army Medical Corps · 163, 215 
Rifle Brigade · 30, 33, 54, 66, 76, 119, 120, 125, 

139 
Royal Berkshire Regiment · 44 
Royal Dublin Fusiliers · 14, 22, 35 
Royal Engineers · 30, 73, 102 
Royal Fusiliers · 67 
Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers · 66 
Royal Irish Regiment · 104, 109, 144, 224 
Royal Irish Rifles · 28, 29, 80 
Royal Lancaster Regiment · 136 
Royal Munster Fusiliers · 80, 214 
Royal Scots Fusiliers · 60, 68, 179 
Royal Warwickshire Regiment · 184 
Royal Welsh Fusiliers · 161 
Royal West Surrey Regiment · 36 
Scots Guards · 24, 95, 144 
Seaforth Highlanders · 32 
Shropshire Light Infantry · 110 
Somerset Light Infantry · 212 
South Lancashire Regiment · 188, 189 
Suffolk Regiment · 44 
Welsh Regiment · 174 
West Riding Regiment · 144 
West Yorkshire Regiment · 25, 50, 83, 147, 216 
Wiltshire Regiment · 58, 179 
Worcester Regiment · 57 
York and Lancaster Regiment · 48, 55, 68, 70 
Yorkshire Light Infantry · 26 

Imperial Yeomanry · 154 
1st Co · 230 
15th Co · 85, 183 
18th Co · 153 
26th Co · 163 
31th Co · 149 
32nd Co · 157 
32th Co · 92 
34th Co · 177 
35th Co · 209 
39th Co · 150 
45th Co · 93 
47th Co · 94 
53rd Co · 209, 231 
62nd Co · 209 
65th Co · 148 
73th Co · 145 
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85th Co · 176 
91st Co · 206 
93rd Co · 226 
100th Co · 222 
104th Co · 215 
105th Co · 174 
107th Co · 199 

Navy 
HMS Monarch · 26 

New Zealand 
New Zealand Mounted Rifles · 105 

Other 
Somali Burgher Corps · 125, 132 

South African 
Bechuanaland Rifles · 40, 194, 217 
Bethune's Mounted Infantry · 88, 89, 146, 157, 

158, 182, 213 
Border Horse · 91, 146, 147 
Border Mounted Rifles · 17, 46 
Brabant’s Horse · 59, 82, 103, 137, 146 
British South Africa Police · 21, 40, 154, 196, 

214 
Bushmanland Borderers · 201 
Cape Government Railways · 11, 138, 174, 207, 

208 
Cape Mounted Rifles · 73, 81, 82, 175 
Cape Police · 18, 22, 43, 166, 177, 222, 223 
Cape Town Highlanders · 223 
Carnarvon DMT · 203 
Colonial Scouts · 104, 154 
Commander-in-Chief’s Bodyguard · 142, 191 
Damant’s Horse · 85, 135, 205, 226 
Diamond Fields Horse · 25, 109 
Duke of Edinburgh’s Own Volunteer Rifles · 

182, 228 
Dundee Town Guard · 23 
Durban Light Infantry · 22 
Eastern Province Hose · 91 
Frontier Mounted Rifles · 41, 71 
Graaff Reinet DMT · 173 
Imperial Light Horse · 15, 30, 45, 46, 78, 87, 

104, 122, 129, 142, 143, 147, 153, 154, 
155, 174, 175, 204 

Imperial Light Infantry · 52, 66, 154, 210 
Imperial Military Railways · 126 
Jamestown MTG · 166 
Johannesburg Mounted Rifles · 146, 182 
Kaffrarian Rifles · 71, 120 
Kimberley Light Horse · 25 

Kimberley TG · 222 
Kimberley Volunteer Regiment · 87 
Kitchener’s Fighting Scouts · 151, 165, 200, 210 
Kitchener’s Horse · 60, 138 
Mafeking Railway Volunteers · 138 
Marshall’s Horse · 102, 121, 225 
Midland Mounted Rifles · 161 
Namaqualand Town Guard · 229 
Natal Government Railways · 16, 23 
Natal Mounted Rifled · 176 
Natal Police · 159, 160 
Natal Volunteer Composite Regiment · 176, 214 
Natal Volunteer Hotchkiss Detachment · 46 
Nesbitt’s Horse · 142, 151, 157, 185, 186 
Pearston TG · 151 
Piquetberg DMT · 199 
Prince Alfred's Guard Mounted Infantry · 87 
Prince Alfred's Volunteer Guard · 71, 142 
Prince of Wales Light Horse · 200 
Protectorate Regiment · 12, 13, 18, 40, 86 
Queenstown Rifle Volunteers · 116, 117 
Qumbu Native Reserves · 200 
Railway Pioneer Regiment · 98, 101 
Rhodesia Regiment · 16, 76, 112, 113 
Richmond Town Guard · 170 
Rimington’s Guides · 23, 76, 85, 91, 135 
Roberts’ Horse · 76, 78, 102, 103, 145, 192 
Scottish Horse · 171, 191, 195, 196, 197, 198, 

216 
South African Constabulary · 89, 92, 102, 103, 

168, 178, 217, 219, 223, 228, 232 
South African Light Horse · 47 
Thorneycroft’s Mounted Infantry · 35, 51, 53, 

54, 185, 191 
Western Province Mounted Rifles · 158, 199, 

201, 210 
Willowmore TG · 164 

V 

Vaal Krantz · 54, 118 
Vaalkop · 71, 196 
Van Tondershoek · 218 
Vant’s Drift · 214 
Ventersdorp · 145, 162, 163 
Venterspruit · 48 
Vereeniging · 9, 231, 236 
Victoria Spruit · 201, 202 
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Vlakfontein · 99, 125, 144, 164, 171, 184, 218, 
219 

Volksrust · 99 
Vrede · 99, 205, 206, 209, 231 
Vredes Verdrag · 85, 86 
Vryburg · 10, 11, 43, 85, 138, 183, 192 

W 

Warrenton · 83, 84 
Waterval · 12, 19, 22, 37, 45, 60, 75, 85, 90, 134, 

164, 166, 182, 215, 218 
Waterval Drift · 59 
Wepener · 73, 81, 82, 95, 111, 118, 120, 146, 175, 

178, 180, 184 
West Australia Hill · 56 
Wilge River · 178 
Willow Grange · 25, 83 
Willowmore · 164 
Wilmansrust · 168, 169 
Winburg · 63, 77, 85, 116 
Windsorton · 84 
Witklip · 104 

Witpoort · 104, 105 
Witpoortjie · 163 
Witt Dam · 60 
Wolwekraal · 56 
Wonderfontein · 113, 152 
Worcester Hill · 57 

Y 

Yeomanry Koppies · 93 
Yzerspruit · 152, 221 

Z 

Zastron · 137, 185 
Zeekoegat · 203 
Zeekoei River · 157 
Zoetlief · 183 
Zoutpandrift · 210 
Zuurvlakte · 173 
Zwartkoppiesfontein · 83 
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BIDDING GUIDELINES: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
This Postal Auction features a special bidding system that has been in place for decades. It has led to 
unexpected benefits for many a bidder. Nothing ventured, nothing gained: so, send in your bid(s) – and see 
what happens! Please read Conditions of Sale on page 256.  
The first provisional list of prices realised will be posted Monday 30 November 2pm (S.A.) www.citycoins.com 
A notification to this effect will be placed on the website and emailed to you. 
WHAT ARE THE BIDDING ADVANTAGES OF THE CITY COINS POSTAL AUCTION? 
With any live Auction you are bound to the numerical sequence of the catalogue lot numbers. If you are 
interested in a lot that is in the middle (or the end of the catalogue) and you lose out in acquiring it you are not 
able to go back to a lot that is in the beginning of the catalogue.  
With a Postal Auction you can manage your bid in a number of ways: 
- You can indicate your priorities irrespective of numerical sequence. 
- You can add notes that if you are not successful in your first choice you can increase your bid on the items 
that follow by either a percentage value or a stipulated amount. Many bidders are confronted with an amount 
in excess of their budget providing they acquire all items – with a Postal Auction the Auctioneer can act on 
your behalf. Contact me personally regarding budget payment options (if required). 
- The bidder can ensure a degree of success by notifying the auctioneer of the wish list/and or budget. You can 
also in terms of your priority list specify a total amount that you wish to spend and how it should be spent. 
- “Buy at best” or “unlimited amount” bids are not allowed. 
- You can bid any amount (i.e. R1217 or R63) as you are not limited to set bid increments. 
HOW DO I COMPLETE THE BIDDING FORM? 
Print your name and contact details, including phone numbers which are essential, clearly on the enclosed 
bidding form (if submitting a P.O. Box number, please supply an alternative street address for courier delivery 
purposes in the event of a successful bid) and then enter the lot number(s) you wish to bid on in numerical 
sequence (where possible) with a brief description and maximum bid amount, e.g. lot ZZZ, Six medals to 
Smith, RZZZ. Please sign and date the form. Fax or e-mail us your bid sooner rather than later to ensure that 
you are in the front of the queue. You can increase or decrease your bid anytime without losing your place in 
the queue. Bids are recorded as they reach us, taking date and time into consideration.  
HOW DO I SUBMIT MY BID? 
Submit your bids to City Coins in any of the following ways: 
EMAIL: auctions@citycoins.co.za 
PHONE: (+27) (0)21 4252639 (24hr answering service) followed by written confirmation. 
FAX: (+27) (0)21 4253939      

EMAIL BIDS ARE PREFERRED. 
BIDS ARE NOT REGISTERED UNLESS EMAIL CONFIRMATION 

HAS BEEN RECEIVED BY YOU FROM CITY COINS. 
HOW ARE MY BIDS RECORDED BY CITY COINS? 
Bids are entered in the bid book, in strict confidentiality, according to date and time received. 
HOW ARE BIDS ADJUDICATED? 
A specific lot is allocated to the person with the highest bid by means of an increment above the second highest 
bid received and not for the maximum bid unless the margin between the previous bid and highest bid is 
minimal. Lots are always knocked down at one notch above the second highest bid or at the reserve price (if 
only one bid is recorded). 
If identical top bids are received from different bidders, the first bid received will be deemed to be successful. 
As a purely Postal Auction there is no “ghost” bidder.  
The closing of the Auction is done personally by Natalie Jaffe, who has finalised the Auctions for decades, and 
this takes time as the computer does not note individual bidding requests. In addition, the courier costs have to 
be established for each parcel. The final results take a while. Thank you for your patience.  
First provisional listing of prices realised will be available Monday 30 November 2020 (2pm S.A.) on the City 
Coins website (www.citycoins.com). 
The auction can be viewed on www.citycoins.com.   E-mail your queries to nataliejaffe@citycoins.co.za  
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CONDITIONS OF SALE  
1. The closing date of this Auction is Friday, the 27 November 2020 17.00 hrs. (S.A.). 
2. In these conditions “the auctioneer” means CITY COINS CC, Cape Town. 
3. The Auction is conducted solely as a Postal Auction and prices quoted against each lot are estimates in South 
African Rands. Bids should be made in South African Rands. 
4. Medals may be viewed by appointment at CITY COINS. Scans can be e-mailed on request. 
5. Please e-mail: auctions@citycoins.co.za; telephone: +27(0)21 4252639 (there is a 24- hour telephone 
answering service) or fax: +27(0)21 4253939 your bids.  
We cannot accept responsibility for error in fax transmissions.   

EMAIL BIDS ARE PREFERRED. 
BIDS ARE NOT REGISTERED UNLESS YOU HAVE  

RECEIVED E-MAIL CONFIRMATION FROM CITY COINS. 
6. Clients are asked to note that the auctioneer cannot be held responsible for any late submission of bids by 
fax nor any misinterpretation of bids due to any irregularities in the figures expressed on the fax document. 
7. Please record lot number(s) with the prospective bid(s). Return your bid form sooner rather than later, as 
bids are recorded in the order that they are received. If two bids are received for the same amount, the bidder 
whose bid form arrived first, is the buyer. 
8. In the event of several bids being received for any one item: - the highest bidder will be the successful buyer. 
Lots are knocked down at one increment above the nearest bid. The auctioneer accepts that the bids given are 
the maximum figures that the bidder is prepared to pay for any lot. In the event of only one bid being received 
for a lot; that item will be knocked down automatically at the lower estimate. 
9. Clients interested in a number of lots, but only wishing to spend a limited amount, are invited to enter their 
bids in the usual way, stating clearly the maximum amount, which the auctioneer may have at her discretion. 
Please indicate preferences. 
10. If you wish to bid on a choice of two items: - clearly mark the bid form “either / or”. 
11. By bidding, the buyer acknowledges acceptance of these conditions and shall be bound by them. 
12. All bids are handled in the strictest of confidence. 
13. Bidders will receive notification after the Auction as to the outcome of their bids. Successful buyers will 
be advised of the amount due including individual courier costs. Payment is due on receipt of invoice. 
Individual courier costs have to be worked out on each statement.  
14. The buyer’s premium is 17.5%. 
15. The 15% VAT will be added to the 17.5% buyer’s premium only. 
16. Successful bidders may pay by direct electronic transfer (EFT), or credit card. We recommend 
the SWIFT transfer for clients abroad or direct electronic transfer (EFT) for clients within South Africa. City 
Coins’ account details will be provided on the successful statements. 
Please provide proof of payment either by email or fax and quote CLIENT REFERENCE NUMBER.  
17. Once the auctioneer has received payment, the item(s) will be despatched by courier service unless 
otherwise instructed by the buyer. Insurance is available on request. Respective charges will be listed on 
successful statements. 
18. For clients unknown to the auctioneer - the right is reserved for all payments to be cleared before the 
despatch of goods. 
19. All successful buyers on a Postal Medal Auction have a three week return privilege (which includes return 
posting). A full refund will be given, provided that notification is given to the auctioneer prior to sending as to 
the reason for the return. Item(s) must be returned to the auctioneer free from handling marks and in the 
condition in which they were received. 
20. Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of description against the lot enumerated. All statements in the 
catalogue concerning authenticity, attribution, genuineness, origin, age, condition or quality, are statements of 
opinion and are not to be taken as, or implying statements of representations of fact.  
The information provided is, to the best of the auctioneer’s knowledge and belief, correct. 
21. In all matters relating to this auction the final decision made by the auctioneer will be binding. The laws of 
South Africa shall govern matters connected with this auction, including these conditions. 
 








